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This thesis is a multidisciplinary, historicdy situated analysis of a contemporq azt 

installation exhibited a t  the University of British Columbia Museum of 3uithropology (MOA) in 

1994- The exhibition, HIGH SLACK, bv d s t  and UBC professor Judith Williams, traced aspects 

of histoncal and cment  relationships benveen First Nations, British colonists and immiprant British 

Columbian socie y, and the land on which we all live. 

The exhibition led to a public symposium in November 1994 at the First Nations House of 

Leaming at the Universitg of British Columbia. First Nations and non-aborigind attendance was 

high, and the history of contact and conflict between First Nations and Europem auhorities and 

Legal systems was debated. It became clear that a web of cultural, histoncal, community, 

representation, and academic issues and politics surrounded HIGH SWCK. 

This thesis explores the exhbiuon's sigrilEicance in w o  phases: kst, the context of the 

insdlation's production; and second, the perspectives, acts, and processes which trace the ways the 

exhibition was received. This is u n d e d e n  using femLJst analyses kom and in combination with 

different disciplines' literatures and methodologies, specificdy: art history and criüüsm, 

anehropology, museum studies, pos tcolonial theory, cultural studies, anti-raust f d s  t theory, Fits t 

Nations studies and writings, and history. 

The thesis looks at HIGH SLACICs production by considering relevant contexts. These 

include: 1) British Columbia's history and political and social ideologies and debates relating to FLst 

Nations and their rights; 2) anthropology and the UBC Museum of rlnrhropology; 3) current 



cultural and artïstic discourses about F i s t  Nations and visual arts; and 4) Judith Williams' 

production process. 

To analyze HIGH SLACK's range of receptions, the thesis looks at the reactions, events, 

and discussions -ered by i t  Important moments and acts of reception include: 1) the d s t ' s  

interpretations of the exhibition in display at MOA; 2) the perspective of the exhibition's curator, 

Rosa Ho, Mthin MOA as a site of reception; 3) my owri receptions of the installauon; 4) d e n  

rextions of museum visitors in public-response books in the gdery, and vandalism don, to certain 

works in HIGH S U C K ;  and 5) the svmposium and people's statements and exchanges there. 
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1 think it's important for us to take a look at what the untold stones of British 
Columbia's history are, and that may be reflected in the Nikai Intemment Centre in 
New Denver. It may be taking a look at the work of the Chinese labourers dong the 
Fraser River. It may be facing the reality that a iittle girl ... could stand on the top floor 
of her residential school and look out a quarter mile d o m  the road and see her parents' 
home but not be able to go there for ten months of the year. And 1 thllik those are... 
parts of our history that we have to acknowledge, and that we have to teil. 

- ..A~dyth Cooper, T'sode F k s t  Wation 

From: 1 t's Tirne: First Nations and the Future of 
British Columbia, a video produced by the First 
Nations Summit, 1996, North Vancouver, B.C. 



Typographical Note 

The proper spelling of the word ccTsilhqot'in" in English includes a ckcumflex accent over 

the "s", like this: ~ 4 ~ t ' i n .  

Unfomuiately, my word processing program and printer are unable to produce this 

charactq so the word wiu appear in this thesis as ccTsilhqor'in". It should be remembered, 

however, that the correct spelling demands the accent over the ces", and 1 apologize for this 



It is an afiemoon in August, 1994 

I have entered a space of cool and quiet and dusk from a space of heat and roar and dazzle. 

From the movement and bodessness  of outside 1 d v e  in a place of fkity; of boxes and walls 

and w a t c w .  a rnuseu.cn, a building made for looking. (Figure 1) 

In the h d s  and rooms of die museum are sculptures of wood, Stone, me@ and glass, 

painMgs on wood, skin, and canvas, paper prina, weaving ia tree back and roots and grasses. There 

are clothes and doils and toys and utensils and tools and instruments, too. A person cannot look at 

it all, cannot see this much. 

1 a m  walking into a room - a room fïlled with words. (Figures 2 & 3) There are colouts and 

objects and images, but looking does not tell me enough. 1 begin to read in order to understand I 

read: <'The &st invites the museum visitor to sit in the boat and read the books." The artist is 

Judith Williams, it says on the wall. The museuni is the Universiy of Bntish Columbia Museum of 

hthopology (MOA). The room full of words is named HIGH S U C K  ', and the boat sculpture 

Mth two books in it, where 1 sic, is calied RE:ADOING. (Figures 4 & 5) 

In the &st book 1 open, cded  Loe A: h Vova~e Round, 1 h d  the voices of George 

Vancouver and a captain of a Spaaish ship. (Figures G & 7 )  I am draam in because 1 know the 

places, up the British Columbia coasq which these men named for themselves in the joumals which 

1 read. The area is now called Desolation Sound, after Cap& Vancouver's depressed mood as he 

floated in Teakeme -mi on one particulv day '. 

The second book 1 read, Loe B: Rock/Bum, contaias-photographs of rock p a i n ~ g ~  made 

by the First Nations people wvho had, d e n n i a  before, named the places toured by the Europeans. 

(Figure 8) I recognize these painangs, too. As a child I spent many days on a boat on the Coast. 

ALnost e v q  yeax my family spent August in Desolation Sound. One summer we spent our cime 

chbing up rocks kom the water's edge to see the red pigment paintings. We had charcoal and 
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 ansl lu cent papa and traced some of what we found. In the word-room, 1 see names and images 

familiar from ch- and memo&s, 1 rocks and arater pees, and 1 conMue r e a h S  

attempDng to untangle the knot of voices, places, images, and stories eacoded in the text 

The words prompt me CO remember my child travels and understandings of these partidar 

phces. 1 think about my accepcance of the fact th& names were *en them by 'explorers' &om 

England and Spain 3. 1 thuik about my willingness to saamble up sandstone and look at the 

paintkgs and to record my looking in charcod and on hlm... as if 1 were in a museum. (Figure 9) 

For me the paintïngs were evidence of a human histoq that stretched back beyond my 

comprehension; 1 understood them as lefiovers of somehing that existed in the mysterious past 1 

comected these signs of indigenous inhabitance of the land neither to the irony of the European 

names on our charts aor to conremporarp Firs t Nations commufuties ' never-in te- ted inhabitance 

of the places 1 visited. m e s e  wonderhl places 1 felt 1 knew and belonged to) 4. 1 kaew the people 

who painted these rocks were no t my ancestors. Yet I didn't ask myself what the images told me 

about how 1 and my hiscory - obviously separate Etom the inhabitance represented by the painMgs - 

koow and belong to this land; or  relate to irs 6rst people. 

In the dim mom 6Ued with words, 1 now ask myself. 'Other' questions begin to form, about 

the many voices layered throughout the room, the histories they messily build, the woman who 

collected them and the way she presented them here, in this building for looking at the material 

culwes of some of the peoples who paint(ed) the rocks. 

What were my questions, and who or how did 1 expect to answer them? What 1 saw in the 

room fidi of words, and niy unultered responses to it, set the terms for the research underpinning 

this thesis. The artsvorks themselves, the physical and ideological space in which 1 viewed the- and 

my particular positionings as a gendered, raced, ckssed, and historical human being shaped my 

perceptions and curiosities in specioc ways. The process of my response is part of how this thesis 

project emetged. The conditions which p e b t t e d  - or rather, which fabricated - my recep tion and 
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the assumptions embedded in it are discussed below, and axe a major subject of this thesis, and not 

just its context. 

The Exhibition (Initiai Encounter) 

The following is an edited description of my 6 i s t  reception of HIGH SLACK, written a few 

months afcer seeing it for the hrst time. Ir provides some essential information about the works 

~hemselves while also conveying my i n i d  interpretations of them: 

Judith Williams' remporary installation, HIGH SLhCK, caught my attention because of 

its Çorm - which was radicdy different EEom everpthuig else in the building... The pieces are 

mainly painted and cent-covered screens, which hang like c&s from the c e h g  to the floor 

or fkom standing smtcnires. .. and are ohen combiaed with colour and black-and-white 
U 

photographs. The photos sometïmes bide behiud and somethes are dearly visible hough  the 

~a ia ted  and text-covered curtains. Ohen several layers of text are juxtaposed. (Figure 10) 
A 

The 'other' main form \V.Yiillian?s' works take in HIGH SLACK is the '%book work"(Figure 

11). In these documents, she combines her own photographs and words with reproductions of 
I 

iilustrations and lengthy ererpts bom historical sources and contemporary newspapers. The 

sources quoted and explored in the art books are, for the most part, also the sources of the 

majority of cext inscribed onco her hanging screens. Her own creaàve e t h g  also repeats in 

the books and on the photos and paiated cuaains. 

In order to experience several of die works, 1 was required to physicdy interact Mth them - 

by sitMg down in a wooden boat-bench to access book works (art works containhg images and 

text which are bound like books), pulling a curtain aside or sneaklig behind it, or waiking into 

spiral tunnel. O d y  after e n c o u n r e ~ g  several of the curtain/text/photo works did 1 begin to 
A 

understand their general subjecrs... 1 sat down at two desks provided to peruse some book 

works made by Williams. They were tucked away in the back corner, where 1 tb.ink they were 

meant to be a~proached after s truggling Mth the larger screen works. Here 1 began my process 
A A 

of putthg it all together. Flipphg from book to book, 1 began to see that al l  of the works wese 

intimately intercomected io subject matter. I started to figure out which works used which 

sources and to understand the meanligs of the cross-references benveen them ... In these book 

works in particular, Williams eshibits her own process of research on the histotical literature of 

European-First Nations contact and conficcr in parts of B.C. in the mid-to-Iate nineteenth 



Al1 of the works in the installation use vaPous combinations of the following sources: 1) 

white-authored joumals and memoirs of contact, relations, and conflict with First Nations; 2) 

white-produced illustrations of FYst Nations villages; 3) the letters, mal notes and transcrîpts of 

Judge Mathew Ballie Begbie; who presided over the hanging of several Tsilhqot'in Nation chefs 

in the 1860s; 4) clippings Gom hte-nineteenth-cennirg B.C. newspapers conceming white 

surrreying and cexploration', contact and conflict with First Nations, and the decimation of Fis t 

Nations communities by srnallpox; 5) late-mentieth-cennirg B.C. newspaper clippings about the 

1993 Cmiboo-Chilcotin Justice Inquiry and the issue of non-Fist Nations owned companies' 

plans to export water encompassed in lands claLned by First Nations; 6) F k t  Nations accounts 

of contact and conflict with whites; and 7) Judith Williams' own writing and photographs..- 

The silent dusk of HIGH S U C K  is not only a mausoleum of (partial, conflicMg and 

conaict-med) collective memory. Williams looks around at her/our present and fo-d to 

her/our funire as weU as back at die past j. Justaposed with voices from and speaking about 

history are those of cootempormr B.C .... They Link yesterday's events to today's politics md 

tomorrow's possibilities. By spotlighting - literally - the 'authoritaüve' sources of white Estory 

and by juxtaposing them with First Nations accounts, cunent events and polibcal issues, and 

her own thoughts and images, iVilliams exposes their prejudice and incompleteness. The 

injustice, racism, and cultural genodde European-Canadian history both represents and masks 

is staddy bared under her - and our - scniany. The w r i ~ g  is on the wall... 

HIGH SLACK and looking through water: Williams' ideas foster my research 

At this point, it is important to introduce the b s t ' s  impetus in and understanding of the 

exhibition. Here is Judith W'illiams' s tory about her encrance into the aesthetic and imaginative 

temtory that led to HIGH SLACK's display: 

1 was a bit goal-less...landscape was my h s t  interest after figura1 work ... on sabbatical I got the 
idea to paint the surface of the water and through it at once, the two visions ... hrst it was an 
aesthetic h g ;  then the names carne ... my experience of the area was imponant..I did a group 
of 40 or 45 p a i n ~ g s  direcdy related to the people of the area ... the scale of the landscape is so 
huge I thought it was impossible at first ... then 1 started to talk to people and so 1 backed into 
the Native issue (Judith Williams, personal communication, 1996). 

Wallcin~ to Water [exhibited 1996 at the VAGI is a more extreme,f.maf version of what I've 
been doing [with HIGH S W C I q  in the sense that it's ... an experiment to piay out notions 1 
have about perception, and remernbering, and retrieval and of course how that relates to 
histo r y . .  If you look at an object dirough water, you know how it's always broken up, in fact 
it's sometimes geatly increased in site, sometimes it looks like itts much closer to you than it is, 



and all those b d s  of dis tortions are going on ... water operating libe a lens ... the only reason to 
focus on that as a concept was to see that you can look at ~o things at once.. . the notion 
when you're looking through water of seeing both the surface and peneaating the surface af the 
rame timc. And that has always been a kind O E metaphor for HTGH SLACK.. . (Wirlliiuns in 
Foss, 1996: 4). 

I choose the narne HIGH SLACK for my installation because it is the time when the tide, 
having risen to [its] highesr point for rhe day, seems to pause before it ebbs. The cunent calms, 
one c m  safely traverse the rapids and Lit's] a good tirne to fish for salmon. (Judith Williams 
19945). 

Williams' desception of her joumey with HIGH SUCK,  and the concepts she developed 

while produuug it and Mtnessing irs recepaons, inspired rny research. The concept of looking 

through water provided a dlect Link to my w o r h g  understanding of my thesis; and it is also an idea 

which binds together several of the diverse ways I've med to understand HIGH SLIîCK. When 1 

hrst picked up on chis metaphor 1 \vas attempüng to approximate and report Judy Williams' own 

understanding of the exhibition. Since then 1 have discovered the possibility of building on the 

multi-faceted nature of my research and its results. 

LookLig through wacer is a good way co descnbe the expenence of attempting to hover 

between different methodological and theore ticd approaches. It also provides an image to articulate 

my efforts to read through t h e ,  benveen texts, and between the historical, media, le& academic, 

poetic and personal voices in \Villimsf arworks. The idea of lookiag at the swface of and though 

water at once also images the chdenge of moving among standpoints outside the installation. 

There have been connections and disjunctions between the responses of Williams, MOA staff, 

myself, the statements in the response books, speakers at the symposium (T.ihqotlin, those of other 

First Nations, and non-Native) and the vanda1 of HIGH SLACK. For me, it has been only p d y  

possible to look between culnues, across difference within and berneen women, and into a 

complicated and extended process of cultural production, negoGticn, and reception(s) in this 

research. Thinking about looking at and through water bas helped me to see and explain where my 

undemater vision can be quire clear, and where only reflection is possible. 

Looking through warer is a meraphor which permanently ties rny thesis to Williams' work on 

HIGH SLACK 1 have used it ro think about reading through &ne, through te-, between 



different points of view, benveen cultures, aaoss difference widiin and between women, and CO 

experience the artworks hemselves with th& multiple, fractional layers, their library-like bringing 

cogether of prirnary texts and research and voices - ranging from the historical, media, legal, and 

academic to the personal. 

First Conclusions 

How did mlr early- reading of HIGH SLACK as a critical intervention in neo-colonial 

Canadian poliucs determine my research aims and mediods? I was chdenged by the questions and 

problems that I sa\. spioning out of that one darkened room. -An effort to d r h e  my projecr in die 

months Çollowing mv b s t  viewïng of the exhïbiaon produced diis short-hand List of issues to be 

inves tigaced: 

1. Williams' mistic use of specific histories in relation to an ~ J X  critical tradition which operares 
on die idea chat real art is not political but 'universd', and in relation to Canadian society's 
fidure ro see, hear and acknowledge (Li fact, irs historicdy active repression of) FLsc Nations 
hisrory, c u l u e  and 

2. LVilliams' use of 'non-naditionai' (Firsc Nations) art forms 

3. Williams' focus on using nacurally occuriing forms in order ro rranslare her understanding of 
nature into art 

4. WiIlïms' emphasis on che idea diat a people's culture, art, and history are inseparable fiom 
the landscape in which they Live 

5. \ViUiams7 recognition of the importance of naming in relation to a culnu-e's history in and 
belonging ro a landscape - in diis case Euopeans renarning landmarks in First Nations' terricor)- 
after ( o k n  hosde) colords withouc indigenous permission 

6. The relegation of FLsc Nations art, as 'primitive', 'exotic' 'dfact ' ,  to anhropology, versus 
raclt-sexist d e h e d  art's near monopoly on high-sratus galleries and art rnuseums: die 
dominance of the white male Euro-hmerican aesthetic 

7. The neglect of Fkst Nations women's art in the conrext of the dorninating culture's attention 
to First Naaons art as a whole 

8. The powerfd CO-existence (CO-operation?) of selasrn, racism and ethnocentrïsm in art 
historical and critical wiiàng and in the art world's institutions, agenues, and markets 



9. The issue of racism and ethnocenmsm within femLJst art scholarship and feminist arts 
activism: the (non)recognition of dmersiy and the (non)practice of inclusion 
Dealing nrith the historical sources Williams uses: who writes history? Who gets to rewPte it? 

10. The chdenges and complexities of my cross-cultutal research and the issue of appropeaüon 
in f e d s t  art and research 

My List of topics reveals nvo key assumpùons chat 1 made when 1 read the room of words 

for the h s t  Bme. It  also coacretely demonstrates some ways that these assumptions directed rny 

research. The hrst pivotal assumption was my strong belief, documented in #1, above, that Judy 

Williams' approach to HIGH SWCK and to other art making in context resembied my own. 1 read 

feminist critique in the installation, and 1 read counter-hegemonic political statements in her 

presentauon of colonial and neo-colonial histories. Then 1 assumed that what 1 read must have 

been meant. In chis wvay 1 was able to leave the museurn relatively certah that Williams intended 

HIGH S W C K  at least partly as the critique of local European-recorded history and present-day 

relaaons oE neo-colonialism I took it for. 1 was equdy sure that what 1 saw as political content and 

hminist statements in the instdatioa indicated that YVilliams shared my pkcu la r  invesment in the 

prominent feminist critique of universalistic conceptions of 'art for art's sake'. As it turns out, I was 

nus taken. 

My second crucial assumption was that name on die w d  of the gallery, Judith Williams, 

idenàfied a woman of First Nations descent, because of the anhropological setting of the museum. 

But 1 was wrong again. Frorn this incorrect presumpûon flowed my interest in V k s '  use of 

'non-maditional' (First Nations) art foms", "the neglect of First Nations women's art in the context 

of the d o d a ~ g  cultureYs attention to FFst Nations art as a whole", and "the challenges and 

complexities of cross-culturai research and the issue of appropriation". My supposition was no 

simple rnistake, but an idea planted by a tangle of intemalized stereotypes and a degree of critical 

awveness of thern. How this came about and what ir means are issues explored in Chapter 7. 

In my owvn personal miverse, my thesis research has resembled a process of leaming about . 
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(and pardy unleaming) a couple of significant assumptions- In making them, these assumptions felc 

Like natural perceptions - but they were followed by gasp-induchg discoverîes and protracted 

Reading HIGH SLACK fkom a histo ricaiiy- and socially-cons tructed posifion 

i c  eventudly becme clev to me that my assumptions were ends and begianings. They 

resulted from rnv ide nu^ and positionhg in this time and place. 1 iohabit a posiuon of relative 

privilege in a world of unequal and historically-determined relations of power, and my assumpaons 

were informed bv both mv location in that web of relationships and my analyses of it. My 

assumptions were also the s tarting points of my research: they fomied the questions I felt I needed 

to ask and the answen I (etroneously) thoughc 1 alreadv had. 

For a long Bme 1 was very concemed about haviog no theoty to accompany this research. It 

was something I knew I had co acquire, but 1 wasdt sure how to accomplish this'. m a t  1 didayt 

realize was thar aruculated theones were aLeady embedded in ways that 1 was thinlang about the 

specifics of the research and d ie  situation. hlÿ percepaons of HIGH SWCK and the way 1 

approached the installation - which 1 e q e l i e m e d  as an innocent encounter - were formed and 

condtioned b y  modes of th&g determined by the w q  domuiant Canadian culture and society (of 

which I am a member) learns about the world. My own perspective has been fonned in relation ro 

this his tolically-situat ed world view. 

TVodd view' is a word that is applied mosr often to 'other' peoples which the dominant 

society conceives as discrete clumps of difference - dehed  by the& un-bebnging to a society 

claiming to be a uaiversalized standard. This fictional universal whoie (which in reality is rack+ - 

and culwally - specific and regdated) , which O ften goes b y the narnes of ''CanadaYY or ccsociety'y or 

"histoq", supposedly includes and neutrdy repmsents the universal human collective, but actually 

d e h e s  itself againsr pmticular 'oherY groups, designated by class and gender and sexuality and 
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(dis)abiliy as wveil as by race and edinicity '. 

1 discovered that I actually h d  some theory already for this thesis when 1 realized b a t  my 

azrthody andpanni~ston to experience an art work in the "ideal" way favoured by die society, i.e. on an 

individual level, in a humanistic, universalisuc frame O f mind - the  Linepid singular psyche explores 

a new aesthetic reaLn - was dictated by how 1 am identïfïed ir: the societv. As a white woman 1 am 

assumed (most of the time) to naturally belong to the society's 'mainstream', to represent its values, 

and to be represented by ics insututions and discounes. 1 am consmicted as a culnirally - (and 

racially -) dehned insider and my existence is addressed by many art works and by art theory. If 1 

were not white and middle-class, 1 would experience many more culturd products as exciudiog me 

and my engagement wish them. 

As one belonging to, and raised and educated in the d o m i n a ~ g  culture, discomes, and 

institutions, I have alwavs been told, explicidy or by omission of al l  else, that my simation and 

history and place in die world - the window Gom which 1 look - is the only view on the world. 

Leaks in this presentation were fairly well mopped up by the 'otherïng' and partkularizing 

techniques oudined above, i.e. yes, there are 'other' C'primitive", "precapitalist", "third world", 

"nomadic", "subsistence", you c m  c o n ~ u e  the List ...) ways of being, but they are viewed, sweyed, 

dehed ,  wrïtten and lecmed about, and dealt with in political and economic as weU as academic 

terms, as devianr, behind, or sirnply, but wholly and totally, different. This structure of thought is so 

strong that it became difficult for me to see that 1 have any culture at all. The dominating culnisr 

becomes falsely invisible, universalized, and standardized againsr the 'difference' found in 'others'. 

My position, in many cases, is thac of the blank white page against which the maekings of spe&c 

culture and his torically recognizable worldview become legible. This is the message 1 received in 

spite of the rehtivist tendency oE some of my anthropobgical educators; 1 was taught about 

acculturation and enculmation and ethnocentrism, but these terms were rarely applied to me. 1 also 

received this message despite my feminist awareness and lived knowledge that as a woman I am the 



particular, the visible, the 

masquerades and d e s  as 

different, and 

the universal. 

the deviant agaiost which hisroncal male speciacïcg 

Where did rny knowledge of fe&s t cheoly about 'O therying go as 1 Ioo ked at Williams' 

works and chought about what they meant? 1 thïnk that because my expience  does match the 

Eurocentric story of Canadian Me well in some ways, combined with the fact that 1 have been the 

most eager of students, I had learned my lessons too well, and thus had to d e a m  them more 

consciously than I acquired thern. 1 c b e d  my presumpuon of cul~elessness  and beliefin 

universal individualism into my encounter Nith HIGH SLACY and into my research about it. My 

eqerience of the instdauon in the veq- first inscmce and always afier that - thus with effects on my 

research methods and path - was hindunentally determined by how 1 a m  idensed in this place, in 

this body, in rh i s  cime. It's necessary co factor my posiuoning in the collecuve sociecy - therefore my 

posiuon in systemic relations ofinequality - into thinking about how 1 viewed and related to the 

installation, to other viewers of the show, and ro people who helped me do my research. 

I dünk that nvo of my new lessons as a white, middle-class, able-bodied, heterosexual 

girl/woman are important CO understanding how my response to HIGH SLhCK held to a 

hisrorically and culnirally specioc worldview (was and is raced and classed as well as gendered), how 

and why it has taken a long time for me to undentand this in any graspable way, and how my 

~ocences/ignorances, trïppings and stumbhgs, and conlontziuons are comected to the 

ideological and theore tical ways I approached the research and the ways 1 am s d  te-frafning it as 1 

Wnte. 

The h s t  new lesson is the one I've been esplorhg so far: that as a white person who has 

lived with considerable pnvilege, it has been easy for me to accept - tbat is to Say it has been difficult 

to grasp and critique - the message that rny culture and world view are universal, namal, and neutral, 

and represent progress, reason, claxity, history, and humanicy. 

The second lesson overlaps die fkst substantially but took on  a s p e d  ar&dation and 



weight in my Me as a student in an ar t  history depamnent. -4s an undergraduate student, 1 began to 

heu and read critiques of the message of European universalism. 1 began to adopt these arguments 

and direct them at the education 1 was receiviag in a n  histo y. But even as 1 leamed the words 

ethnocennisrn and Eurocennisrn and leamed how apply the critiques of anti-racism and anci-sexism 

ro the narrow history 1 was being taught, 1 Çailed to understand how close the dominant Euro-sroq 

was to my own place in the wodd and to my own cultural naining and apparatus. I didn'tfielas 1 do 

now that my oivn eyes were viewing windows of the ideology I leamed. 

Since my h s t  critique of Eurocenmc art history came hom a j d g  sense of being excluded 

as a possible subject, viewer or writer, and teacher of art because of my gender, 1 saw rnyself as 

orr(rine the narrative of art history. As a woman 1 was one of the ignored and unspoken to. 1 did 

begia to articulate and criuque the racism of art history - in its neglect of the arts of the majority of 

the world's people, in its colonialïst-strucnired percepuons of these arts when it did notice non- 

European forms, and in its arrogant assessments of the use of such forms by ccpri.mîÜvisr" 

Europeans (Gauguin, Picasso, etc.). However, my critiques of art history dong these lines were nor 

tumed to myself. 119 thorough educauon in and assimilation of the narrow concepuoa of art history 

chat 1 was e-xposed to did not corne into question because I was offended by the racializing of the 

discipline, and 1 was busy telling myself that the department should be diversiEying and teachlig 

about non-European art ns well as about art by nonwhites in European and European-domLiated 

places. Since 1 \vas critical, and 1 was an outsider to art history anyway because of its sexism and my 

femaleness, 1 was exempt fkom examination. 1 failed to see how my white skin and background 

continued to make me an insider: one whose critical but sdl  functional understanding of art as a 

universal expression O Ç individual creativicy was dictated by a culture which was bo th my spec~tic 

heritage and a d o r n i n a ~ g  ideology which actively suppressed 'other' approaches to arcistk 

production. InteresMgly, 1 was conscious of analyses of the actual social and historical consmcuon 

of art as a category of individuaiity, genius, and insplation, and, following feminis t authors, wro te 
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critically about the mystification of the arts as a world apart. StiU, 1 operated rvih this framework 

more chan 1 realized, and 1 deployed it automatically as I med to approach HIGH SLACK as a 

research topic. In fact, I was inside and outside the dominant m-historical discourse at the same 

Üme, being a European-Canadian anda woman, being an art history student who leamed her lessons 

well und a ferninis t critic of my lessons' biases. 

Ifs only in coming to the challenge o f w r i ~ g  about my research on HIGH S U C K  that the 

duality O E my position - and my vision - has become clear to me. My questions and analysis have 

Çollowed nvo divergent paths simultaneously. These paths were cleared by nvo things: &sr, my 

relative beloaging in the collective societfs d o r n i n a ~ g  culture and the way this belonging has 

d e t e e e d  my un~e~onscious leaming of that culture's univocal (art) his tory and ideologies; and 

second, my cntical stance toward these lessons, enabled by feminist discourses. 

Methodology and dichotomy 

I have acmally been dealing with two dualities, which intenelate in practice: the h s  t being my 

insider/oucsider sratus in relation to the rncism-sesism of traditional art histoq; the second beuig 

nvo divergent methodological and theoretical approaches to art research. One approach is 

associated with traditional art his tory and criucism, the other with social or cetical art history (or 

anthropology and sociology) . My ccurrnt understanding of these dualities Çorms the ftamework of 

this thesis. 

The opposition between art-critical/hisrorical and s o d  science methods strucnired my 

research process in an important way. 1 d c d  the two poles of this pair c%emieneutic;il" and 

"analytical" approaches, following Janet Wolff s use of Lucien Goldman7s wotk (1981: 103-4). 

Wolffdehes herrneneutics as "the study, or theory, of interpretation" (98) and uses Goldmann's 

wr%.ng on the phys of Racine to d is~guish  tb is  focus on underj-tatzding from efforts to e.y%'ain. A 

hermeneutical approach to an installation L!e HIGH SLACK would interpret its content and form, 
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while an analycical appronch would seek to simare the amvorks "in the wider structures in which 

thep originate and which they e-xpress" - in 'other' words, to view them in a historicai location (104). 

In my research process, 1 have followed both henneneutical and analy&d approaches. 

My art-his tonca1 background smicniled my initial idea for doing research on HIGH 

SLACK. Believing thac rny task in graduate research was to generate original ideas and information, 

1 deüded that I needed to h g  new knowledge out of the art works and their immediate contexc of 

display by interviewing the amst and gaining insight into the meaning of the installation by recording 

her rhoughts and then interprethg them, and the amvorks, myselE. From my background in art 

history 1 was used to reading championing monographs of dead artists and famous-person type 

i n t e ~ e w s  with those s d  alive. In contrast, the more critical, s o d y ,  historicdy and politicaliy- 

grounded analyses of arc 1 hadread dealt with eras past and widi broad tendenues and themes, and I 

found it difficult to relate these to doing resevch on  a contemporary artkt 1 could d k  to 

personally8. hlthough 1 wanted part of my smdy to be a kind of conternporary history of the 

political issues 1 thought HIGH SUCI< engaged, this aspect seemed like a branch of my d l n g  of 

the art works, i.e. a reinforcement of whar 1 saw as the pieces' meanlig, more than an e~pianation of 

the installation as a resulr of, and a contnbutor to, our historical moment and place. 1 Imagïned 

using the public response books in die gdery in a similar way; the comments would gauge the 

works' effectiveness in communkaMg the meaning of HIGH SWCK (my reading of it) and 

would sarnple visitors' reacüons to what I interpreted as the works' message. 1 envisioned 

interviews \sith the a r t ï s t  as my main source of material. My assumption was that telling the m t h  

about the installation's rneaning was possible and this was the objective '. It seemed like a rnatter of 

minlig and displayïng the artist's intentions, and combining them with my interpretations of the 

amvorks, their texmal sources, and the curator's understanding of the installation's significance. 

However, as time passed 1 began to leam a bit about the complelaty of the situation 

sunounding this installation. Conrext became a crucial consideration as 1 discovered that my 
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research plans and requirements were not the only process happening in relation to the installation. 

There were many relationships and processes developing around HIGH S W C Y  before and after 

the works' exhibition. 1 thought of a s h g  questions abom the ternis of the installation's 

produccion, negotiauon, exhibition, and reception(s). 1 realized that learning abour the amvorks 

was noc only an end in itself but &O provided a way to think about the sociery that sunounds it and 

us, and about some cultural, ideological, and soüo-political issues relevant to the installation and its 

context. 1 decided that 1 should nlk to people involved in setting up the installation for public 

viewing and to different people who saw and reacted to it and to issues it brought up. The artist's 

intentions and works moved off to the side and 1 began to see HIGH S U C K  as a jumping-off 

point to talking about political, historical and culrural issues. 

In this movement my research practice and goals became more attached to a familiar 

feminist theoreucal perspective, one which rejects the myth of objective knowledge (often claimed 

by white supremaüst, classist, and seest disciplines) and instead insisa on the realiy of the 

concealed social consmiction of knowledge and systems of knowledge. In deüding not to try to 

6nd "one interpretation which is better than another" or to recreate <'original meanings", 1 shifted to 

dJnking about how to "conectly locat[e] and thus 'explain"' HIGH S W C K  in context. 1 moved 

Lom a focus on hermeneutics to include what Janet Wolff c d s  a cntical sociology of ar t  (1981:lOS). 

WoM says it is the duty of such a study to show the ways communication is c'distorted" by its 

construction in "unequal relations and smictures of power in our souety" (105). 1 explored the 

physical context of HIGH SLACK itself and folIowed direads Lom its subject matter and soueces to 

contemporary issues. 1 found that many of the derails surroundhg the installation - the conditions 

of its production and reception and the relationships that dÏd or did not develop alongside it - had 

e v e q h n g  to do Mth unequal relations and snuctures of power in o u  society. 

For exarnple, at a certain point the statu and role of a museum of anfbmpohgy as HIGH 

SLhCK's home arose as a big question mark. The Univenity of British Columbia Museum of 
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hnthropology holds an important position in the local cultural scene, which is heavily inves ted in 

and busily debating about indigenous cultural and &suc producaon and acüvitg, e s p e d y  that of 

'Northwest Coast' First Nauons. Discourse about First Nations' culture and art happens againsr 

and is intirnately tied to current political smggles and their historic status. M a c t s ,  such as many 

of those stored at MOA, are direcdy comecced to the govemmental and territorial systems 0fB.C. 

First Nauons, and therefore to contemporq- land claims and treay negotiations. Control over 

cultural heritage, production, and represenration cornes hand in hand with control over land and 

resources and poliucal seK-determination in B.C. today. These links were s~engthened in my mind 

at a meeting held on November 19,1994 at the University of British Columbia Fùst Nations House 

of Leaming. Enuded Svm~osiurn: The Tsilhsot'in War of 1864 & 1993 Cmioo-Chilcotin Tustice 

1nqui.y. the gathering wimessed the connectedness of First Nations/British, and First 

Naaons/Canadian, relationships in the past and present The ways these issues, touched on in 

HIGH SLACK, were variously taken up by T.7hqot'M, by members of other First Nauons, by 

descendants of Briüsh colonis~s, by judges and lawÿers, and by others, made it obvious that there 

was a 10 t to eip',ain in the instailation's bicth in and effect on a cornplex web of relationships. Which 

relationships? Those between: the non-First Nations arüst and people belonging to several First 

Nations; the artist and the Tsilhqot'in Nation; the artist and MOh; the installation's curator and the 

d s t ;  the cutator and other MOh staff; MOA and the Tsilhqot'in Nation; MOA and UBC; hIOA 

and its public audiences; and between the researcher (me) and the artist, the curator, MOA staff, md 

memben of the Tsilhqot'in Nation; and benveen the viewers (non-indgenous and indigenous) of 

HIGH SLACK, one of whom vandalized parcs of the installation, and the art itself. These 

relationships will be explored in the thesis. 

Having followed two distinctive research methods so far, I'm not about to abandon their 

results now. Lyrhile 1 have chosen to organke and mite uskg an ana&ica/ fkamework and will see k 

to explain HIGH SLhCK in context, there will be places where 1 will incorporate interpretation of 



the artworks as well. One reason I will include some of my own readings is because they shed Light 

on my position in relation to people feom whom I med to leam in my research process. It is 

importmc co spodight my location because it is a place fomed by uneqwd, radst relationships that 

are the result of o u  colonial history. By looking at a spe&c story, and in paxt by talking to people 

affected by it and by neo-colonial power relations, 1 have med to leam about those very unequal 

relationships- Therefore mj7 own place in these structures must be acknowledged. As Celia Haig- 

Brown explains, using analyses from Foucault and sociology of knowledge literacure, 'Lknowledge is 

created and recreated in interactions axnong people" (1995: 14). My interactions wïth other people 

in doing research were smcniled by specific inequalities which relate to B .C.'s colonial past and 

neo-colonial present. Both in Haig-Brown's study of First Nations conmol of educaüon and in my 

project on HIGH SLhCK, knowledge about power relations is produced in interaction between 

people operathg from difEerent places in those unequal relations 'O. 

My other reason for induding some interpretive response to the installation is that I want to 

recognize the interesthg and special aspects of studying a group of arm~orks. As I>ve outliaed - and 

experienced - there is a perceived and expected oppositional duality between analytical and 

hermeneutical approaches to cultural products and processes. Art-cnucal studies have usually 

limited themselves to a variety of £omis of interpretation, and soüological smdies tend to ignore 

aesthetic discouse. B y adop ting an aodytical ap p r oach which incfudes hemeneutical moments, 1 will 

c d  on feminist scholarship's longstandhg challenge to selast and Eurocenmc dichotomous 

Feminist theory, dichotomies, and disciplines 

European dichotomous models have created hierarchical dualities between concepts 

imagined to be discrete and absolute opposites, like: 



good / evil 

male / female 

white / black 

v i r e  / whore, et cetera. 

It has been argued by feminists and others that dichotomies are not a natural state of being but a 

constructed panern that grew out of a western tradition of understanding the world by defining and 

categorking chiugs diat do not necessarily (or ever)fit into categories. For something to be dehoed 

completely we need to know what it is not as much as what it is, and so understanding becomes an 

euercise in a s s e h g  total difference and complete lack of overlap between generated pairs of ideas. 

In thîs way the world is divided up into thesis and antithesk. Many have argued that the core of t h i s  

woridview is Eurocenmc pa&archy's deployment of the binary "self/other3'. Degradations of 

women by men have been seen as the results of thliking which normalizes the (male) "seif' by 

casting the (female) '<otherY' as the opposite, absence of personhood, and manifestation of absolute 

difference. E thnocenmc and racis t conceptions of the (non-Christian, non-white) "other" c m  be 

analyzed in these terms too. Feminist wiiMg £iom many perspectives has sought to replace such 

"either/ory' M g  with %oth/and" reasoning which deds finJtfully Mth intenelationships, even 

between appamtb connadictory ideas or posiuons. Many theorists steve to see and articulate nvo 

sides of a so-called ccoppositional" pair ar once in order to reach a betrer, and what is often termed 

"dialec~cal"~ understanding. 

My research has combined both sides of a ksser binary: between henneneuucs and analysis. 

The process has been profoundly multidisuplinary - in what I've read as well as in what I've done 

and asked. I have & a m  ideas and approaches from axt: history, art critiusm, anthropology, 

sociology, and history; postcolonial, cultual, museum, literary, and FLst Nations snidies; aad anti- 

racis t, Black feminist, Chicana feminis t and Third World feminis t theory. 

For me, the possibility of researching and explaining in a mily multidisciplinary way has 
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been enabled by women's snxdies. Feminist scholarship has long emphasized tearing d o m  Bgid 

boundaries berneen sexist fields of knowledge. The practice of this theory in women's studies has 

allowed me to suspend and acmaliy forget about arbitrary definitions and divisions between 

disciplines as 17ve med to 6nd a combinaaon of approaches which helps me make sense of a 

complex and specific situation. The methodology ofmy research illusrrates this fact. I have 

combined, through a process of making one decision at a time as choices have surfaced, the 

methods of inquirg of several disciplines. 

An investigation of HIGH SUCK's receptions by various museum visitors and the 

ideologies that informed them became relevant after reading the public response books induded in 

the gallery. In reading these texts 1 began to ask questions about the Museum of Anhopology as a 

senkg for the installation and about museums and cultural representation in general. Here, where 

the art works and their contexts meet, an anthropological and museological aspect concentrated. 

Histoncal research became an important focus as 1 sifted through the references and 

documents which consmicted the histories displayed in HIGH SWCK. 1 learned about sorne of 

the issues and theones of historiography and med to apply them to the specific colonial and neo- 

colonial story at hand. 

History and anthropology research issues sprang out of the symposium on the Tsilhqot'in 

WY and Cariboo-ChilcoM Justice Inquirg. At this meeting 1 began to envision a broader scope, 

realizing that to leam about HIGH SLrZCK as one part of a developing reality 1 needed to h d  out 

about how 'others' responded to i t  how did it fit (or not) ioto th& struggles to understand, rewrite, 

and live with local histones and curent situaaons? The experience of seeing and iistening to so 

many people affected by or concemed with HIGH SLACK's subject matter sent me looking for 

ways to & to 'others' about B.C. history, its echoes in today's politics, HIGH S U C &  MOA, and 

the symposium. 

1 spoke to the exhibit's curator, Rosa Ho, and Annie William, a Tdhqot'in woman and former 
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chief of the Xeni Gwet'in (Nemiah people), in an effort to gt a glimpse of the web of relationships, 

dparnics and sroiies touched by Judy Williams' installation. I thought that although it was 

impossible to map out all the coanections and breaks between art works, institutions, histories, and 

people, 1 could leam more £rom HIGH S U C K s  essrence and display by sampling 'other's' 

reactions and erplanaüons. In this way, aodiropologicai/souolo~cd methods - interviews across 

expenence and culture - becarne important- 

Thus, influenced by post-colonial studies, 1 moved benveen art crïticism, art h i s t o ~ ,  history, 

sociology and anthropology diroughout the research process. To pick up on one important aspect 

of this interdisciplioarÿ positioning, in later pages I will esplore a Çew selected facets of the discipline 

of anthropology, with particukr reference CO its history in Europe and North America. For die' 

purposes of chis thesis, 1 have found that one aspect of this discipline's oPgins and history is pdculady 

relevant to the case study of a conternporary work such as HIGH SLACK This aspect has to do with 

andiropology's historical links with the project and pnctices of global European colonialism. 

1 do no t sugges t that anthropology is the ody discipline with pas t ties to colonialisrn and an 

ongoing relationship with concepts rooted in this dominant colonial project, and neither do 1 intend to 

convey that anhropology is symonymous with colonialism or that ic rnanifeso all its araibutes. In fact, 

anthtopology is a higb complex and divergent field with many differeent histories and projects, some of 

them NnnLig dvectly counter to colonial irnperatives - and I have not been tbomzgb~ trained in any of 

them. I therefore want to emp hasize that 1 do no t claim or intend to summatize andiropology's 

histories or meanings as a whole in this thesis. Nevertheless, I believe that to understand what HIGH 

SLhCK's meanings are in its contexts and in the receptions of mmy of irs viewers, anchropology's 

connections to colonial processes should be explored and foregrounded as onepari of its heritage - a 

part which c o n ~ u e s  to impact variously on projects undertaken within its teaim. 



A reception theory fiamework 

One of the main points of the thesis is not only to assert but to demonstxate the ways in 

which HIGH SWCK created and was given new and multiple meanings in its interaction not only 

with different audiences, but also with a content of shared beliefs and ideologies parti& to the 

'westerny-domiaated culture of B.C. This strategy (weaving contextual analysis with 'art criti&rnJ 

and analysis of different audiences' receptions) is iatended to eluudate not only some meanings and 

hc t ions  of the art itself, büt also to explore the receptions of diffetent audiences precisely because 

they tell me things about o u  cultural, intellecd, and poliacal moment and place, and the debates 

and ideologies which animate it. 

By devebping this analysis, 1 have called on reception theory, as developed in the past 

couple of decades in a n  his tory and cultural studies IL- TO exphin my approach, I will refer to S t u m  

Kall's four-stage theory of communication (compBsing production, circulation, use, and 

reproduction) outlined in his essay '%ncodLig, Decodingy'(l 993) 12. Hall described these stages of 

communication as "relatively autonomous", i n d i c a ~ g  that the codùlg of a message coneols its 

receptions, but not dehaiuvely. In his theory, each stage bas LMtS, with the result that while 

polysemy (multiple meanings being atmbured to a message or image) is usual, lLnidess or hee 

pluralism in audiences' readings is not possible. 

Two dctwbacks of communications theory which Hall sought to address in this article wete 

its unidirectional lhearity, which proposed meaniags being transrnitted kom sender to receiver in 

an uncomplicaced way through the "message", and its "absence of a stnicnired conception of the 

different moments as a complex structure of relations"(l993:l)l). 

These criticisms have also been ievelled by art histoPans at strictiy artist-focussed theories 

about the effects of an amrrorli's display which posit a relatively 6xed meaning's transfedfiom the 

ar8sr through rhe work or exhibition to the audience 13. 1 have been working against this kind of 

linearity in my ideas (developed in the process of research) about a certain amount of (not 
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necessady cooperative) CO-production of meaningj in the interactions between researcher and 

inrervîewees and between different viewers of HIGH SUCI< and thek varying responses to it ''. 

This process of meaniog-production in interaction had limits caused p P m d y  by the 

interdisuplin&q of my reseaech; my interviewhg has not been neady as inceasive or extensive as a 

purely echnographic model would require, but more in-depth, broad, and contextualized than most 

arc-historical or art-critical projects would allow. The idea of meanings negotiated in multiple ways 

and in s o d  interaction links with my insistence on relating the many receptions and moments of 

meaning-negotiation which HIGH SLACK and my research caused back to an over-archg soüo- 

political smicture which positions people in complex relations to each 'other'. These relations are 

detennined b y historically-created and circulaced ideas about group identiy as well as by historicallÿ- 

created inequalities benveen groups and unequal relations in power between groups and individuals. 

1 have mediated betsveen limitless pluralism and a singular or linear s tnicnire of dominant ideology- 

determioed meaning transmission bf focussing on a complex of relationships between individuals, 

groups, and the exhibition, the differences in positioning their encounrers uncovered, the range of 

their receptions, and the ideologies and Lameworks the& responses interacted wkh - on different 

levels and in different ways. 

There are places where 1 differ Erom Hall's model, and diese differences seem to emerge 

from applying a form of recepuon theory to HHIG SMCI< as a contemporary ad  work: (Hall uses 

television programmlig as bis model) with his torical and political implications. He wrote: 

it is . . . possible and useM to think of this process in terms of a structure produced and 
sustained through die articulations of linked but distinctive moments - production, circulation, 
dismbution/consumption, reproduction. This would be to think of the process as a 'complex 
structure in dominance', sustained through the articulation of connected pnctices, each of 
which, however, retains its dis~ctiveness and has its own spe&c modality, its own foms and 
conditions of existence (1993:91). 

1 thLik this m g  be too detemiristic (ar least as it applies to an art work such as HIGH 

SLhCIC). 1 do not think it is necessary to endorse post-modemist fantasies about endless variation 
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and escape fiom socidy-imposed categories of identity, historical-material realities of sgster.uk 

inequaliues, and buttressed meanings reproduced in strucnires of dominance in order to observe and 

clab more non-linearity and diveaity in receptions and use of this image-text (HIGH S U C K )  than 

chis mode1 may allow. However, many aspects of Hall's theory of cultural produccion and reception 

seem both to reflect the kùid ofmethod 1 have developed for explaining HIGH SWCK's meanings 

and bc t ions  in its context, and to provide a good base for M e r  exploring reception theory's 

applicability to contemporaq art exhibitions. 

SiMg my research in history and mapping my theory in context(s) 

Methodology, theory, and subject matter are virtualLy inseparable in this research and its 

presentation. Political, cultural, and intellectual sensitive spots initiared methodological alterations 

and leaming, and methodological ftameworks, limitations, and issues sparked enhance and insights 

into political, theoretical, ideological, and culnual issues throughout the reseatch and wnting. This is 

retlected in the structure and arguments of the thesis: methodological reflection and commentary 

intermines with theoretical, contextual, and histoncal analysis. 

Durhg my research, 1 have relied on the Mllingness of certain people to share their cime and 

their thoughts about a project whîch is very important to hem, and which, in my opinion, is 

important in itselç. The decisions of Judith Williams, the exhibition's &t, and Rosa Ho, its 

curator, to talk about HIGH S U C K  with me dowed me to obtain information without which 1 

could not have w&ten the analysis in this thesis, and to which 1 had no other access. Large parts of 

this thesis involve my interpretaaon and explanation of the iaformation, perspectives, and opinions 

expressed by these two women as well as some communicated to me by Amie William of the 

Tnlhqot 'in community O f Xeni Gwet 'in, and O thers. 

My purpose in the thesis is oot to examine the actions and thoughts of these women; they 

are not the subject of this thesis. Rather, 1 have med to make use of their expetiences and points of 



view in order to leam and conununicate about important issues and questions related to o u r  socieg. 

1 have worked to h d  and explain the links between opinions expressed by these women md the 

cultural discourses, paradigms, and political ideologies which are relevant to the societal context of 

HIGH SLACK ". I do not offer my analysis of these opinions &-om the position of a disengaged, 

critical outsider, since 1 share Williams' and Ho's interest in HIGH SUCI< in the University of 

Briash Columbia Museum of hnthropology (MOA) where they were exhibited, and in how the 

exhibition has been interpreted dilring its display. My interest is sympathetic. Furthemiore, my 

examinauon of the individual perspectives and issues surrounding the installation is the project of a 

particpat in the discourses which affected HIGH S W CK and which have developed in relation co 

it, rather than the critique of an observer. As a women's studies researcher, sometime student at 

MOA, and part-tlne museum worker, 1 am very much implicated in the same paradigms and 

ideologies which 1 ana+ in conneccion to my conversations with Williams and Ho, e d  others. 

My idea is that those who have come into the orbit of HIGH SWCK and the museum 

which housed it are forced to engage and come to terms with a ce& set of pop& and academic, 

culmal and political discourses and categories. To use the metaphor developed by Williams in her 

installation, diey must somehow negociate the cunents that come with the tides. My research seeks 

to ha te  the perspectives of these women mthin those popular and academic, cultural and political 

discourses and categories. 1 have med to appiy the same atrempc at understanding to myself and my 

own negotïations of broad histories and ideologies that 1 apply to the information and ideas 

presented to me by Williams, Ho, William, and odiers about the exhibition, the Museum o f  

hthropology, and its social context. 

1 hope that this approach Luiiminates aspects of three things: &st, the specifk issues and 

debates which are relevant to HIGH SLACK and the& implications; second, the ways that these 

particular issues relate to broader culwal/politicd/souaI modes of thought; and thLd, some ways 

diat these bistoncal, cultural, polirical,  SOU^, and economic structures produce differences between 



people. 

Doing my research in women's studies has meant that 1 could aanslate this multidisciplinq 

research into an integrated thesis which combines the 1e~dt3 of varying research practices as well as 

theoretical approaches from divene sources. 

1. Judih Williams' exhibiaon HIGH SLACK tan at the UBC Museum of hthropology hom June 
24,1994 to January 3,1995. In diis thesis 1 will quote extensively £iom historical sources used by 
the ar t is t  in the exhibition. Through vieMng the installation I was prompted to look at the pPmary 
sources myself, but in the thesis 1 d quote Williams' excerpts of these sources. In some cases 1 
quote dkectly £iom the art works in HIGH SWCK, and in others 1 quote from the book, also called 
Hioh Slack, which Williams published in 1996. 

2. Williams documents this moment in her book (a texmal exploration of the 1 9&-cenniry history 
uaced in the exhibition HIGH SLACQ: 

Valdes' Mexiutza and the Sutil were, like Cap tain George VancouverJ ships Dimvery and 
Chatbam, en route to Nootka Sound on che West Coast ofVancouver Island. Their mission was 
to resolve the "Nootka controversy" between the Spanish and British over which of them had 
possession of the area - despite the 10,000-year occupation by the people of the area.. .. 
Unwell, Vancouver remained on board the Discovery at Teakeme Atm, an West Redonda 
Island, working on his chats. "Our situation here," he wrote in his log, '5s totally desolate." 
Heace Desolation Sound. Bur rhe sailors brewed up spruce beer and, according to Menzies, the 
ship's doctor, used the lake above Teakeme Falls "as a resort". Desolation Sound indeed! 
(1996: 15). 

3. 1 use both ML quotation marks C' '7 and scare quotes C 3 in the thesis. Full quotation marks are 
used when 1 am quoMg a person or text dLectly or when 1 am using a term that 1 have borrowed 
Erom another specïfic usage. 1 use scare quotes to indicate ùlat the word or concept inside them 
should not be taken at face value - that 1 do not uncriucally accept or endorse the concept or label 
but am making conscious reference to a term or a way that it is commonly used. 

4.1 use severai terms in this thesis to refer to the diverse nations and cultural groups who are the 
original inhabitants of Canada. " ~ & t  Nations", "First Peoples", "aboliginal", "indigenous", and 
'Native" are all used in these pages. I use them interchangeably, and I have chosen to use them ail 
because they are all cmently being used by aboriginal people in Canada to represent themselves. 
Many of these terms have problems associated wirh them. 'Wauve", "aboriginal" and "indigenous" 
are terms that have been criocized on the basis that they were imposed by colonizers and 
immigrants on original peoples and do not reflect either the great diversity among distinct groups of 
First Peoples or the many ways that these groups have named themselves over tirne. "First 
Nations" has corne under s c r u ~ y  because it is sometimes seen to exclude Inuit and Metis people as 
well as 'status' aboriginal people who live off-reserve. Wherever possible I use the name of the 
spe&c group of people 1 am referriag to, and 1 have med to be as up-to-date and accurate as 
possible with the names and spellings that nations and communiàes are cunently using. As 
relationships benueen indigenous groups and the lest of Canadian society change, naming practices 



e changing too, and the last several years have seen many groups both shedding and taking on 
older and newer names and forms of names. For a discussion of naming and indigenous people 
Canada, see Pamcia Monture's essay, ''1 Know bly.Name: A First Nations Woman Speaks" (1993). 

5. 1 use the words "collective", "our", and ccsouety'' in this thesis frequently. 1 am ushg these 
words in a s p e d c  way which is intended to recognize, rather than obscure or deny, the social and 
political diversi. and dynamks ofien hidden when these words are used to represent or invoke a 
monolithic and imagined-to-be-consensus-based whole. In contrast, I use these words ody to 
indicate that at some level, British Columbian and Canadian socieq does operate and h c t i o n  (or 
maifunction) as a group. I do no t think that the dominant identity (white, male, urban, middle- 
upper class, heterosexual, etc.) represents, or even tries to represent, al1 the society's members. In 
fach in other pages in the thesis, 1 descnbe the ways Canada's assumed monolithic identity actively 
margjnalizes, ignores, and excludes many people according to socially- and historically- consnucted 
cntegories of race, etbniciq, gender, sexuality, and (dis)abiliry. When 1 use the words "out", 
"co~ecuve", and "sodey", rherefore, 1 am hoping that this critical analysis is read into them. 1 do 
no t believe that I speak for others in die socie y. 

6. A collection of arücles called Give Back: First Nations Perspectives on Cultural Practice, with 
essays by MaBa Campbell, Doreen Jensen, Joy Asham Fedosck, Joane Quick-to-See Smith, Jeanette 
h s & o n g ,  and Lee Maracle, al1 Firsr Nations or Mees women, provided me with a range of 
analyses of colonialism, rausm, art historg and the contemporary art world, language, &Mg, and 
cultural appropriation in Canada. Reading this book was an i r n p o m t  moment of reinforcement for 
me in thinking about 'theory', its role in my research, and what 1 wanted to do about i t  Aware, as 1 
began on my thesis, that 1 was supposed to get some theory, and constantly being pointed and 
refen-ed ro standard theoretical authorities by people and texts, 1 was conhised about how or why it 
was a necessity or even a good idea ro look to these authorities in order to write about smiggles and 
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~egotiaüons and connections between abonginal and non-aboeginal women (and men). While 
recognizing theporsibie u s e ~ e s s  of non-femiaist, widely-established theorists to my explorations, 
the idea of alwqs going to them to explain the processes and issues 1 was observing seemed 
undesirable. Part of the reasoa I wanted to study in a women's studies department was to leam 
hom the w i M g s  and perspectives oE women and femiaiso about things that non-feminists have 
eqlained for thernselves. Weren't there other people 1 could leam fiom, especially since my 
re&ch mas an attempt to deal in some ways withlocal historical and cunent (mis)representations 
of people ofiecen considered the sociecy's 'other'? As I read Give Back and other books and essays 
and interviews by aboriginal women (such as Maracle, hrmçtrong, Campbell, and k lanis  
Obomsawk), the answer became an obvious "yes". 

7.  Himani Banne ji and A m  Mukhe jee make some intereshg points about the rady-defïned 
myth of Canadian identiy in their interview cded "The Other Family", in Bannerjï, 1993. 

Sunera Thobaai, in a public talk at Simon Fraser Universiy on November 6,1996, presented 
her view that a consciously anti-racist approach is required to recognize and understand the 
dominance and hegemony of white culture-based definitions of nation and sociey. She pointed out 
that many words and concepts that axe ubiquitous in m e n t  public discourse, such as "ethnic" and 
"mulciculniralism", operate to contain the cricicisms and equalit)~ demands of women coiour because 
they use white midde-class identity as a standard against which 'edmicity' and 'culture' and 'race' are 
dehed as 'difference' . This has the effecr, Thobani argues, of making (white-dehed) difference 
look like the problem, instead of focussing on the failures, limitations, and oppressive effects of 
inequalitg-produdng power relations, systems and smcnires in our society. It also leads to speufic 
forms of racism which target "immigrants" and their cultures as threatening the (fictional) uaity of 
Canadian ''citizenship" and "national identicy" (my no tes). 



Edward Said has an interesthg perspective on culwesy interactions aith the a c d t y  of intemal 
d tu r a l  complexi y and the myth of (culturally and racially) monolirhic national identities: 

...cultures are humanly made structures of both authority and participation, benevolent in what 
they indude, incorporate, and validate, less benevoient in what they exdude and demo te. 

There is in all nationally defined cultures.. . an aspiration to sovereigntg, to sway, and to 
dominance.. .. At the same time, paradosically, we have never been as awaxe as we are now of 
how oddly hybrid historical and cultural experiences are, of how they paaake of many often 
connadictory experiences and domains, cross national boundarîes, de@ the police action of 
simple dogma and loud patciotism. Far fiom being unitary or monolithic or autonomous 
things, cultures actually assume more ccforeïgn'J elements, alterities, differences, than they 
consciously exclude. . . . 

These are not nosralgicdy academic or theoretical questions, for as a brief excursion or two 
will ascertain, they have important social and political consequences (1993: 15). 

8. For examples, see Melissa Dabalsis' "Gendered Labour. Norman Rockwell's Rosie the Riveter and 
the discomes of w h e  womanhood"; Barbara Melosh's 'Wdy  Work (Public Art agd 
Masculini~ in Depression hmerica"; and Ellen Wiley Todd's " k t ,  the 'New Woman', and 
Consumer Culture", al1 in Melosh, ed., 1993. 

- 

9. My assumption was informed by what m historian Janet Wolff c d s  an author-cenaed focus on 
'correct' textual interpretation: 

ED. Hirsch has argued saongly in favour of the possibility of valid interpretation. . . he 
recognises that there are always problems of interpretation . . . Nevertheless, his view is that 
there is a 'comect' interpretation, which it is the job of.. . scholarship to attain. This is the 
author's own original meanïng (1981:98). 

Wolff contrasts this approach to interpretation with "radical hermeneutics", which "rejects this 
order of prionqr", and in some cases reverses it, privileging a reader's /viewer's over the produceis 
intent (99). Wolff herself d e s  a position benveen these exaemes in defining her approach to 
reception theory, with which 1 concur. This paragaph dso serves as an altemate way to describe my 
thesis project with its reception theory £iamework and focus on contextualization: 

. . .authonal meaning does indeed have some sort of pnority over other readings, and therefore 
biographical and other information about authors is relevant for the study of literaniee [and, 1 
think, art]. But this is nor an argument for any lànd of 'valid' interpretation. . . . What is far more 
important than the fact that, as a.. . critical exercise, we may attempt to recover an author's 
meaning, is h e  fact that this meanhg is effectively dead. What an author intended.. . is.. . of 
interest insofar as that oEginal rneaning has.. . informed the present reading of the text.. . . A 
sociology of literature [or art]. . . would incorporate original meaalig (and its construction), 
mediation of that meaning through, for example, a series of cticics, and meaning attached to the 
work b y any new reader [viewer] , as well as the interrelations between these(l981: 102-3). 

IO. Haig-Brown studies educational practices as "one of the ways in which power relations (benveen 
indigenous and non-indigenous people] have been established and drculated"(l6). It is possible ro 
analyze representational practices in museums, ga.lleries, and elsewhere as another mode of 
articulation of unequal power relations in Canada. Pm of my exploration of issues sut-rounding 
HIGH SLACK in ;he following pages will make this connection 

11. Reception theory is applied on a widespread scale in art-historicd literanire at this point Many 
authors introduce the concept of production and reception as part of th& basic kameworks for 
smdying m. For example, in On the Marg-ks of Art Worlds, editor Lany Gross innoduces the 
book's contents by wPàog that: 



A x t  is a term that has been used in too many ways and applied to too many phenornena to have 
a simple or consistent meaning. However, common patterns can be discemed. Works of art 
seem generally to be considered communicative aca, and therefore we c m  adapt the shorthand 
de6nition of a commUI1icative event as involving a Jource who encodes a message that is decoded by a 
receiue~ in the case of the sas each of these ternis cakes on special properties: an a& mate1 a 
work ofad b a t  is qtpren'ated by an audience (1 995: 1). 

C d ~ d  studies also commody makes use of recepuon theory. John Cruz and JusM Lewis outline 
its application in the area in their collection Viewing. Readinp. Listeninp: Audiences m d  Cultural 
Rece~tioa: 

Today , questions about audiences (and related notions libe interpreuve commuaities, reading 
formations, recepuon, and identiy formations) loorn large within cultural studies.. . Much of 
this new interest in audiences has corne about through cross-disciplinary convergences among 
the soaal sciences and the humanities.. . Cross-disciplinary cultural analysis now requites a 
relative openness, in which the capaàty to move beyond narrowly d e h e d  intellectml borders is 
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bath a necessity and a vLnie (1994 1). 

12. Stuart Hall's theory in nim drew on art-historical sources, his participation in the Bitmingham 
School, and Barthes and Foucault. 

13. In art history, reception theory which investigated chmging meanings given to an artwork or 
exhibition over h e  or beween audience members had its start in T.J. Clark's Imaee of the People: 
Gustave Courbet and the 1848 Revolution pondon: Thames & Hudson, 1973). It traced the 
changing receptions of Courbet's BunaLat Omarzs- Variations and elaborations on reception theorg 
e now common in art historical scholarship. 

14. hnthropologist Greg Sanis descnbes many aspects of CO-production of meaning between 
researchers and inte~ewees. They range from conscious collaboration to cross-cultural 
misunderstanding producing meanings lMted by the researcher's assumptions or lack of knowledge 
about cultural context or by an intemiewee's intentional reticence or misleading- While 1 am not 
clliming that the fornier hap pened in my thesis reseatch; 1 think that something akin to the latter did 
in my attempts to do research Mth Annie William, a Tki!lbqot>in woman. I also think that difference 
in perspective and position benveen myself and the artist, and between myself and HIGH SWCKys 
curator, influenced the meanings 1 was able to take away hom our interviews. Samis &tes about 
the results of an anthropological study of his people, the Kashaya Pomo of California, to indicate 
that whereas Robert Oswalt may have thought he was presenMg traditional Kashaya srories and 
smq-telling structures in all their authentiuty and entiretg, has was in fact accessing somehing 
different: 

He [Oswalt] has infornation, but it is not engaged with the world from which the infomiation 
cornes. . . . Any attemp t on the part of the fieldworkers to recreate "the native scene" risks the 
danger of denying the presenL of displacing the significance of the fieldworkers' presence and 
how it affects the speakers' and ultimately the fieldworkers' re-creation.. .. What resulted was a 
text that re flected, at least to some degee, that situation [of the fieldwork itselfl . . . . [Wl hat 
would emerge.. . would not be a text native to the Kashaya Pomo but to the Kashaya Pomo 
and a fiddwotker (1993: 21-2). 

15. While this is my approach, it>s important to recognize that by investigathg HIGH SLACKys 
meanbgs and implications 1 also must discuss Williams as its maker. While MOA mas the context 
of its receptions and p d y  of its production, Williams' spedfic role as the d s t  is central to both the 
installation and its display and to this thesis. 



Chapter 1: Political contexts of artistic production 

h d y s i s  of an art work (such as HIGH SLACK) partly as a manifestation of and 

collaborator in a culture's changing discourses on chronic and central issues like race, gender, 

history-tekg, and environment can allow for expansion and alteration of perspectives on both a n  

and its contexts. It is with this link in mind that 1 will briefly outline, as a background summary, 

some s p e d c  cultural and political discourses. 1 have chosen to refer to those popukr 

conversations and debates which 1 th& a) set the stage for the installation's creatioo and display, b) 

affected the way the exhibition actually was produced and received, and c) have becorne a Eramework 

for my own analysis of what HIGH SWCK means in context. 

Because HIGH SLACK deals in some sense with historicai and contemporary relationships 

between abonginal people, non-aboriginal peopie, and the land we aii inhabit, it is important to 

remember the prominence of racist and neo-colonial artitudind streams which condition these 

relationships in North America and other senler societies and spec~cally in B.C. My araoUf]C1ent is 

that the context in which people produced and received the exhibition is soaked through by these 

kinds of attitudes and issues. In this section I would like to bliefly iook at B.C.'s general political 

dimate in rektion to issues affecting F k t  Nations and First Nations people and the relevance of 

land claims and treaty-making stniggles to aboriguial art. 

General Poiitical Ciimate 

B.C.'s general political c h a t e  in rehtion to First Nations should be factored into an 

understanding of HIGH SLACK's production and mearùngs to its viewers. h n y  art work (or other 

kind of text or representation) which refers to the existence of aboriginal people necessady evokes 

and must d e h e  its own relationship to a set of politics around First Nations history and rights 

which seems to be perpetuaiiy at a near-cnsis point in this province. HIGH SLACK functions 

simdarly to B.C. First Nations yt in this parücuiar way: aldiough connection to political 
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relationships between aboriginal and non-aboriginal people m g  be denie cl, both in fact invoke a 

specific set of culwal and political assumptions and images linked to the ways immigrant (meaning 

d non-aboriginais) and indigenous people live together in B.C. While different representations link 

back to these c o n t e x d  politics in ditferent ways and on different levels, it îs important to 

remember thac the context never fades aaray. Rather, the ideas that make it up re-circulate 

constantly, h n i n g  and infomJng the ways anists and viewers produce and receïve cultufal objects 

made by FLst Nations people or referiing to First Nations people. In the next pages I'Il note some 

ideas which stand out as major sueams of influence in this context, but for now I want to draw a 

quick, non-comprehensive sketch of the general Urcurnstances of Firs t Nations-immigrant relations 

and history in B.C. 

Relations between British Columbian societg, govemment, and economy and First Nations 

seem to generally be at a very contentious point - a point where significant movement forward is 

unlikely Mthout an examination and recognition of things past. While certain processes and 

relationships are inching towards improvement, overall we seem to be stuck in relative stasis. 

In 1992, the Harcourt New Democratic Party provincial govemment and the federal 

government set up the B.C.-Treaty Commission to nego tiate First Nations land claims in a province 

where the huge rnajority of indigenous land was taken without the a e a v  agreements required by 

British colonial law prior to the establishment of the province '. W e  the process is still undenvay 

and may in the end produce huge benefits for individual First Nations and their relationships Mth 

immigrant British Columbians, there are many problems and obstacles. There has been some very 

vocal opposition arnong some non-aboriginal people to  an^ negotiations Mth First Nations to 

recognize land, resource, and compensation righs. In the minds of some, the outright 

assimilationkt policies of the past are the correct approach to the existence of aborigiaal people; 

racism against First Nations is not subtle or passive in B.C. (and other parts of Canada) '. The one 

agreement-in-principle which bas been reached - beween the Nisga'a Nation, province, and federal 
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govemment, in early 1996 - has been the subject of a large amount of public debate and some vitriol. 

Certain Fks t Nations, including the Tsilhqot'in National Govemment, have rehised to phcipare in 

the three-party aeaty talks (First Nation, province, Canada) because the federal govemment (and, in 

the past, BBtain) have always been recognized (iegally) as the sole holders of responsibiliq and 

authoriy over abongiaal people and h d s  and because to negotiate with the province would 

undermine the nation-to-nation relationship between Canada and s p e d c  Fint Nations, and 

cherefore also the basis of treaty ta1k.s. Finally, the treaty talks' own relation to another on-gomg 

process - that of C O ~ M U ~ ~  litigation - make the situation very complicated and uncertain. Legd 

arguments for abonginal P g h ~  to land and to resource use are one of the few options open to Fmt 

Nations in the& scniggle for self-determination, and depending on how well tleaty-dks p~oceed and 

on the judgment handed d o m  by a partïcular court in a parti& year in a particular case, efforts 

ebb and flow fiom the legal to the political and back again. 

While First Nations may altemate between polifical and legal means of struggle, the larger 

Canadian society also uses law and political discourse to defend its interests against the recop"ition 

of aboriginal rights to land, resources, self-de, and compensation. Federal govemment-employed 

lawgers have argued in court against aboriginal title to land (for example in Delmuukw, 1988), 

politicians and bureaucrats have been known to stk up political "sentiment" in order to keep control 

over situations in which First Nacions people and th& supporters chreaten the scatus quo and. On 

occasion, the police or q have been sent in, as in the "Oka uisis" in Quebec (1990) or the park- 

occupation at Ipperwash, Ontario (1995) or Gustafsen Lake (1995) and the many road-blocks 

agains t development and logging of traditional aboriginal teaitories here in B.C. Many of the more 

"newsworthf' clashes between FLst Nations and non-aboriginal B.C. result from conficts over how 

to protect, use, profit fiom, or split up resources, whidi in this province tend to be trees, salmon 

and s h o n  habitat, and minerals underground, but also include land for developments such as ski 

resorts, golf courses, and condominiuzlls. 
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It is intereskg to note the way the political and the legal get tangled together, or one 

masquerades as the other, in these situations. The political protests and actions of First Nations are 

ofien forced into a framework of crimkality and isolated con flic^ as are the effects of political 

disenfranchisement, such as economic, cuitutal, psychological, and emotional oppression and 

depression in some aboriginal co~xzmunities. 

fl of this happens in a context characterïzed by relative inattention to the history between 

Fkst Nations, colonizers, immigrants, and the land in B.C. Popular media discourse does not 

emphasize the province's or country's history in these terms. High levels of ignorance lead to the 

sUTVival of racïsm against abonginal people and support for the continuation of policies which have 

entrenched economic aeed @y denying land and resource Bghts and control), political oppression 

@y denying self-determination and sovereignty) and cultural embattlement @y banning soao- 

political and cultural traditions - such as the potlatch, und  19 5 1 - and use of aboriginal languages, 

und the dosure  of the last residentd schools, for example) in many First Nations communities. 

Land, Resources, Treaties, and First Nations A r t s  

The importance of die soruggle over land and resources for abotiginal-Canadian relations in 

today's context is not often recognized as a relevant factor in other aspects of FLst Nations activiy 

and existence and the* relationships with non-indigenous socieq. In fact, FLst Nations art works 

are ofken connected expliutly as well as impl idy to land issues, whether chrough traditional 

reference or political assemon '. 

Some of the 'Northwest Coast' Fust Nations an wodts - totem and momiary poles - most 

prized by the wider non-indigenous sodety are to f d y  identities, histones and ownership of 

privileges and Bghts to resources in s p e d c  temtories. Some B.C. Fkst Nations axe govemed 

through large clans and smaller family uaits. The rights to use certain parts of a nation's and familys 

collective temtory are passed do- by mems of narratives, called in the Gih~~ùn t t a d i ~ ~ n  the 
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a h w k .  The owner of the a h w k  is the only person who can tell it at appropriate times and places, 

such as a potktch. By telling the famdy-owned nanative this person a k s  the sianis and Eghts of 

the f d y  within one of the houses of the clans. The a&wR and their Links to names and crests are 

expressions, and foms in themselves, of govemment and land-management *. Other wood carcTings 

which bear images of clan animals and signs are also fundamencally Linked to the specitic fami. 

history or cultural identiy of the artists, and thtough this to these practices of Fitst Nations 

govemment and land ownership. It is problematic to assume that contemporary art works by 

aboriginal people have lost these connections to use and claims to land and self-government. 

However, this aspect of First Nations art has been consisrently neglected in favour of aesthetidzing 

and ethnograp hic frameworks. 

Some contemporary First Nations d s t s  have taken up the political issues of land 

exploitation and ownership explicitly in th& works. Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun, for example, has 

produced paintings which refer to and spoùight things like 10- practices and pollution problerns 

in B.C. His sunealistic imagery, which uniquely develops maditional B.C. FLst Nations fomiline-art, 

clearly implicates land-rights smiggles as a fundamenrd part of aboiginal-immigrant relationships 

and as a dynarnic relevant to his own art practice as a Fks t Nations painter. 

The work of First Nations communities toward healing, their struggIes for tights and 

compensation, and their conanuation, numiring, and s o m e h e s  revival of culturaI, linguistic, 

reQous, ceremonid, and anistic traditions are not separable trajectories. Projections of First 

Nations objects which aestheticize or anthropologize them away from the context of land and 

resource smiggles and the relationships they are part of misunderstand the whole situation and 

ignore the hne webs which connect different aspects of human activity. 

Endno tes 

1. The d e  of Canadian law regarding dienation of temitory înhabited by First Nations has been the 
subject of much debate in the Iast two decades, e s p e d y  in relation to D e b u u k w  et al. v. the 



Queen, the 1987-1990 British Columbia Supreme Court case which saw the Gitc~an-Wet'mwet'en 
c h  aboriginal tide to their traditional lands. The case was based on the nations' history of 
inhabitance of the land. The British Crown's own Royal Proclamation of 1763 bas dso been a 
centre of discussion, because it mas a n  early colonial recognition of aborigiad title. It stated in part 
t h a ~  

. . .the several Nations or Taies of Indians with whom W e  are comected, and who live under 
our Protection, should not be molested or disturbed in the Possession of such Parts of Our 
Dominions and Tenitories as. . .are presemed to them. . . . therefore any lands that had no t been 
ceded to or purchased by Us as aforesaid, are reserved to the said Indians. Furthemiore, we do 
hereby smcdy forbid, on Pain of our Displeasure, all our loving Subjects fiom malang any 
Purchases or Settlements whatever, or taking Possession of any of the Lands above reserrred, 
without our e s p e d  leave and Licence for that Purpose h s t  obtained. (quoted in Thomas R. 
Berger, A L o n ~  and Temile Shadow: white values. Native +hts in the Amencas. Vancouver: 
Douglas & McIntyre, 1991: 61-2). 

See aiso Boldt, Menno and J. h t h o n y  Long, 1985, and James S. Frideres, 1988, for historical, iegal, 
and political backgrounds on First Nations-Canadian relationships. J.R. Miller outluies the practical 
importance of the 1763 Proclamation in his book, Skvscraoers Hide the Heavens: 

The Royal Proclamauon of 1763 established the concepts of Indian d o r y ,  lndian title, and 
the oecessity of newcomers to anange the extinguishment of that title by direct negotiations 
with the crown. Although the Royal Proclamation did no t apply everywhere in presec t-day 
Canada.. . it has had an important historical influence thtoughout Canada. By and large.. . 
colonial and then dominion govemments operated on the assumpbon that there was an 
obhgation to nego tiate for tide to land in their dealings with Indians in Ontario, the prairies, and 
parts of northem Canada. While govemments might have acted as though they could Mt 

Indian self-government in various Gradual Civilizing acts and Indian Acts, they, with the 

exception of colonial British Columbia, did not pretend that they could simply take temtory 
without prïor negotiations with the fkst occupiers (1989: 258). 

2. First Nations and Metis women have wPtten a lot about the realities of ami-aboriginal racism and 
the contemporary signs of disenfranchisement brought about by colonial policies in Canada. Maria 
Campbell, Jeanette Armstrong, Lee Maracle, Joane Quick-to-See Smith, Eden Robinson, and others 
have connibuted autobiographical, fictional, and critical accounts of Canadian racism and its 
practices. Vimolic opinions about FLst Nations are common in B.C.'s popular media. Such 
columns, letters, and reports o h  make use of ennenched stereotypes about abonginal people, 
describe indigenous peoples' relations with the broader soaecg in very shallow and aggressive ternis 
which pit them against everyone else, belittle serious issues, seek to undermine the credibiliy of First 
Nations' claims and stniggles. Since I began my research on HIGH SLACK 1 have been collecMg 
examples. Here is one which happens to apply to the Tsilhqot'in Nauon spe&cdy: 

The renegade Tsilhqofin National Govemment has apparently grown cired of hiimiliating and 
i nümida~g  the provincial govemment Nom it has set its sites [sic] on the department of 
national defence, and it is threatening force. The militant natives are upset because the army 
wants to log part of a military reserve in the ChilcoM no& of Riske Creek. The army has 
owned the propeq.. . since 1924. . . . An infestation of hr and rnountain pine beetle is 
thteatening timber on the propeq and it must be logged into subrnission. To accomplish this, 
the DND has entered into an agreement with the non-militant CaPboo Tribal Cound to log 
the land, Mth economic benefits going to native bands that Msh to participate.. .. TNG deputy 
national chef Ray Hance says the land is traditional Tsilhqot'in temtory and his people will do 
"anythuig that's necessary" to stop logging.. . . Thank gawd out peace-keeping troops are battle- 
hardened £rom their tours of Bosnia. Looks like we're going to need them right here at home. 
@rian Kieran in The Province, Nov. 26,1995.) 



And a more recent and more general statement: 
Tanuary 13,1998: The F i n a n d  Post 
NATIVES SHOULD DO THE TH~WKING 
THE EUROPEAN SETILEMENT OF NORTH MRlU rUDED THEIR LIFES'T'YLE 
By David Fnun 
Let the grovelling begin. That, at any rate, seems to be the philosophy of lndian h f f k  
Minister Jane Stewart. On Wednesday, she rose in the House of Commons to read a 
"statement of reconciliation". Ostensibly, she was apologiang for one specific public policy: 
the removd of native children h m  their reserves in the 1950s and '60s in order to send them 
to boarding schools that promised to assimilate them into the Canadiîn mainstream. If that 
were d the statement said, it would be reasonable enough. But unfortunatelp, it implies much 
more than it says and what it implies is an insult to the rest of the Canadian population.. .. 
m h e  noahem half of North America is one of the harshest, most inclement corners of the 
globe. . . . On this punishing tenain, European [sic] setders built one of the wealthiest and most 
technologicdy sopbisticated societies on Earth - also one of the fairest and most humane.. .. 
This achievement benefitted native people every bit as much as the descendants of those 
settlers. If, by some fie& of history, the Euopean [sic] sedement of North America had never 
occurred, native people who are today living in heated houses, travelling by truck and Ski-Doo, 
treating sickness with modem medianes (at no charge to themselves) and eating hygienic food, 
would ins tead be living in miserable kozen shanties, w a h g  in unsoled shoes fiom one huating 
ground CO another, desperately atternptïng to catch cheir dinner with stone-tipped anows, and 
dying by the thousands every time the wind gusted Lom the noah. It's often said that the 
North Amencan Indians lived in greater hamiony with the environment than Ive do [my italics]. 
That's quite wrong.. .. The Indians didn't live in harmony with the environment; they lived at 
the mercy of it. It was the European sedement that rescued them. The descendants of the 
Ewopeans have had the good taste never to demand a thank you fiom the descendants of the 
aboriginds.. . at the very least they are entitled to refuse to bow and scxape and abase 
themselves for the sin of having tamed and uvilized this inhospitable land. 

3. For an important discussion of Fkst Nations arts in the Canadian context with special 
consideration of land tights and political issues connected to hem, see Marck Crosby's 1994 
University of British Columbia h4A thesis, entitled Indian h/Aboti&al Title (Departinent of Fine 
has)  . 

4. For details on this system and its links to European anthropology's (mis)understandings of B.C. 
First Nations art, culture, and govemment - and its links to land claims processes - see Marjone 
Halpin (1 994)- 



Chapter 2: Anthropology, popuiar discourse, and the UBC Museum of Anthropology 
as contexts of production 

Anthxopology's history 

hnthropology, as an academic disupllie, traces part of its beginnings to 1 8& and 19& - 

century European colonialism and the development of a European " s c i e n ~ c y '  idea that humanitv is 

actually composed of a development. speconim of separate "races" which are at different srages of 

"evoluuon". Andiropological his tonan Nic holas Thomas no tes in his book Co1oni;ilisrn's Culture 

diat chis period in Europe saw a major shift in the ways westerners viewed odier people: from a 

vague religion-centred concept of non-Christians to the bkth of "race" as an essentialized, natural- 

historical category widi which to understand and organize different people(1994:90) '. (Thomas 

argues, and 1 agree, that current concepts of 'race' in white-western dominared societies like Canada 

a e  still linked to "nad-his tor icd models that essenealLe types" in order to undersrand human 

variety) (1994:90). This newly-articulated race-hierarchy of groups of people in the high colonial 

period produced a set of expectations among scholars in the new discipline of andiropology, arnong 

later anthropologists, and among their primarily European readers. These espectaaons s d  cling ro 

some parts of anchropological discourse and representaaon, and are organized axound thac same 

evolutionq idea: that hurnanity is pmgnxinng through different h d s  and scdes of culture and 

econorny, away from a the-immemorial aatural state and towards a hime civilization. The result is 

that we still h d  ourselves, as post-colonial theorists have pointed out, bombarded with and being 

forced to deconstruct ideologies and assurnpuons which tell us that European sodety, strongly 

identifïed with whiteness, is advanced, civilized, and a strong candidate for owning the hitue, 

whereas 'otherY societies, including B.C. First Nations, are backward, primitive, and belong to a 

vanishing pas t. These concepts do no t chatacterize all anthropological thought, and 1 don't intend 

to account for the entke group of histones, tradiaons, pirfds, and accornplishments of 

anthropology, past and present It is, however, worth noting thar concepts related to colonialism 

and the concunent development of hierarchical ideas about "race" have been chdenged by 



anthropologists themselves, and not only in recent years. 

This generai £iarnework has, nevertheless, expressed itseif in some examples of 

anthropological writkg and practice, whkh have in recgnt years been consistently criticized &om 

witliin by anthropologists (such as Nicholas Thomas, James CKford, and Greg Samis) and other 

academics (lîke Trinh T. Minh-ha, Patricia Dominguez, and Coco Fusco) '. These particular 

anthropological concepts and discourses have affeçted how people in Canada view and understand 

First Nations and thel: material and visual cultures. This is not to Say that the discipline of 

anthropology or its extemal and intemal academic critiques and movements are identical to or 

interchangeable with popular conceptions of cultures or anthropology itself- My purpose is ody to 

note and show eoiclence thatpart of anthropology's history and genesis - and presen: - is W e d  to 

colonialism, and that rhis link also affects broader social discourse about people and th& 

relaàonships Mth each other. My point is that these separate discourses an histoncally connected. 

This is not to Say, "They are the sarne" or to conhte them. 

For example, the "ethnographic preseni' is a term coined to tak about how those cultures 

most ofien studied by anthtopologists have commonly been described in a way which d e s  them 

seem to belong to a rime other than the present-becoming-future: that they are floating in a timeless, 

non-historical and non-contemporary past tense when everyching was/is understandable, pure, and 

s tatic. The ethnographic present is closely reiated to the concept of "salvage para-', which has 

been noticed in many academic and popular descriptions of First Nations in writings and images 

over the years '. 

Someàmes cded  the "narcative of lossYJ, chis is the idea that 'othery people and ùreir cultures 

are simply not fit for today's (whenever that happens to be) demands and are on theit way out, but 

there are s d  enough elders alive or d a c t s  around that the writer can define and 'save' for 

posterity the mie core of the culture which is 'disappea.&gY . Which brings up the ideas of 

"authenticity" and "aadition". These two concepts are ofien applied to First Nations art in B.C. ', 



which is a problem because, if aboriginal cultures are generally understood to have flourished in the 

part or in some no-time not like the present in which other cultures are seen to survive, and aee 

Magined colIectively as disappeared ways of life, then how can any First Nations artist living and 

producing in 1997 Lve up to these misguided requirements that their works (or themelues) bbe 

'cauthentic" and "traditional" '? Under this kind of limitation, who m d d  ever produce a culturally 

"authentic" object? Suzan Dionne Bah' s comment in her 1992 d e  'The Buying and SeIling of 

Culture and Meaning" sheds light on these concepts and their use. She quoces James CHord in 

defining the "salvage paradigm" as the: 

"desire to rescue cauthenticïtf out of destructive historical change.'' What's at issue is a 
p a r t i c h  global anangement of time and space . . . Our dominant temporal sense is historical, 
assurned to be linear and non-repeatable.. . In a savage/pastotd setup.. . [aluthenticity in 
culture or art emsts just peor to die present - but not so distant or eroded as co make collection 
or salvage impossible.. .. Marginal.. . groups constantly (as the saying goes) enter the modem 
world.. . [and] the pnce is dways this: local, distinctive paths through modemity vanish.. .. 
(1992: 59). 

Balz goes on to address current production of authenticity and inauthenticity io cultural ternis: 

Authenticiy c m  be produced as weil as salvaged. Clifford gives the example of new forms of 
Native art and culture.. . Surely these forms cannot be called 'inauthentic' simply because of 
their relative newness. What makes them appear to be inautheritic is the placement of ' d a c t s '  
in the ethnographie museums of the dominant culture, a point well made by Rebecca Belmore' 
self-display as a museum a d a c t  in protes t of The Spirit Sings exhibition at the Glenbow 
Museum in 1988. What imbues them with the smell of inauthenticitg is the dominant culture's 
perception of 'other', and its nosta@ sense of the salvage paradigm (1992:59). 

Popularized PEmitivism 

A highly-popularized facet of the impulse to see B.C. Fkst Nations cultures as aadiuonal, 

authentic, timeless, and as part of a lost past, is what anthropological and colonial bistorian Nicholas 

Thomas c d s  ''primitivism". He describes a contemporary phenomenon in Australia, New Zealand, 

and the United States as well as Canada wbich is f& to most people: 

In AustralGa, AboIrighal culture is now cherished rather than [derogated]; what is indigenous is 
identified Mdi the mythological Dreamàme, Mth the Rainbow Serpent, with spiritualiitg, with 



caring for gour relatives, Mth respect for the Land; Mth evefpdiing that is primordial, 
metaphysical and oaturaL In the envitonmencal movement, and in the Green consciousness 
that has spread well beyond lobby and acscrist groups, Abonginal uses of land and resources are 
idealized as non-destructive and caring.. .. The 1991 Oscar-winning iïlm, Dame1 wiib Wohe~, 
emobles Sioux in opposition to the whouy brutd and degenerate fion& m-hites .... a plaque 
commemora~g a parti& people in what is now British Columbia prockms nostalgicdy 
that the band 'traditiondy lived in hamiony with nature, respecting and nurtuting thek wodd 
which provided food and shelte r'.... primitive spirituality is fkequendy evoked as a hornogenous 
essence .... one mbal culture is interchangeable Mth others ... all are doser to nature and ... even 
in the conmvance of thei art, these natives operate at a natural ... level .... Primitivism has always 
inverted rather than subvened the hieruchies of Uvilitg and moderniq, and there is nothing - 

novel or surprising here (1994: 28-30) 6- 

PrLnitivism has a tangible presence in popular conceptions of First Nations histories and 

contemporary existence in Canada and spe&caJly British Columbia. Phrases like ccindigenous 

cultures don't experience time linearly, because everything is circular" and ccaborïginal people 

s p i r i d y  understand nature and live as part of the land" are not uncornmon. hthropoiogist Greg 

Sanîs describes popukozation of primitivist discourse in North hmerica through spirituai 

appropriation: 

The New hge Movement Mth its appropriation of Amencan Indian religion is a good example 
of how citizens of a dominant society cake what they hnd - what they came into Indian temtory 
wanting to know - for their own purposes. - . . the interests nonetheless ultkately result in 
recreations of lndian life and ideology that may, through the creation of stereoypes and so 
forth, be damaging in the long mn (1 993: 71). 

PBmitivist tendencies inform popular e t i n g  and marketing. An  advertisement in the September 

1997 issue of the popular Canadian magazine Chatelaine, for example, sells a decoratke plate with a 

painting of a woman with long black hair, wearing beaded buckskin and a bison robe, tek ing  in a 

snowy forest with her wolf f d y .  Under the banner of "a union of spirits", The Bradford 

Exchange of London, O n 6 0  describes the following 

A beauciful young maiden greets the long-lost wolf brother she raised from a pup and set kee. 
Now he has renimed to meet her. Hidden in the web of the woods, five unseen wolf spirits 
give the& blessing. . . . To Native Amencans, the human wodd, the natural world, and the spirit 
world are united in one sacred circle of life. Amst Diana Casey pomays this bond in a magical 
work of hidden-image art.. .. Best of all- pnced at just $44.95.. . 7. 

1 do not want to dismiss real aspects of abo+al dtures '  spedfic cosmologies, practices, and 
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religions, but it seems dear that this kind of attention to First Nations people is not usually attention 

to them as they redy are and to their own statements and actions, but more ofken to a generalized 

ideal ofa  mythic, homogenous 'Nativeness'. The polarization ofpopular opinion about First 

Nations between a focus on aboriginal cornmunities as pathological and indigenous daims to land 

and resources as threatening and unjusdïed on one hand; and primitivizing patemalism on the 

other, leaves too litde room for real contemporary First Nations people and for djalogue between 

hem - through writing, speech, law, action, art - Mth everyone else. 

Museums, andiropoiogy, and coioaialism 

MOA is an important link in a network of places and contexts in which representations of 

cultures are displayed and cultural meankgs are manufactured. This institution reflects and engages 

with current discourses not just on canthropologf and 'art' but about parricular cultures and 

histones, and aboutpowez To understand what power relations have to do Mth anthmpology 

museums and their charge to display cultures, 1 need to revîsit a bit more of the discipline's heritage. 

Anthropology bas a historicd rektionship Mth processes of global European colonialism. 

The field developed in part as the academic - 'scientific' - branch of Europe's project to acquire and 

setde the 'uninhabited' and 'uncivilised' tracts of the planet. It was at this &e that many 

ethnologists began to investigate, document, and evaluate those people 'fouad' by 'explorers' and 

missionaries speci6cally for the European audience back home. Much of this project to leam about 

different peoples and to transmit information back to the audiences of the i m p e d  centre is, no 

doubt, atmiutable to human beings' curiosity about each other and eheir common impulse to gain 

knowledge and communicate. 

On the other hand, sorne e d y  anthropologists specifically framed th& leaming projects as 

sources of information for colonial regimes to use to better control "native" populations who were 

then being incorporated into the new empires. Others, who did not imaghe the* projects as tools 



of i m p d  d e ,  nevertheless pomayed global peoples to European audiences in ways that 

reinforced fomis of racism and that ofien revealed more about European attitudes towards different 

people than about the soâeties themselves. 

In his d e ,  "The CRelevance7 of Anthropology", Jack Stauder also comects British 

anthropology's developmerit to European colonialism by explaiaing the rise and rationalization of 

early British anthropology as a self-styled 'sciencific' aid to the colonialist project. He reports that in 

the& enthusiasm to prove the field's value as an apphed science, the new anthropologists concerned 

rhemselves "wiwith questions of race and slavery" - producing joumals "filied with articles makuig 

recommendations on these questions" in order to ''be of some utility to the interests involved in the 

expansion of European power aeound the globe". In later years of the 19th century, according to 

Stauder, the growing discipline s hifted focus slightly. Following changing his torical conditions, as 

BEtain put intc practice imperial d e  over many territories with indigenous populations, 

anthropology's proponents %oped to &y the new science of man not with controvenial popular 

causes, as had been the case in the pro- and anti-slavery debates earlier in the cenniry, but with the 

science of good govemment, specifically the administration of colonial peoples"(1993: 408-9). This 

link was not significantly altered over the yem. In 1926 the International Afiican Institute was 

founded, funded by all the colonial govemments in A k a  and the British and French home 

govemments and missionary organizations, and govemed by former colonial adminis trators, 

missionq heads, and academics. This organization has played an important role in social science 

research, hancbg and publishing A&can ethnographies and produùng a prominent 

anthropological journal since the 1930s (1993: 415). Stauder argues that historical demands and 

pitches for "an anthropology usehl to British imperialism" were determining factors in the 

theoretical bent of British anthropology, which has expressed itself Ki the prominent - and at t h e s  

dominant - school of 'functionalism' (417). Furthemiore, Stauder traces a similar relationship 

between contemporary anthropology and current global neo-colonialisms (420). 
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The relationship between Europe's colonialism and eady and current f o m  of anthropology 

has been pointed out by other aniters who work both inside and outside of the disupline. Paoicia 

R. Dorninguez connects the genesis of the field to a very spedic moment 

The emergence of anthropology did not corne about in the 19th cencurg by accident The 
expression of European colonialism, the growth of an h o s t  unbending faith in science, the 
combined condescension and wersalization inherent in global, all-encompassing theories of 
biological and social evolution, and the successM domination of much of the world's political 
economy by 19th-centuy Euro-Amencan capitahsrn made the emergence of academic 
andiropology no t only possible but highly likely. It is likewise difficult to imagine that 
anthropology - the self-syled "science of man" dedicated to the snidy of humanitg by the self- 
constious study of others - codd have arisen in any other era. The same goes for the rise of 
public museums, the scramble for ethnographie artifacts and the emergence and popuhity of 
world f&s in the 19th cenniry. They took the world as their unit ... and authoritg, right and 
responsibilïy as moral corohies of superionty (1987) '. 

Museums with ethnological collections have been storehouses not only of objects gathered 

in part thtough colonial forays, but also of the power to chatacterize and explain what these objects 

mean in the world. Deborah Root pinpoints the relationship between empire-maintenance, 

subjugation of colonized peoples, collection-building and display, and anthropological modes of 

Museums can mily be thought of as cannibal institutions: Large editices contaking stuffed 
animals and the paraphemalia of cultures believed to be dead or dying, al1 organized according 
to the current scient& theory. Here the process and display of consumption ate played out in 
one of their purest forms, the consumption of culture supposedly taking place for loftg motives 
rather than the market, at least according to the myths of science. In a very emphatic sense the 
museum is the institution where the coloaizing nations seek to display thW power over Me and 
death, over the past and over all former empires, and over those they have conquered (1996: 

It seems evident that this is a generally accurate description of where many museums began 

and how they developed. Fonner MOA director, Mïchael h e s ,  connected this history to 

contemporary issues at this particulat museum in a 1990 article, "Culniral empowennent and 

museums: openiag up anthropology through collaboration". He wrote: 

Whether a work by a contemporary Fitst Nations d s t  is displayed in a museum of art or 



anthropology is, fi-om the perspective of those included and exduded, as much about status as 
it is about aesthetics. As a Firsr Nations educator said d d g  a talk he gave recently at the - .  
Museum of Anthropology, "the concept of a museum of anthropology is the creation of the 
dominant White soties: but the content of the museum is the creation of the dominated Native 
peoples". . . . It is helpfd to understand where Native limericans are coming fiom as well as 
where they are going. Where they want to go is towards greater degrees of self-detedation. 
High on their agendas are land daims, economic self-sufficiency, conmol over th& o ~ i  
agendas and welEare, and then issues relatbg to museums. Where they are coming £rom is a 
history of colonial domination (1990: 159-60). 

Roofs description is fortunately no t os accurate a statement about where a museum like MOh 

is today - and especay about where it is headed in the future. Espeually through practices of 

consultation and cooperation with individuals and commUZ11:ties, workers at MOA are hnding new 

ways to d e h e  the institution and its role. Tbïs is not to say that al l  links bemeen anthropology, 

Europe's global colonlation, and museums have been broken. At a time when relationships 

between "third world"/"developing" and "first world"/"indusmalized" nations are becorning 

increasingly expioitative through now-globalizing &et capitalism forced prirnarily upon Çormerly- 

colonized nations b y organizations (such as the International M o n e t q  Fmd and World Bank) 

conuolled by fornier-colonizer countries, it is more impomnt than ever to remember that our 

collective context is linked to power relationships established in the past. rûlthopologists do not 

c o n ~ u e  to operate in a prirnary framework of 'salvage' of cultures 'disappearkg' under coloniaiism. 

In fact, mthropologists dong with other theorists have articulated many new critiques of 

stereotypical and othenvise problematic discourses about bther' peoples. However, that does not 

change the fact that the cultural groups which have produced the majoriy of the collections of the 

UBC Museum of hnthropology continue to suffer and resist the effects of an unbroken, if altered, 

history of inequitable treatmem by the Canadian govemment and souet-. 

UBC Museum of Anthxopology 

must place the Museum of Aothropology (MOA) in dJs contextuai grid according to its 

identity as an institution p h +  d e h g  with the art and material cultures of people often 
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collectively called 'indigenous' (that is, those indigenous to Noah and South Amencan, Ahican, 

South Pa&c, and Asia) and those u s d y  grouped as 'Oriental uvilizations'. It is true that in 

spe&c practical ternis, many @ut not d) exhibits at MOA c o n ~ u e  to be structured and presented 

according ro white-wes t e m  cultural assump tions and expectaüons about what should be seen in 

such a museum and how it should be represented. In this sense, western museum expectations s a  

operate as the universal, the neutral, and the orffanizing eye of collections and representation. At the 

same t h e ,  much intemal work has been and continues to be done on complicacing and multiplying 

the perspectives informiug practices of displap in the museum; including active partnerships with 

Firs t Nations on exhibits. These have involved changing the practical details as well as the general 

oudlies of exhibitions according to the different perspectives, preferences, and goals of the parniers 

in the processes. 

1 need to in~oduce Celia Haig-Brown's concept of "research as ch& to explain how 1 

leamed - in an informal, piecemeal way - some relevant things about MOA and the way it functions 

as a link in a matrix of cultural and political contexts, discourses, and institutions. 1 leamed about a 

few aspects of the museum from a loose grouping of many people Mth very different perspectives 

Mth whom 1 became acquainted over the last few years. These people iocluded present and past 

staff, faculty, current and former students, and extemal observers. Haig-Brown Mites that ccInfomial 

interviews, what 1 have corne to c d  'research as chat,' are.. . important in.. . research. These may 

occur at  any tirne, once a researcher becomes familiar to and with the other people" (1995: 31). 

One way that "research as chat" became an (unplanned) part of my learning - but not of my 

formai research - was through personal conversations with various people about their experiences of 

MOA. I came to be in places where 1 was exposed to such commentaPes through an interesthg sec 

of circumstances, which deserves disdosure itself before 1 C O ~ M U ~ .  After one term of smdy at 

M O h ,  1 applied through a federdy-funded program for an intemship, and received a position 

during the sumrner of 1996 at a local commudy museum, the West Vancouver Museum & 
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hrchbes. In this job - in which 1 was paid by MOA and supmvked by West Vancouver Museum 

staff - 1 worked almost entirely with people aained at MOA who still had actme ues with that 

insütuàon. lnJune 1996, the Canadian Museums Association held its annual conference in 

Vancouver. 1 volunteered at the conference as part of my intemship and was exposed to more 

discussions by MOA staff and students and discussions about MOA, both formal and inforrnal, ar 

the event The effect of all this was that 1 was either spending time learning at MOA or worklig for 

the museum around people who are deeply affected by it Erom January 1996 to September 1996. 

Combined with the continuation of my own formal research with Rosa Ho, which wasn't completed 

und the spring of 1997, a contract job which 1 held at the West Vancouver Museum & Archives 

fiom January to June 1997, and another job there since October 1997, my exposure to a variety of 

perspectives on MOA has been considerable. During this t h e  1 have heard small parts of different 

individuals' very diverse perspectives on MO A. 

1 have not done any formally smictured research on the museum; and 1 never approached 

anybody about using the bits and pieces I have leamed about M O h  through various exchanges and 

situations. It is impossible to include observations I have been pPvy to or have made myself which 

were culled fkom what Haig-Brown c d s  'research as chat', since none of these conversations were 

stmcwed, acknowledged, or agreed to as formal research. In consideration of this fact, 1 have 

decided more than once to completely avoid mentioning &e fact that perspectives and information 

have come to me in this way. The problem widi this decision is that although not proposed or 

canïed out as formalized research, these conversations and commentnries have given me 

perspectives and information which have affected and harned the ways 1 am now able to understand 

the complexities and q d t i e s  of MOA as a central context to HIGH SLACK's receptions and my 

snidy. Therefore, it seems dishonest to withhold this parcicular aspect of my leaming process. 

hnother reason ifs important to acktiowledge this aspect of my study is that passing over it 

would tend to hide my own involvement (as a student and part-time museum worker) in the issues 



and contexts which I am trying to leam sornething aboue although still an outsider to MOA, 1 am 

not a passive, impartial observer, but someone who has researched one of its exhiits, engaged with 

its teaching, and been employed out of the process. This is why I mention: a) my interna debate 

over what to do with "research as chat"; b) the ways I am personally implicated in the institution and 

circumstances on which I may otherwise, inaccurately, be understood to comment as a detached 

'third party' in my w r î ~ g ;  and c) some examples of the kind of thing 1 have leamed myself as a 

participant in the context of MOA and my other museum work. 1 will not indude comrnents or 

inforniauon gleaned infomially fiom other people, since 1 neither requested nor received the& 

pemiission to use their perspectives in any way other than personally. 

There are many strengths and positive aspects and effects of the work that is done at MOA. 

These have been noted by many people 0 t h  than me. In a 1987 discussion of museum 

anthropology and appropriative representation practices, anthropologist James Clifford referred to 

MOA as a mode1 of a museum moving in a self-examining and progressive direction which 

addresses recent academic and political critiques of museums' and anthropology's connections to 

colonial and neo-colonial patterns and relationships. He said that 

[slome very interesMg things axe happening to museums in the Paciac Northwest Coast, 
especiaily in Vancouver. Those cultures that Edward Curtis [a nim-of-the-cencury 
photographer of indigenous peoples] said were vanishing didn't vanish: Northwest Indian [sic] 
art, espeady Kwakiutl art, of superb qualitg is being produced right now. There's a museum in 
Vancouver involved with the native communities around it - sculptors working in the museum 
kom models, older objects circula&g out for use in potlatches, etc. Half of this is a liberal 
extension on the part of the curaton, but the other half cornes of pressure fÏom native artîsts 
who go to [the] museum not simply to admire old work but to make new work. So new &bal 
works go into the ethnographie museum, old mbal works circulate out  The objects came to 
the museum in the &st place to be preserved affdinst all decay - the old salvage mode of 
ethnography. Now in some new histoPcaI moment a new pattern of reappropriation occurs 
(1987). 

MOA curators and O ther staff are interacting with Firs t Nations communïties and individuals 

in changhg and diversifying ways. Some of these work towaxds reappropriation - if not of 

objects or use of objects in the museum's collecuon, then of the means and forms of 

r ep resen~g  those objects and the cultues which produced them in exhibitions inside the 



museum. I'll give a few examples. 

MOL4 purchases the wotks of contemporq First Nations artists. Acquisitions, whether 

rnasks, large-scale sculpture, or basketry, for example, are made by artists from First Nations dl over 

B.C. Some new works that have entered MOA's collection recently have done so on the grounds 

rhat their artists retain Sghts to the object. While ownership of the object is gained by the museum, 

the artist rerains copyright, moral Bpht, and the Bght to bonow die work for personal, ceremord, 

display, and other purposes. Such works move benveen MOA storage or display and First Nations 

use. 

First Nations curaton have created numerous exhibitions at MOA which cornplicate the 

dominating society's conceptions of abogginal arts, cultures, and authenticity 9. Examples of 

consultation and CO-operation with local First Nations through negotiated agreements have 

increased in nurnber and form in recent years, yielding more pamiersbips and shaxing of connol 

over archaeologicd digs and museum exhibitions about them, such as in the case of "From Under 

the Delta" in 1996. Near the same t h e ,  ~M~~queam, Sto:h, and Samich art&, and artist Lyle Wilson, 

were cornmksioned by the museum to make works that were inspired by, or which repiicate Coast 

Salish ancient adacts ,  which were exhibited alongside the original objects acd fragments. The 

resulting exhibition, ''Writteo in the Eaah", was developed by MOA in pamiership with the 

Musqueam Nation. Museum staff, M K S ~ K ~ ~  people, and individuals fiom other comrnunities 

worked together to determine the appearance and content of the exhibition. 

At the same cime that new and more equirable relationships and arrangements are being 

forged between MOA and the communities whose culmal objects it houses, challenges remain on 

both small and large scales. As in many human situations, problematic moments and actions are 

sometimes overlooked and remain unexplored. 

Duîng my short course of studies at MOA, I heard a few remarks which 1 considered to be 

either ethnocenmc or reinforcing of racist stereotypes about abo.ginal people. Despite a dassroorn 



culture fùll of ofdespread, repeated, and conscious acknowledgements of the value and necessitg of 

First Nations perspectives and conmiutions to museum practice as well as sophisticated discussion 

of material deconsmcting colonialist, racist and pnmitMst discouses, 1 witnessed a few examples of 

these kinds ofamtudes in a short-term involvement inside MOA. 1 offer this observation without 

uting s p e d c  evidence, and with the intention neither of tmdercubg people involved with MOA 

or the work done there, nor of p o i n ~ g  out hypocrisy fkom a (seemingly) safe distance. Instead 1 

w n t  to point out tbat although workers in an institution like MOA have diverse and critical 

intentions and practices, they remain as unable to extricate themselves fcom a broader cultural 

matrix that deah in an intricate cunency of bhite-down' racism (one based on hundreds of years of 

colonial and neo-colonial practices and ideologies) as 1 show myseyto be in other places in this 

thesis. (See the Introduction and C h p  ter 7.) His torically-created relations hips, disciplines, and 

ideologies - still affected by neo-colonial dynamics - have m a t e d  effects on the practices of 

anthropology muse- workers and students. As far as I can tell, there is no way to leave behind 

this historical and cultural context. Since there is no escape, 1 think ifs important to d e  back on 

the patterns, subtleties, and mechanisms of how these influences corne into play in specifïc 

situations. 

Some comments 1 heard drew rne back to these inmcacies. They snapped my attention to 

the cornplexiy of MOA as an institution made up of many people. They related this cornplexiy to 

MOA's almost iconic importance in B.C. as a highly valued image in itself and as an authoritative 

representer of many cultures, but e s p e d y  of the indigenous cultures of this province. 

They also reminded me that the museum's intemal complexitg and extemal syrnbolic 

importance are aspects of its embededness in a wider historical, cultural, and ideological context. 

MOA cannot be understood as separate kom its tirne, place, and disuphe(s). This may seem 

obvious but 1 have found that when a person gets up really close to the museum (and this is 

probably m e  of many institutions iike it), it becomes more di6cult for her/his/my eyes to see its 
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b i t s  and therefore for her/his/my mind to remember that it exkts inside an environment of which 

it is part and not agaùist some backdrop which acts as mere scenery. The power to explain and 

display pPmady colonized cultures and th& objects operates at MOA in a direct relationship with 

the contemporary commuoiues whose cultures are exhiibited. This power also functions in a 

broader socio-cultural environment which s d  takes for granted the Bght of the dominaàng sociery 

to own and look at the treasures of the groups it continues to dominate politically and economically. 

It is a challenge to notice the ways that work in museums interacts Mth pervasive policical patterns 

and facts. Deborah Roof a Toronto teacher of art history and post-colonial theory, says it is very 

hard to keep an eye on these kinds of links: "... it is difficult to maintain a conceptual hamework that 

recognizes sites of dominance and authority and that is able to c d  these into quescion. A process of 

naturalization renders authonty shiftlig, even invisible7'(l996: 15). 

From my very limited observations and Htered information about MOA, 1 wodd Say that 

the naturalization of the present order of authoiitg and power which Root points out presents a 

challenge to workers and students inside a museum like MOA to develop a practice that consistently 

notes and interrogates sites and instances of dominance. This also means that the tide may be 

against those who are not in authority and notice or seek to address esmblished relationships and 

attitudes. 

Endnotes 

1. hthropologist Nicholas Thomas traces this shifi and anhopology's development in the 
Western-European world view: 

. . .in premodem European discourses, non-Western peoples tend to be characteozed.. . as a 
lack or poorer Eonn of the values of the centre.- From t h i s  perspective, discussion of 
representations of 'the Other' is almost misleadhg in so far as it implies recognition of a 
distinctive spes; what 1 suggest is that pagans were conceivable p n m d y  as incomplete or 
irnperfect fomis, rather than as 'peoples' of a comprehensibly distinct kind.. .. over the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, early ethnological texts b e p  to desmie %dians' 
possessing identities that were more singular than those of generalized pagans or infidels, but it 
is really not und the mid- to late eighteenth centuy that +es of inadequacy are subordinated 
to a distinctively anthropological discourse, which registers a varietg of human races or peoples, 
who are mapped and ranked.. . in an evolutionarg namal history.. . . an analogy between human 
varieues and animal species.. . . enabled parti& peoples to be seen as disMctive and 



essentially different (rathet than, or as weU as, being.. . less advanced types than.. . Christian 
humanity). p s ]  tells of a shift £rom the absence of 'the Othe? (as a being accorded any 
sin@ character) to a worldview that imagines a pluality of different races (1994: 71). 

2. Modes of thought which combine race identities with pomitivist and salvage paradigm discourses 
are also prominent in areas where art paradigms and t rad i t i~nd~-a~throp~lo@cd realms converge, 
as anthropologist James Clifford pointed out with reference to a range of mid-1980s exhibits in New 
York which displayed art works from different parts of the globe. His ariicle, '<Histones of the 
'T'Abd and the Moderny', focussed on the Museum of Modem M s  show, <PrkitivismJ in 20"- 
Century i h  Afhïty of the Tribal and Modern''. He argues that it juxtaposed 'modem' western 
m o r k s  with ' 'pemiti~e~~ societiesy objects in a way chat demonsnated "not any essential affinitg 
between mbal and modem, but rather the desire and power of the modem West to collect the 
world" (1985: 176). 

3. See James Clifford, VirgLYa R Dominguez, and Tri& T. Minh-ha, 1987, and M&a 
Torgovnick, 1990. For a somewhat problematic but interesthg discussion, see Robert Fulford's 
article "The Trouble with Emily", Canadiun Art Vol 10 #4:33-39, e s p e d y  his quotations of Marcia 
Crosby's concept of the ' k g i n a r y  Indian". 

4. Martha Black traces the tendency to construct B.C. First Nations and th& objects as 
materializations of authenticity back to the tum of the centuy in her d e  'misplay & Captures". 
She writes that photographs taken around 1900 of coastal First Nations people and objects 
"illustrate.. . transformation" by showiug "artworks m o h g  into a new context" and illuminaMg "a 
discourse (or, more accurately, a negotiation) in native art history". She suggests that such 
photographs irnagined cultural objects out of their production and use contexts and into a new 
realm: 

It is the power of the photograph to authenticare an object that has interested historians of 
native art. Historic photographs of artworks in situ have been used to show hc t ion ,  
provenance and original condition - qualities assodated with the notion of authenticity (1992: 
68 & 70). 

5. AS Nicholas Thomas notes, 
the celebration of authentic Aborigines or Navajo fixes the proper identity of those peopies in 
their presetvation of and display of a folkloric and pemitivized culture and [derogates] and 
marginalizes urbanized or apparently accultuated members of these populations who speak 
English, lack ethnic dress, do not obviously conduct ceremonies and do not count as real 
natives to the same extent as those who continue to live in the bush and practise somethhg 
doser to t~aditional subsistence. Compared with, and at t h e s  compzuing themselves Mth, the 
"real Aborigines", Aboeginal people are caught between the atmbution of unchanging essences 
(with the implication of an inabilitg to change) and the reproach of 'inauthenticity' (1 994:3O)- 

6. Gaxeth GPffiths M e r  outlines the effects of primitivizing discourse in Australia, and 
characterizes it as an integral part of oppressive discourses with their roots h the colonial period: 

Australian Abonginal peoples may iocreasingly wish to assert thek sense of the local.. . as a 
recuperative strategy in the face of the erasure of difference characteristic of colonialist 
representation. But such representations subsumed by the white media under a mythologised 
and fetishised sign of the 'authentic' can also be used to cteate a privileged hierarchy of 
Australian Aboriginal voice.. . it may [also] construct a belief in the society at large that issues of 
recovered 'traditional' rights are of a different order of equity kom the Bght to general s o d  
justice and equality . . . . these representations need also to be addressed thtough their reflection 



of a larger practice within colonialist discourse, a practice in which the possibilities of subaltem 
speech are contained by the discourse of the oppressor, and in which the w r i ~ g  of the 
A u s t t h  Aboriginal d e r  the sign of 'authen~cicg' is an act of Itberal' discursive violence, 
parallel in many ways to the inscription of the 'native' (indigene) under the sign of the savage 

7. 1 found another very odd mainstream media use of stereoypically pnmltivist aaits  in a sports 
column written by Archie MacDonald in the Vancouver Sun headhed "GBzzlies dia1 12,624 to get 
NBh &anchise for Vancouver worshippers" (December 21,1994). It reads in part 

h u e n t  totem poles in the Museum of hthropology gazed d o m  upon a r i d  Tuesday that 
must have looked everg bit as strange as anything that ever occuered in Indian villages on the 
misty West Coast A ta11 man - the big chie£? - stood on a smge nestled among the carviugs 
and produced a huge card with a mysterious number.. .. We are an NBA uty, announced the 
rall chief.. . Shoppers Dnig Mart is one p o w e f i  medicine man. To gain entry into the sacred 
NBA lodge several questions had to be answered.. . would the villagers in Vancouver buy 
enough tickets to d o c k  the doors to the world of slam du&? They made it with 11 days to 
mare on the doomsday clock. They even brought their modem version of a totem pole. A 
- C 

two-story &&table ~ P z z l ~  bear dutching a basket b d .  
This d c l e  also indicates the iconic status of the UBC Museum of Anthropolog in the popular 
imagination as the symbol for the authentic indigenous culture of the region. 

8. See TPnh T. Minh-ha's text Woman. Native. Other for a complex assessment of aothtopology's 
histoncal ties to radsm, sexism, and colonialism; especially the chapter entitled: "The Language of 
Nativism: Anthropology as a Scientitic Conversation of Man with Man" (1 989: 47-76). 

9. Doreen Jensen (Gif~san) and Gerald McMaster (of the Plains Cree nation cded Nehyad) are 
both d s t s  and curators who have done exhibitions at MOA. Jensen curated 'Xobes of Powei' in 
1986 and Mcbiaster presented his work in "Savage Graces" in 1992. Many other First Nations 
people have created, overseen, and worked on MOA exhibitions. These exhibits have challenged 
the meltiings usually ascnied to displays of Fitst Nations material culture in various ways. 
McMaster's show explicitly and ironically named and deconsmicted stereotypes commonly held - - 

L 

about indigenous people in North America. 



Chapter 3: Axt-ideological context of HIGH SLACK's production 

Canadian collective society's dominant narratives about and uses of First Nations cultural 

and aesthetic objects are discourses which overlap issues taken up in HIGH SLACK and which are 

relevant to the museum context of its display. There axe three phenornena 1 would like to discuss in 

relation to this connection. Fint, the commodZcation of iudigenous cultures and cultural products 

fonns a significant Stream in this sodety's m e n t  interactions with FLst Nations people, cultures, 

histories, and issues, as indigenous images and concepts are popukrized. This contemporary pattern 

is relevant to HIGH S W C K s  poducàon 'and meanings at this historical moment. Second, debates 

about cultutal appropriation have been prevalent in Canada in relation to FYst Nations arts (visual, 

literary, and other) and in relation to non-indigenou people's engagemenrs with First Nations 

cultures and histories. Third, certain dehnitiuns and traditions of 'art' itself uitersect with racism in 

our contexq and this affects how First Nations at is displayed and dealt with in our museums and 

galleries, and also affects HIGH SWCK's meaning in interaction with First Nations objects and the 

Museum of hthropology. 

Cornmodification of cother' cultures and Fust Nations arts 

In B.C. we Live Mth a visible level of wide-spread appropriation of FLst Nations visual 

culture. Driving around Vancouver one is likely to see vaEations on and dusions to 'Northwest 

Coast' imagery advertking businesses on store fionts, decoratïng bridges as Street barners, and 

appearing on major professional sports fianchises' unifomis. 1 chink that as a collective we claim 

FLst Nations attributes (as we choose to pomay them) as a picturesque and tourist-amacting aspect 

of our history, 'natural' habitat, and material culture'. An tritegral part of this incorporation is 

widespread use of aboriginal image7 and fonns to seU other t b g s ,  but also a connected tendency 

to market - isolate, aestheticize, and glamowize - an idea of the cultures tbem~eIve~~.  This is not to 

say thar every entrance of First Nations art or foms or imagery into the capitalist madretplace is 



appropnatke or wrong There are many insances of FLst Nations,ontrolled businesses which 

aeauvely and successfdly share and profit kom these aspects of rhei cultures (one example is 

Dororhy Grant's Vancouver-based fashion design business). There are, in fact, many aborigjnal 

people malang a living d is  way, in better and in wose cïrnvnrtaaces which would requLe a spec&c 

and contexhialized consideration to describe. On the other hand, exploitative commodiacation of 

t h g s  assoclted with FLst Nations is a trend which phys a major role in smictuhg how the wider 

soue7 sees aboriginal people and th& cultures and objeco: as dend, consumable, contexrlcss 

products- Deborah Root relates this impulse to c o m m o w  to old relations of looking and 

consuming es tablished through colonialism and anthropological collecting: 

By h h g  the development of an aesthetic of exoticism in the West to colonial power, I am not 
suggeskg that cultures or aesthetic fonÿs exist in isolation, untouched by conract hom the 
outside. Culmes are never pure, and there have always been contact and exchange of ideas 
between peoples. Notions of c u l d  puritty c m ,  as with etbnic and gender identities, imply 
fuity and suggest that we are 1I1 supposed to remain whoUy Mrhin ao abstraction imagined as 
OU own culture. Notions of exoûcism relate to the colonial process in one ex~emely obvious 
way: The aesthetic codes of former colonies tend to be appropcîated and rendered exotic in the 
West (1996: 48). . . 
The British Columbia touEs t office recognizes that Native arts and cultues are one of the 
province's prime selluig points.. . and it cornes as no suipise that in tovPsr advertisements 
Native culcures appear an integral part of the natural beauty of the landscape The Native 
culture mde ted  to tourists almost always appears in its past of apoliocal incamations and 
spotlights traditional arts and crafrs.. . Native culme is presented as sorneihlig that c o n ~ u e s  
to live, yetis nonetheless anchored hemly in the past Many munidpalioes in the province 
display to tem poles (more properly, f d y  or clan =est poles) in local parks, and txaditional- 
style ravens and thunderbirds abound on souvenir ob jects such as mugs and tea towels . . . . 
Native art enters the national or intemationrd market etough the tomist industry.. . Aithough 
the conternporary Native carver of a commissioned crest pole is usually paid reasonably well for 
the wo& as axe the artists creating supermarket sculpture and jewelry, Native people are not as 
a d e  consulted or compensated when clan designs are used on tourkt or other objects. The 
traditional design forms are considered by many.. . to be part of the broader.. . heritage of 
British Columbia and so available for approprktion. These designs appear ail over public 
buildings in Vancouver and Victoria (and in Seattle, Portland, and Anchorage) as a way of 
symbohing the regional charaçter of the area. . . . Appropriation ocnus because cultural 
difference can be bought and sold in the madcetplace(l996: 68). 

Appropriation debates and practices in British Columbia 

m a t  is appropriation about in reference to cultural representation, and why is this word 



related to cultural and representaciond issues in BIiish Columbia? The idea of cultural 

appropriation as it is generally used in B.C. cadt be understood outside of relauonsbips of power 

wkch continue to flow fiom the lasting effects and dpamics of colonization of rhis part of the 

world- 

Appropriation is generdy vnderstood as taking someone else's property for one's own use, 

and culmal approp&tion r e k s  to this kind of takuig for culmal o i  &tic production. This 

includes the adoption of concepts, pracEces and property which are part of the worldview and 

&tory of one group of people by someone outside of that culture. Typicaily the kinds of 'rhingr' 

appropnated are concrete iigni of the cdnue being bonowed hem: images, stories, r e ~ o u s  

practices, art fomis, clorhing, languw, etc. (Orher forms of appropriation inchde the act of 

s p e h g  - or attempting to speak -/or FLst Nations people.) This hnd of assvming O f cultural maits 

or propeq can become very complicated and fiaught with problems in a souery lïke O&. This is 

because Canada is a setder state whose foundation is a prolonged colonizatioa process at &e hem 

of which mas and is the forcehl appropriation of aboriginal peoples' wealth, land, labour, and 

autonomy. Histoncdy, the people who colonked B.C. (th& govemmens and churches and 

businesses) have sustained eEom to appropnate (or sometimes just eliminate) without permission 

ma- aspects of abo"gind lite - matenal and immated. Under these c.kcumsrances, how would 

any non-aboriginguial 'borrowing' ofindïgenous culnve be other &an rainted (perhaps noi 

pemanendy but certainly as long as dominating telationships continue) by the unresolved 

exploitations of the past and present?4 

First Nations cultures - e s p e d y  the 'Northwest Coast> cultures of B.C. - are CO-only 

treated by non-First Nations society like communal libraries that anyone has the iight to v& into, 

pemse, and claim parts of. It 15 because of profound curent  power inequities beween aboriginal 

people and white-dominated non-abo+ginal society that we collectiveiy have maintaïned access to 

Fkst Nations cultures via representations in museuau, galleries, popular culture, and mass media as 
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a 'namal' part of the 'national heritage' while simultaneously refushg to deal aih anorher part of 

our legacp. the political and economic &es generaed by the remains of colonialism '. 
It does not make any sense to attempt to reverse this historical situauon, so that the 'rigbt' to 

speak about anything related to First Nations is out of bounds for dl those without indigenous 

heritage. Wilb rbis step we are back to the boxes dictated by racist categorizatior and Çormidably 

unequal power relasonships - we accepr the terms of the game '. Taking on the idea that it is always 

appropriauve or wrong for non-indigenous people to attempt to speak about the relationship 

beween immigrants and First Peoples would mean fo rgebg  the responsibility pan of what it 

means to own somethlig. Making issues related to First Nations and to colonial and post- or neo- 

colonial relationships out of bounds for the large majony of people in Canada means removhg 

their obligation as well as th& right to ded with rhese issues. Naming al1 issues in this realm as the 

exclusive propery of FYst Nations lets eoeryone else off the hook, and manifests as a blame-the- 

,cà, attitude, in which those who have suffered historical injustices are held responsible for 

e d u c a ~ g  their oppressors as well as making aU the change. Tnis mechanism has taken place with 

feminist stniggles: sexîst systems and relationships are labelled "women's issues'' in a f d y  

successfd strategy of containment. 

Two important events in 1986 helped to shape the subsequent cultural appropriation debate 

in British Columbia's museum and arts communities. One was the production and display of a D C  

Museum of hnthropolog~ exhibition on art ist  Jack Shadbolt by curator Marjorie Hdpin. This 

exhibition Çocussed on Shadbolt's irnagery relating to Noahwest Coast First Nations art, and 

included clear references to speciSc historic works by First Nations artists which were bonowed 

kom a nurnber of sigm6cant public and private collections in No& AmePca and displayed in the 

exhibit. Doreen Jensen, a Gitxan d s t ,  curator, and miter, wrote an artide about the Shadbolt 

show in which she argued that Shadbolt, as an outsider to the speufic First Nations culture in 

question, represented its imagerg in a way which showed a misunderstanding of it - a miçreading 



w k h  made a peson kom that culture feel uncomfortable- Another important event in 1986 was 

the exhibition The S ~ g t  Sin=, presented at the Glenbow Museum in Calgaty. It raised issues of 

voice appropriation - e s p e d y  questions about which objects made by aborqgd people for various 

purposes, induding sacred ones, are appropriate for display, and which ob jecü should not be shown 

publicly. FolloMng these events and debate over hem, the issue of d r u r d  appropriation became 

wry i m p o ~ n t  asnongst mvseum workers, academics Li anrhropology and the arts, writers and 

commentators on the arts and contemporary culme, and artïsts. 

The loudest histories of "ourselves" in Canada, and the ones that we hear most ofien (the 

ones mmy chilchen are mught in school, for example) are heroic narratives of European 'explorers', 

colonizers, administrators, traders, and settlers. These histories have treated aboapinal people as 

inddentals, for the most p a n  Sometimes indtgenous people have been imagined as unused 

resources like the rnountahs to be mined, the h r s  to be fished, and the fores& to be tut: p m  of 

the vast empthess available when Europeans got here. Sometimes First Nations people were 

documented as exotic specimens, sometirnes as dangerous or degenerate elements '. Whatever the 

case, the n o m  bas been their p d  erasure as actooa in the meekgs, negotiations, relationships and 

connicts of the past. Obscmed as histocical and contemporarypeu$le, F k t  Nations ofren tend to 

re-ernerge 6om the mists  of rime as long-gone but once authenücally noble or savage entities: as 

etemally p a v e  'othea' who by some mystenous fomi of suspended animation continue to 

represent a lost, pure past. This is the context in whïch their cultural fomis have most oken been 

collected, dispiayed, and explained, and a major way in which b e y  have been of ficially visible. 

In the interest of avoiding a simplistic analysis of the dynamics outluied above, I'd like to 

no te that I don't see the groups identi6ed as monolithic The unequa1 power relationships 

described are in fact intemipted, complicated, and contested. These relations are not static, the 

inequalities are neither total nor perfectly maintained and resistance to them is never tully 



about issues related to First Nations. To me, it seems dear that the basic storg which is re-told, re- 

imaged, displayed, and discussed in the various works in HIGH S U C K  is part of the histories of 

both parties' involved: the Tdbqof 'NI and other FLst Nations, and the colonists. In the installation, 

hacnired, multiple nanatives of intercultural mee* and cooperations as well as violent contlict 

are tmced. The story written on the screen w d s  of the gallery was one a b o ~ t  tLis relationship 

between onginal peoples and new-corners. The process of Bdish  Columbia's colonization, the 

wrking of its history, and relationships between its past and present are at issue in the artworks. To 

believe that these processes and relationships are about FLst Nations people is to ignore, first: the 

participation of coloniPng people in the historg told; and second: the implications of the colonists' 

historical behaviour for non-indigenous Canadians who are limng in relationship to Fint Nations in 

the present. The Tsilhqot'in W r ,  the gold msh that prompted it, and the results of both were about 

the interactions - the CO-operations and the clashes - of peoples in a context of global colonialism: a 

collective story if there ever was one. 

1 have thought a lot about the idea of shared history. It may seem like going to great lengths 

to mtionalize a self-evident answer to the appropriation question in the case of HIGH SLrlCK. 

A pdcular  confluence of femioist and anti-racist thinking about difference has led me to ny 

O examine HIGH S W K  as an installation which avoids being appropriative because of its focus 

on a shared history and present. At the same àme, the iostiillirtion reteUs these stories in the 

complex settings which must be factored into a reading of the works. One of these contexts is the 

University of British Columbia Museum O Ç Anthropology and its significance; another is the 

broader poliàcal and s o d  context of North rlmerica which, as f e s t  wriiers like Joyce Ladner 

point out, images difference as deoiance simply because the normal and the human is so nmowly 

and vigilantly dehed  as white and male (1992: 125-7). 

Feminists have long argued that an important part of the 'otheriog' process that posits man 
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as the universal and superior (or "smictuPng nom") and subordliates woman as the particular and 

inferïor is the assignment of absolute clifference to the female. (Women's commoo amibutes can be 

seen as deviantjiom something only if the human n o m  is exclusively dehned by what is specZcally 

male.) And so it happens that diffaence is understood as a char~cte~str'c of woman, rather rhan as an 

effect of a mode of cbinlàng that relies on absolute hierarchical binaries to understand the world. 

Feminist-antiraust analyses d e  it equally clear that difference itself bemeen people is 

thought of and ~ e a t e d  as a ccproblem" on4 when it is subsurned into a self=good; so other=bad 

s e  Agah the differeoces beween the self and the 'othery are acmbuted to the essence of the 

'other' rather than to the self s organization of a diversity O E people and is seen as problematic 

(because difference tells the self that the 'othei is not the self, and so is bad). The newly 

manufactured 'problem' is attached to the 'nature' or 'essence' of the 'other', not to the system that 

detines anything different from the self as deviant systems like sexism, racism, dassism, 

heterosexism, ableism. Because the consmcted 'orher'ness of certain groups is posed as the 

problem, divertbg attention Lom the systems of thought and practice which devalue them, it is 

assumed that the responsibility to solve 'th& problems is solely theirs la. 

Canadian socieqs public discourses tend to imagine aboriginal ~eop le  as manifesMg this 

kind of problematized diEference. They ofien beadline indigenous communities in ways that &or 

h k c a n  h e r i c a n  feminist Joyce Ladnerys descriptions of popular conceptions of 'cpathologicd" 

black communities in the U.SA.(1992: 125-7). The same conceptual &ck made it possible for the 

problem of legal systems that treated women as property to be re-packaged as rhe 'kornaa 

question", makes it easy to reassign things like men's violence toward women and the gender wage- 

gap to women's responsibility hough an insistence on 'bomen's issues", and w n s  the effects of 

the Indian Act, broken and never-made treaties, and the reserve system into "the Indian problem' , 

in &es past, and now "native issues". Real problems in aboriginal communities are in this sense 

racialized: naturalized to some monolithic, essential, and fictive aboriginal way of being. It is a s m d  
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step fioom 'hnding' (manufacdg)  d e d c e  in the nature of the 'other' to viewing any difficulties 

they meet as their fault and therefore th& buden. 

cArt?, race, and First Nations arts 

Art discourse, like a c& Stream of anthropologicai tradition, has ofien conmbuted to a 

Touchette, a writet of Native h e r i c a n  heritage, asserts that, for exampie, 

[e]xamples of women d s t s  and mdticultural A s t s  sharing the experience of discrimination 
abounds in art  disciplines that have been tradiuonally dehed  as craft such as fiber art, pottecy, 
and wearable art. Hierarchical distinctions between 'Onigh art?' and crafn are used by the 
mainsmeam art apparatus to systematically exclude d s t s  in these disciplines in both groups 
(1994: 202). 

Cornmon discursive racist and sexist dichotomies have in fact created enduring schisms 

between art and anthropology, between an 'art work' and an 'artifacf; between 'high art' and applied 

'craff; between public and domestic arts; between Eine/universal art and objects spe&c to a 

differenaated culture; between modem and ancient art; between innovation and tradition; and 

between avant-garde and convenuonal work "- (For specific illustrations of these pairs' prominence 

and use, see Chapter 6.) 'ha' has traditionally been dehed away fiom women and from men of 

indigenous cultures and of colour. Art forms of people of colour, indigenous people, and white 

w o m n  have often been theorized, displayed, bought and sold, and valued (or not) as objects o t h n  

than obets d'art. Nthough these dehnitions are consistently and increasingly being challenged and 

changed, anthtopology, ethnography, and natural history museums, craft museums and fairs and 

stores, tourist shops, heritage villages and commuaitg history museums are s a  fidl of 'non-art' 

things made by European women and all those labeled cdturally 'other', while art galleries and art 

museums are still populated, out of demographic proportion, by the works of white men ". 

Racialized hierarchizauon of arts and cultural production is visible in Canada and B.C. The 

ways that First Nations art bas been mitten about, displayed, viewed, and marketed here owe much 
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O cOis structure. Fint Nations arts have tended to be understood, evaluated, and bought and sold as 

O ther, or less, than the generalized category of 'hne art'. This does not mean that they have no t 

been e h i y  sought or valued. Both locdy and globally, B.C. Fint Nations art is sought and pPzed 

by many, and certain arhsts' works are collected for enosmous amounts of money. However, 

abowal-made objects and images are often s d  segregated in galleries, shops and museums which 

specialize in a category of cultu~a.1 production that is defïned ' radb ' ,  and "First Nations aa" s d  

stands as a dishct  category. This is evidence that coUectively we still operate in a mode thac defines 

and separates people and the* art according to a hierarchy of racïst and senst categories 14. 

While critiques of this segregated situation need to be made, ifs important to remember that 

in a radst context, the First-Nations-dedicated (or "tribal ad'-dedicated, or whatever) spaces, 

although dehned racially in a hierarchical framework, are at least places where FLst Nations people 

c m  show thek work ro the public and gain recognition and a Living. Many &cles on appropriation 

and racism in Canada point out this dynamic 15. Display spaces whose contents are racialized and 

anthtopologized have functioned as places of opportuniq for self-reptesentatioo for aboeginal 

artists and curaton in a souey that consistently denies indigenous people the resources and venues 

to speak and be heard, whether it be in wriàng and publishing, or in politics, or in art production, or 

O ther fonns. 

Endnotes 

1. Terrie Goldie descnbes this aspect of non-indigenous society's relation to indigenous people in 
settler States: 

Australians, New Zealanders, and Canadians have, and long have had, a clear agnda to erase 
[th* separauon of belonging. The white Canadian looks at the Indian. The Indian is Other 
and therefore &en. But the Indian is indigenous and therefore cannot be alien. So the 
Canadian must be alien. But how c m  the Canadian be alien Mthin Canada?. . . The white 
culture can attempt to incorporate the Other, superficially through beaded moccasins and 
names like Mohawk Motors, or with much more sophistication, through the oovels of Rudy 
Wiebe. Conversely, the white culture may reject the indigene: 'This country redy begm with 
the &al of the whites.' (1995: 234). 

2. Kathy McCloskey looks at this tendency, which she calls "artistic imperialism", with special 
teference to the history of Navajo women's weavings and their tmde with newcomers. Her article 



ouclines many of the main conditions for the ways indigenous arts have been concephialized and 
used by the broader cultures. She argues that 

merchant capital articulated Mth patxiarchy and the art/craft d i s ~ c u o n  to diston the economic 
contributions of Navajo weavers.. . &tic imperialism overshadowed the silent and 
unrecognuied transfomiation that took place when Native production was appropriated by 
colonial merchants. The Western distinction between art and craft served to 1egitimisi:e the 
devaluation of indigenous creations that accompanied th& comrnodi5cation (1995: 98). 

Barbara A. Babcock, in het amde cW&eting bla.15~ : The Tribal hrtist in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction", discusses some of the "polincal and economic causes and consequences" of the 
displacement, dehistoliuzation, and romantickation of ccconflic~ ethnicity, and poveag through the 
figures of Pueblo women &ans shaping mud into cciassic' forrns" which she descnbes as being 
rnaintaiued by Anglo-Amencan consumas (1 995: 125). 

3. For a thorough, precisely contextualized, and bPUiant discussion of politics related to 
appropriation and identïty in an intercultural setting, see art historian Coco Fusco's book EneIish is 
Broken Here: Notes on Political Fusions in the b e n c a s ,  espe&Jly the chaptas entitied: 
'Tassionate Ireeverence: the Cultural Politics of Identity", "The Other f-&tory of Intercultural 
Performance", and T7hoYs Doin' the Twist? - Notes Toward a Politics of Approp1iaÜon"(l995). 

4. The point 1 need to establish is that in the t h e  and place we're in - enmeshed as we are in 
relationships which £low from rather than break £iom a collective history of near-complete 
domination of aboriginal people by immigrants to the continent - 'bowwing' 6-om First Nations 
cultures, traditions, histories, and self-representations is not a viable option. First of all, to borrow 
somethlig you need to get permission. This detail is important: in an ideal British Columbia, in 
which groups of people could share h d ,  wealth, power, and respect equitably and cooperativel~, it 
would be possible to keely borrow and lend bits of our separate heritages arnongst ourselves. Ifs 
not the appropriation it~eF- the taking/borcowing/using for oneself - that is the problem. (Indeed, 
appropriation of images and language has also been used as a resistance strategy by margïnalized 
groups of people.) However, at this jmcture in history and in this place, so much forcehl taki~g 
has gone on - and so little has been done to even out the imbalance of power that the t a h g  created 
- that 'borrowing' bits and pieces fiom the cultures of those who have been colonized cannot be 
anydiing like a free and equal exchange. Having recognized these conditions of inremal relations in 
our societg, ifs quite difficult to imagine a situation in which the appropriation of First Nations 
cultural propeq or concepts by a member of the dominating, non-indgenous group could be 
anything other than mirappropriarion. 

5. This has happened especiall.~ in international mosents when Canada represents itseif to the rest 
of the world. One examples is the Expo '67 World Fair at Montreal, where one of the h s t  
prominent exhibitions of Wonhwes t Coast' First Nations art was held, showing works by Bill Reid 
and Robert Davidson. m s  event was desaibed by Audrey Hawthom, in her book A Labour of 
Love: The Makinp of the Museum of Anthro~olop. UBC the First Three Decades 1947-1976, 
1993.) Marcia Crosby's 1994 University of British Columbia MA thesis (Department of Fine Arts), 
Indian r2a/Abo+al Tide, oudines this tendency and gives spe&c examples of the way it 
hc t ions  in Canada. Julia V. Embedy txaces this mechanism of incorporation in Canadian 
historiography as well in her book Thresholds of Difference in the chapter entitied "A Gift for 
Languages: Native Wornen and the Textual Economy of the Colonial Archive": 

No longer an oficial colony Canada is now a postcolonial nation-state. Focusing on the 
colonial and postcolonial relations between Canada and England, however, often occludes the 
intemal colonization of Native people living witliin Canada. Dispossession and marginalization 
s a  characterize the cultural, economic, and political existence of both m a l  and urban Native 



people- The utopic desire on the part of the discipline of history to establîsh nation4 
statehood, in the history of a c o q  such as Canada as the cenue and origin of its own 
historical d g ,  is canied tbrough a readùlg of the colonial archive as I>biruin totaie (1993:lOl- 
102). 

6. As TPnh Minh-ha has noted, reliance on categorical and essentialized definitions of difference has 
affected cultural appropriation debates in recent years. 1 think that we should focus on the 
complexities, possibilities, and Illiairations of the context at hand when me consider appropriation 1 
agee with Trinh that relying on monolithic, dichotomous identity categories in order to soa  out 
who may speak about what is a dead end 

. . . where should the dkiding h e  between outsider and insider stop? How should it be 
dehned? B y skin colour (no blacks should make hlms on yellows)? By language (only Fulani 
c m  ta& about Fukni, a Bassari is a foreigner here) ? By nation (only Viemamese can produce 
work on Viemam)? B y geography (in the North-South setting, East is East and East can't meet 
West)? Or by policical afhaiy m d  Wodd on ThLd World counter First and Second 
Worlds)? What about those with hyphenated identities and hybrid realities? (1995: 217). 

7. Heathex Dawkins traces some spe&c examples of &e latter hm3 of representation in ber &le 
on artkt Paul Kane's The Vanderings d a n  Adkt among tbe 1tldi'an.r of Nodh (185 1): 

The d e n  text registen Kane's unease, and even repulsion, in a way that neither the paintings 
nor sketches do. Chapter XII, for example, describes . . - the barbarous language of [the 
Chinook] mbe ("the horrible, harsh, splutterbg sounds which proceed from the& throats, 
apparently unguided either by tongue or lip"); and thek "f3thy'' habits C'theit persons 
abounding with vermin and one of the chef amusements consists in picking these disgusting 
insects fiom each O ther's heads and eating them"). . . . the specifidty of ttibal cultures is set 0 ff 
by the constants of "savage" behaviour. According to the text these axe laziness, filthiness, 
uncontrollable gambling) and alco ho1 addiction, the latter "tuming savages into dangerous 
aDimals"(1986:26). 

Dawkins connects this kind of pomayd of knowledge of the %dian other' to the operation of 
colonial power "CIearly tbir achme is nor a sketch of life as it r e d y  was.. . but neithet is it simply 
the perception of IndLns rhrough European f3ters. Kane's gaze, of observation and of knowledge, 
his sketches, painnngs, and w r i ~ g s  are deeply implicated in, and constiniEve of, power"(27). 
Production of certab kinds of knowledge about the otha operates as a mecha.&m of colonial (and 
neo-colonial) power. Other theonsts make this link in post-colonial societies. Homi Bhabha writes 
about the hinctions of the discourse as an apparatus of power" in The Location of 
Culture. He says that the colonial discourse's 

predomioant stntegic h c t i o n  is the creation of a space for a 'subject peoples' rhrough the 
production of knowledge in terms of wbich surveillance is exerused and a complex fomi of 
pleasure/unpleasure is incited It seeks authorization for its sttategies by the production of 
knowledges of colonizer and colonized which are s te reoq+d but antitheticdy evaluated. The 
objective of the colonial discourse is to consme the colonized as a population of degenerate 
types on the basis of racial origh, in order to jus* conquest.. .. colonial discourse prodvces 
the colonized as a social reality which is at once an 'other' and yet entirely kowable and visible. 
(1994: 70-71). 

8. As Edward Said asks in Culture and ImDePalism, 
Can one speak of i m p d r n  as being so ingrained in [even] nineteenth-century Europe as to 
have become indistinguis hable from the culture as a w hole? . . . . such concepts as ccimperialism" 
have a generalized quaIity that masks with an unacceptable vagueness the intereshng 
heterogeneity of Western mettopolitan cdntces"(1993: 162). 



9. Furthemiore, Canada's colonizing and neo-colonial relatïonships do not form a cwo-way Street. 
Ifs a more Iike an intersection ar. rush hou- when the ttxffic hghts are out. WPters in Canada, as in 
other senler soaeties, have pointed out that aboriginal people are not the only ones to be 
consistently wiped fiom or misrepresented in Canadian history and Canadim collective identity. rU1 
non-indigenous Canadians were at some point immigm~ts, but in the Canadian social context the 
name of 'immigrant' has. been racialized, dowirig those of (especially British and French) European 
ancesq to speak for a nation that has always been made up of indigenous people and immigrants 
hom all over the globe. People of colour in Canada are consistently represented as newcomen and 
non-canadians, no matter how long their mots are in this culture and souey. Interes~gly, they axe 
subjected to foms ofvisibIlity which are similar to the prominent ethnographie displays of First 
Nahons people. While the cultural productions of indigenous peopies, suspended in the 
"ethoographic presed', have someûmes been included in the domhaing souerg's oytative of 
national heritage, aspects of non-European and non-Firsc Nations cultures have been appropriated 
to uphold a favouPte national story about tolerance of 'other' ethnicities within the multicdrural 
fold of the 'two fomdiag nations'. 

10. My belief is that a focus on shared cîrcumstances - on the histories and structures which link 
different groups' experiences - reduects attention away £iom those people imaged as problems back 
to shared responsibility. 1 rhink that HIGH SLACK set off down this road. Au&e Lorde desuibed 
what there is to work against: 

Traditionally.. . it is the members of the oppressed, objecsed groups who are expected to 
stretch out and bridge the gap between the actualiûes of our lives and the consaousness of our 
oppressor . . .. I am responsible for educaring teachers who dismiss my childxen's culture in 
school. Black and Third Wodd people are expected to educate white people as to our 
humanity. Women are expected to educate men. Lesbians and gay men are expected to 
educate the heterosexual world. The oppressors maintain their position and evade 
responstbilitg for th& own actions. There is a constant drain of energy which might be better 
used in redefining ourseives and devising realistic scenarios for altering the present and 
constKuc~g the hture(1998: 281). 

1 1. Gitxsatl artist, curator, and d t e r  Doreen Jensen is well knowu for her analysis of 'race' dehaed 
art categories and their rneanings. As Vancouver art c-c Robin Laurence noted in ber review of 
the recent Vancouver Art Gallery show "topographies: aspects of recent B.C. a d 7 ,  of which Jensen 
was a curator: 

If topographies is more than an exercise in tokenism.. . we will know that Doreen Jensen's 
impassioned arguments against the hierar&ical and racist distinctions between high art and 
crafc, between the contemporary and the naditional, have been heard and understood We'll 
reflect on her observations about how those in power fashion an aesthetic, a notion of quality, 
that perpetuates th& power @e G e o r h  Strai~ht, October 31-November 7,1996). 

Jensen has written thac 
As Aboeginal Amsts, we need to rec1a.h our own identities.. . We need to put aside titles that 
have been imposed on our creauvity - titles that seme the needs of other people- For too long 
our AIT has been situated in the realm of anthropology by a discourse that validates only white 
Arnsts. Today there are many Art forms of the First Nations which are s d l  not being 
recognized. Tbink of the exquisite sea grass baskets from the West Coast of Vancouver Islsnd, 
the qui11 work and moose haîr tufMg Arts of the people east of the Rockies, and ceremonial 
robes, woven and appliqued throughout North Amerka. Not surprisingly, these exquisite 
works of Att are m d y  done by women (1 992:18). 



12. Disciplinary categorizations of different people's art and cultural production dong cultural and 
radalized liaes has been noted by arcists, art critics and histotians, and antheopologists. In The 
Traffïc in Culture: Reaknhp Art  and h t h r o ~ o l o  J edited b~ George EL Marcus *Cl Fred R. 
Meyea, rhis differentiated categorization is addressed and broken dom.  In the introduction, the 
authors write that: 

h conaast to a previous paradtgmatic anthropology of art that was concemed p ~ u p a l l y  wkh 
mediaMg non-Western objects and aesthetics to Western audiences, the work here engages 
Westem art worlds themselves, casting a aitical Iight on mediation itself, and proposes a 
renegotiation of the relationship between art and anthropology. The need for such a 
renegotiauon is clear.. .. So much of the traditional anthropological conceni Mth "ad' has 
focussed in one way or another on whether a separate dornain of aesthetic objects (or practices) 
exists in different cultures.. . Western critics also have been deeply involved in challenging the 
universality and essentialisrn of the category of art.. . (l99S:l). 

h d  in his essay in the book, 'Ttepresentkg Culture: The Production of Discoutse(s) for Abo+al 
Acrylic Paintings", Meyers makes the importa~~t point that: 

Aborigjnal objects are not simply or necessady excluded by Westem art critical categories; they 
may in fact contriiute to or challenge these discourses for the interpretation ofculhrrd activity 
in productive ways. They can hardly do so, however, if anthropological interpretation accepts a 
stable category of "ad' as its horizon of transhtion(1995:59-60). 

13. Lamy Gross descnies the cultural spe&citg, conceptual limitauons, and segegative effects of 
western society's category in his introduction to the book On the M a r h s  of Art Worlds: 

Art is the product of human skill, but because not all manufactured products are given this 
honorinc title, other criteria must be involved in diis designation. In its modem use the terni is 
applied prirnady to the products of a set of activities known collectively as thefi  artr. Some 
of these were presided over by Muses postulated by the ancient Greeks: poetry, dance, tragedy; 
others (for example, painting, sculpture, architecture) were joined to the concept of fine arts 
through a Long process that culminated in the eighteenth cenniry and was codified in Diderot' 
Engmopedie and the newly emerging philosophy of aesthetics - . . More recently the practitioners 
of new media - photogaphy, film, video - have aspired to be included in this honored 
groupmg- 

The modem Western designation of thefine, or bigh, arts expresses a distinction & a m  
between these exalted domains of cultural production and others that might reasonably be 
included but are disqual.5ed on vaEous grounds. Most notably excluded are those perfonnen 
and products whose appeal may be too broad - thepopubr, or lolv, arts - or too utfitarian, such 
as crafis. It had often been noted that these exclusions follow - and reinforce - h e s  of class 
and gender privilege(l99 5: 1). 

John Yau's 1990 article in the collection Out There: Mar&alizarÜon and Contem~orm Cultures 
elaborates on specific historical examples to generate an analysis of western art history's race-isms. 

14. In a 1989 speech given at the opening of 'Dhersities", an exhibition ofwork by George 
Littlechild, Jane Ash Poitras, and Joane Cardinal-Schubert at the Glenbow museum in Calgary, 
Cardinal-Schubert offered this critique of dominant 'raceJ-based categorizanons of art within a 
reflection on Canadian ra&m in her expience: 

You ail have made me different You have taught me about the discipline of art and k i n g  a 
professional and to me that means it is art hat is shown in the category 'Wew Alberta An". . . 
What 1 have a problem with is the categomation of Native Artist in a museum that does not 
separate other Canadian d s t s  in exhibitions according to their race. It seems Native people 
cannot do anythïng without that adjective in front of their name (1991 : 10). 



15. Lee Maracle and Joy Asham Fedorick make the point that cultural appropriation would not be 
so centrai to the problem of abonginal people's representation if abongiaal people were allowed 
more public space to d e  their voices heard. They indicate that the dynamic that redy counts is 
the systemic rausm and neo-colonial structures wbich deny adequate means and oppominities to 
First Nations wrïters, h t s ,  musiciam, leaders, and other people to speak publicly about themselves 
and the world around them. Maracle sees the realitg of racism as a sepaiate issue &om appropriation 
of culture: 

1 have said consistently.. . that you can't appropriate anybodp's voice. You can prevent them 
kom being published. I'm speaking personally, of my own experience. Sojoumeis Tmth was 
not published at htst because the stories were too controversd.. .. The Wodd War II storg - 
my e d e r  attempts to pubiish it were met with "ifs oot culturally rnythical enough" - it seems 
too real.. .. Bobbi Lee was too political to be autobiogtaphy. And so on and so foah. Lots of 
reasons that people could corne up with for not publishing out work, m d  of course, thafs been 
out his tory.. . . The request to move over and no t take up our space is a different one. That is 
no t [about] appropriation of voice. Thafs just move over and let us sit at the same table(KeUy: 
1994: 82-83). 

Joy Asham Fedorick says someihing similat in her article "Fencepost Sitting and How 1 Fell Off to 
One Side": 

. . . it is not the dominant culture and language that are in fear of demise. Don't force us over 
the buffdo jump to cultural extinction, either through watering d o m  o u  cdtural integity or 
maklig us survive culturally anemic. m e n  you have let us write our own hundreds and 
thousands of books, filled concert halls, galleries, stages with o u  cultural expression, then, and 
only then, when our culture sunounds us, living, breathing, acting, developing, secure: then [the 
situation will be Pghted] . . . . for those of you who want to know what we are Like, let us tell you 
(1992: 42). 

This article is an insighdul and challenging consideration O Ç appropriation, and includes a usehl and 
incisive "SELF-CENSORSHIP CHECIUIST", d c h  is worrh a look for anyone interested in these 
issues. 



Chapter 4: The artist's process of production 

Judith Williams talked about m a q  connections between the outside world and her 

production process (including personal and aes thetic exploration as well as extensive his torical 

reseatdi). Three considerations of Williams seemed especially important and interesthg to me in 

shaping and d e t d g  the h a 1  shape and scope of HIGH SLACK. They are: firsf the h t ' s  

attention to and recogniaon of the histoncal context of the subject rnatter she engaged with; second, 

Williams' knowledge of the histo ry of MOAYs site and her connection of this story and the physical 

evidence of this history to themes oudined in the exhibition; and thitd, her negociation of the issue 

of cultural appropriation in her production of the insrallation. 1 use these production moments to 

leam about British Columbia's histoncal, culturd and socio-polirical contexts and about how 

Stuart Hall, in his essay cdled cWmAing/Decodiog", outlined a form of reception theory 

which 1 h d  usehil to thinking about HIGH SLACK's process of production and moments of 

reception. Though, as mentioned, he applies his theory to television progamming, his ideas are 

equdy - diough not identically - applicable to the production and receptions of a contemporary ar t  

work Like HIGH SLACK. One idea emphasized by Hall (that reflects a direction or method which 1 

have developed orgaaically in the process of my rhesis research) is that it is necessary to link the 

facts of a ccmessage's" production and recepuons to prevalent social ideologies and discourses, and 

to the power-relations associated with these, which are encoded in accepted ccdes" of operation and 

ins titutional structures: 

though the produccion s a c t u e s  of [contemporarg arq originate the [art] discourse, they do not 
constitute a closed system. They draw topics, meattnents, agendas, events . . . images of the 
audience, 'dehnitions of the situation' boom other sources and other discursive formations 
within the Mder sodo-cultural and political structure of which they are a dirferentiated part.. . . 

. to borrow Marx's t m s  - circulation and reception are, indeed, 'moments' of the production 
process in [art] and are reincorporated, via a number of skewed and structured 'feedbacks', into 
the production process.. .. Production and reception of the [art] message are not, therefore, 
identical, but they are related: they are differentiated moments withia the totalitg fomied by the 
social relations of the communicative process as a whole(1993:92-3). 
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It is Mth thiS teasoning that I present Williams' neptiations Mth historical and cultural issues, 

agendas, knowledges, and ideologies in her production of HIGH SUCK,  and use them to reach 

Judith WiUiams has touched on complex historical, social, and cultural issues at other 

moments in her &tic career. Her November 1991 exhibition at the Surrey Aa Galleryy entitled 

'%ose S to ry 1s This?", emerged at an earlier stage of the years-long research that was to produce 

HIGH SLACK in 1994. In this exhibit she displayed works concemed with trackg colonists' 

relations to British Columbia's land and sea scapes, their contacts with FLst Nations, and one 

parti& result of these contacts: the devastaang spread of smdpox arnong aboriginal people and 

subsequent huge loss of First Nations population d d g  BC's coloaial period. In previous 

projects, such as WHITE MISER. RED REAPER DhRK WINNOWER OF GRAIN, 1981 (at 

the Bumaby Aa Gallery), and REFLECTION/=TENSION, 1983 (shown at the Suney Art 

Gailery and Charles H. Scott Gallery), Williams dealt with historically and geographicdy-sihiated 

subject matter. In the fïrst she approached a group of body Magery she Mmessed in the 

Gynecological Display of the Museum of Science and Technology and at a medical museum, La 

Jpecohz, bo th in Florence. The series of images of wombs and birrhing included in the exhibit caused 

some heated specuktion in some quarten about her personal and political views on women and 

their reproductive roles. In the second she explored the material evidence of the Me a woman 

named Dorothy whom she knew and who lived at Refuge Cove in Desolation Sound, where 

Williams lives durlig paxt of each year. Williams' work in general seems to have been overtly based 

on the site and Citcumstances of her own life, experiences, and communiy in Desolation Sound. 

Her relationslips with a range of people have apparendy direcdy hformed her artistic projects and 

research. 



His tonca1 contexts 

The conrem, patterns, and collective assumptions which were outlined in Chapter 1 

informed HIGH SWCK's production (and reception, for that matter) generally and speafically. 

The cen~raliq of the issue of who controls iand and resources in B.C. to understanding the 

province's history and cunent path is recognized in HIGH SUCK. Un-treatied European s e t h g  

and road-building in T'.lbqot>in territory in the 1860s was an overdhg  cause of the Tsilhqofin War, 

and this fact is duded to in text in the painting/sculpture called H@h Slack: 

SIGNED YESTERDAY, BETWEEN COL. MOODY + A. WADDINGTON, itnT 

AGREEMENT FOR CO?Ml?LETION, LN 10 MONTHS, OF A MULE-T'RAIL FROM 

BUTE INLET TO THE GOLD FIELDS ... 

WE SHALL SEND SICKNESS INTO THE COUNTRY: THE CHILCOTLNS WIIL DIE! ... 

IN OUR COUNTRY - YOU OWE US B W !  ... LAHLISSA?IN S A D :  "THEY S T W  

OUR LAND, HUNT OUR GAME, BRWG PVLSDNESS WlTH WHISKEY - DEATH 

WITH SMWPOX.. QMARCH 1864) 

The ways that non-indigenous infigement on traditional FIst Nations tenitory happens today was 

brought by Williams right into the space of the installation. The book work called Watet D a m a ~ e  

tells the story of a non-aboriginal-owned Company seeking in 1990-91 to expoa water within the 

claimed tenitory of a First Nation to the United States. In each case, in the 1860s and 130 yeats 

later, profit was the motive behind conflict over aatural resources becween immigrants and 

indigenous people. Williams displaped the changing context of this kind of encroachmenc 

accomplished as colonial stace-sanctioned ventures in the last centuy, and as capital enterprise in the 

Site-specific production, the history of place, and 'self/other' conflict 

One aspect of HIGH SLACKs production, if it had been M y  reahed, would have made 

further historical and polirical connections between the exhibition and its context of production in 
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Canadian society. This was Williams' work on an out-of-doors component to the installation- Had 

it been installed, this component wodd have made a concrete liuk berneen the colonial-period 

histoPcal narratives traced in the show and Williams' understanding 0 f self/other dich0 tomies in 

those histories and our c u l ~ a l ,  social, and natural contexts. 

Williams was very interested in ushg the hiscory of the Museum of Anthropologfs physical 

site to create this failed component of HIGH SWCK. The building's architect, &UT Erickson, 

had researched, used, and preserved the structure that had been in place on the spot where the 

museum was constructed - a World War II gun emplacement intended to protect the Coast kom the 

feared possibili y of Japanese attack. 

As Williams noted (in personal co~a~lmication, J a n u q  1998), few people know about this 

history of the mmuum site, a d  it is rarely considered in relation to the present institution chat sits 

there. The d s t  mobilized this physical history and connected it to the cornplex, conflicted histones 

and contemporary issues traced in HIGH SLhCIC Williams told me that the planned aaarork, 

whïch was to sit outside the gdery, visible from its windows, on top of the old battlements, would 

have W e d  the history of conflict benueen T.bqot>in people and British colonwets explored inside 

the gallery to a more recenr example of western societies' history of war and feu of the 'odier'. This 

was intended to disnipt viewers' Likely categorization of the Tsilhqot'in War narrative as 'Native 

history/issues' and to refocus the audience on the questionable history of the rest Canadian sodety 

as a collective and its relationships with 'other' people. One of the desks included in the installation 

was to sit facing the exterior ar t  work (Figure 12). The idea was that the iatter would be directly 

visible as a visitor read through Williams' book works docurnentlig aspects of colonial history in 

B.C. and aspects of current rektionships between First Nations and the dominant soue y. 

This p m  of the exhibition did not happen for two reasons. First, the veteran group that has 

control over the World War II gun emplacements and storage spaces outside the @eq where 

HIGH SLACK was located refused to allow it after Williams and the muse- sou& th& 
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permission. Second, a tinted film was applied to the gallery's floor-to-ceiling windows, obsnimng 

the view to outside. This was mounted in order to protect the works inside fiom ultraviolet &ht 

because of W h s '  difficulty in geteng permission fiom a local coinmuniy museum to use an old 

wding desk kom their collection in the exhibit because of conservation concems about light levels. 

in the end, Williams decided to have the desk replicated, but the coloured hlm had already been 

mounted on the windows a t  quite an expense to the museum. 

Her onginal idea was to create a moment of reflection on the collective soüetg's dependence 

on self/other dichotomies, and to point out the similaeties in our collective behaviour in different 

historical periods. She talked about the fear of what and who has naditiondy been dehned as 

'other' in white-western societies - and how that was manifested through kinds of hydeniz in both 

colonial relations with FLst Nations in the nineteenth century as well as in mentieth-centq 

deusions to point guns at the 'Orient'. This was also Williams' reason for using photographs of the 

battlemenr's underground tunnels, which lie directly under the museum, taken by MOA designer 

David Cunningham (personal communication, January 1998). (Figure 13) 

The politics of appropriation and HIGH SLACK' s production 

Our collective society's debate over cultural and voice appropriation and how this tendency 

relates to our understanding, peaunent and use of First Nations art fonns, stories, cultural, and 

religious practices dkectly Mfomed HIGH SIACK's production and content. 

If appropriation is about violations of oztnersh+, whether of land, objects, or stories, for 

instance, and whether by literd seizure or representation, i fs  important to thiak about the Bghts and 

responsibiliq of ownership. The rights of owning something include having access to it and the 

privilege of ckiming ir, but also involve care of it and an obligation to it. Appropriation becornes an 

issue in the case of HIGH SLACK because of the history re-told Mthin the exhibition. Because 

Williams is not an abonginal person, and because her reconsmicted stories weave the words of 



indigenous people and Europeans (spoken in the nineteenth cennrry and before) together with her 

o m  writbg, questions about who is using whose voices in the installation, and to what ends, have 

The challenge for me in this perspective is to be sure that these questions open up debate, 

thoughc and understanding, rather than closing things down. This is where ifs important to insist 

on a non-categoncal analysis which leaves room for the real complexitg and conaadicüons of 

relationships between people in a complicated and messy world. The reason we need to question 

how, where, and when non-Fkst Nations people choose to speak about their relationships to 

indigenous people and issues is not because they are not abotigioal (because they are different, and 

belong in the opposite category) . Ifs because they are entwined in a historical relationship with Firs t 

Nations that has traditionally made it their 'right' to speak about and on behalf of colonized and 

subjugated peoples who have been denied all sorts of things induding the space to speak for 

themselves. 

The anti-radst feruinist srneam of thought outlined in relation to the appropriation debate in 

Chapter 3 sheds some light on the way HIGH SWCK engages the issue of appropiiation in a 

raually-hierarchized envitonment HIGH S U C K  re-presents a history induding encounters between 

FKst Nauons cultures and European cultures in a way that exposes some of the Long-temi effects of 

colonial meetings and relations hips . In this represenm tion Judith Williams implicitly re jects the 

assumption that First Nations' difficulties are due to th& 'different nature' and are 'their pmblem' '. 

Williams' artworks trace a web of events and conditions as the nmh of historical relationships based 

on a colonial system and context. The insrallaüon, by re-imaging collective partiapation in our 

history, disdoses that we share Lights and responsibilities not only to past events and their 

repercussions, but also io the present and hture. 

Implicitly, Williams deals with the meeting of two cultures and the long-tenn results of this 

meeting. Borrowing from anti-racist/feminist cLitiques of self/other structures, my argument is that 
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investigatkg and criticking the historical relationships belmeen First Nations and non-indigenous 

Canada should not be consmcted as the task of aboriginal people. Canadians of w a n t  descent 

have at least as much responsibility to intenogate the past and continuhg relations between theh 

societg and First Nations as do those of abonginal descent. 

My argument is also that Williams took up a parti& stland of this responsibiliv in the 

installationYs production in three interes ting ways, each addressing aspects of the racial politics of 

B.C. history and art. First, she indicted the self/other dynamic of domination explored above Mthin 

the specific history traced in HIGH S U C E  

We puropeans] were coming to this enormous place, huge chunks of it were untouched and 
unoccupied and we had an opportunity at that point to engage with the people who were here 
and leam kom them and they could leam horn us. But, for the most part, we dida't do that. 
We came m d  daLned and took because we misunderstood what was here .... 1 hope we cari see 
the events as being about us - the collecuve us. Terrible misunderstandings like the Chilcotin 
War' are minored ail arouod us any t h e  one person or group seeks to dominate or subdue 
another ... High Slack is about the problem of seeing things in terms of me and the other. B y 
the other 1 mean whatever is viewed as outside the self - be it animal, human or hnd" (In Peter 

Second, she also seemed convioced that challenglig the labelling of colonial histories as 

indigenous history and property moves us collectively doser to a c c e p ~ g  the responsibiliaes of 

recognizing what has gone before and deallig with its contemporary results: 

... when you get into an area like that, Say Mth smallpox, how can you Say whose history that is? 
Native people want to claim it as their his tory, but I'm very very insis tent that ifs OZU history, 
right, in the sense that we have to own up to it being our history as well as tbek history, and onb 
then we c m  actually resolve the issues, 1 thïnk (Foss 1996: 2) '. 

Third, Williams' experience of doing research for HIGH SLACK and of producing the 

individual works was so pemieated by cultural politics sunoundkg aboxiginal/non-abonginal 

relationships, specificaily the ambiguous dynamics of appropriation, that she f i t  compelled to take 

up these issues directly in the installation. She did this in two book worhs which are in fact intended 

to introduce the exhibition and in tum infom vkwersy expexiences of the space and words and 

images Mthin i t  In these works, the specaum of Canadian souetfs receptions (and uses) of First 
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Nations cultural products - from respecthl to antbropologizing to profiteering to pauonking to 

appropnahve - meets a contemporay art work designed for display in a building (MOA) heady 

implicated in this same sec of ail& polincs. In a wooden sculpture which was p m  of HIGH 

SLACK, called RE:AD~~NG, which aras a focus of Williams' earlier exhibition at the Surrey Art 

G d e q  in 1990, histoPcal and contempotary p o k s  converge on the issue of appropoation. ( Ike  

Surrey exhiTicion was in fact named '"Whose S tory is This?" in direct reference to the struggle over 

oamership of narratives: both historical and cultutal (Rosenberg, 1990) .) Two book works, A - 

V o v a ~  Round (Log A) and Rock/Bum (Log B), are propped on the desk-sculpnire, which is 

rou@y shaped like a miniature Spanish sbip and houses two benches for sitMg and reading. 

A Voyaze Round (Log A) combines excerpts from the tcavel diaries of George Vancouver 

and a Spanish Captain, Valdes. The enmes display these men's divergent perceptions of the 

landscape aod peoples of British Columbia's Coast. There are also photographs taken by WiUiams in 

the Desolation Sound area of people on its shores and waters and of materid remaius of First 

and pieces of the botanist hchibald Memies' diary, which document his reactions to the same 

hdscape (F@es 14-22). Williams explained to me that the repetition of a photographie image of a 

person driviag a boat ans a conscious smtegy to get her reader/viewer to d e  an assumption 

dictated by dominant gender stereotgpes, and then to be confroated with that assumption and 

expectation through a visual revelation at the end of the volume. She said, 

mhere were aomen who signed their [art]work 7. Williams' so that you couldn't teIl if it was a 
mm or a woman. And.. . it would not occur to me to ever do that, actually, but ifs 
interesting... LoeA for instance is about the projection onto the image of a person dnving the 
boat which looks like a man, and then at the very end, it tums around and is a woman. And 
that was a very deliberare book to Say, 'Look what you just did. You just did what the explorers 
did. You projected onto a s i n d o n  what you thought was there.' And that's the Eirst theme in 
the exhibition. Now if people don't get it .. [tlhat thw projections are part of what I'm &g 
about, then what c m  I do? So certainly' I'm not going to give them all the dues. 1 want them 
to f igue t b g s  out. So ... if they corne to the end and they've spent the entire exhibit dhking 
that I'rn a Native person and they mddenb realize I'rn a white person, well then good (Fos 
f 996:39). 
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Williams' m s d  mckery was expliutly constructed to force viewers to acknowledge that th& own 

perceptions are not neunal but infomed and conditioned by collective, and ofien unconscious, 

'cornmon-sense' assumptions. The exhibition documents relationships between groups of people as 

they've happened over time in a ~pec$c bndrczpe and also hints, through devices like the one in Loo A, 

that such relationships continue to draw on and produce assumptions and stereotppes. She a i m s  at 

assumptions about gender in Los A, and in the exhibit as a whole is concemed about dominant 

perceptions of the nature of the relationships between indigenous and colonizing/immigraat 

peoples and 'the3 land and histones. A question is implied throughout: whose story ir this to tell at 

the Museum of Anthropology - the story of the colonization of B.C.'s land and people? 

In Rock/Bum (Log B) Williams engages even more precisely Mth the mechanics of 

appropriation in B.C.'s contexts of relationships between peoples and the land. In one of our 

conversations, Judith told me that appropriation was an issue she faced directly and penonally when 

she was doing reseatch in the kndscape as well as in the archives for the exhibit: 

F: Fog B] is all about appropriation. I mean, anybody who accuses me of appropriation 
certain4 bettes read that book, where you know ... the gudt is overwhelming ... And questioning 
the ways through or whether 1 cm even use the image of those pictographs. And 1 hope that 
people would see that right there 1 was in a dilemma. 

CF: Well, the repetition of "whose story is diis?" is kind of a clue. 

But you know ... that Iwas in a dilemma (Foss 1996: 13). 

In La5 B, W i s  intersperses her own poetic narrative of intemal debate over her right to 

capture and reproduce images of First Nations rock paintings in Desolation Sound with 

photographic images. What's interestkg to me is that she perceived a need to send a message in the 

exhibit dself about the fact and danger of appropriation and the identity politics and assumptions 

which underlie it as a curent issue in B.C. While she might have kept her struggles Mth this issue 

private, a k  makUlg decisions about what material and methods wodd or would not be 

appropriative in this context, she chose to exhibit the debate itself. 

The narratives in both Logs are reflexive stories, which are meant to reveal both Williams' - 



interactions with these issues and the azcdieme 's entanglement in the same rehtionships. Her 

placement of these conversations and picks at the entrarice to the gallery is significan~ she hoped to 

inj6nn people's viewing of the entirety of the show with a parti& set of questions and cautions. 

RE:ADOING is also an invitation to participate in the installation, because a peaon has to dimb 

into the sculpture to see the books properly. This device redy does implicate the viewer, who is 

ofieten placed in a passive position in relation to art works which hang on w d s  or stand on pedestals 

away f?om human touch. With this work, a viewer h s t  has to accept the invitation to c h b  into 

and sit doam in a sculpture in order to look a t  the books. (A sign saying "The artkt invites the 

museum visitor to sit in the boat and read the books" was induded in HIGH SWCK's gallerg 

space). Next, for the viewer, cornes the task of following ideas through the pages of the volumes. 

This requires detective work. The book works, with their combinations of disparate voices and 

images, demand cutiositg and investigation and ac&e e g  out. This invesment of the viewer's 

attention to decoding the narrative and to deuphering the point of view of the voices that speak has 

the effect of ensn&g her/him in the dynamics unfolding in the books. Here is the interior 

discussion - which Williams described as "@tg" - that the viewer b d s  in the text of Rock/Bum 

(Log BI. (Figures 23 - 31). 

1 don't know what happened / 1 had theru when I started / I have all the rest - / Every one. / 
Ifs seange / 1 don't know where they went, / 1 had them - / the prints show that. / 1 
remember, / it was just a h -  lunch. / On the way fkom Klaoitsis / to Karluknrees, / 1 saw the 
ships bliming / in the rock. / It was hard to get a sharp picture, / the tide was tuming. / the sea 
was choppy and the / boat moved constantly. / I c h b e d  onto the cliff. / Ifs always deep 
water below / 1 was too close, / 1 stood where the painter stood, / the image wouldn't focus. / 
1 did take the pictures, / I med to keep my balance. / 1 do have another set, / but the negatives 
1 want / were taken at noon when a light / doud hangs over the tenitory. / They seem more 
important than / the others. / 1 could go again, / It wasn't the same later that day, / There is 
constant movement / I'd like to go back. / 1 don't know what happened, / I'm Pping to keep 
my balance. / 1 valued those negatives more / than a l l  the others. / They were pperfect / 1 have 
a box of our images / and a box of theirs, / we saw ourselves / we saw what they saw / the 
Iight will be differenc. / There was a ship - a sound. / A thick white mass rolled over the sea. / I 
could hear / 1 couldn't see. / 1 know where 1 began, / 1 can't understand how 1 got lost, / 
There was nothing. / Someehing is missing. / Ifs  not clear what happened ... / Perhaps they 
weren't mine to take. / What is this? / Whose was it? / Whose is it? / Whose story is this? / 
Norhing - / I could see norhlig / the negatives are defitely gone. / The fog has lified. / 
There is a ship, / the sua.. / What is photographed is not what is remembered. / Whose storg 



was this? / The rock did bum... / I'm sure of i t  / (the whole wodd is seaetly on hre) / 1 saw 
the ships / (If you want, you can bum... / if you want ...) 

While tracing this narrative of self-doubt and open uncenaintg about whose Pght it is to daim and 

represent the historical images, the viewer sits in a representation oE an 'explorer's' ship and is p* 

to the perceptions of the navigators and re-namets of the land and waters. S/he sits in a boat- 

sculpture and Gps through images of a contemporary man - no, a zvoman - driving a boat through the 

same waters travelled by Vancouver and Valdes. S/he occupies a ship-boat and reads this expliatly 

selfquestioning dialogue about the coming of the ships and a recent boat-exploration of the land, 

Mth its paintings of the ships of the past. 

Assessîng appropriation 
(some curent approaches and their convergence with HIGH SLACK) 

Here are so&e guidelines which address the issue of approprialion in relation to aspects of 

abotiginal cultures in British Columbia in the 1990s. They have been widely cî~culatrsd and 

discussed. 

1. Do not talk about or use North American history and cultural products before the arriva1 of 
Europeans. 

2. Avoid employing traits, foms, and content of indigenous cultures. 

3. Collaborate instead. 

These are a set of insights which have been developed, through a lengthy struggle, in a 

spedic historical context which has been Pfe with reckless mis-appropriation, assimilation and 

comrnod&cation of some of the traits, images, stories, and objects of Firsc Nations cultures. These 

guidelines address, in other mords, real and complex interactions between groups in unequal 

rektions in power, and attempt to translate an understanding of these inequities and complexicies 

They are, therefore, good guidelines Mth sound backgrounds and rationales. But there is an 
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k p o m t  ever-present condition &th d e s :  thùr users must ~ndwxtud th& rationales and o e s  in 

order to practice them Mùi the original intent and to good effect. Like any 0th- d e s ,  the 

appropriation-avoidance rules can (and have and do) become empty and even destructive when 

they'm used out of fear or habit (men where there's good d) rather than thought and engagement 

with red and difficult issues and relationships. 

1 hâve seen these guidelines used in ways that have convinced me that simply deploying one 

of them as a challenge to someone who is working on a project rehted to First Peoples does not 

make a valid critique. Chargïng that somebody ''didn't collaborate" does not constitute a considered 

evaluation. These guidellies are not only sometimes used in superfiaal or rote ways, but also c m  be 

used in ways that actually obscure red patterns and challenges and choices which face us in our 

relatïonships- Here are some examples of this dynamic in comection to HiGH SLACK. 

Example A) i've heard some isolated critiàsm of HIGH S U C K  for Williams' 'lack of 

collaboration with the TsrlhqoofWY- W h s  was open to acknowledghg to me that she 'kould 

probably do the whole ihing diffuently- another the"  poss 1996: 29). She emphasized, given thir 

acknowledgement, that she "backed into the subject rnatter"(Foss 1996: 1). What happened was that 

she discovexed for herself in a round-about way a his tory local to her home about which she didn't 

know much. (An improvisational process of research is surely as valid as a planned foray into a 

history project. It is by following threads as we touch on them that we al1 are drawn to lem.) 

Given this context, injecting cccollaboration" into a process simply because it is a d e ,  &espe&e of 

the circumstances, would not help to deal with the complexities of appropriation issues. In the case 

of HIGH SLACK, and probably in others too, requesMg collaboration horn indigenous people 

would not necessarily be a desirable or suitable way to solve the appropriation thxeat Collaboration 

mems active parmership, and teanslates into a /ot of work and conimitment fiom aboriginal people 

, practice. Asking for collaboration on whatever projecc is at hand no matter what the 

circumstances ignores the possibilitg that the proposed collaborators may have no patticular interest 



in it; and ignores the fact that aboriginal people choose their own prionties for work and pamiership 

from amongst a sea of challenges and tasks related to working with the dominant society 3. Williams 

was concerned about this during HIGH SWCK's production and display: 

... They were presented with a kind of fait accoqûkt and they would have liked to have had 1 think 
more input at an e d e r  stage, and I undentand that. And perhaps if we hadn't backed into this 
subject matter that wodd have been handled a bit differently. But, we were kind of &//the way 
into it ... The negotiations with the museum on Rosa's part to even do this was, you know, a big 
deal. So that once that we got - it would probably have taken us another five years to do it the 
way maybe we should have. And I'm willing to say that if- you know, if 1 started over again, 1 
would do this differently ... if 1 had been in slightly different circumstances, 1 probably would 
have liked to have a different relationship with the people. A more personal one. And 1 thiak 
that they would too .... 
... it redy involves a range of Native groups. And 1 thjnk that unless we acknowledge that.. it is 
not Native problems, it is not Native history, ifs ourhistory, and 1 mean everybody's, then 1 
thLik that we have got a place ... that's level, that we can work Mth. But notions of separation ... 
1 notice one thing: people m e  Loretta Todd, who's a very active Native feminist and h-rnaker  
no longer is willing to Say that Native people are the only exclusive users of the material, she's 
been very emphatic in issues to do Mth making &s and h g s  like that and ... there is a 
changing notion there. There's a lot of knee-jerk reactions about appropriation, and ... coming 
kom a feminist background 1 was sympathetic to leaving things alone, but 1 thought it was 
better for me to Say what 1 have to say and then allow [the Tdhqot'in] the symposium for them 
to Say what they wanted to Say. Instead of some simplistic notion of saying, you know, 'corne 
and help me Mth my project'. 1 thought that's just i n s d ~ g .  i h d  they do too, by the way - 1 
mean they don't want that any more than 1 thuik that it's right ... (Foss 1996: 23). 

The Tsilhqofin War/Justice Inquiry symposium was a c d p  one of two events oegindy envisioned 

as concurrent facets of the installation's display at the museum. While the November symposium 

focussed on past and present aspects of Trilhqot'in/non-First Nations relationships which are 

explored in the exhibition, the other meeting was supposed to pick up on another event and debate 

alluded to by W h s  in an d s t ' s  book, a controversy over a non-Native owned business deciding 

to sell (for export to the United States) water falhg in the temtory of a coastal First Nation. 

Williams esplained to me that: 

... we wanted to have anofber symposium on the issue of water expon.. .and that didn't work at 
d. . . .that was vey d i s a p p o k ~ g  to me. . . .I thought we had a hold of anotber issue that was 
contemporary, right? .... We wanted to have these two events which would have increased the 
Native involvement (Foss 1996: 25). 

For the Tsilhqot'in, the issue of mist was certainly also important, although there was never an 



though, academics do not have a spotless record of being responsible to groups of people and 

commdues they use for research. I've been told by more than one person that the Tsilhqot'in 

Nacion experienced this kind of breakdown at one tirne; an anthropologist who came into the& 

conunhies  to do research and who seemed to be entering into an agreement to maintain a long- 

tenn rektionship then cut off ties afier his/her work was complete, giving back Little or noching to 

the commiinities involved. 

The lesson 1 leam fÏom the critiques about a lack of collaboration is that no rule is 

universally applicable or sensible; that we must always bok  to the context, relationships, and specific 

issues sunounding each project involving material or actions which may seem in danger of being 

appropriative. 

Another important tbing to say is: why should we assume that there's not a lot of work to be 

done on the First Peoples-Canadian relationship, hisrorical and contemporaq, by non-indgenous 

people - work that may not involve indigenous people's direct participation? Part of the 

responsibiliq belongs to non-aboriginal people, after all. This general argument is one articulated in 

sueams of ad-ra&t feminism. It is ofren assumed in Canadian society that ana-racism work for 

whites amounts to 'helping' non-whites with 'their' ptoblems. hti-raust f&sts argue s~ongly 

that a crucial part of white responsibility vis-a-vis racism involves self-education. 

Example B) Williams, as I've aLeady mentioned, made a choice to abide by the k s t  

guideluie in my Est. She chose to represeut only what she defined as post-Eutopean contact, non- 

sacred, and often ccmodemy' (which 1 undentood to mean contemporary or very recent) indigenous 

rock paintings in LOP B. She elaborated on this deusion: 

. . .There was O ther material 1 wanted to use. 1 wanted at various &es to use h s t  contact 
myths, but rejected those and it hart me a lot to reject them because they were so beauidd, and 1 
wanted to work with the people, you know, who they came hom. But 1 deuded in the end that 
1 wouldn't even use them. And that was painfi& because the? were so wondefi.  You know, 
thtir recordings of their h s t  sightings of the boats, and things like that. 



CF: .. And that choice was motivared by? 

p: 1 just felt that that redy uar appropeation, whereas these other things are... from the 
public records; they are fiom mals, staternents by Native people that have been published; they 
aren't stuff that just e x c f z ~ ~ ~ v e ~  belongs in one mlal area. They are our combined hïstory. So 1 
Eed  to onlp take material that fell in that category. Just as I only used pictographs and 
peaoglyphs for instance if they are modem... if 1 codd feel thefre non-sacred or they have 
been overpainted or used in some kind of way that takes them out of the belonging of the 
purely Native experience. So, those axe the h d s  of parameters 1 set myself, and... A c d y ,  if 
you look at mhat 1 did, I was being very careful. (Foss 1996: 3&4) 

There are very good reasons for these parameters and for Williams' considered observance of hem, 

and I would not argue she codd have considered using pre-colonial material. But at the same time, 

Often accompanY;"g a generalized reliance OB the idea that pre-contact material is out-o f-bounds 

for non-indigenous people is s d  the notion of a pasc and now-disappeared Native 'primitive 

nature', or 'pre-contamination authenticity': in other words, a 1990s version of the noble savage 

stereotgpe. It's sometimes in tbe name of this 'cultural purit$, and not because of any recognition 

of inherent rights to owners hip, guardians hip, and representation, that p re-colonial material is 

protected as the p ropeq  of aboriginal people- 1 am not arguing that Williams' decision to avoid 

using pre-contact rock p a i n ~ g s  f ' s  into this trap - only that this larger collective tendency should 

It's important to keep this general inclination in mind because we may be able to leam hom 

it. What are the implications of this reasoning? Because Europeans are around when something is 

painted does that mean it becomes less claimable as aboriginal property and not subject to the 

requLement of explkit permission to be used by a non-indigenous person? What happens to the 

integriy of Native Eghts of owners'nip when and afier outsiders anive? Why? 

Williams consulted people on appropriation issues as she put the installation together. She 

was advised by MOA staff regarding whose voices she used, and how she used them, in the 

artworks. She told me that: 



1 was somewhat advised in mp behaviour in dl this by a woman named Doreen Jensen..-- I've 
consulted Doreen at various times; she spoke at the opening of my exhibition... I also sought a 
bit of advice fxom Marck Crosby .... I gave her the materiai hom the books that 1 had then 
made, and said... m a t  do you think?'. h d  she said ? just don't think you've got a problem.'... 
.... Michael Ames [then director of fviOA.1 1 I was very carehil about us being dear on 
whose voice was speakïng at @en thes.  1 thought he was right He pulled me up rather 
abrupdy at one point but it was more in terms like, "It's not dear who's tallang here" and I 
thought he was right about that So dint was good. But he didn't Say, T o n ' t  do this" and he 
didn't say "Get more people involved in this". He didn't say ayfhing like tha t... (Foss 1996: 3 & 

This kind of precaution and negotiaüon about how an individual uses the voices of other people is 

necessary. It makes sense e s p e d y  when we consider thar in Williams' t e d  combination of 

voices, she makes references to a web of contentious his torical and political issues and dynamics 

which continue to be spun today - and in which she herself, and visitors to MOA (induding me), are 

caught Wikuns is censured by some, however, for even getang into this subject matter - and hside 

history? Why don't we have to own it, to own up to it, to know it, and to relate it to our 

sureoundiaff; now? Why is that a TX!qot'in job and one for the professional h i s t o d s  ody? ! 

It's interesting because everybody assumes that this is - this installation was about the T2hqot'M, 
but a c d y  if you look at the ma ted ,  ifs only part of what was there .... 1 did talk a little bit 
with some Trlhqott'in people, 1 talked to some K/ohoose people, and I talked to some H o d k o  
people... So 1 didn't see it as a one-sided thiag. There [were] a number of groups of people 
involved.... And, it just happened the Tdhqoot'ins were the people involved in the massacre itself 
although there were other Native people involved in the whole thing but rhey were petipheral 
and not accused by anybody of having killed anybody. So the focus tends to be on the 
T-0t'N.s. (Foss 1996: 28829). 

2. On the other hand, and at the same tirne, 'Willinms emphasizes that High Slack is not about 
native/white relations but about the state of being present in the landscape" (Peter Wilson, 1994). 
She differed from my reference to HIGH SLACK as an exhibition that is '&tical' of conventional 
history and politics: 

CF: ... so [in HIGH SLACI(1 we've got these multiple voices that are talking to each 



other, that are singing to each other, that are creating a story that gets multiplied in lots of ways 
because they're taking to each other. 

CF: Okay. Like 1 said, one of the ways I was loolang at it was more of an authoritative 
rehtionship, or a critique of an authoritative relationship benveen - 

JW: Yes, I think ifs probably a bit ofa  rnistake to diiak of HIGH SLACK as a critique. 
Because... when you teach as much as 1 do, and p a r t ï c ~ y  in this department m e  w--. it 
was all critique there for a while ... CO the point of just total boredom. Iyrn not so interested in a 
critique of soaety. I'm interested in individual action and I'rn interested in creative solutions to 
problems. My instioct is very seldom to be critical... my interest is to 6nd something posihve in 
a situation and go with that. That's in almost ail ckumscances. And so, I'm not a person who 
so much was hying to critique what happened in various clcumstances, such as the TsJhqot'in 
War, but in a range of circumstances, as to e+ue them .... In order to provide a kind of series of 
platfomis to look at those situations with the hope that something positive cornes out of it 
(Foss 1996: 15). 

These statements, placed side by side, highlïght the complexity of WilliamsJ vision as she put 
together the exhibition. What's i n t e r e s ~ g  is that in pcactice and in some of her comrnents about 
HIGH SLACK, W ï s  is so ciearly critical of what she identifies as an unequal self/'other' 
structure. Others who have written about the exhibit have cenainly interpreted the works as 
political and critical in some way: 

She conveys, throughout h e  literd layering of @es and rexts ... the different and someàmes 
conf l i c~g  conditions by which we consauct history and interpret landscape. She also draws 
parallels between histonc confiontauons between native and European peoples and 
contemporary disputes over namal resources and native land claims (L,aurence,1994). 

3. This is not to say that collaboraoon between non-indigenous and abonginal people is an 
unimportant idea or process. It has become an important concept preusely because it does 
encourage cross-communication and rnakes a space for aboriginal people to share knowkdge and 
exert conml over activities which would otherwise be in the hands of people who rarely bother to 
ask First Nations who have a stake in an issue, resouece, or property, for example for t h e h  opinions, 
expertise, or participation. 

Collaboracion as a hard and fast d e  dso nins the risk of creating tokenism. Real 
collaboration means workiag in an equal pamiership, where priority-setang, phnaing, work, and 
credit for work are shared. Some times, however, efforts at collaboration reinforce inequalities b y 
"iuviMg2' people's participation in already detemiined projects with pre-established priorities, goals, 
and methods, and then, afier heaPng a certain amount of input, fading to hand over real space for 
conmbutions and cooperation. This phenornenon has been noted in some collaborative efforts 
undertaken by white middle ckss-dominated feminist organizations to work with women of colour, 
abonginal women, or women with disabilities, for example. 

4. There is another level of debate here, which refers to our historical and cunent cultural and 
poliàcal context This is the fact that institutions like UBC MOA have functioned as places of 
opportuni~ for self-repiesentation for aboriginal artists and curators in a sociey that consistently 
denies indigenous people the resources and venues to speak and be heard, whether it be in writing 
and publishing, or in politics, or in art production, or odier fomis. This situation has led some to 
question whether it is evet a good idea to give the rare space that is avaïlable to some First Nations 



people to a mernber of the dominaMg culture, or to approve or encourage non-indigenous 
speakers' statements 0x1 situations which need to be publicly addressed and acknowledged as of 
concem to abonginal people by aboiiginal people. Williams recognized this issue in an interview, 
noMg that ifs important to see thac 

with what me did at the museum, we primed a pump, which I think has been very productive 
for the Tdlqot'in people. But of course ... what they do with it is entkely theit business. 1 mean, 
I'm certainly nor involved in anyching to do with their land claims or an+g like that. There's 
certainly infomtion in my book thnt supports the& land claim, but not just the Tn'fhqot >in. It 
supports the h d  c l a i m s  of Say the Hornathko people... no-one evw wants to taLk about the fact 
that ... we're proving where those people lived, or I am, in ways that are very helpfid to them. 
But then ifs up to them what they do with it ... Native people now are in the position to do &is 
work themselves (Foss 1996: 3)- 



Chapter 5: The artist's reception and my reflections 

As the Judith Williams played a central and obvious role in HIGH SLACK's pmdmtion. 

My research interview with her produced some information about aspects of this process of 

production, which were reported in Chapter 4. Other parts of our conversations, it seemed to me, 

produced information and perspectives which Utiminated her rectphon of the installation more rhan 

they did her eadier intentions in its production. 

In our conversations, Williams discussed HIGH S U C K  with me p d y  in direct response 

to my quesuons and ideas, and also in response to the comments and reacuons of a nemork of 

other people who viewed her works. 1 see these parti&, in the spe&c context of my research, as 

functioning as re-interpretations of the show and the events and processes around it, so 1 will not 

treat them as a direct conduit to, or impartial meter of, the factors, concems, and amtudes which 

conmbuted to the instdlation's production and display. These spe&c aspects of my research with 

Williams did not uncover the actual conditions and intentions behind the show's production 

Rather, they manufactured an occasion for the artist to re-encounter the exhibition and comment on 

it hom a point in its post-disphy iife - and a point in her rehtionship with it as a work with an 

existence of irs own in context and in the minds of others. 

This is not to suggest that Williams altered the work or her thoughts about it to suit a new 

viewer or situation. Radier, alongside her original intentions and meanings for the work and its 

context she seems to have developed more ways to dJnk about the installation and the situation and 

events sum>unding it (MOA, the public symposium, the publicauon of her own book on the 

histories hinted at in HIGH SLACQ in active relation to the work's context and to moments like 

the one my research offered. 

In conversations and one fornial interview with me, and in oewspaper articles and the 

November 1994 public symposium program, Williams, reflecthg on HIGH SLACK, sometimes 

drew the kïnd of connections and condusions that might be expected of a viewer looking at  the 



exhibition b combination with the issues and events sunounding it Like o&er m-bers 

whose responses are discussed in this thesis, she &ed about HIGH SLACKpaflb in relation to 

other viewers' responses and comments Also like me and other viewers, she seems in places to 

have made sense of the installation's context and meanings in relation to certain relevant socio- 

culmal ideologies and contexts. 

I have examined the liaks forged between my readings of the exhibition and these kinds of 

ideologies and contexts, and have investigated the connections between the responses of other 

muse- visitors and these discourses. Sjinilarly, it is my intention here to analyze the comments 

Williams made in our discussions by r e l a ~ g  them to these prevalent undercments and frameworks. 

1 have organized her and my comments around two discursive themes: &st, dehning aa, politics, 

and theory; and second, d e h g  anchropology against art. Wrillinms' undenmdings of her role as 

an ar t i s t  is explored within a discussion of now-traditional modern-period European fiameworks 

whïch separate "an" fiom socio-political issues. Her description of her installation in the context of 

showkg at and workhg onrh MOA cornes into Focus with a critical analysis of the still standing 

discursive dichotomy between art and anrhropology 

Of course, as a researcher and &ter, I select and interpret what seem to be important points 

and themes kom my point of view. As an active participant in a conversation rather than a detached 

listener, my selections and emphases (and my analyses of my selections) are bound to be different 

£iom what the other pafiupant, Williams, would choose. 1 want to recognize here an important 

aspect of our conversations - thar of the relationsbip berrreen myself as researcher, graduate student, 

and younger person (than WLUiams) and Judith Williams as subject of research, professor, and older 

(th= me) woman. In point of Eact, my research for diis thesis has led me (retrospectively) to 

kterpret my relation to this d s t  as both a subject of research and the bearer of an ccexpert" opinion 

with whom I have negotiated and kom whom 1 am trying to build knowledge. 

We all inhabit specific positions of power and lack of power in a sodety which spuctures 
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relationships between people hierarchically- In the case of my conversations with Judy W i s ,  I 

have been in a position of somewhat less authority because ofmy age and student status in relation 

to her professorship and seniority. This power dpnamic was complicated - but not necessdy 

balanced - by another fact: as a researcher, 1 asked for Williamsy aust in s h d g  her thoughts with 

e in the mutual recognition that 1 would be & M g  about them in a published document with a an 

o f f i d  academic sranis'. 

In osher parts of my research, my position takes on meaning in a t o d y  different set of 

relations. What is cornmon to all of my attempts to leam something about HIGH SLACK by 

talking to people is that these inescapable relations of power were palpably present, relevant, and 

have shaped what this thesis c m  be. My purpose is to acknowledge the histoEcally and s o d y -  

smcnired differences between myself and the women I've interacted with, whether the artist Judith 

Williams, the cueator Rosa Ho, or A m i e  Wiliiam of the T1~7hqot b community of Xeni Gwet'NI. It's 

important to reflect on the meaning of these differences, considering the contes of my research on 

an art project which itself engages local colonial histories and neo-colonial present-day politics in a 

culturally and politically charged ins timtion. 

Art for art's sake? 
In my conversations with her, Judith Williams explaineci that lookuig at and being in 

clandscape" was the act and expetience which started her work on what became HIGH SLACK. 

One summer in Desolation Sound, she contemplated the way her sight could rest on the ocean's 

surface and reach its depths at once. She has since emphasized that it was this lookng, understood as 

an aestheàc experience, which led to her questions and research about Desolation Sound and its 

history, not the reverse. 

Judith Williams: ... 1 backed into the subject matter. 1 was l o o b g  for landscape, and 1 just 
sirnply started to ask myself questions. The thkg that you have to acknowledge, and not verg 
many people are willing to - you know on both sides - is the moment you look at the landscape 



here and staa asking questions about it, the hrst layer you go through maybe is . . . the 1 s t  two 
hundred years but you are infianth, as far as his tory goes, back with Native peoples' occupation 
of the landscape. 

As a matter of fact, interestingly enough, if you pursue that long enough p u  go right through 
tbeiroccupation of the landscape back to the geology and the formation of the landscape which 
k an area that I'm interested in now. But you can't escape that occupation whi& is at least 
10,000 year; old, and that fasinnted me. 

... the area that 1 backed into ... had to do with my asking questions about the hdscape and the 
names of the landscape and then thinking, "Oh, okay I want to hnd out what the Native names 
for the places are" and asking Native people what the names of the places were too as weil as 
looking up the white naming of things. We discovered that all their names are based on usage 
and ... that became a fascinating thing... and somediuig that 1 wanred to pursue and 1 think any 
NBous person would, right? 

So nanirally you corne up agains t... the area of Native-white interaction at that point and 
because 1 was looking at wliat actually caused the Native cultures to s t a r t  to disintegrate, 1 
looked at smallpox. 1 found a chart from Wilson Duff [a former, long-time, UBC Museum of 
Anthropology academic] explainbg the loss of population in 1862 and 1 w a s  really taken aback, 
because once you look nt the figures - it just happened that they did two censuses and they have 
the -es - p u  see that it wasn ' t j~ t  the impact of the white culnise that caused the 
breakdom It was loss of population, and loss of the integriy of culture. Now tbat'r a very 
interesting thing. And so 1 pursued the &tory of smallpox. That was how 1 got started in 
dealing wich chis area. And I read up on smallpox, and I read the microfiche copy of the... 
Victoria paper, the TVner-Colonist, for 1862. 1 read all of it. 

F: As 1 was reading the d e s  on s d p o x . . .  other thLigs that were on the page would 
catch my eye, naturally; what else happened [bat day. And what started to develop as 1 read was 
this p h  to build a road up [Bute] inlet. And so ... every rime 1 saw those I started to read that 
and there was this story unfolding about a telatory chat was very d o ~ e  to me, up the Coast, and I 
thought 'Well tbatk interesting, because I probably can go there", not knowïng how difficult it 
a s  to go there. And then of course 1 discovered that there had been thïs temble massacre, and 
then the pursuit and mzl, and then the hanging of these people [five T'nL5qot'in Nation chiefs]. 
And I thought "this is an amazing story" (Foss 1996: 1). 

This n a t i v e  is a key to Williams' understanding of what HIGH SLACK, in the end, is dl about. It 

clearly has been a very important point to her that the project be d e k e d  as a personal exploration, 

explorations '. 

Another i n t e r e s ~ g  statemenc of Williams' sheds more hght on her understanding of the 

r e l a t i o d p  b e m e n  aesthetic considerations and subject matter (typically separated and understood 



as opposites, as 'fonn' and 'content', in white-western art  discourse) in HIGH SWCK: 

I think s o m e h e s  ifs easy to think that I'm to tally subject-oriented. But no good artkt is only 
subject-oriented... there has to befom involved, and ... the nvo are not separate. And 1 think that's a 
mistake that's made by ar t  histoPans and Çntics, et cetera at the moment, of focussing - of assuming 
that -artwork is tmnsparrnt, and that you cm go right to the subject (Foss 1996: 5). 

Her consuous emphasis on the idea that form and content are not separable or opposed, but rather 

inteaMned as one in art work, as a medium of communication, is a position whose meaning 

becomes clearer in relation to white-western narratives about the nature and status of fine art. The 

narratives that w e n t l y  dominate in North h e r i c a n  visual ~ J B  institutions and discourses tend to 

a) undentand a d s  content and context as a separate concern kom the form that it takes and to b) 

privilege form as the designator of 'ad, and devalue content as less relevant - or even Lrelevant - to 

m-making. Williams' descriptions interact interesangly with ù i i s  ideological and historical 

background. h the h s t  and kst sentences of ' r V h s '  statement above, she makes it clear that as 

an artist she seeks to distance herself Erom an excitcnire focus on subject-matter. The second sentence 

States that content alone cannoc make good art or a good artist. Williams also stated that, in her 

opinion, neither c m  form alone make good art. 

D e m g  art ugain~t concem with histoncal context, theory and socio-politics is a view of art 

which has been sarong in the wbite-dominated western world since the nineteenth century (and the 

advent of 'modemism' in white-western culture). 1 am thinking of the organizing ptindples of art 

which conceptualize sub ject matter and fonn (debed as the purely aesthetic characteristics of an 

object or image) as separable concems, and which subordinate content to forni. In the white- 

European and Euro-American world, art has been d e h e d  in this period ( e s p e d y  in its romances 

with Impressionism, Pos t-Imp r essionism, the two-dimensional painted surface, and abstraction) 

through its f o n d  characteristics and an insistence on its separation not only fiom its sub ject or 

content, but equally fiom oher hwnan concems and activky '. Williams' dehition of her art- 
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process (and of "goos' art in generaI) d e s  reference on one level to this overazchhg 

culturd and historical discoune. She d e h e s  her position about the characteristics and pufpose of 

art in relation to - and in some opposition to, insofar as she indicated that she values content and 

rehses the now-~aditional western opposition between form and content. 

This ideological negoüation is relevant to Williams' reception of HIGH SLACK's display 

p d y  because she was exposed to and responded to other people's receptions (including my own) 

which focussed pemaPly on one element of this pairing or the other. Many viewers had strong 

reactions to the installation's subjecr matter, promptkg Williams to dehne her relaüonship and the 

art works' connections to histoncal and contemporary issues; and many viewers articulated strong 

reactions co itç form as well, which sparked reflection on her reasons behînd her wotkulg method 

and assessrnent of its success. 

Mg intention here as weU is CO use \Villiams' negotiation to question the dichotomous logic 

which imagioes 'forni' and 'content' as opposed; and which emphasizes the one as the measure of 

good art, and often characterizes the other as krelevant to art or actively detracthg fiom it In my 

efforts to understand Williams' perspectives on this issue, 1 am Yiclined to follow her lead when she 

States that "the taro are not seprate" (Apd 18,199 6: 5). 1 thLik it's necessary to move outside of the 

fomi/content opposition to reach a place where these aspects of a . s t i c  production cm really be 

seen to inteawine in ways that challenge and expand now-traditional art dehniaons. 

It is interesthg that 1 - following feminis t critiques of art his tory - irnmediately read into 

Judith W h s '  1994 installation a challenge to this discourse of what detines art, and then found 

that Williams had a view of politics, critique, and feminism and th& relation to art that diffea 

s@candy from rny reception of HIGH SLACK. Williams produced an exhibition which is 

interrarined with a complex of his torical, social, and political issues, and she views HIGH SWCK as 

a starting place for a c o ~ u n i c a t i o o  and negotiauon process that could accurately be descnied as 

political The d s t  herself, in contrast, debes  the situation as something different fiom c'political". 



cToliti~al" is a word she does not associate with her understanding of the show as ''a set of positions 

f?om which to look at ~ t o r i c a l  and contemporary] aggression and see it for the enor it is and to 

see dualitg r i  any situation] as the misleader it is."@ersonal communication, Januq,  1998). 

HIGH SLACK displayed a shiftlig, complex sub jectivity on the artisc's patt, which 

interacted with and explored historical and contemporary contextual issues by visual means. 

Cultural and political nanatives and relationships are uaced through the texts and images of HIGH 

SLACK: they are self-evident, if somewhat arnbiguous and encoded, as is demonstrated in the 

wtinen responses of several museum visitors who recorded th& thoughts about the show. Here are 

some examples of the ways viewers read HIGH SLACK as an art installation which (successfülly) 

weaves itself into historical, culhird, and political matters: 

... The layering of 19th and 20th C[entury] materials redy shows how little our attitudes towards 
and expectations of this s m d  piece of the world have changed over ail the generations of white 
contact ... -John and Me- (41) 
1 very much appreciate the resevch you undertook, a fascinakg re-consideration of historical 
events & issues that conmbute to the construction of what B.C. is today, affects our reading of 
the knd and the environment... - Henry Tsang (55) 

28th July - very powerhl, 1 loved it. It brought me back to the past and projected what the 
future is ... and could be. It takes tixne to feel all  of this ... - Denise Stewart (85) 

... It reveals a deep understanding of the problems and conaadictions involved in representing 
the "other" and appropriately presents these concems in a fomi which complicates and 
fiagments ideas, and challenges the assumption that something as complex as this issue could 
be understood simply by reading an "experr" account or relping on conventional curatooal 
techniques. This is the best attemp t I have seen to chart the murkg and ofien misund-tood 
area of race relations ... the impression I take away from this exhibit is that our amtudes as 
western, cccivilized" people towards history & other races are often indicative of ow own desire 
to own something rather chan ro try and understand it - Australian exchange student @ U of 
Mass (158) 

... this matter of d i s c o v e ~ g  how we, as the human species, can best live on the Earth in a spirit 
of respect and, indeed, love for one another, is the dominant question of our time... the record 
of non-native and First Nations contact in B.C. is a miserable one - Conection begins with 
awareness. Your installation ... provides an opportuniy for such awareness to begin. It is surely 
now the responslbility of visitors to this installation to accept what you have offered and begh 
their own personal joumeys of awareness - leading to, I hope, a more just souetg in our 
cornmon future. - Pad B. O h a ~ e s i a n  (sp?) (II: 1) 
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Perhaps the kind of consuously histoPcdy situated subjectivity and complex interaction wkh issues 

and relationships evident in WJliams' exhibition have moved beyond the scope of hex - and the 

Mder culture's - ideological apparatus for defining The active engagements with questions and 

contexts that are visible in the installation were not elaborated by Williams in her verbal descriptions 

of her art-&g, and remain present on the level of a latent potemial. They are veiled by the 

discourse she has developed to negoüate the ternis of a para* of art that has been dominant for 

a cenhiry. If Williams was practising ourside of this para*, she nevertheless worked with it in her 

own reception of the works. 

I have been wondering whv. Could it be that the traditional art framework is perceived as 

(more) safe? I think this may be mie, as Williams made it dear to me in our intemiew that she 

considered shovring art that may be labelled 'political' or 'theoretical' or especially 'didacric' to make 

an artist extrernely vulierable: "some exceptiondy talented people manage to pull [m illustration of 

theory] off and do good work, bur eoen their work is labelled 'propaganda' by their colleagues" 

(personal communication, Februanr 7, 1997). However, the reality is that die traditional western 

para+ that defines art and determines artistic ment through aesthetic fomi - tom korn content 

and context - is also not a particularlv safe home for Williams' work. As she told me, over the years 

her works have been read in a spectrum of ways as forays into nonaesthetic territory - whether it be 

in the diverse and ques tioning recep tions of HIGH S U  CI<, by reviewers, museum visitors, 

researchers Iike me, curators, or people who attended the public symposium, or more simplistic and 

bombastic (and misguided) reacaons like that of Art Pexy to her <%te raiser, Red reaper, Dark 

winnower of grain" show, in 1981. (fis dismissive amck was enticled ccLMst obsessed with 

suffering and woman's role".) 

Another possibility for explaliing the difference between the kind of pobucal implications 

and historical commentary read inco KIGH S W C K  by viewers, on the one hand, and Williamsy 

own definitions of HIGH SLACK and herself as an k s t ,  on the other, rnay be buried in this 



statemeat (hrst mentioned in the Introduction), taken Lom the k t ' s  introduction to the 

November 1994 public symposium program: 

I choose the name HIGH SLACK for my installation because it is the time when the tide, 
having Bsen to rio] bghest point for the day, seems to pause before it ebbs. The current calms, 
one can safely traverse the rapids and [ifs] a good thne to fish for salmon. It is h e  to change 
the way we view the ccother".-.. May this event be a pause in the volatile social cunents - a time 
for munial recognition and undetstanding (WiUiams 19945). 

I had always read this paragraph as a consciously political statement - as a confimiauon that S O ~ ,  

historical, and political issues are a central part of what HIGH S U C K  is about. It seemed to 

reinforce the poiitical implications and acknowledgements in the statement made by Rosa Ho on 

williams] discovered that individuals like Robert HomGay and hlfred Waddington, whose 
names have been immortalized on channels, mountains and canyons, have lefi behind stories, 
and conMuing effects for today. The Tsilhqot'in War of 1864, and the 1993 Cariboo-Chilcotin 
Justice Inquiry are two such historically linked episodes. The knowledge and importance of the 
Wax to the present day Tribqot'in, and the perspectives of the First Nations peoples of the 
Cariboo-ChilcoM region on the justice system are either absent or remah signifïcandy under 
represented in the archives, in public knowledge, and govemment policies In organiziag this 
symposium, the Museum is seizing the opportunity for ourselves and others to leam more £iom 
the participating panelists about some historïcal and contemporary issues which have deep 
social and political implicaüons for govemment, native, and non-native relations in BBtish 

- 

Columbia (Williams 1994: vii). 

Having since talked to Williams abouc ar t  and poliucs, this reading of her statement became more 

difficult to maintain. Looking at her words again, however, 1 thînk h a t  there may be more to say 

about this ambiguiy. 

1 had taken this excerpt to mean that Williams acknowledged and addressed the '%olat.de 

calm and safety instead is the core of her vision. If 1 take this statement more seriously and more 

specifïcally, it becomes deaxer that while \Vihms asserts rhat there are important relationships and 

issues CCcments") out there, at the sarne t h e  she says that these ciurents c m  be calme& the social, 

d tu rd ,  and ~0l . t icd context can be ~mpendedwhile thinking and talking about it, in a moment when 



the rapids of history and politics abate. 

LViIlisms' later elaborauon on this subject holds fÙrther interest She noted thac "1 see ail 

human acüvity as simply one of rhe namal foms like the tide, and so the fomi of human activity 

goes through flows and tluxes and changes and evolution and.. . deaths. [I see these all as] naturd 

fonis. We are less important than we ùJnk"@ersonal communication, January 1998). 

One thing I've learned in doing the research for this thesis is that ic is not possible to 

suspend those tides - and I don't diink a siack tide elcists when it cornes to historical soüo-political 

relationships and the way we a.U are posiuoned in them. The currents never pause long enough for 

cultural and political dzerences to rest; we must continudy negoàate them. 1 think ifs necessq to 

understand that we are f loakg  on them, directed by hem, and not in conuol of them. None of us 

can exaicate ouselves kom the contexts we live ui and/or the issues we touch on in o u  work, and 

they rernain and fuoction no matter how we choose to engage Mth them or whether we try to 

ignore them. It may be that this is a different way of taking about something similar to what 

Williams is concemed wîth in her focus on paflcular human activity as nor only hisrorically- or 

cultu~ally- but also physically- and nanirally-rooted acts. 

Art? Anthropology? 

Judith Willi'~111s' understandings of the Universiry of British Columbia Museum of 

Anchropology form an important contexr for diiaking about how HIGH SL4CK has been received 

and represented in a speufic cultural and political milieu. This is another axea where my arrempts to 

fit Williams' explanarions of her work and her concerns into the contexts 1 see as important have 

been dotted with contradictions .and holes. By taking one large step back boom the perspecrives and 

opinions she expressed to me, however, some previously conhsing statements have corne into a 

new focus. 1 will ay to sharpen my focus here by exploring the b e w o r k  of yet another 

dicho tomy comrnonly used to isolate what we call 'art'. 



As preGously discussed, concepmalizing arc in general by deh ing  it against the concems of 

anthropology is a practice roored in the h i s t o d  racinliziog of humaakind and our cultud 

products. 

In recenc tirnes - especially in the last decade - the problem of ethnocenmsrn in art scholarship 

and the art world in general has been confionted direcdy by a variety of artists and writers. Charleen 

Touchette's article, ccMulticultu.rd Srrategies for hes thetic Revoluaon in the t Cennuy", 

is a comprehensive and indsive considemaon of the combined effects of sexkm and racism in the 

sphere of cultural production. In it, Touchette, an Amencan artist and teacher of "6acÜonal" 

abonginù henwge, poses a challenge to ferniaist art historiaus, art airics, k s t s ,  curatorr, dealers, 

etc.: the creation of a credible global aesthetic that embraces cultural divexsitÿ. She e t e s  chat: 

the v e q  concept of a dominant aesthetic and the hierarchical rbinking that it fveis must be 
relinquished- The curent dominant aesthetic is a n îaow view that reflects the cultural vaLues 
and goals of ody  a small parc of the world body. Rather than a mahstrearn, it is a small 
tribu- that wields a disproportional amount of power because of its unequal share of 
economic and political resources gamered through hundreds of years of cultural i m p e d s m  
(1994: 184). 

Touchene identifies a curent trend toward the recognition and encouragement of m ~ c u l ~ a l i s m  

change in rhe next few yeriis, dus positive =end wil l  degenerate into a passing infatuation for the 

'mainsrream' (in eds. Freuh, Langer, Raven 1994: 185). Her wxiting proposes a @t SM Li the 

focus of krninist as well as non-feminist art hiscorians and encourages art historians, aitics, artists, 

collectors, etc. CO make the egahtarian aesthetic revolution she envisions a realitg. My focus here on 

the raciaüzed placement of Firsr Narions ut Li places like MOA instead of ccur>' galleries is direcdy 

related to Touchette's critiques and demands. (Canada's National Gallery displayed its coUection of 

First Nations art ac the &ne of my 1993 visit in the basement, mostly in glass cases. The treament 

of these works as ' d a c t s 7  was Li high contlast ro the spacious, open 'masterpiece' type display 

accorded the works of d s t s  of European descent, on the upper floors. It should be noted, 

however, t ha t  there have been major exhibitions of aboriginal art works 'upstairs' since; for exarnple, 



'Zand, Spiir, Power", CO-curated by Robert Houle, Charlotte Townsend-Gault, aud Diana 

NemLoff) I am leading here to a consideration of the importance of HIGH SLACK's setting, 

p hysical and his toncal. The Museum of hnchropology and cunent cultural beliefs about Firs t 

Nations art, culture, and political smggles are important access points to understanding how 

Williams' exhibition relates to this soüetv's (bina$ dehnitions and uses of ccart" and 

As a viewer, 1 was immediately impressed by the amount, thoroughness and subdety of 

Williams' historical and contemporary research on HIGH SLACK. My impression in 1994 - and mv 

opinion today - is that the works in the installation demonsctate and ky out cornplex and mdaple 

understandings of one moment in B.C.'s historp and its expansive Euture implications. This 

presentation of research meshes in an intereskg way with Williams' working definitions of MOA, 

the art therein, and the cultures represented there. 1 will present some exchanges Lom our 

conversation, and respond to the issues that surface in hem: 

Judith Williams: . . -1 consider the great of dus area to be in the museum WOA], in the 
sense that what you have there is rhe product of a very elaborîte, highly developed culture. Ir 
had its own iconography, its own style of art, its own methodology, its own concepts, and then 
it is.... And we can go d o m  and look at ir, or we cm even, in a few cases, and i've been lucky 
to go places where ic  s d  esists in situ. W c h  is why I like pictographs and peaoglyphs, 
because there they are. And 1 have been flzinned b y some of the things I've seen.... So for me, 
that - 1 remember one of the &st trips 1 made up Coast was with Liz Magor and her husband 
and mine and we went in two boats, and when we came back she was tallung to someone and 
she said, "Sandy, you've go to go; ifs like going to Greece." And 1 feel the same way, that 
thete's a great cuiture, and the thoughc of being able to make work, you know, in juxtaposition 
to that great culture, is an enomozrs privilege. And 1 valued it at the t h e ,  more than I valued 
exhibiting ar the Vancouver .An Gallery. And that is nor to say that 1 do not value e g h i b i ~ g  at 
the VAG - 1 do, and I'm very very delighted to be able to go on and put a piece there ... 1 value 
that experience highly. But Mth the work I was dohg at the time, it seemed to me that it 
belonged at the museum PIOA]. And it belonged where you could look at this older form of 
art and then suddenly there's this completely different kLid of thing. But it-.. bears some 
relationship to the other. 

Chantell Foss: To establish the relationship between what you're doing - 

JW: - Yeah ... 1 just think you7re lookhg a t  work of a u t 9  very highly developed order (Foss 
1996: 34)- 
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Williams' descPptioa of First Nations culniral production indicates one way she has 

mediated a thread of thought which is common in public thiaking about aboriginal people in B.C. 

The thought I'm re h&g to is thar indig&ous cultures - or at least the pure or most celebrated 

foms of them - are diings of the pasc. As 1 oudined in Chapter 2, Europeans, including those who 

came to B .C., have consmicted "narratives of loss" arouad indigenous people. The perceptions of 

early anthropologists such as 'father-of-ethnography' Franz Boas revolved around che expectation 

that the cultures and peoples of the Coast were disappearing. E d y  C m  documented the arts and 

cornmuniues of First Nations pardv with the idea that soon there would be nothing to record '. 

Even though bp now it is obvious diat hese nations and cultures have not disappeared and will 

c o n ~ u e  to survive and change, however scathed by colonialism, the Eramework which imagines 

their demise has not disappeared either. It exists in the organlaàon of some anthropological 

endeavours, and it lives in our socieq-'s public imaginings of indigenous people parücularly of 

Canada, the United States, South ilnerica, and Australia. W h s '  description of MOA and the 

objects it exists co display reveals one way that she negotiated this particular current discourse as an 

artisc '. It is important in relation to thïs discourse to be c1ea.r about the fact rhat since very n e z  its 

beginnings, MOA has commissioned new works by First Naaons artists as well as the& restoration 

skills. In 1949, following research for a Royal Commission on the State of the Arts in Canada, the 

museum began to acquire new works by aboriginal d s t s  (Hawrhon, 1993: 6-8). Consequently, 

MOA's collection of contemporary a n  is large and impressive. in hct, this aspect ofits activities is 

an irnportanr esample of one of the ways the museum's has attempted to move away £rom some 

aaditional anthropological approaches to its collections and the people who made them. This facet 

of MOA is also one of the things it is best known for as an institution. 

CF: . . . I was cwious about whac kind of process you went through in ternis of the ways that 
you were identiSed as ... an individual inside the galles' Because there was some inforinauon 
given about you from the lerters that were excerpted... And 1 koow those weren't all your 
decisions... So 1 just wondered . . . whnt you thought about that individual identi£ïcation.. .. 



JW: ... I don't see it as vay impormt. ... the museuni was set up with no information atali  
except chose books, and... I always (ikrd that Well the public has knd of forced them into the 
position of explaining things a Little bit more, but s a  there's not very much infosmation there. 
1 l ike that The infornation is there in those books; if you're cuxïous enough you can go and 
look h e m  up, but you're not given very much. And I stuck to that. It was Vivianne [Gosselin, 
a MOh intern at the time] who wanted ail that other smff. And I thought that she 
misunderstood what the museum was about. And how it had been &st set up. A t  wasn't a 
Literary culture, it's an iconographic culture, and that's what you're supposed to be doing. And 
I... in some sense ... would have prefened to be a h o ~ t  anonymous. 1 mean, it wam 't about me. 
And... so ... the iess information the better (Foss 1996: 36-37). 

In chis exchange, I 6nd evidence of Williams' active grappling wirh hisroncal Euro-North 

Amencan tendencies to make diverse indigenous cultures into one, which c m  be characterized 

simply. Despite this societfs long-standing tendency to homogenize indigenoüs d e s .  (for 

esample, groupiog the diverse nations i n h a b i ~ g  the west coasr and some inlyïng regions of North 

characterize B.C. Fiest Nations as a monolithic culture: the re&y is a complex range of cultures, 

lânguages, and traditions which draw on a wide spectrum O t sources and influences. When this 

heterogeneous reality is invoked in any context without a focus on its complexity, what happens? 

Williams rightly pointed out in o u .  conversauon that there were and are great differences in rhe past 

and preseat between indigenous culmres and immigrant cultures which need to be acknowledged, 

appreciated, and undentood. To her insight 1 would add that to describe B.C. First Nations' 

cultures as iconographic versus literary is somewhat imprecise. These cultures also are and have 

been oral, narrative, hiscorical and ceremonial in practice; and First Nations people have adopted 

and adapted to a wide vaüety of foms of expression, culnual and otherwise. 

Williams' ideas, quoted above, about providing cultural and political contexts in the rnuseurn 

reveals her on-going and active negotiauons of different ideas about the valüe and meaning of art. 

She explained demands for increased information in te rp re~g  objects in the museum by referEng to 

a public who are not so fluent in ideas about experiencing a r c  works aesrhetically. One interestkg 

t b g  about her explmation is that a very strong voice among those recommending more contextual 
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information in MOA has corne Eeom the FLst Nations people whose cultures and selves are on 

display in this building. Williams acknowledged this aspect of representational practices at MOA, 

but \vas no t completelg conWlced of thek value: 

With the exhibition before me, which had been curated by a First Nations person .... as you 
carne in the door there was a bugc waiicovered with sniff to read which was explaining the 
exhibition .... Now, 1 diXiRe didactic panels like that; I like to keep them to a minimum. And m 
don't really want them there. Ifs okay to have a linle something, you know, but nothing 
rnuch(Foss 2996: 37). 

One thing thar Williams roid me in our i n t e ~ e w  was that "[tlhere's all h d s  of museums all 

over the world. They show ail h d s  of thiags, right? This happens to be an anthropology museum" 

(Foss 1996: 37). As far as 1 c m  tell, MOA doesn't just happen to be an anthropology museum, but 

is defhed partlp in opposition to art museums because of its focus on Fkst Nations cultures. My 

expenence of the museum (which lead me to do d i s  thesis research rather than just view the work 

and read the explanatory panels) tells me that all kinds of museums do not really show ail kinds of 

things: ar t  museums still show more h i n g s  by white males than by any other group; aihile 

ankopology, Eoik art, craft, n a d  history, and community museums show many more things 

made by women, and men of colour. Museums are segregated to widely varying and very much 

changing degrees, and we cannot collectively ignore the specifïc context in which MOA collects and 

displays. Canadian society is not a context of inhite,  relaavist ciifference, or a smorgasbord. Ir's 

an effectively organized structure which weaves together systems of oppression which still operate in 

o u  society. 

Since it was recogiized, people have begun to chip away at this structure, which leads me ro 

a consideration of another statement of Wïhms': 

And... so for me, who I was, I thought, was inelevant Why does it matter? It matters to people 
who care about these h g s  but it doesn't matter to me. So, if sornebody perceives me as a 

. Native person, then diey read the work fiom direction x. If somebody perceives me as a 
Chinese person, then they perceive it from direction y. If somebody perceives me as, you 



know, the WASP that 1 am.-- (hughiug), by no choice of mine, rïght, then they read it in another 
way. But I rhink that those are raaktamtudes (Foss 1996: 37). 

In my mind. HIGH S U C K  may a c d y  bepart of h a t  chippïng away at ine@& srninimes. 

However, that doesn't necessdy mean that who Williams is as an individual was inelevant Her 

satement is interesMg because she seems to have been supposing, for the sake of argument, that 

you codd see anyoneys art ar M O  at mg rime - a full diversity of wodd cultures. This isn't the 

redty, and 1 am left wondering if thïs kind of fomdation mg disuaci us trom the histoq and 

context of this institution and others like it in No& Amenca. 

1 diink h a t  in her own committed and complex process of research work, production work, 

and interprewuon work on HIGH SLACIC, Wlliums has worked to undersrand and negotiare the 

dynamics and meanings of racial relationships and histones - materdked in dichotomies Iike that 

betweea "ad' and "anrbropology" - by emphasking the porential of cross-cultural understanding 

and co~~~munication based on a concept of human, individual interaction. This is reflected in her 

c d  for a calming of 'cvolatile social cuaents" at the public s~rnposium, and in her preference for 

wo-g indivïdudy with (First Nations) acqvaintances in longer-term relzuonships which focus on 

persond c o ~ e c ü o n s  iather than approaching issues rekted to First Nauons/non-abosai 

relations head-on or in group negooacions A focus on cross-cultural, interpersonal communication 

is, 1 diink, a vîabie, ethica!, and mutually-benefiual approach to cultural work. What I'm interested 

in k dowing a historically and politically-based analysis of the realiües of raaalired relationships and 

structures to happen alongside more personal tangents. It would be a mistake for us as a society, 1 

believe, to disallow identification and discussion of 'race' and racism in favow of an exclusive focus 

on human-equality discourse. 

The thorough and complex display of research, contlictîng narratives, and references to 

histoYcal and contemporq political context in HIGH SLACK got me thj&ng that Williams mig2 

be interested in 0 f f e ~ g  audiences contexnid information - esped ly  in such a musaun se* into 
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which some people cang a wide range of patemalist, exoticïzing, pemitivizing, and even raGt 

stereo-es about aboriginal people. Her thotough recognition of historical and contemporq 

relationships benveen FLst Nations and dominating B.C. souety and stereotypes of aboriginal 

people in the installation led me to think that she would recognize the relevance of these relations 

and ideologes to the UMmstances of her work's display at the Museum of linthropology. In the 

larger social context, accurate information about and fkom First Nations which reflects the 

complexity of th& relationships is scarce- 

The contextual and explanatory information which is offered about most of the objects Li 

MOA's collecuon is usually very abbreviated (depending on several factors induding when an item 

was catalogued, who catalogued it, and the presence of a large backlog of collections) Most ofien 

the culture and place of the artistys OB@, the utle, date and medium of the piece, and the way that it 

came into MOA's collection are recorded (figure 38). 

As 1 try to understand the ways Williams has negotiated the complex cultural and 

representation issues and politics in question here, 1 attempt to negotiate the same set of issues 

myself. 1 think I have learned the most by r e m e m b e ~ g  the spe&c effects of colonial relationships 

and contextual racism in venues like MOh, and the relevance of the political and cultural context of 

the museum to HIGH SUCI< and its display at MOA. My wPting about Williams' receptions of 

the exhibition in ics context are aimed at recalling and better understanding those relationships and 

Endnotes 

2. On the matter of Williams' description of the centrality of aesthetic experience, fornial concems, 
and methodological process to HIGH SLACK's production and meanings, she later emphasized ro 
me that: 

Looking at the water two ways at once provided a methodology and what 1 had been looking for 
was aform, a new method, of making art that came out of the landscape itself, and was not a 



culturatly Lnported forni. It led to the whole thing - all the techniques of workulg with tarps, the 
spi?J the fomi the books took - are all related to fïndingfom and method in the landscape itself 
(personal communication, January 1998). 

3- Timothy Van Laar and Leonard Diepeveen note in their book, Active Si~hts: Aa as Social 
Interaction, that 

One of the myths about art is that it is separate fiom ordinary human activiy. AIT, the story 
goes, is an ob ject of contemplation, serenely situated Mhin the shelterïng walls of the museum 
or gallery. . . . haworks are things that do not have a function except, perhaps, to give aesthetic 
pieasure (1 998:2). 
For many arüsts and aïtics duriog the &st two-thirds of the mentieth century, fonnalism 
seerned to provide.. . a consensus. Fomialism was the most widely advocated approach to 
understanding art.. . It is a way ofgiving primacy to the formal elements of a work @ne, 
texture, shape, cobur) over questions of a work's soual context.. . In a wold where Leon Golub 
paints violent images of mercenaries and intenogators while Jeff Koons eshibits floral puppies, 
a formalist approach is woehilly inadequate. Indeed, this approach has lLnited appeal even for 
critiquing purely abstract art; it has even less use in the highly ideological, referential world 
where much contemporary painting and photogaphy is to be found.. .. In addition to m u ~ g  
the role of intention in art, formalism has had insututional effects.. .. A typical Amencan art 
school program offers undergraduate courses in such areas as figure drawing, watercolour, 
lithography, and bronze casting, but few - if any - io the polirics or sodology of art, semioucs, 
or art theory.. . . This inadequate handling of issues that describe tbe meaning and social 
h c t i o n  of artworks is unfortunate, e s p e d y  since the signs of a postfomialist age are 
everywhere. Highly political art fïlls o u  galleries.. . Such marks comtes the late-formafisr 
notion of technique as content (1998: 13-16). 

About the origins of the idea of the romantic genius artist and its co~ect ions  to fonnalism, Lany 
Gross writes that: 

European societies in the Meenth and sixteenth centuries underarent a series of radical 
tram formauons . . . .In the realm of the arts these sbifts are reflected in the increasing focus on 
the individuality of the artist and of &tic crestion. The seeds planted in the Renaissance bore 
huit in the eighteenth century and gave birth to the romantic concept of the artist.. . . h great 
work of art thus carne to be dehed as îhe product of creative genius that transcends tradition 
and convention in the fdfdlment if its inspiration. Achievement in art cornes to be identified 
with innovaaon, as the utist's genius is manifesced in the oeginality of style and execution. . . . 
(1995: 2-3). 

4. Robert Fulford quotes Lom a lecture given by Can in Victoria in the 1930s: 
They rcthe natives'y saw, heard, smelled, felt, tas ted, [nature]. . . They looked upon mimals. . . as 
their OWI Iàndred. Certain of the animais were more than that they were th& totems and were 
regarded by them with superstitious reverence and awe. 

the k s t s  of the present, 1935. She acknowledged that some still carved well, 'but the 
objective and desire has gone out of their work". They no longer believed in the power of the 
totem. "The geamess of their art has died with their belief in these things." Reading, writing, 
and "modem ways" had icreparably broken theit concenaation on art. Bp the end of her talk it 
was clear that she was speakuig a lament for a dead culme, one which she had been fortunate 
enough to glunpse and pomay in its dying moments" (1993: 35 & 37). 

5. There is another level of debate here, which refers to o u  historical and current cultural and 



political context This is the fact that institutions Like UBC MOA have hctioned as places of 
opportmiy for self-representation for abonginal &sts and curators in a souetg that consistently 
denies indigenous people the resources and venues to speak and be heard, whether it be in e t i n g  
and publishing, or in politics, or in arr production, or other fonns. This situation has led some to 
question whether it is ever a good idea to give the rare space that ir available to some First Nations 
people to a member of the dominaüng culture, or to approve or encourage non-indigenous 
speakers' statements on situations which need to be publicly addressed and acknowledged as of 
concem to aboriginal people by aboriginal people. Williams recognized this issue in an interview, 
notïng that i f s  important to see that: 

with what we did a t  the museum, we primed a p m p ,  which 1 think has been veq  productive 
for die Tn'Ihqot'in people. But of course ... what &ey do with it is entirely rheir business. 1 mean, 
Itn cenainly not involved in anything to do with their land daims or anslttyng like that There's 
c e d y  information in my book that supports th& land daim, but nof just the Tdbqot'in. It 
supports the land daims of say the Homathko people... no-one ever wants to taLk about the fact 
that ... we're proviug where those people lived, or 1 am, in ways that are very help hl to them. 

. But then ifs up to them what they do with it ... Native people now are in the position to do this 
work themselves(Apri1 19, 1996: pg.) 



Chapter 6: UBC Museum of Anthropology as a context of reception 

Curating art at MOA 

One way to look at HIGH SWCK is as a case study for issues around how Canada's 

dominaMg culture and its institutions - among which must be counted UBC's Nluseum of 

hchropology (MOh) - represent and work with First Nations- One important part ot the 

insrallation planned by the d s t  was to brhg people from both sides of this general relationship and 

fiom many different positions inside and ourside of the museum, university, B.C.'s Lower Mainland, 

and paxticular c u l m a l  groups togerher to talk about a specific history which is part ofB.C.'s colonial 

past and neo-colonial present- The public symposium at wbich this happened was itself a result of 

certain relationships (between MOA staff and Judith Williams, and between Williams and Tsihqot'in 

people). It was also a catalyst to furrher negoaauons and relationships: between MOA staff, 

Williams and the Tsilhqot'in National Govemment, as well as between all the people listed above 

and myself as a researcher. In this discussion, 1 will relate some comments and perspectives shared 

in an interview wieh Rosa Ho (HIGH SLACICs curator) to contexts, issues, and relationships that 1 

idennfy as factors affecMg the installation's production, display, and results in recepaon. 

Fint, a methodological foreword is in order. As 1 have explained in the introduction to this 

thesis, rny research has been hindamentally multi-disciplinary in rnethod as well as in theory. In 

general, it would be accurate to say that 1 have hovered somewhere between conternporaq art 

history ends and means, on the one hand, and the hamework and methods of critical anihropology 

on the orher. This placement benveen disciplines (and boaowing s@cantly from other 

disciplines as well) has been very fniidul for thinking about HIGH SLACK as an interesthg thread 

in a web of histoncal, theoretical, cultural, and socio-political issues and relationships. Due mostly 

to rny inexperience and still-develping skills as a researcher and research planner, and also because 

the relative lack of previous examples or models for this kind of integrated research, diis position 

has also yielded its own limits. 

One of these lùnits is that although I have based much of my research on conversations wïth 

people involved or interesred in HIGH SLACIS, the public symposium it prompted, and the 

museuni which was its context of display, my interview research had neither the range no= the dep& 



expected of ehographic study (with its "research-participant'> history). My research has gone 

beyond the tems of the typical art-aïtiüsm interview, which usually soliaa and directly presents 

the answers of an artist to a cPac's questions in a short format Mthout much theoretical or 

contextual framework. However, my inrerviewing has not approached the scale or thoroughness of 

an ethnographie model- My main sources of information have been Judith Williams and Rosa Ho, 

and 1 have done only one f o n d  i n t e ~ e w  (and had several informal chats) with each. 

This is important to note especially in reference to rhis chapter, in which 1 underrake to 

consider a few aspects of the Museum of hthropology's functioning and meanings as an 

instinitioa. My interest in the museum as a context - theoretical, cultural, and political - grew in the 

pmcen of leaming more about HIGH S W C K  and seeking to explain it in its relevant concexts. 1 had 

not planned (and was not able, in the circumstances) to perfonn the type of research (such as 

i n t e ~ e w s  with many more staff memberj at MOA, research Mth students and Liaisons, and more 

in-depth work with W i s  and Ho) that would be necessq to really follow up on the range of 

things MOh might mean as a context for W-iams' work. This, of course, impacts on my ability to 

present a thorough portrait of MOA as HIGH SLhCK's central context, and has meant that 1 had 

to choose to leave mexplored certain topics which I h d  interesting and relevant, but on which 1 

have not done adequate research. 

In Chapter 2'1 explained the hhseum of hnthropology as a context and producer of 

cultural and poliecal discourses which conttibuted to and shaped the conditions of HIGH SWCICs 

production. 1 hoped to show that the realities of neo-colonial, racial, cultural, and academic politics 

and power rektionships do not exïst separately hom what happens inside MOA (or any of rhis 

souety's institutions). This may seem like a crude s tatement when one thinks about the fact that 

such politics are actually - diversely and unevenly, but often directly, criticaily, and progressively - 

addressed as part of the work Ehac's done a t  MOA. But various Ends of acknowledgement and 

addressing of such politics don't lead automatically to a maintained attenuon to how those politics 

are perpetuated and continued inside one's wails, inside one's projects and classrooms, and to how 

one is operated by t h .  It is quite possible to acknowledge the realitty of these struggles while 

keeping them at a distance from oneself, as a kind of static backdrop for work that has been d e h e d  



and settted into as progressive and woeking against negative conditions and attitudes which are 

ourJine. 1 thînk this was part of what Rosa Ho was trying to get at when she descnied hoar. 

Ofien we corne to our work with a lot of missionary zed. We think that we can liberare, 
(laughing) or we can undo hami, or redress past wrong. 1 think one of the mostpo&nant 
comments [given at  the public symposium held in November 19941, and it s a  haunts me 
today, was that one of the chiefs, Gerald Johnny, said sornethlig to d i i s  effecr Why is this 
symposium being held today? Why are these bitter experiences and very traumatic points of 
history being raised again, to what end?' And it was such a powesful minor that was held up 
because ic conbonted my own 'do good' intention, ifyou wiu. Before we had a chance to 
congratulate ourselves, to Say 'Isn't this greac what we've done!'. B y this chiefs remarks, we 
were made to thLik about whose agenda was being served (Foss 1997: 8)- 

Sometimes problematic amtudes and patterns axe recognized as intemal to anthropoIogy or 

spedically to museum studies, as well as exïsting in the broader souetal context. But again (as 

nored in h e  Introduction), it is possible to deconsuuct racist/neo-colodst tendenues inside an 

institution like MOA and act in accordance with those tendenues at the same time, either by acting 

out unequal relationships or through complicity with them for the sake O f seE-presenrauon, among 

other motives. Deborah Roor describes this possibiliq as a fact among museum academics in 

Canada. The gradua1 and uneven character of change in practice in response to change in theory 

and absaact politics by this comment in her book Ca~lfl~"bal Culture: 

In the last few years there has been a fluny of critiques of museums ... Many of those who write 
these works are in the business. For example, Michael h e s ,  [past] director of the Museum of 
bthropology at the University of British Colmbia, has wrït ten a book about problems of 
representation and cultural difference in contemporaq anhropology museums. The atrempts 
by many of these uniters to rehabilitare the museum and render it postcolonial are often the 
result of a genuine unease with the colonial history of ethnographie museums, but few suggest a 
wholesale dismantling of museums and a r e m  of ceremonial and other objects back to the 
people who made and used them and who need them to survive spirimally (1996:109). 

However, while Root's analysis may be (or rnay have been) generally accurate, it is important to note 

that accordiog to Rosa Ho, repatria tion work is actively underway at the Royal British Columbia 

Museum, the Canadiaa Museum of Civilization, and UBC Museum of hthropology '. 

In this chapter, then, 1 MU try to explore connections between the broader s o d  and 

historical context, issues and relationships that are spe&c to MOA, and those that, witbin the 

museum's context, are specific to HIGH SLACK. These issues include discussions about the 



streaming of western-based knowledges into separate disciplines, the interactions of hierarchy @y 

which I speufically mean a power structure that orders people accordhg to rank, gicing a lot of 

power to cerrain people and very Little power to others, in a static system of regulated authon'ty) and 

disuplinary structures Mth the development of academic expertise in a public institution Like MOA, 

and the relations between al1 these issues and the institution's responsibrlities to the communities 

surroundlig i t  A convergence of these issues was brought about by HIGH SWCK, the 

symposium that followed it, and partly also by understandings of the project and symposium 

presented by Ho in her interview with me 2. In my understandkg, this project fuactioned as an 

institutional self-challenge wbich opened, through cornmunitg participation in the public 

symposium, the issue of contemporary relations with and responsibiIities to communities. 

Institutional Challenges to Disciplinary Knowledges 

Like other fields created by and operating in the western academic order, anthropolog has 

been separated hom other explanatory systeins as a fiee-standing discipline. Therefore, its subject 

matter and methods have been considered distinct hoom O ther pursuits of knowledge. It seems ro 

me that when white-western culture combined the disüphaxy segregation predominant in our 

universities (which organizes areas of study into totally separate and more ofieten than not opposing 

endeavours) with the effects of anchropologp's early development as an aspect of histoncal 

European colonialism, i-e. charged Mth figunng out, publicly representing, and preserving aspects of 

ovemm cultures for display, it set us up for the (sometimes very productive) iatellecnial turmoil and 

disciplinary debates and poliacs evident at MOA. As I've mentioned previously, anthropology bas 

often been defined against 'ma. This is also the case, to widely variable degrees depending on whom 

you talk to and in what cïrcumstances, at MOh. One example of this tendency sdaced in the 

matter of curatot Rosa Ho's hiring onto MOA staff in 1988. In an intemiew, Judith Williams 

explained the situation to me this way. 

What happened was, Rosa was the dlector ... of the Smey h t  Gallery, and so she ceaaùily 
knew about my worlc, and then she came to WOA], and 1 invited her to corne and visit me in 
my studio one day, just because we kuew each other. 1 didn't have a plan. So she came, and 1 
staned to talk to her about the work that 1 had been doing. And then she came back again, I 
ùiink. And... she said, 'You know, 1 think this is what l've been hked to do d o m  there ..." And 



in a way it was a bit provocative of her because she had been hired - and there was a lot of 
resistance to her being hired, she probably hasn't told you that, because people were saP;"gy 
'What do we need with an art histo&?". . .And... she was hired to focus ... [on the 
iotenelationship between art and anthropology] . . . she saw herself as being hLed to d e  a 
bridge beween contemporary art and whatnof and here 1 WRS. And so she saw it as a natural 
thing to do (Foss 2996: 33) 

Ho herself also identified disciplinary tensions berneen art-critical or art-histoncal 

approaches and anthropological understandings as having an effect on her hieng and the 

institutional reception of her king,  telling me that "1 started wotking at the museum.. . in January 

1988. And ... 1 was the h s t  curator hired who's not an anthropologist and that's ceaaialy - it's a 

kaown factor" (interview: 2). She aIso emphasked that these tensions had a paflcular relevance so 

the work and context of MOA as a whole at that t h e .  Her analysis of these strains will be 

In my opinion, tensions bubbling up between anthropology and art in this situation have 

theh source in two places. First, the ideological separation of the two realms as independent 

disciplines has some relevance. Bo th fields have some stock in defining themselves agaïnst the O ther 

- art history and especially cPticism having eschewed cultural, social, and political cuntexts, and 

anthropology studying objecrs as manifestations of cultural orders (most O ften, in the past anyway, 

those cultures grouped as 'other' to the western-based discipline) more than as reflections or 

comrnents on contemporq aes thetic, socio-political, or O ther concems. I think intellecd and 

ideological debate between 'art' and 'artifact', resulting in part from such divisions, came into play at 

the time of HO'S k g g  Second, the entrance of contemporary (or history of) art-aaioed workers 

iato MOA articulates a threat that goes beyond disciplinary differences. As Patricia Dominguez and 

Deborah Root both noted, anthropology's traditional c l a h  to know and expkin cultures and the& 

artifacts - now being no t only partly reliaquished but also actively critiqued £reg inside by 

anthropologists - came £ h m  a colonially-established authorirg and power which viewed perusal, 

study, ownersbip, and display of the 'other's' cultural production as a s ign  and prerogative of 

European superiority over other 'races', civilizations, and cultures. Anchropology srill has some 

authority to display, explain, and represent these materials and their culnird sources. Art-histoiical 

and art-critical perspectives, although not totally free of raust and culturally-biased assumptions, do 

present chailenges to anthropology's discourse for explainùig material collections. As people traïned 



in art disciplines enter the anthropological realm at MOA, the ftameworks of boEh those arriving 

and the anthropological institution are evidently coafronted and questioned. 

Disciplinary boundaries were a matter of explicie debate when Rosa Ho started her work at 

the Museum of Anthropology. The debates affected both Ho's personal reception into the museum 

and her leaming there and the general w o & ~ g  context of the museum - its projects, goals, and 

methods. Here I would like to give some uiformatïon on the circumstances at the cime (ii 1988) 

because they have not resolved themselves (although they may have receded in visïbility) and 

because they conkue to inforni not just HO'S museum pracüce but also the conceptuai and political 

climate which houses the very diverse projects undertaken at MOA - including HIGH SLACK. 

On the intellectual and political context of her work's begianing at MOh, and the relevance 

since then of disciplinary boundaries' intersections widi the politics of artists' and museums' 

appropriations o f aboriginal images, voices and histones, Rosa told me the following: 

For a long t h e ,  art has been snidied for its aesthetics and connoisseurship reasons. When 1 
first amved at the Museum of hthropology, studying art for its own sake was coming into 
question- It was at the juncnire where art and culmal contexts began to intemiingle. You, 
coming from art history as well, probably understand that context has been a taboo subject in 
that discipline. It was seen to be condescendhg and obfuscating of the individual h t ' s  
achievements The meeting point benueen art and cultural context was not a comfortable one. 
Those who have been living in a certain realm are now con&onted with cultural meaning- and 
some are beghmhg to recognize how culmal meanings in fact are very important The place 
between art and culture was where the museum felt it was redy poised to foster dialogue. 
When 1 h s t  started at the museum, this kind of dialogue was a new subject for me as well, as I 
had never studied anthropology. When 1 hrst started to investigate tension, discord and 
connict beoueen cultural context and art, I s tarted Erom looking at it from different discipluiary 
perspectives. We did quite a few programmes around the core issues that way. WhenJudy 
invited me to her studio shoaly after I stmed at the museum in 1988, the work she showed me 
at the t h e  came fÏom the path she has taken- literally, on boat and foo t- criss-crossing other 
people's histories [and] disciphary boundaries. She came upon middens, grave sites, and 
pictographs It seemed fitting to me at the t h e  that exhibiting her work was an opportuniq for 
the museum to feawe a contemporary k s t  who was vrrestling with s i m k  issues but through 
the landscape, and îts different embedded and ov&d histories (Foss 1996: 3). 

Here Ho is ~ a d n g  her own leamlig about the disdplinary connicts that seem inevitable at a 

muse- which was originally conceived as anthropological (including ethnological and 

archaeological branches), and which has responded to the need to deal with the cultural, social, 

polirical, and intellectual implications of being rhis h d  O t institusioa in a context whkh is alive Mdi 



debate and strugg1e over the meaniogs and Lnpoaance of the kind of cultural objects which it owns, 

cares for, and displaps. 

Many factors have combined in B.C., and in Canada generdy, to question First Nations 

objects' classification as anthropological, and these objects have thus begun to be moved out of 

smctly anthropological territom. The criticai and commercial success of such objects and images as 

arüstic products has been an important factor. Along with strong critiques of the traditionai 

anthropological project kom 'thir:d-world' academics, feminists, aboriginal people, anthropologists, 

and others, widespread recognition of indigenous art,- especially 'Northwest Coast' forms - has 

created alternatives to anthropology's dehnition of First-Nations-made objects as ''material culture". 

(However, as Ho later pointed out to me, art galleries have continued to limit 'ethoographicd art' in 

their collections and exhibitions prograrnming.) The &end that Ho noted, towards the 

confrontation of art and cultural context analyses and practices, has only increased since her hLing 

at MOA. Ruth PhilLips, the recently-appointed director of the museum, is an art h i s t o k  rather 

than an anthropologist and brings knowledge ofcontemporary aràsts and histones of First Nations 

art in the North hmerican marketplace fiom her former position a t  Cadeton University. 

It is intereshg to hear that Ho's background in a conternporq art paradigm led her to 

organize her earliest First Nations arts programming at MOA in a way that respected the lines & a m  

between acadernic disciplines, and treated diffetent approaches to the museum's subject matter as 

independent trajectories. At a hter point in her work at MOA, HIGH SLACK seems to have 

provided an important occasion for Ho ro go in a different direction in her analysis and negotia tion 

of disciplinaxy issues. She 1Liked the crossing of disciplinaq boundaries - via Williams' 

interdisùpliriary work - to historical and contemporary issues which are omnipresent at MOA: 

aboriginal peoples' cdh~ra.1 heritage, temrory, and histories. WiUiams' research seems to have 

provided an opportune and motivaMg spark to Ho's decision to curate an exhibition which 

confiants and challenges the bordetlines and sirnmerhg conficts between different disciplinarg and 

theoretical perspectives. It is of hirther interest that both of these aspects of HIGH SWCK which 

appealed to Ho as a curator - the attist's crossing of disuplinary borders und the wotk's direct 



address of Fkst Nations histories in relaüon to colonial and current B.C. soues. - brought about 

only consternation among some staff and viewers. 

Ho named the convergence of conllicts between western-based disciplines, and tensions 

between various disuplinary specialists and First Nations people over care and representation of 

their objects and cultures, as the place where MOA attempted to begin explorations of a range of 

issues. It is also the place where both she and Judith Williams found impetus and direction for the 

development of HIGH SLACK. Both Ho and Williams - £kom th& v q  different perspectives - 

told nie similar stories about one concrete way that the museum atternpted to initiate an 

interrogation of disciplinary approaches and turfs and about how they in tum affected relationships 

with FLst Nations people and objects: 

RH: h o t h e r  reason for opposition is the fact that this exhibition is also about an artist's 
pdcular concern as a contemporq h s t  Contemporq art  speaks to very few people 
oyw91. When the museum chose to present a contemporary art exhibition that's also veerïng 
into First Nations history, it raised many concems, which Judith recognized as well. How do 
you deal with voice? How do you deal with a very spe&c history? She dso pamcipated in ... a 
committee that Dr. hmes [then MOA director] and 1 thought would provide a fonun - given 
that the time was 1988 ... for a group of people sitting down together hom anthropology, art 
history, visual arts, and First Nations background to tdk through their respective views. We 
really didn't set out the topic of appropPaüon but we did try to address it .... Judith participated 
in these discussions; therefore she certainly- becarne more aware of the differenr issues that Firsc 
Nauons brought to the discussion (Foss 1997: 4). 

JW: 1 was on. .. an ad hoc committee on art and anthropology at the museum. . . . they had a 
panel of people. There was myself ahd art historian John O'Brien from my the UBC F i e  Aas 
department. . . .Doreen Jensen, and Leona Sparrow hom M q e a m . .  . . an archaeologist, Michael 
h e s ,  the head of museum, Rosa,. -. Ron Hamilton, a IV.-chah-nulfh d s t  ... hyway the idea 
was we would discuss al l  this.. .because they were uying to consider their relationship to art. 
The archaeologist announced at the very beginning: "1 don't want anything that 1 have to do 
with called an". Fbght? So that was his siatemenf, it was like, this stuff is not art, ifs d a c t  ... 
hnthropologist Maxjorie [Halpin] was on the panel. She talked about her training ... and it was 
very interes ting and I think helped us all understand. And then my exhibition kind of came 
dong with that (Foss 1996: 33). 

Looking at what these two women told me at different times, it is revealing that both of them M y  

link debates over disciplines and dipiding up knowledges, defining First Nations collections at MOA 

as 'amfacf or 'art', and negotiations between disuplinary professionals and aboriginal communities 

Mth the development of HIGH SL4CIC as a work that addresses these vesy issues both directly and 

obliquely. 



One of the most interestkg things that Rosa Ho shared with me was a furrher phase of her 

learning about the issue of disaplinary merence and how it relates to her work ac MOA that 

resulted £iom her work on HIGH SLACK More recently she has moved away f?om defining 

tensions between art-based and culture-based approaches as a problem understandable through 

disciplinarity at d. The hamework that she has adopted seems to responsd to the distinction 1 

made earlier in relation to the apparent academic-department mode of the museum's opeïation. The 

tension 1 located was between acadernic endeavours (which have ofien rested on a claim of natural 

and jusdied isolation - as "theory", which Ho below calls "modemism" or "contemporaey art'' - 

kom the implications of the extemai world) and museum work, which necessitates communication 

with and respect for contemporaq communities. This certaialy seems to be the tension that has 

infomied Ho's cunent concept of what matters in her own practice: 

...y0 u brhg what you know - fiom the position that pou know it. My k s t  meeting with Judy 
[Will iams] very very eady on - 1 wasjuri beginning to leam about the subject. 1 started wiEh an 
en&%& Western world-view. To me, biinging change to understanding FLst Nations art was 
modernism, contemporary art, or to address imes posèd by outsiders. In hindsight 1 think this 
project with Judy started out as a project with a contemporary artist. By the h e  1 haished with 
it, I came away Mth a different appreùation of the project for me. The culminating point was 
the TsYhqot>in symposium. 1 aow realize what happened was thatJudith [Williams] became the 
vehicle thac brought me - mosdy me, noc MOA, because MOA is not a unitary place - to 
understand the perceived conflict between art and anthropology. To me their disciplinary 
differences are not redy the issue. The issues were about working with a c o m n u n i ~ ,  reflecüng 
in understanding of its own history. Tbatis the issue, and that's what I learned ... For me, 
working on a project is like taking a path. You star t  in fiom wbat you know, and from what you 
can bring to i t  It is ofien a long trip a long slow journey, and sometimes a difficult one. I'm 
fÏamirig it in ternis of how 1 see what my work at this museum could be about - that is to 
respond to, or to be able to reflect how a commdty  mishes to represent itself (Foss 1997: 5). 

h M e r  example illusmates the process of this change: 

Most recently we've been discussing how to present tours. For example, it was brought to out 

attention that - the method of comparing and contraskg, a very common way of explaLiLig 
things which is used in the West, was not a strategy that First Nations people feel cornfortable 
with. There has been a lot of resistance, myselfincluded initially, about rethLikLig this 
rnethodology for our tours. Including indignant retom like, 'what do you mean?' (laughing). 
This example is an instructive way of bringing home a certain point. 1 think it's so important to 
hear things that you feel uncomfortable with, before you are even aware of your own 
defensiveness. You made a redy good point about how you should not ask your subject for 
responses that are more suitable for other people. Interviewers must be prepared to reflect on 
the answea to their questions, particularly the ones they are not looklig for. If one is not 
prepared to hear what one's not expechg, then the question should not have been asked in the 



&st place. It is only when one recognizes when one is an obstade rather than an asset in one's 
work that personal growth and insütutional change could take place (Foss 1997: 8). 

Ho's description of her leaming process as a journey interests me because she f d y  acknowledges 

that unequal relations ia power get obscuned, their real meanings and impoaance shadowed, when 

Eurocentxic orgaaizations of knowledges are allowed to prevail to the point of dominance- 

Understanding the challenge as hding ways to share power and control over cultutal/visual 

representations, programmhg, and care of objects with cormUaiÜes certaialy homes rïght in on the 

c m  of how to practi~e well, and it bypasses fairly simplistic quesaons like "is it anthropology or art?" 

which ma?, as Ho asserted, re-inscribe Euiocenoic paradigms which divide knowledge into discrete 

piopemes and approaches - archaeology, art criricism, ethnology - and act as discracüon from the 

task at hand. As an observer it is interesMg to note the ways 1 agree with her after some time 

struggling to unders tand the disaplinarg (and historically raaalized) divide bemeen the sub jects of 

att and anthropology and their relevance to HIGH SWCK7s life at MOA. 1 recall my own eady 

belief that the solution to the western system's racially (and gender)-deteded segegation of 

cultural objects into separate streams of 'fine a d  and 'ethnological d a c f  or 'craff Lay in 

'promotLigy the latter up the European-manufactured hierarcbical ladder to 'art' status- It took me 

O view and consume other people's cultural objects 3. 

In the end, Ho pinpoints the real issue - the "site of dominance", in Roofs words - as the 

snvggle for connol over ~eprepresentation by communiaes whose cultures have for years been 

locked away and explained by p t i m d y  non-indigenous professionals on a universitp. campus. Ho 

recognized that this stniggIe has less to do wich theoretical debates over methodological and 

theoretical differences behen  axt critickm and anthropology than it has to do with questioning the 

discourses of both in relation to how First Nations objects and culmes have been represented. As 

Root explaios, 

an aesthetiùzed taste for soueties f i  removed bom where we actually are can become a way of 
never having to put the assumptions of o u  own culture into question or recognize what 



consututes the line of demarcations between inside and outside, here and there. The Westerner 
remahs in charge, and the outside r d s  inside ... The regard for merence can ... become 
another way to control what has been determined to fall into the category marked "for eign"; 
c e r t d y  this can be its effect on the grouod, especially* when people are smpped of their art 
and ceremonid objects so that Western admirers can look at them in conveniently located 
museums. In this was appreciation-.. becomes no more than another manifestation of the 
colonial mentalit$' (1 99621). 

By refe&g to the will of contemporq cornmunities, Ho also implies an analysis of the ways that 

aestheucist and ethnologicd treaments of a TXhqot'in basket, for example, which 1 M11 explore 

below, have been determined by a colonial relationship that has eve+g to do with power and 

controL Under what circumstances would it be necessaq to outreach to aboeginal co~nmunities to 

develop better approaches to th& representaaon? How did the basket h d  its way into a glass case 

so f a  £rom its maker's family E the &st place? Why is it sittulg on a shelf under professionally- 

determined light levels instead of holding something in someone's home? Why is the iafomiauon in 

the e n q  about it d e n  by a P e l y  but not necessdy non-indigenous) cataloguer instead of by irs 

d e r  or inheritor? %%O owns this basket? Who c m  look at it without dnving heurs d o m  the 

hghway? Who is chosen to tell the boker what the basket is? All these questions are not accidents, 

but logical results of B.C.'s colonial past and neo-colonial present. 

h o t h e r  of Ho's comrnenrs sheds light on this relationship between museum collections, 

acquùed in the past and present, and the power dynamics to which they relate: 

If you look at the Tstlhqot'in collection ac our Museum, it is mostly baskets. They have corne ... 
from very early white settlers. Without HIGH SLACK and Judith as a vehicle, the history of 
the [Tdhqut'in] people as discussed in the symposium would never have been brought out 
through usual collection reseatch on these phcular  baskets. If we traced back to who donated 
them, as opposed to the basket makers whose names were unrecorded, the f d y  might stïü 
exist. But there is litde likelihood for us to trace the individuals who made the baskets. It so 
happened that the T'l/hqot'in war became very topical. The ChEsmias before the exhibition 
opened [1992]... the attorney general0fB.C. issued an apology to the T'.ibqot'in. In the sp&g 
of '93, the C h i l c o ~  Justice InquLy repofl came out  In the symposium we made a point of 
addressing somethiog very recent as well as historïcal events. The Justice Inquiry started with 
the Tdhqot'in war as the hrst major issue about justice and fairness within the European justice 
system and its impact on First Nations. Since past and present events intertwined, FIGH 
SLACK and the symposiu~ was an imponant oppomiaitty to bPng different historic moments 
and the people comected to tbis area of the museum's collection together (Foss 1997: 7). 



collections together, but also celebrates the way that the exhibition related MOA's collections to 

contemporaq polirical issues through a colonial history that connects them together. Her 

as my mind replayed the Tsilbqot'in faces and voices that I h2d leamed fiom so recently. Their 

the baskets, and I knew that I would never ag& be able to see or imagine the works housed at 

MOA, old or new, without a close awareness of the histories of their communities of origiri and of 

dieL contemporq homes. I wondered what it must be like for a Tdbqof'in woman to walk into the 

museum afier the long mp all the way from the ChilcoM to talk about her people's bistory and 6nd 

these baskets sitting here 9 

The process of putMg together HIGH SLACK and following it up with a sjmposium, no 

matteer what its unanswered questions, is what led to Ho's - and my own - recognition of the 

i m p o m c e  of moving fiom disciplinary debate to a focus on past and presect rektionships between 

co.cation and work Mth Tdhqot'in co~lllluaiües and people, and of h e d g  the stories and 

analyses #hg brought to UBC. As Ho nored, 

The fact that so many Trihqof'NI came that far to Vancouver in bad weather to be part of the 
symposium, to talk about their history attested to the fact that Tdbqot'in history was very 
k n p o m t  to its people. Because we worked with the Tklbqut'in fiom the very begioning. They 
published an article abour the symposium in Wolf Howls [a T'Bqot'in journal which went door 
to door to all the T'Ihqot'in communities]. It was with the TsiIhqotb 's Mi policical and 
administrative support that so many of the& people knew about the conference to corne all chat 
way poss1997: 7). 

1 expect that this lesson and the process it prompted and continued is likely to lead to more 

examinations of practice and dieory on the part of both Ho, the Museum of Anthropology, and 

myself. 



The Symposium: whose success, whose business? 

Ho's evaluation of cultural and representation politics as they are played out at MOA is 

based on tesMg them through a hamework of ''working mith cornmuniües?'. This is the basis on 

which she has now corne to question whether holding a public symposium to deal with the issues 

smounding HIGH SWCK wns "aay of our business". Ifs a question she leaves open, saying. 

In hïndsight, and even afier when we talked CO the Tkiihqot'in again, they said there was a 10 t of 
good feedback even though people felt that the symposium should have been held in theK 
tenitory. With Chief Gerald JO hnny's rem& still impiinted in my head, 1 think chat it might 
have been somerhing to consider: thac organizing the symposium was not our bwsines~ at a/.  (Foss 
1997:8). 

1 d leave this question more open than closed, after proposing the idea that the symposium was a 

good t h g  in the end if something - some consuuctive effect or process - emerges fiom it. 1 

appreciate an intercultural event open to cross-communicauon which bas the effect of bringing 

contemporq art into direct-contact with discussion and contemplation of m e n t  and historical 

events and relationships, and, equally importandy, which bPngs together people who are usually 

kept apart by the categorical lines & a m  between them and the unequal relarionships through which 

they must t q  to relate. My critiques of culturally-specific, alrnos t globally-dominahg divisions 

between supposedly universal and objectively expressive hne art and other realms of human activity 

do lead to an interest in pieces of work, events, and practices which, through various kinds of 

tightrope-walking between and across disciplines, snnp the taut strings meant to contain 'art' and 

We'. 

That doesn't settle the matter, however. Here are some aspects of the symposium itself, 

accomplishments prompted by it, and possibiliaes opened through it which seem constructive to 

me: 

The symposium was incredibly welI-attended by Tn(hqot'in and other FLst Nations people. 

Many participants, such as Chief Gerald Johnny (Tdbqot'in), Annie William (former Tfilhqot>in 

chief at Xeni Gwet'in or Nemiah), Chief Thomas Billyboy, TXbqot!in chief at Esdi/ab 

(Alexmdria), Chief Francis Laceese, Tdbqoot'in chief at TPesqox (Toosey), Cassidy Sill, chief of the 

Southem Caxrier ccmmuniy of Ulkatcho, Mary Williams (Ulhatcho), Nancy Sandy, Shuswap 

Nation and Williams Lake Band, and ohers, chose to speak publidy about the issues in 

question. It was obvious that a lot of people felt that the gbthering was a useful fo1m in which 

to talk about very serious histones and relationships. As Judith Williams noted, "the degree to 



which T.Lbqot 'hi people spoke in public at the symposium was a very posiave outcorne.. .. the 

judges were amazed, afier the* experience at the [1993 Canboo-ChilcoM] justice inquiry, ar the 

degree to which Tri/qot>in people took this chance to speak" (personal com.muaication, 1996). 

Tn7hqotY.n individuals expressed that h e k g  th& histories publicly told at the symposium was a 

valuable, healing, and vafidaMg act and experience in itseE 

At the symposium, the opportuniy was provided and taken to address the b e n e h  and 

;-nnnkmients Dro~ïfxi2d 1993 CaBboo-Chilcotin Justice 1nquit-y. Speakers commented - - -- - A 

on its impact or la& of impact in their communities, and linked it with historkal events and the 
11 f 

aponance of history-telling. Judith Williams thought that there were some negaave paraueis 

between the justice inquïq and the symposium for sorne First Nations participants: "the 

Tzi(qof f'in were disappointed...they wanted decisions on the spot ... it was the same with the justice 

repo S... the notion of how chings work is that somethiag should be deded. -...with the bureaucracy 

involved, things were deadened-not enough happened". On the other hand, she noted that this 

negative aspect of the two processes opened up the possibzty in some people's minds of M e r  

opportunities for discussion and cooperative work: <'Annie William said at the cime that we 

should have another one in a year. She saw already that the process would have to be 

Judith Williamsy book on the Tsilhqot'in War and sunounding period, also titled Hïgh SIack, 

which was arritten afier the symposium and based on her own research, was well-received and 

considered usehl and p d y  remediary of Me1 Rothenburger's 1970s history (The Chilcotin War) 

by at least some Tr7hqoot'in people, according to a review in Wolf Howls, a Tdlbqot'in journal. 

Williams felt that she could have Mitten a better book with access to the symposium videotapes. 

However, she emphasized to me that she thought this suspended situation could be an 

opportmitg for Tn7hqot'in people to follow up on the history-telling which happened a t  the 

symposium. The appearance of Williams' history, combined with the symposium activitg, rnay 

lend momentun to long-sustained commmity histories re-emerging in more places, cimes, and 

fomis, and to more purposes 

Discussion at the symposium itself seemed to galvanize some actions in Tdbqot 'in communities 

to obtain more equal control over representations of the TnIhqot'in Nation in public historical 

sources. Some participants discussed, duPng the symposium session, mouncing an effort to 

have Rothenburger's book removed Lom public libraxies in the ChilcoM region, and in this way 

publicly addtessed the domination of p d  histories over collective understandings of the 

region's past and present. 



The videotapes of the symposium are a new document of Tri@t'in histones and exphnations 

of histo y- tehg  in the context of present-day BC; theL circulation and display is under the 

control of the TsiIhqot'Ni Nation. It may well be that a use deemed valuable by Taibqot'in people 

d be found within Tsibqoot'M cornmULLities; in any case the decision of what to do w h  thïs new 

document now rests with these communities' governen t  Conuol over self-representations is 

something that Firsr Nations are s d  fightïng for in this counny, and the power to represent is 

not merely cosmetic or symbolic, but a fundamend pas of oppression and resistance to 

oppression. T'Ibqot'h conml over the symposium videotapes represents a real shaPog of power 

between the institution normally - and exdusively - licensed to represent the culture and history 

of the anthropological 'O ther' and a group whose public representation is usually deemed the 

respoasibility and Bght of that institution. 

Knowing and being Irnown: anthropology and expertise 

disciplines and expertise 

A side-effect of western thought's generd attempt to knowledges k t 0  independent 

saeams or disciplines is ~pen'alr~afron. Spedïzation is not always a problem, and things would not 

necessady be better if eueryoone were pushed toward geoeralism in the same way we are now pushed 

to spedalize so that me c m  claim expertise. My point is that, as feminist academics have long 

pointed out, disuplinaq bounddes tend to falsely separate issues and structures wMh are actually 

closely rektcd to each other in the renlirg of people's Lives. This separation combines with (at least) 

m important aspects of tbis souecg's organization: a) unequal relationships in power whïch are 

smicnired accordkg to historical terms of discrimination like gender, race, sexuality, dass, and 

(dis)abïlity, aeating hierarchies among people; and b) commodifïcarion of recognized fields of 

knowledge. Together, these factors produce a situation in whïch it's easy to believe and acr as if 

only those who have 'provea' themselves expert on something - and who are in a position to have 

the means to do this - know anything or are woah listening to 6- m e  smictures and values of many 

of our large institutions and systems like education, law, business, and govemment, ue encoded with 

overlapping ideologies and pradtces of raüsm, sexism, dassism, heterosexkm, and ableism cunent 

in Canadian society. This means that forms of exlusion and inequality are present not only as 

personl acts or arritudes, but also as suuctural and systemic baaiers and mechanisms of oppression. 

Thus the standards, polides and organization of our collective institutions - which claim neu~ality 



and faMess - function as what have been tenned "gatekeepers" for many professions and positions 

of power. Historical inequalities between groups of people affect who is able to access professional 

stanis and the power of expertise; and at the same time the qualifications, processes, and resources 

reqyired to bcrame professional or expert ofien act as mechanisrns of exclusion and oppression, i-e. 

"gatekeeperj", in themselves. 

This phenornenon, and its idealization in the culme, which 1% call expertzkm, produces an 

interesthg situation. The people who have been able to jump through a prescribed number and 

b d  of disciplinary hoops (and who agree to uphold the tenets of a field) are seen to have 

knowledge about things chat lie in the territory of that field. People who don't have the aedentials 

(whose 'standards' axe set most often by experts whose iaterests liein the profession) are sometimes 

neated as if they know very little; or if theix knowledge is recognized it is given less credence and 

authority than that of expem. The result usually is that those defked as expert have relatively more 

power and conool over many s m m s  of knowledge and kinds of practice; e s p e d y  in th& public 

representation. 

Alùiough men of colour and aboogind men, a l l  wornen, people with disabiliües, openly gay 

people, and people Erom poor or workkig-class backgrounds have increasingly infltxated and 

succeeded in all professions, including those requieng cosdy training and accorded popular prestige, 

equitable representation of a diversiy of people in roles considered worthy of "experts" is by no 

means a reality. An examination of the possible effects of ideologies and practices of sexism, radsm, 

etc. on work undertaken in institutions such as MOA and on the ways it is canied out within a 

professional setàng follows from chis connection. This means thinking about not only what spe&c 

cunent practices are and how/if chey manifest cunent forms and smicutres of discrimination; but 

also looking at who has been able to enter into positions of authoriy in such institutions and 

whetber past systems and forms of oppression (which include historical colonial policies and their 

cany-overs and chronic maldis~bution of resources, wealth and access to education as well as 

instances of overt discnminagon) conMue to have an impact on an institution's shape, identitg, 

organlation, and work. 



academic expertise and MOA 

In my brie£ hands-on experience as a student there, 1 persondy was surptised by the degree 

of specialized depamnentalization of different kînds of museum work (such as mation, 

conservatios and design) at MOA spe&cally becawe of my exposute to several people's 

descriptions of its keedom £tom these appzatuses. While it rnay well be m e  that disâplnary 

boundaries and emphasis on expertise are much b e r  at other museums, I e s p e d y  noticed 

instances of divisions of labour and thought and krge differences in authority because o f  the 

statements (which I've dkcussed in eady pages) of several staff and former students about 

horkontality and tendencies toward collaborations in the rnuseum. 1 was interested in the emphasis 

placed by students as well as some staff on professionalism and expemse in mattas of 

representation and worklig in museums during my cowsework at MOA. Rosa Ho indicated to me 

that the professional power of curators at MOA is undergoing transfomiauon and reduction: 

I think what has changed so much in the last nine yeaxs sioce I've worked at MOA is that.. the 
older systern, which involved the curator making al1 the decisions, all the judgments, and 
unquestioning so is now changing. and that tumed [into] going down many many paths, you know 
some as long as HIGH SLACK and ... I have corne to a point where .... the plan is that your 
practice is informed by what you're l is tekg to and what you're hearing (Foss 1997: 9). 

My discussion of expertkm is not meant to discredit or ignore the possibility and the reality of 

positive change through analyziog and shaPng the disciplinary authonty to conmbute to and have 

some control over museum research and representations. 

The Vancouver Museum has recendy shown an exhibition, cded "Tbxough My Eyes", 

which speaks to the relevance of tensions b e m e n  expert disciplines' knowledges about First 

Nations collections and how these knowings c m  miss or completely misinterpret idgenous 

explanations and uses of objects. This parti& exhibit, like recent exhibits at MOA as we& uses 

First Nations people's comments to represent and explain the objects it displays to the public, and in 

doing so acknowledged that museum experts are not the only source of valid and important 

information about First Nations products '. The issue of re-appropriation of cultural objects back 

to aboriginal communities, and how and when the exTerts invested in caring for them the& way will 

recognize indigenous rights and abilities to house this 'materd culture' themselves, is a fuaher step 



in the dismantling of the system of expertism. (When govemments and the public Ml1 see fit to funà 

more First Nations bddings and training, etc. probably needed to make this happen in general is 

another question) 8. 

Deborah Rooc makes a comment about the role of the anthropology museum chat that is 

relevant to these considerations: 

The nouons that other cultures exist as objects of study, that the museum has n responsibility to 
salvage aspects of cultures under pressure from colonialism, that the spectator's penisal of rhis 
display of culture consututes some f o m  of understanding, and indeed that understanding must 
be mediated by experts enforce the sepatation between them and us ... Most rnuseum people, no 
matter how cticical of the colonial history of the museum, c o n ~ u e  to subscnbe to notions of 
suence and of expertise, which c o n ~ u e  to maintain that objects are best off in places where 
they can be seen by white people, even if certain objects were not intended to be displayed. 
Most contend that the museum is the site where these objects can be properly looked after. 
And most c o n ~ u e  to maintain a notion of the authentic object, which precludes in advance 
the subsutution of reproductions in museum displays (1996: 109) ). 

This recalls Rosa Ho's question: whose agenda is being served in museum exhibitions and 

programs? For whom is it best that these collecuons rem& intact in the museums where they are 

presendy housed? 

There is a historically-constructed line - because those who in the past have been able to enter the 

professions in question have not generally been those whose objects have been collected for 

ethnologicd display - between those who have more control over the representations MOA creates 

and those who have less latitude and say in the debates over the museum's projects and 

development As I've mentioned and as Ho emphasized, these types of boundaries have been 

increasingly crossed, although not destroyed completely- The full-time curator positions of Ho 

herself (who is of Chinese descenr) and Pam Brown (a Hei/fnrk woman), and the temporary 

appointment of Lym W, a Mohawk woman who WU begin a two-year, Canada Council hinded, 

First Nations cura tod  residency at MOA in h p d  1998, are evidence of the way this process is 

unfo lhg  at MOA. 

It is worth recaUing here that anthropological ccscience"' played a key role in coining the 

concept of cultures, and did sa within a sigdicant shift in European thought, brought about by the 

colonial period, in which a new - and soon to be globally dominant -concept of "race" was forged. 



'This is not io Say that other fomis and sources of rausrn are not relevant to a consideration of 

rausm in general in Canada, or that rausm is a monolithic ideology or behavioirr involving 'Bad" 

cornplicitous indisridds only. Structures, practices, concepts, and mechanïsms of racism are 

multiple and change over cime, on collective and individual levels. However. naming white- 

- 

suoremadst racism as an imporont femework of Canada's historical and contempoiq  soue^, and - L 

naming its histoncdy- and culturdy-speu6c source in a global piocess wïth local madestauons is 

imoortant. This ir why I use the tean  c c r a ~ a t i o d ' .  Cornplex relationships and iisues are a k n  - 
L 

simplirticdy explained as "racial" - and people are labelled by their perceived "race" - rhrovgh rn 

acceptame of and dependence on the naiumine~~ of caregories of race. This naturalness war/abnkuted 

by a European süentïfïc discoune ~6th close ries to globd colo&sm and capiralsm. it is thir 

& 

concept of (a biological order O£) races, which is historicallg and culturdy &&ct fiom the many 

other forms of rarist practice among people, thar informed the detemiinist 'bihite-dom" rausm 

S. 

that was mobilized in colonial h e s  and thai s t .  smictures the dominant fomis of racism M 

contemporq Canadian s o u e g  This does not lead to ignoring the complex realiy of rausm in 

Canada, and does not lead to an erremaluauon of the issues and practices of racism. It txaces the 

relevance of past and present Gameworks and dominant systems of racism to our par~cuia~ 

1 am not iiiguing that the scientifïc and colonial ongins of anùiiopologi wholly dcteimine 

the limits and passibiliües of anthropologicrl theory and practice in Lzter years. These onguis are 

common tn mony aspects of white-western acadernic thought, including art history, the one 1 have 

been mosdy tsained in, and to many aspects of westem/northem relations with people of other 

p m  of the globe- Many critiques of race-ist and nco-colod tendenues in recent antbropolagy 

and other theoreucal fields have " fact becn w&en by an&opologisÿ- D i S ~ O ~ s e S  about 'dvesJ 

have expanded and s M e d  to include the study of white-western cultures, which traditiondy 

pdcipated ui anihropology only as the studier and audience of knowledge about 'other' cultures. 

However, 'cultural. discourse in anrhropology has not completely shed its beginniogs. The effects of 

the racialization of people by colonizing powen are m a t e d y  manifesr in aathxopology museums, 



colo~ed/snidied/known/collected is stïll evident in the simple fact of whicb people's objects 

make up the majonv of their collections- Deborah Root believes that contemporary museum 

anthropology squinns away £rom the issue of its discipline's and practices' connection to pasr and 

present colonial relations, with heir ties to raaalized practices: 'West exhibitions of so-cded 

e thnographic cultures elide colonialism akogether, pr e fening an idealized space untouc hed b y capital 

and bad taste.. ." (1996:109). 

expertise, disciplinary corssings, and HIGH SLACK 

It is intereshg chat Rosa Ho reported that some MOA stafPs critiùsm of HIGH SLACK 

were based on the idea that the responsibility of representation was in the hands of an artist who 

exhibited a lack of expemse in their fields, and a disreffard for the way things should be done in the 

museum profession. Here is a bit of our conversation: 

CF: I'm curious about the opposition that you did corne up against with HIGH SUCK.  
I don't koow what the details of that opposition were. 13m not necessarily looking for the 
details, but it seems to me that if you3re giiving me the information that the instimuon was 
recognizing that there were... some real boundaries to be investigated if not jumped benveen art 
and anhopology and different ways of r e p r e s e n ~ g  some of this wo rk... I'm aying to reconale 
that agenda being open and recognized with some of the different reactions to the... exhibits 
that have happened. 
R H :  In hindsight 1 don3t thLik diey are as significant to me nom. The opposition we 
encountered at the cime was basic human behaviour and reaction to the work of an &sr who 
was not a trained archaeologist, veeling into that disciplinary domain. An archaeologist hoking 
ar thïs exhibition proposal, of course they could only look at it hrough th& glasses. I think 
there were also oher  underlying reasoas. Perceived disuplliarg boundaries were certainly an 
issue. It was not so much chat their temtory was trespassed - or even misrepresented Rather, a 
source of knowledge being inadequately, or amateurishly, or naively incorporated. I Ehink now 
that my colleagues were quite entitled to their opinions... h y  cime you are i n t e r p r e ~ g  or 
drawing kom someone else's expertise; whether it is about food or what have you, every 
speualist will have their own views on how one should go about itFoss 1997: 4). 

To some degree, 1 think Ho's description of expemse-based opposition to Williams' work as human 

nature and individual rigour may tend to elide a possible implication of the& criticism of the reseatch 

and presentation of HIGH SLACIC m e  Ho recognized her colleagues' fear of misuse of 



universal or individual human behaviour. They are hked in some way to the context of the 

disciplinary system and its emphasis on expertise outlined above. 

I do not mean to suggest that my defi t ion of expertism provides a full exphnation for the 

intemal critickm dkected at HIGH SLACK. The situation was more cornplex. Ho noted that there 

is (at Ieast) one other important context to which criticism of HIGH SLACK should be linked. This 

is the context of contemporary art, in which Williams' work does stand out as a difficult exampie. 

HIGH SLACK required a lot of time and attention fiom its viewers. It was not a stmighdorward 

reoresentation or one that was easy to decode. In fact, it demanded a fair bit of detective work. As 

1 descnie in chapter 8, visitors to the museum remarked voluminously on this character of the 

installation in the public response books provided. Ho's perspective is that her colleagues at MOA 

simikrly sa-uggled to corne to terms wirh this aspect of HIGH SLACK Her conclusion was that 

she could not expect them to address the insta.htion in the terms of contemporary art discourse. 

She identxed this situation as a disuplinary gap that was not bridged: 

. . .there are disciplliary boundarïes for sure, but I thuik at the tirne perhaps the most.. . 
stumbhg problems people may have [hadl ioternally [involvedl coatemporary art, period. . . It 
is tough; contemporary art ir very difficult Contemporary art  speaks to very few people anyay, 
and so yes, one issue has to do with contemporaq artper se, and secondatily, contemporary art 
that's also veering into FLst Nations hiscoty (Foss 1997: 4). 

Where these boundaries became inelevant and so were subject to crossing, as Ho pointed 

out, was at the public symposium. One of the special aspects of this ment was the degree to which 

it was attended by a broad range of academics from the universitg communïty, with the positive 

result that active connections benveen art practice, anthropology, kw, and political science, to name 

a few, were made. Judith Williams' express plan for this symposium was that T 'o t ' i t r  people have 

a chance to publicly address the issues sunounding her installation in a context available to and 

i m p a c ~ g  on the University and selated audiences of students, researchers, lawyers, and journalis ts, 

and the Tstlhqoot'in themselves, etc. This public gathering, conceived of as a consdous extension of a 

contemporary art work, provided a rare and valuable forum not only for the discussion of diverse 

histolical and political issues, but also for interaction among personal perspectives and diverse 

disciplines and contexts. 



Endnoteç 

1. Ho told me that the Royal British Columbia Museum and Canadian Museum of Civilization have 
been required to respond to repaetion requests as part of the B.C. provincial-federal-kt nations 
treaty-makiag process initiated in 1993 by the Harcourt-led provincial New Democratic P q  
govemment and in relation to any spe&c and comprehensive aborighal land claims. The UBC 
Museum of hthropology has developed a repauiation document and has a repabtion cornmittee 
headed by Mieam ClavL, the museum conservator. Ho noted that two different sets of objects have 
recently been rentnied to th& originators/oamers - one to a f d y  and another to the Zuni people 
- and that W e r  requests have been received by the museum. It is w o d  noting that since 1 began 
my research repamation of cultural matelials has emerged as an issue for public debate in popular 
discourse as weIl. In 1995, The Vancouver Sun ran two major scories by Douglas Todd on 
particulat repatriation k h t s  (Februq 22, on the front page, and December 16, as the cover stoq 
for the Sanirdav Revïew) . The cases involved "the descendants of 19&-century West Coast 
mïssionaries such as United Church icon Thomas Crosby and linglicaa rector Robert Dundas [who 
were] busy selling off Haida, Tsimshian, and Kwakiutl rades, c h  masks, dan+ blankets, animal 
crests and numerous other pieces" (December 16). 

2. The organization of the public symposium was kstly W i i s '  idea. The actual format, 
Lnplementauon, and p e p a ü o n  evolved rbrough consultation and research work by Ho and then- 
MOA uitem Greg Brass with the Tsilhqot'in National Govemment and other resource people. Ho 
herself saw the symposium planaiag as the kind of m u d y  respectid and power-sharing 
rekLionship chat bring about shnred ownersbip of a project and its outcome. (See her staiernents in 
the text, beginning cc . . - you bPng what you know" and "The fact that so many" for more on her 
ideas about the symposium's s i ~ c a n c e . )  

3. In her article entitled ''kt Histoqr", Gifx~an d s t  and curator Doreen Jensen takes apaxt 
Europeans' culturally-specifïc tendency to arbitranly separate the 'aetistic' from the rest of human 
production and work, and describes the ways that the imposition of this view on the objects of 
culnires which do not share it has negative effects on the production, appreciation, and 
understandhg of First Nations am.  Deborah Roofs analysis that "ideas of beauty... have been 
absmcted from th& social and cultural matrk, Magined as somethitlg separate and transcendent 
that makes all the violence and repressions of history thinkabley'(1992:1 8) has helped me to think 
about the ways both beautiful-individual-artwork treatment and cuLtural/cerernod-significance 
explnations of First Nations objects obscure some of the reasons that they are in anthropology 
museums in the &st place, which are rooted at least partly in the oppressive colonial (and neo- 
colonial) policies and practices of B.C.'s history. 

4. Greg Sarris writes about matenal culture's iaseparability Erom contextual history and academic 
tendencies to attemp t this separation in his book, Kee~ing Slup Woman hlive. His analysis briugs 

importaot context to Rosa HO'S comrnents and my new percepMns of the T'alhqot'in baskets in 
MOA's collection. In a discussion of estemal consmicts of commoditied and rnuseum-displayed 
Porno basekm he emphasizes that: 

What is not asked [about the baskets] - perhaps because the answer has been successhlly swept 
into the corners of a political uncons~ousness and thus assumed in a vague way - is what 
happened and continues to happen that allows one group of people to discuss the artifacts of 
another people separate hom the people themselves? I know we often have no h g  
representatives to speak for the d a c t s ,  but is this not e e r  reason to remind ourselves of 
the question? It seems that the shift Gom "cult value" to "exhibition value" displaces the 
basket's historîcal testimony.. . and this displacement not only maintains a separation of the 



spectator fiom the wodd and history out of which the  baskets were created but also preupitates 
a closed cyde of presentation and discussion about the basketry itself.. .. It is virutally 
impossible for the spectator today, viewing the baskets in. . . museums quite removed from the 
Porno [or Tsilhqot'id themselves, to see hem as much more than autonomous pieces of art. 
This autonomy eclipses the possïbility of understanding the forces - those in d i c h  the 
spectator is W e n t l y  involved - of history . . . . We immediately forget how we are looking 
(1993: 53-4,55,57). 

The public symposium based on HIGH S U C K  brought MOA's displays and the forces of history 
and comrnuniy context into connection. How I was seeing the baskets in visible storage was 
brought into sharp focus because of the event- 

5. Part of the Wolf Howls review of High Slack, "Hi$ J/ack book gives insight into Chilcotin War of 
4", reads: 
TNG [Tsilbqot'in National Govemrnent] historian and former UBC professor Brian Mayne's 
impression of the book is: "It is a usehil collection of most of the prirnary resource materials 
relaMg to the wr that are avaihble in the wntten record. hlthough the book has some 
weaknesses, some of which d annoy most Tsilhqoc'in readers, ifis much better than what is 
presently available. The publication of Hzih Sbck means that Mel Rothenberger's The Cbdoctin 
War cm - and should - immediately be removed hom the school asn placed in stroage by the 
libraries, or at least moved into the fiction section. Instead of reaching conclusions, H .  Shck 
asks questions. The author identifies and awaits the major component of the story that is 
missing, that which has been sustained by the oral tradition of the Tsilhqoc'in Nation. She 
acknowledges that the rest of the story can only be supplied by the TsiIbqot>NI, in whatever way 
they may choose". . . 

6. My emphasis on discipliaq specialization and its relationships to expertise, hierarchical 
smictures, and professionalism emerged not kom Rosa Ho's comments or analysis in our research 
interview, but fiom c a ~ e c t i o n s  I myself made becween our discussion and my other, separate 
expenences of MOA (such as those 1 accumulated as a student at the museum). As a student at 
MOA, involved in curating an eAdiibiuon Mth other members of my class, 1 noticed that ideals of 
'cexper&e" and "'being expert", c'professionalism"y and asplations to specialization were expressed 

7. "Through My Eyes" (on which 1 have done no fonnal research) is not an isolated example, but 
part of a movement in critical anthropology and museum representauon of 'other' people's cultural 
objects wbich has also been evïdent in projects at MOA. This nend is toward recognizing, implicitly 
and expliutly in the language of exhibitions, certain aspects of this kind of public display. 

Fkst is the understanding that the 'voices' which characterize the texts and images that 
represent and explain collections to the public should be identified and partïcularized as belonging 
to an individual perspective resulting from histoPcal positioning. This is a movement away from 
curatord texts and illustrations which invoke or leave undisturbed a pose of authofitative, 
universalized institutional knowledge about whntever is being vïewed. 

Second is a further step dong this path. If the aura and belief in a neu~al,  omniscient 
inshtional explanation is deconstructed, and ir's understood that historical, cultural, and personal 
biases in museum representations need to be recognked and explicïtly identified, the question of 
which set of biases be dowed to evplain objects to the public arises. If cueacorship represents 
individual and histokd positioaings and perspectives on a display rather than a universal academic 
knowledge and expertise, what argument c m  be made h a t  a professional cwator should be the only 
person who gives voice to an exhibit? What knowledges might - or should - other people, such as 



the group who originated objects to be displayed, be able to  use in representing dilferent museum 
collecaons? 

This is che question behind "Through My- Eyes" and other recent exhibitions of First 
Nations objects in which an acknowledgement has been made Ehat it makes sense, both in temis of 
cultu~al accuracy and in tems of colonized peoples' smiggle to gain the right to ïepresent 
themselves, for Fint Nations people to choose how to espkio objects of th& oam cultures. It is 
also being understood thac it is important for aboriginal people's knowledge and explanatory Pghts 
to be recognized openly in institutions d i c h  often hold coUections which the First Nations 
themselves no longex have - and no longer have pady becume they are simng instead in places like 
the Vancouver Museum, the Evluseum of hnthropology, the Royal British Columbia Museum in 
Victoria, the National Gallery and Museum of Civilization in Ottawa, and museums in New York, 
Berlin, and other cities. 

Of course, movements and geswes in diis direction are vmiably successfid and go to 
var$ng lengths. Whde it ma? be a positive step for First Nations people to be quoted in explanatory 
text (cded cclabels") about First Nations cultural objects in displays like "Th~ough My Eyes" and 
other recent eghl~itions (including one 1 participated in, in 199G, as one of 30 or so curators in an 
anthropology course ar UBC MOh, in whkh we quo ted FLst Nations axüsts), there are other levels 
and processes of control of public representatioa which rnay or may not be opened up to abonginal 
people in different exhibitions and museums. These indude not only deusions about how to 
visually display objects and images (in what kind of case, with what colours and Iighcing, sound, 
illustrations, or text, and in what kind of space), but dso issues of how to select objects for public 
display, how to do and present research on hem, of how ro kame their display concepmallp, and 
how to dean, display, and srore them safely m d  conecdy - which are cded cLconservation" issues. 

8. There are a growhg number of FLst Kations culmal centres in B.C. where and ~ d ~ d  
objects are displayed by rhe communities themselves. 
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Chapter 7: My receptions as a viewer create meanings for HIGH SLACK 

As 1 mentioned in the Introduction, culturally and historically specific assumptions were 

inherent in rny o m  reading of HIGH S W C K  in its museum context When 1 walked into the 

MOA gallery where Williams' work was on display, these assumptions combined Mth my particular 

&tical - and spedfically feminist - perspectives to create a complex e-xperience for me. Later 1 

leamed how much my perceptions and inrerpretations varied kom those of other people, induding 

Wiuiams herself. Confrontations wih facts about HIGH S U C K  which con~adicted my personal 

receptions of it, and discussions about the work's meanizlgs in interaction with the intentions of its 

producer as well as other viewers of the work, have provided ways to ïnvestigate how my 

assumptions and readings fit in Mth and shed light on the cultural and s o d  environment of which 

1 am a member. 

In fact, it has been precisely thm& fadng and +g co understand difference between my 

interpretations of HIGH SWCK's meaaings and b c t i o n  and those of Williams, Rosa Ho, viewers 

who wrote comments in the public response books, and symposium pamdpants, that 1 have learned 

about how different points of view and interpretations are created by and negotiated through o u  

positions (feminist studeat, artist, curator, museum Fisitor, TsiIhqoi>in chief.. .) in a histoncal, social 

and political context. Looking carefdly at these relationships of difference has helped me to build 

bridges of analysis and understanding a) between my views and the views of others b) between ali of 

our understandings and the context which we live ioside, and c) benveen the art work itself and this 

context '. 

Therefore, in the following pages I wiu explore my individual re-inventions of HIGH 

SLACK by considePng them especially in relation CO the statements of che d s t  and to the Mder 

historical context that I inhabit and that inhabits me. Spedfically, I will explore my interpretations 

of the installation as three things: tint, an art work by a Firs t Nations woman; second, a feminist 

work; and third, an mu-colonial work. 



Several months ago, (over three years afier viewing HIGH SLACK for the hrst time and 

commencing my MA. research) I was sitting in the archives of the UBC Museum of Anthropology, 

re-reading the public response books which 1 had iniàally encountered as part of HIGH SLACK's 

display. 1 fipped rhrough the pages of the m o  volumes full of hundreds of viewen' reactions and 

analyses of Williams' installation, getting a general feeling for the range of emotions, evaluations, and 

assumptions they presented. 1 read and began to analyze some of the responses of other people to 

HIGH SUCK.  As the broad oudines of a range of reactions emerged, 1 felt tapped into the 

emotions and assumptions of strangen who ohen wote  very bluntly and expressively about the 

installation and the rnuseum in a way that the Ereedom to choose anonymity or named presence, and 

the chance to duectly address an d s t ,  instimtion and other audience members seems to encourage. 

It was with a jolt of surprise and belated recollection that 1 recognized my owi  (anonymous) 

comment. Before I realized that I was readuig myseif, I perceived myself as an unknown stranger 

and registered my words without an7 sense of identification with hem or understanding of their 

perspective- It was like peeking over the shoulder of another version of myself, and it was a 

moment that dowed an unusual kind of perspective on my own reactions - one unattached to 

identification, empathy, or dehnsiveness. This moment also recded some crucial aspects of my 

k t  reading of HIGH SWCK as a vîewer. (1 choose to elcplore them here because they help me 

articulate some of the things and ways I have learned fiom HIGH SWCK and the people in its 

web.) Here's what 1 wrote in Augusc 1994, in direct response to a visitor who wrote: "complete and 

utter crap! This is an anthropology museum no t an interpetive art gallery!" (II: 20) and to O ther 

commentators who, I had felt at the t i m e  of w r i ~ g ,  asked repeatedly for more muent Native 

cctools" and "artifacts" that would tell them about "their" history. Like some other MOA visitors, I 

wrote more in response to other people's comments than to HIGH S U C K  itself: 

The anger is these pages is so transparent it almost doesn't deserve comment. Why are we so 
obsessed Mdi the line our dominant white culcure has drawn between "art" (white) and 
"artifact, craHJ (non-white)? W h y  are you so pissed off when a native woman dares to cross 
over your mental line in the sacd? These cultures (represented in this muse-) are as alive and 
contemporarg as white North-hmerican  culture^'. They are not curiosities kom the past. (II: 



Reception througk interaction 

acting in context 

Aside hom some embanassment about my decision to make a speech in the response book, 1 want to 

note three diings about this paragraph of mine, because they lead to an analysis of aspects of my 

h t  reception of HIGH SLACK whidi have taught me some good iessons. (In analyzing my e d e r  

responses £rom my present point of view, 1 don't intend to imply that now I've figured everythïng 

out- The thesis has reaQ been a conMual process of leaming which will not end because ifs 

"hished". Ifs an ongoing process.) 1 will punue this discussion in a dialectic form - in a 

conversation with myseE In dl three cases, 1 ivill hrst desmie and question my previous Sewpoint 

or assumption, and then attempt to answer myself now. 

7. In painting orri the ran'alixatioion oftbe content.. of the museum 5 mtiqzting the bieranhz'cai d d .  mainkzïned 

in people 'z mindr befween an art o&t and an anfbm~oiogi'cal artrjtacf, I took my me fmm otber  comment^ in 

the respome book. Many comments ststb@istica/~ aligned %rtrjc,cfsY' wiih 'Nufiw mit~re and hiiforyH and let 

t b i ~  body of sfz~funcfion as a j i / for  Wï/liams ' work, &ch wax mdited and more often dismdited - in 

contrast - as 'cmodPm artYi Looking nov at  my asseriion tbat tbere was a clear-nrt dichotomy being mated in 

tbe hererponse book disourse between %on-white " arti f# and %bite" azi, 1 wonder bow m5r'caI I  var reaib 

bah& and bow mricb mz own perceptions of a sraric rafla1 &miion between nr/ tuaipmd~~~fc of dxenentgoips 

were rbqed by the Jame stnictcin. In my centering tfwbiteness, mthin my d q z z e  ofranalixed operating 

d@iition~. of art and 'non-ad, how far n'id 1 a~-tziaih go in deconsfmctrtzg the qara ius  I wiu angy at? 

Thinkiog about these questions, 1 have realized that rny comments are explained by a 

context within a context 1 piccure myself w i i ~ g  my statement inside a painted wooden egg floating 

iaside another. 

The larger context has to do with divisions between cultural products of groups and 

individuals and the way they are d e h e d  through the concept of 'race'. 1 absorbed and reproduced 

this racializauon of cultural products to a certain degree in: a) strucnieng my critique through the 

'white' - 'non-white' dichotomy, which had the effect of re-centering Eurocentric definitions of 'art' 

and 'non-aa' which themselves use racist logic; and, b) re-invoking r a d  h e s  though repetition of 

their temis rather than deconstruc~g 'race' as a social, histoncal creation and nof a hatural' realicg. 

The smaller context iovolves acknowledging my critical point O f view on these matters. 



hlthough, as I'Il discuss a Little lacer, 1 implicated myself in a not h l ly  explored assumption that this 

Museum of Anthropology represenced FLst Nations art and culture, 1 used knguage that pin-points 

race as an issue. 1 indicated my awareness that 'race', as a constructed category of hierarchlation, 

was mobilized not only in other peoples' perceptions of MOA and its contents, but aiso was also a 

factor in determining what and who is exhibited at  MOA ia the hrst place. This museum ir p M y  

a space for the exhibition of both older arid contemporq art by Fitst Nations individuals. Unequd, 

raQalited colonial and neo-colonial relationships play s large role in dictating the composition of the 

1 re-created HIGH SLACK as: the work of a woman of First Nations descent (leaming 
Tom othets) , 

2. In y comment 1 ai& mj a s m ~ t i o n  tbat the name on the i d  - 'yudith Wiliams" - behnged to a woman 

of  First Nationr backgmzind IWhy din 1 make tbir /e@ ofimaginnation? W b d  coniext - and uihaf afft'rude or 

1 was impressed by HIGH S U C I <  immediately because such prominent installations by 

women artists in major museunis are s d  not cornmonplace. My thinkùig about this was informed 

by my background in m history and my farniliarity with the sexïsm which s a  structures art history, 

criuusm, museum curation practices, and the ut market. My assigament of an aboeginal heritage 

to the name on the gallery wali in the moment of my first look at HIGH SLACK flowed particulatly 

from just haviug viewed exhtbition work by an anthropology dass at MOA. p e  course, whkh I 

later took, is called "The hthropology O €  Public Representation7'.) I was really interested by the 

work this class did with ~ I ~ S M K  red panels which asked questions dLecdy of museum visitors about 

what was being represented (or not) and how. 

The displays which d i i s  class had mounted reminded me that the sexism which still affects 

and even structures critical and academic ïesponses and attention (or lack of attention) to fernale 

k s t s  in general applies equally - if noc more strongly - to receptions and study of First Nations art. 

One of thw provocative sites noted the lack of works by First Nations women on display at MOA, 

and the anonymity of many &cts actuaIiy created by indigenous women, the o b s d g  of 

women's presence. The display sensitized me co the exclusion of First Nations women artists from 

anthropological and art-critical w r i ~ g  and curaùon on Wodwest  Coast' art, and to the ways this 



exclusion affected my experience as a visitor wandering through the building. Walking away from 

this exhibit into HIGH SLhCK's gallery, I slipped right into a mode of interpreting the insdlation 

as some kind of addressing of the exclusion of Fkst Nations women that the anthropology students 

had laid out for me. The show immediately fknctioned for me as a kind of antidote to the erasure of 

women pointed out in the permanent displays of First Nations sculptures, masks, and jewelrg. T'bis 

does not explain why 1 fded  to smmble onto the possibility that my assump tion about W i s '  

identiv may be mong u n d  well after 1 had walked back to die paeking lot For this explmation 1 

t u m  to both my crincal reading of M O h  as a space intended for contemporary indigenous art in a 

racist overall context, ac,d to my less &tical incorporation and deplopent of a popular (and at Ieas t 

somewhat accurate) idea that dus  museum - of antbmpo~ogy - represents aboeginal cultures. 

Racist and sexist assumpuons do s d  actively structure the way we, collectively, view and 

recognize art and the contexrs in which it is displayed. As we szw in chapter 4, Judith Williams 

interpreted MOA visirors' recepions of HIGH SLACK as a pardel to the assumptions made by 

cntics in the past about paintings signed oniy with inids. Then, people thought that if an artist was 

of f i d y  ungendered, and if the context O f the work was recognized as ad-&ed, then the A s t  mus t 

be male. Similady, some people thoughc that if an &st was officially un-raced, and if the context 

was hamed as anthmpoiogicalin B.C., then the artist must be aboriginal. 1 don't know how many 

people who saw HIGH SLACK at M O h  assumed its maker was of indigenous descent; I do know 

that 1 did. Williams was prepared for this assumpucs. Her preparation speaks to its currency, and 

also to the degree to which racid/eùinic categories, in an over-xrching hierarchy which posits 

European as neutxal and universal, support a 'self /'O ther' division between art and anthropological 

d a c t .  My own assumption that Williams was of aboriginal descent speaks partly to my 

internalizauon of art/anthropolom and white/non-white structures and reveals my invesment in 

what 1 expected to h d  in which museum. My assumptions speak to the commonly unmarked 

identity and supposedly nezdraj racial posiaoning of whites in 'art' spaces, and the marked, 

culniral/anthropological object sranis of art made by different people. 



recalling a Living history 

3. m d  if char in my maen  -onse tbat my beliefat tbe tirne was thnt ibc UBC Mzi~ezim ofAnibmpo/ogy 

npresents (at leastpninan3) abo@nui ndtures. Wbat led me to srate tbir su cutegoricaL~? How acnrmte wu.s 

2 To the degree my stafement, aad what dors (bis teil me abont the mur~um and the contexi in which it opmfes. 

tbat my infnnce wa.r inac~~mte. what is the xozme of my perception, which w a ~  ap~arenfb r h a d  by a bt of 
otberpeople wbo put tbeir reactions to HIGH SLACK in wn5ingl 

1 h d  it intereskg ro recd chat the display work of the anchropology d a s s  I referred to 

before intervened especially in the representational styles and nanatives of two particl& spaces in 

MOA. These weU-known areas of the rnuseum are the "Great Hall" (Eigure 36), whidi houses 

MOA's collection of monumental-scale 'No&west Coast' First Nations art, and the 'Tvfasterpiece 

Gallery", whose hinction is summarized in its name. This was another space containhg objects 

exclusively made by members of B.C. F k i  Nations - with the added selective component of 

dehning through its displaÿs the 'apex' of the 'creative espression' of the arciscs of this vely spec5c 

range of cultures. Together with h e  nook which houses Haida d s t  Bill Reid's famous sculpture of 

the Rouen and F M  Men, these two spaces dtjne MOA in most visitors' minds, and have givea the 

rnuseum an iconic scatus on a fairly broad level. The museum is collectively held as an icon pardy 

because of the unique and impressive relaüonship between architecture and objects at MOA, 

espeaally in these spaces. Arthur EBkson's design for the building is unique, and the magnificence 

of the large-scale works on display is dramatically emphasied by in big, open, day-lit spaces. More 

importantly, MOA's iconic identiq- and status reflects a popular assumption about this museurn's 

role to authoritatively and fd ly  represenr the cornmonly romanciuzed and fetishized indigenous 

culmes of B.C.. 

The point 1 am making here is diar MOA's role is generally understood to be the 

representauon and exphauon of (especially T\iorthwesc Coast') Fitst Nations cdtures h o u g h  

display of objects. h o t h e r  point to make is that 1, as part of a larger cultural context, absorbed and 

applied this general assumption in my hugust 1994 visit ro the museurn - to the point that 1 made 

the name Judith Williams srand for a woman of indigenous descent by a b d  of d e f d t  1 was 

operatkg on an unarticulated -and unrecognized - notion that unless given contrary evidence, the 

objects and artists inside the building's walls were of First Nations, simply because that's the subject 



of this museum. Except thac ifs not so simple. I t  is true diat rhere is a large degree of accuracy in 

this assurnption; as I've oudioed, in pracüce much of MOA's collection and exhibition and 

programming work revolves around the FLst Nations of this province. What this correlation 

benveen assumption and r e d y  escapes is the bigger-pictue question of Ivhy it is true and seemed 

cccommon sense" to me and so many others that B.C.'s major anthropology rnuseum has as irs 

subject First Nations objeccs and cultures. What can 1 leam about myself, the museum, and our 

context boom my assumpuon, its accuracy or inaccuracy, and ics source? 

1 think thac both mv assumption about MOA's contents and its broad correlation Mth what 

actcally happens at MOA have a cornmon source. Why would B.C.'s major anthropology museum's 

collection be fdl of First Nations objects? Why xvould 1 and odier visitors h d  this proper, or 

'naniral'? To answer the &sr question 1 will point, once again, to the region's history and to the 

importame and influence of the colonial and neo-colonial rel~tionships established and maiatained 

between abotiginal peoples and: hs r  Britain, then Canada and British Columbia. rUthough objects 

in MOA's collections have lound their way inside the museurn in a variety of ways, it is difficult (and 

ridiculous, in my opinion) CO my to argue diat the colonial ïehtionship, which has disempowered 

First Nations in relation to settler/Unmigrant sociev, s hould be considered as anything other than a 

major factor in the building of MO-1's collections and role. 

The fact thac MOh mosdy shows Fîrs t Nations a r t i s  ts and objects in its (con) temporary 

exhibits and permanent coUections is nor n pattern 1 can or u-ould seek to expkin as solely a 

con~ua t ion  of colonial parronnge or the relegation of Fist Nations a.rtists to an anthropology 

space. MORS m e n t  collection and eshibition practices also represent an attempt to deal with the 

externally-smicwed and unequal relationships benveen the institution and First Na~ons,  and count 

toward an effort to irnprore and equalize these relations. 

In reply to my second question 1 will remind myself thar in the 19th century anthropology 

established itself by offerbg its methods in service of d o c u m e n ~ g  and explainhg the societies of . 

idgenous peoples then being colonized by Europem nations. It is not surprising, then, that not 

many people (includiag me, for a long tirne) really notice patterns in what and who is represented in 

a museum like MOA, and that fewer s d  challenge these patterns. (See Chapter 2 for a more 



detailed discussion of British andiropology's roots in the colonial project.) 

In condusion, 1 want to emphasize that 1 brought with me to MOA an unders tanding of the 

racializing O Ç anthropologicd temtory and its (perforated) separateness fcom 'd, and that 1 

recognized that a generally selcist vision has organized the special discourse and market of 

Worthwest Coast' First Naüons art wirhin the realm of anthropology. My awareness of these 

structures did not stop me Erom hauling the entire conaaption into the rnuseum urith me, and out 

again as I thoughc over HIGH SLiCI(, however. If I could see the racism in the art/anthropology 

divide as well die seuism in the art/crafi duality, why did it surprise me to rhink: "Judith Williams 

might no t be an aboriginal woman's name!"? The answer is thac I failed to JM the assumptions that 

1 critiqued. 

1 te-cteated HIGH SLACK as: 
a work of feminist content and intent 

When 1 e s t  looked at the histones re-presented in HIGH S WCY and read the words and 

images on and under screens and in the pages of the bookworks, 1 diought 1 detected feminist 

commenraiy on women's places in colonist-written records and women's real historical roles and 

relations wich colonists in B.C. The historical m a t e d  chosen by Williams for the amvorks places 

Ficst Nations women in the material surroundings of the& contested land '. In different places in 

the room 1 found references cor thek generous anemprs to feed lost and needy Europeans in 

underground homes despite hardship; their belongings found on the ground after the Mlings which 

lead to the war, and th& tesufying about th& roles as wimesses to coloaial war events as chey 

worked on the land. For erample: 

The text of HOIST, taken kom Robert HomÇray3s ".A Winter' s Journey of 1861", rends: 

[...] INSIDE / WAS AN OLD W02VMN / + A SMAU FIRE / WE Hr\D WTH US / A 
ShfAU PIECE OF BREAD - + I OFFERED IT TO THEM. / THEY REFUSED TO EAT 
IT UNTIL WE C O N S U ~ ~ D  SOME FLRST / HOWEVER, / THE OLD M Y  / 
SEEMED PLEASED - / SHE OPENED A WOODEN BOX / + EMPTIED THE 
CONTENTS / INTO h DISH 



IT WAS h T O I E N  O F  / HER FRIENDLY FEELINGS / THE ShlELL \VAS 
INDESCJUBABLE. / SHE W D E D  M E  THE DISH ... 

In the spiral painting Hiph Slack, words Gom European records of the scene of the massacre 

and Williams' own words refer to the presence of First Nations women. Williams included the 

followïng words from the site repon 

THE WObIEN-.. WERE BETTER FED ... THE PRICE O F  PROSTITUTION WAS 
ENOUGW T O  MT.[ ...] 
THE BODY O F  BREWSTER[ ...] \VAS FOUh'D [...] -1 WO hLIN'S BOOT[ ...] FO UND. 

Williams' own text partially reads: 

[...] (IT WAS WELL KNOWN THAT THESE PEOPLE L . R E  LITTLE REMOVED 
FROM STARVATION) / NOBODY SAYS / WHOSE-FAULT A bLrW WAS KILLED ... / 
... h WObMN'S BOOT ... / ... KOW 1 LOST THE NAMES OF WOMEN... / iWE WON ... / 
(ïHE WAR?) ... [...] / PHE NAMES OF ... 

In one of the bookworks, 1861-1864 h Iikeness, Judge blatthew Ballie Begbie's notes on 

the testimony of a Tdihqot'in woman named Nancy, the d e  of famier William Manning, in the case 

of Regina v. Takit' was reproduced, as was some tesemony of another FLsr hTations woman called Ii- 

re-dioz~t-nei(. Nancy recded tha t: 

... Manning was working outside the house. Two Indian women came & told me the Indians 
were coming to MI him & advised me to leave for fear of being hurc. Manning asked why the 3 
wornen were speaking. 1 told hIn they said the Indians had killed ail the whites ar Homalco and 
would corne & kdl him. He said, '1 don't believe the ChilcoMs will hurt me. 1 have known 
them long, they Like me & wiJl give me the land.' .... We went into &e house & had b e r .  
Afterwuds, Manning went out. An old woman came & said, Terhaps they will kill you also. 
You had better go.' Manning said, You tell me this because you wish to leave me.' I said, 'No, 
you have plenty of flom which the savages will take - you cake what monep you have & go to 
Alexis.' hnother woman, &-rit, came & said, Don't stop, corne with me.' 1 went with her 
about 50 yards - heard a shot - looked round & saw Manning lying on the ground. Thnpf (the 
prisoner) has previously been a long time on the ground. (Ir appears to have been formerly a 
constant camping place of Tahpit & his &bey but Manning had deiven them off, & taken 
possession of the spring. - MBB) ... 1 saw hLn kill Manning - It was a litde above the house, 
outside ... (Williams 1996: 81). 

IA-e-dlo~t-ne// said tha t s he : 

Was at Manning's house the day of the murder. Saw the prisoner there. Two Indians wenr 
Gom the lodge to kill Mannlig. 1 and two other women went to get wood ... 1 heard Tabpil Say, 
'AU the Indians urge me to kill Manning & Aanahim does too.' That was all 1 heard. They 



both had guns. 1 heard a shot hred presently ... 1 saw Manning's body - it was quite dead - There 
were rnany Indians there ... (Williams 1996: 82). 

These passages hint at some of the ways that First Nations women were present as historical 

wimesses and actors and suggest some ways they related to the colonists (as wives, prosthtes, and 

strangers, fnendly and w q ) ,  to First Nations men (as allies and as  informer.^) and to each other (as 

&ends and CO-workers). The inclusion of these references, and espeually their visual juxtaposition 

with male- and European- dominared records die period and events, led me to believe thac a 

Eeminis t-kamed questionhg of the ways the colonial his tory of dJs province has been consmicted 

and re-told was undertaken in the installauon. 

Statements such as h e  follovrbg by Williams outde of the eshibition (in her witten 

introduction to the 1994 symposium program and in my own research interview with ber) convinced 

me M e r  that the references to women in the show could be read as feminist content, intent, and 

critique. First, from the program: 

The mistreatment of women by the road cïew is presently being suggested as a hither-to 
ignored major source of the confict- Oblique references ro the presence of women at the site 
of the massacre are to be found over and over in the archiva1 materid but no names are 
mentioned and there was no attempt to follow up on this clue. Rape has not been, u n d  very 
recently, considered a war ceme but more in the nature of "collateral damage''.... And naniraIly, 
1 wanted to know what happened to the women and children duPng what must have been a 
temfying time (Williams 1994: 38~4). 

And Tom our conversation: 

CF: ... the press release that MOA sent out.... Lames HIGH SLACK as two rhings. It c d s  it art, 
but it also c d s  it history. It says that--. ifs "a departue kom mditional presentations of research" 
and that ifs  <'a series of proposais for how we might look at historkal matenal in relation to 
contemporary issues' '.... 1 wondered whether you would describe what you were doing as partially ... 
historical research and presentation. does that have anything to do with what you're up to? 

JW: WeU' c e d y  .... number one: there's no sensible wornan &st who doesn't view art history 
with a jaundiced eye. If p u  look at sornething, and you're missing - somedung that proposes to be 
whole, and it's missing a chunk, you're bound to be -cal. Okay, then you look at historyper se, and 
you think ccwell, that's a litde bit likc it, it's all about war, and all about what these guys did, and what 
were the women and kids doing anyvay?". And so, 1 would thuik most women who think about it 
at al1 are very jaundiced in their view of his~oory. And I'm one of those people, jou know. At a 
certain point 1 resolved to  doubt diat 1 was being told the truth. So, once you h d  yourself in that 
position ... then you can look a t  what you're given as history .... (Foss 1996:16). 



These statements encouraged me to thïnk that the references to wornen in the exhibition were 

included suategically and framed cnacdy, as an intervention in the narrative spun by accepted 

history meant to c d  attention to the race- and gender-based exclusion of First Nations women's 

voices in B.C. histories. 

Furthemiore, the histoncal Tnlhqot'in testimony displayed in HIGH S U C K  and the stories 

of T . q o f  'in people at a public symposium held in November 1994 emphasizing nvo themes elided 

illegal and war-like act of the annexation of TRlhqot'in temtorp by sweyors and ranchers; and the 

mistreaanent and rape of Td@f 'in women by immigrants to che Chilcotin Plateau reinforced my 

conviction that HIGH SLACK was a hmliisr revision of B.C. history. 

Other statements that Williams has made to me_ however, complicste and even conuadict 

the re-invention of the show which Iyve outlined. What jars and complicates rny ability to corne 

away with a consolidated feminist reading is the &stYs identification with apolitical art and her 

concem to distance herself from being aligned with any histoticd movement. Here is a statement 

which nined me into the existence of this difference berneen our understandings: 

... 1 never saw my p b a r y  sub ject matter or... pmjrri as spedfically directed there[to Çeminism] ... 
so that's why 1 would make a distinction beween being a feminist and being a ferninis t artist. 
However, my work has often been Ntfepnted in diis light, and 1 diink ma!rbe quite righg in some 
cases.. . (Foss 1996: 18) '. 

1 have smiggled to reconcile statements like this with whar 1 read as plainlv ferninist use of 

references to women in HIGH S U C I <  and statemerits critical of the exclusion ofwomen in 

colonial history-telling. hpparencly there is a gap between WiUYms' positions, dehnitions, and 

interpretations and my re-creation of HIGH SLACIS, which exhibics rny positions and defkitions. 

L o o h g  at the comments she made in our interview, it seems clear that Williams dehaes feminism 

and feminist art in a very different way from me. Boh  "feminist arZ' and "ferninism" seem to be 

very $en@ concepts in her statements. In our conversation, she dehned ferninist art as: art  pre- 
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detemJned and begun esplicitlv as a politicdy femiaist project, and art with fernale subject matter 

and which is exclusively appropGte to fernale subject matter. Upon reflection, ifs not surprising 

that Williams distances HIGH SWCK as well as other exhibitions she has done from @er definirion 

of) feminism itself and feminist art, alchough she n g e e d  thac interpretauons I O C ~ M ~  feminiçt 

elements in them are accurate and credible. 

Politics and theory have since the beginning of the modem period been d e h e d  as opposites 

of 'ad in Western collective culture, and in much of art discourse, 'politics' seems to be d e h e d  as a 

very spe&c kind of activiq- Mch a lunited range of appropriate concems. Feminist discourse, on 

the oùier band, has long ehborated on the idea chat political issues and action permeate every aspect 

of our lives, and I realize thar chis had been my assumptioa & my research with Williams and her 

installation. And from rny point of view, I wodd say chat "the personal (and everythng else, 

including art) is poliucal"; and dius EemLUsm and feminist art rnaking are inseparable. In effect, 1 

Pied to talk to Williams about my reading of a kind of politics in her work which she doesn't 

necessady c d  or recognize as politics; and in response she made it clear thar she does not operate 

as "political", cctheoreÜcal", or cYeminis~' (which h c u o n s  as a subdivision of political) as sbe 

dehnes these modes. 

Here 1 am nying to consider Williams' interpretations, within an effort to expose and 

explore my own assumptions and mental Eramework, by e x h i b i ~ g  the gap benaeen our recepions 

oE HIGH SWCK and benveen o u  negouations of (and positions in) a grid of culmal, poliucal, 

social, and theoretical dehïuons and ideologies. 

The ciifferences between Williams' understandings and pracuces of "hminism" or "politics" 

or "ad' and my own may be p d y  evplained as a generation gap or by the historical supercession of 

high modernism by a 1990s-generated, self-consciously feminist articulation of post-(colonial-, 

smictural-)isms- 1 don't want ro posit my o\vn positionhg (or WiUiams', for that matter) as neutrai, 
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univerSal, or correct. The web of debimons and concepts which 1 re-encountered in rny interviews 

wîth WilIiiims also positions me. 

Georgina Born, in her echnographic study of rhe Inrtifuf de Recberchc e t  Coordinaioon 

Acousfique/Mm%pe, a "hge computer music research and production insutute in Paris", uses an 

approach which she calls cccriticaI hemieneuucs" in ber research, citing the "historicity and the 

socioculturally sited character" of her own interprerations(l0). The method 1 have developed ro 

analyze the commentaries and perspectives of others in mhfion to my own positions and ce& 

contexts and ideologies f d s  dong these lines. This passage, desmiing Born's critical henneneutics, 

could have been e t t e n  about my rnu1tidisuplina.y project: 

xtivity or imply that the 
.. - - 

mamer ... (1995: 10). 

1 would add that my discussion goes M e r  than a recognition of the "historicity and socioculturdy 

sited character" of my hterpretations to actually explore my recep tions of HIGH SLACK and 

interactions with the issues and relationships ic involves in a way and to an extent that pardels my 

tracing of the embededness of others' (such as LVGms', Ho's, and the museum visitors') discourses 

in the same social and cultural formations. 



1 re-created HIGH SLACK as: 
an ad-colonial work which dealt with identity, history, and 'belonging to a place 

relationships and history in coastal British Columbia 

My initial expenence of HIGH SLACK was ooe of being put in an accountable position and 

posited as a paA@ant in c o n ~ u i n g  threads of the colonial histones happening in a -rpenj'i?cpkzce wwhich 

are preseated in the installation. 

In the bookworks entitled V o v a ~ e  Round, Rock/Burn, 1861-1864: A Likeness, and Water 

Darna~e~ and in the painting NamLi~  Names: A Scent of Roses, differences and conMuities in old 

and new, colonial and indigenous relationships w ï d  the topography of B.C. are explored. Williams 

plays out relationships with land in what she calls human and 'cgeologicai" time, using the image of a 

land. She displays, in one sense, First Nauons' andent, historical, contemporq, and future 

inhabitance of the land, and overlays it with immigrant society's begimings in the European colonial 

project. The colonizers' (re-)naming of local hndscapes is dissected in the painting, as Williams 

explained to me: 

..-And then in Rose Spit p. Ta min^ Names: h Scent of Roses] ... you know ir was imnic, the way 
the naming had gone, and what the original name was, and that the site of the Haida origin 
myth is a vey v e q  important place, and here i t  just gets aarned after a snipid politidan of no 
importance u>batsoe~er, and most of the naming went like that. And... so it was lskd of like saying, 
you know, the irony of the naming process that we adopted when there already were all these 
names ... (Foss 1996:14). (Figue 37). 

Moving through the installation, 1 found reproductions of some Europeans' reactions co the 

"desolate" land, and the& recordings of Fkst Nations villages within the landscape, which were at 

the time newly devastated by smallpox. Williams' installation provided a window on these colonists' 

view of the land, and showed that they perceived the landscape as empty d e p i e  the towns, the 

people, the trails, and the resisrance they found when they pushed the gold road up Bute Idet 

through TrYbqot'in tenitory. Williams used a variety of sources in the exhibition texts (including 

information about a snange namal phenornenon called ccBute Wax" in the waters north of 
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Desolation Sound chat no-one can explain) to conmas t and coaoect (at kas t) two divergent human 

relationships to the land. For Iack of a better term, 1'11 c d  one of these relationships the '%tory of 

First Nations in relation to the land", aldiough this term is a false generalization given the many 

distinct indigenous nations in B.C. I'U c d  the O ther relationship "Canadian relations Mth the land", 

instead of "colonial" or "non-First Nations", to emphasize the impact of the nation-claims of the 

new (colonial) audiorities on the destky of the land and both First Nations people's and immigrants3 

relations to i t  The installation hints at some ways these relationships to the hnd have manifested 

themselves in particdu historical &es and places, connects policical and social history to this in- . 

the-land history, and draws a LLik benveen the incidents of the past and the context of the presenc. 

Interes~gly, these two streams of relationships to the land are seen and represented by an 

amSt whose knowledge of their history, as 1 iadicated earlier, cornes dLectly from herpersonai 

inhabitance of the landscape in question: W i a m s  has spent months at a t h e  in Desolation Sound, 

just south of Bute Met, since early chitdhood '. 

My receptions of HIGH SLACK were shaped and complicated because of my own 

experiences in Desolation Sound. As I've mentioned, hom childhood I've spent time on boats on 

the coasr and every year my f d y  used co spend Augusts in the Desolation Sound area. So in the 

MOA gallery, I saw the names and imaged die places in my head and pursued the bookworks and 

layers of text p d y  because of my own emoüonal amchments to the hdscape in question. Poking 

my way through historical and contemporary records of peoples' relations with land for which 1 

harbour a sense of belonging and people's rektions Mth each other in this context, my own hiscory 

and its connections with the stories intemwiaed in HIGH SLACK came into a kind of focus for me. 

One moment of d&ty happened as 1 sat in the wooden boat-shaped bench/sculpture cakd 

RE:AD~ING, in order to read LOG: A: "A Voyage Round" and LOG: B: 'Xock/Bum". The 

former volume is dominated by excerpts fiom 'explorers" memoits, which are full of references to 

the landscape, weather, latitudes and longitudes, each other (the Spanish and the English), and the 
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?ndians'. F l i p p e  through the pzges of rext, which a e  interspersed with photos of contemporary 

Me on the B.C. Coast and many other images, 1 - sittïag in a boat that looks much more like a 

European corvette than a dugout canoe - was put in the position of the European 'explorers', 

especially since no First Nations voices emerge from the pages to counter or balance the portraits 

drawn of them by the English and the Spaniards. The £kt-person diary form of the Europeans3 

narratives kreases the feeling of collusion with the authors. It was as if 1 were looking over 

Vancouver's shoulder as he more the words, his descriptions affording my only window ont0 the 

moment and place in question. It was like peeping through a key-hole wïth somebody else's glasses 

on: I imagined a MY drcle of Light and colour in which ships tossed in stomis, canoes approached 

fiom shore, "makets" were naded and rnusken displayed. tU1 around the tiny &de of activiy was 

a tunnel of blackness. Beyond the fish-bowl visions of Vancouver or his Spanish counterpart, no 

M e r  questions can be asked - because there are no alternative voices to hear in the impenetrable 

da& which surïounds them. While European images of B.C. people and lands speak in isolation in 

these books, T.ibqot'in and other First Nations speakers are quoted in other parts of the installatioa, 

raiskg the question of how different cultures and soueties have met on this land and water. 

Looking at the works together, my mind wandered to my own experience of this part of the world, 

and began to explore the question of how my personal and cultural/social history follows on or 

parallels die voyages and perceptions of e d y  colonials. 1 thought about how my own world and 

culture imagines First Nations and how B pomays and uses their tradiaonal tenitones, and saw that 

we collectively are not so far removed Lom somebody like Vancouver's appraisal and actions '. 

an anti-colonial work? 

HIGH S U C K  made me see some of the history and conflict of a lmdscape, and in this way 

it was a powerful critique of white ignorance and amnesia. But bow was rhis exhibit critical? Judith 

Williams was ambivalent about art as authonrative critique. The same difference that distanced my 
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readïng of HIGH S W C K  as feminist work h m  Williams' definition of the art a w g  fkom a feminisc 

pro ject also separated my reading of HIGH SLACK as an mu-colonial work which critiques 

extemal relaüonships fiom Wil.liams' dehinon of the installation as non-critique and as individual 

CF: -. . U e  1 said, one of the ways I was lookiog ac i~ was more of an authorkative 
relacionship, or a critique of an a ~ t h o r i ~ ü v e  relationship berneen - P was going to say 
Tsilhqot'in and other First Nations groups and the white nîajonty in the pas& but this also 
could and should refer to the present - there was and is a power imbalance to document and 

pz - Yes, 1 think ifs probably a bit of a mistake to think of HIGH SWCK as a critique. 
Because ... the notion - when you teach as much as 1 do, and pa.rticukrly in this department.. ..ic 
was all critique there for a while... to the poinc of just total boredom. I'm not so interested in a 
critique of society. I'm interested ia individual action and I'm interested in creatbe solutions to 
problerns. My instinct is very seldom to be critical.... my interest is to h d  somethhg positive in 
a situation and go with that. That's in almosc al l  circumstances. And so, Sm not a person who 
so much was aying to critique whac happened in vaious &cumstances, such as the Tsilhqot'in 
War, but in a range of circumstances, as to expose them. Right? In order to provide a kind of 
series of platforms to look at those situations with the hope that something positive cornes out 
of it. M so u s h g  the spita1 form, which is an enomiously productive form in nature, Eght?.... 
It's because ifs a &wfh form (Foss 1996: 158c 16). 

lnstead of critique, LVilliams wanted a plurality of voices: 

FI ... it's taken me a long Orne to get that laquage floating around like that. And 1 chLik 
that that's the way for me co ampli+ chat ... whar is beiog said is not authoritative, it is simply 
somediiag that's passing through the air. . . .mos t of HIGH SLACK was envisioned as a kind 
of opera.. . 

CF: ... You've given me some clues about die way my reading was different from what 
you were trying to say, or Lom the kind of readiag or £rom the kind of vision you had of it ... 
abouc the voices in cacophony kind of, or orchestra. 

p: 1 don't think of cacophony, in facr I diink... it's :icrually very organized, but the 
orgaaization is not of a conventional TC.. .. 1 rhink that there [d interactions that are caused 
this way that take me beyond my consdous self, and I Wte those accidents to happen because 
they cake me h t h e r .  And so layering allows a whole buncli of thïngs to happen, but ifs not 
exactly haphazard. 

CF: ... so we've got these multiple voices that axe tallüng ro each other, that are singing to 
each o ther that are creating a scory that gets multiplied in lots of way s because thefre talking to 
each other. 

That's right (Foss 1996: 15) 
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I understand now that at this point in our interview 1 was q i n g  to get Williams to talk about 

the raced, colodsm-based confliccc wwch is part of both the structure O Ç the his tory she researched 

and pomayed at MO h and O € o u  current sociecy. Here is an opening ro explore the tension which 

I've noted bemreen two things. Oa the one hand is my reading of HIGH SLACK as a politically 

and theoreticdy (as weil as aesthe tically) valuable and insighcful ins da t ion  which deals direcdv, if 

not sirnply, with past and preseat socïo-poliecal issues of direct relevance to the context of MOh 

and to cment  cultural politics. Ou the other hand is Williams' decision not CO speak in any of those 

rems explicidy. Whi le  Williams did not talk about the fact chat there wen redy nvo sides in this 

historical relaüonship which is maintained in other €oms roday (smictured and d e h e d  by 

European colonialism), this dîchotomy cannot be avoided. 

I do not seek to invalidate LWiltiams' approach in HIGH SL:\CI;; 1 diink one of many things 

it did was communicare very valuable things about historical and curent relationships in B.C. 

beween groups of people and the land. In one sense ifs not so relevant whether these things are 

communicated became of the arcist's intentions. 

It is, hthermore, a relevant approach to insist on the floating, s h i f ~ g ,  ambiguous, and 

suspended aspects of histories and identities. These kLids of investigations inject a much needed 

breath of histoncity, specificity and recognition of resistances and differences into understandings of 

history whch have someaines rended to re-privilege the (race and gender) categories, for example, 

which they seek to critique and deconstmct. Takingforgranted groupings of people around 

constructed definitions of race, gender, class, sexuality, etc., has sometimes led to seeing cornples 

relationships exclusively as clear-cut coonicr between rady-de6ned monolithic blocks of whites 

and 'Natives', or class-defked blocks of workers and capitalists, or conventional-gender dehaed 

monolirhs of women and men 6. William's ernphasis on arnbiguiq, movement, diversiry and gaps in 

infornation and contlicting accounts is very usehl ul'thin a recognition of the broader his tonca1 

structures which not only provide a background to, but also create and affecr, human situations and 
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actions. Maybe this is where and why YUilliams' emphasis on non-critique and non-authoriy 

presents important questions. 

It is a misrepresentation of histoScal reality and cornplexky to rely on generalized (and 

human-made) groupkgs of human beings (and relationships benveen hem) to explah collective 

behaviour and issues. This leads to over-simplification of heterogeneous and changing situations, 

and a taking-for-granted of categones, concepts, and thought-systems which may themselves be in 

~'conquered/colonized" and "vic tor/ colonizer") , or seu-ism ("woman" and "man"). 

To my mind, it is also misrepresentauve of human historical complexity - and of the 

pdcular  colonial history traced by WiLams - to focus exclusively on the idea of lack of authonty 

and umegulated diversity in individual or group idenaues and actions and their relative fieedom 

from systematized relationships benueen people. This can have the effecr. of denying that the variety 

of human interactions evident in HIGH SWCK's stoq (oppressions, resistances, understandiogs, 

- and conflicts) were shaped by and undertaken in an ideological hamework of radsm and that the 

mateeal reality of a near-global histoncal relauonship of colonialism caused mass death, 

misappropriation of land, wealth, and independence, and systernatic oppression of idgenous 

peoples. Clearly, colonial authonty has been created and enforced in this situation. 

In history and in the present, h e s e  systematic historical relationships are not air-tight, and as 

Williams showed in her aacing of evenrs, people h d  room ro wiggle and resist, unevenly and 

sometimes ambiguously, in the tightest regdatory frmrwork of colonial d e .  O a  the other hand, 

historical and cunent systems of ideology and oppression (which are often different versions of a 

similar concept or relatiooship) both bit and consmct what isposdde for humans who live within 

hem to do and be. 

HIGH SUCI<  ma7 not constinite die counter-colonial discourse which 1 ccfound'3 in my 

&s t reception O E the installation. The multiple (sometimes overlapping and sometimes 
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contradictorg) meanings given it by its viewers' interpretations predude such a simple conclusion. 1 

think that part of this complexi. in people's receptions of HIGH SWCK is due îo the exhibition's 

i o t e r e s ~ g  relationship to the soue ty's dominant meanings for B.C.'s his tory, Fks t Nations 

cultures and rights, and the Museum of Anchropology. These are the meanings which 1 outlined in 

previous chapters on the context of HIGH SLACK's production and the moments and acts ofits 

receptions. Williams' exhibition poses enough of a challenge to dominant meanings, and works 

agaiast them sufficiently, to produce an especially broad and conflicted range of receptions. It may 

well be that HIGH SMCI< ioterrupts the namahed codes and culturdy-constructed dominant 

meanïngs which Stum Hall describes here: 

Polysemy [multiple meanings for a message] must not.. . be confused with pluralism.. . . h y  
souety/culture tends, w i h  varying degrees of closure, to impose ics ~Iass~cations of the social 
and cultural and political world. These cons titu te a dominant cu/twa/ order, though it is neither 
univocal or uncontested. This question of the 'structure of discourses in dominance' is a c m d  
point The different areas of social life appear to be mapped out Lito discursive domains, 
hierarchicaily organized in to dominnnt or p r j d  meanings- New, pro blematic or troubling evencs 
[or d mes sages^, which breach o u  elipectancies and nui countrr to our 'cornmon-sense 
constructs', to our ctaken-for-granted' knowledge of sociai structures, must be assigned to their 
discursive domains be fore the y can be said co 'make sense'. . . The domains of 'prefened 
meariings' have the whole social ordrr embedded in them as a set of meanings, practices and 
beliefs: the everyday knowledge of social strucnires.. . the rank order of power and interest and 
the structure of legitimations, Limits and sanctions. Thus to ckify a 'misundentandingy at the 
comotative level. we must rehr, fhmzrgh the codes, to the orders of social life, of economic and 
political power and of ideology (1 993: 9 8-99). 

1 have med with my own readlig of the installarion co detect HIGH SLACK's counter-discursive 

moments and meanings. 1 have done d ù s  by considering the art works with extensive reference to 

the broader contexts in ~vhich the. were displayed (hïstoncal and contemporary, culnird and 

political) - or, as Hall wouid have ir, by referting, tlirough the dominant codes, to the orders of 

social Me, of economic and political power and of ideology. 

1. Ifs also important h a t  1 ackno\vledge another reason that 1 analyze my re-creations of HIGH 
SWCK in dialogue with Judith Williamsy statemrnrs in public documents and our research 



interview. This chapter's nanative and theory developed in relation to the idea - traditional to 
Western culture - that an ~ L T  work's &ed and correct meaning in die world is dehoed by the artist's 
original intention. While many historians, theorists, critics, and artists have moved to a more flexible 
account of how art means (including the recognition of factors like historical change a f f e c ~ g  
interpretation and the mdtiplicity of meaning created by different viewers' readings of the sarne 
work), the idea of a Eked and authontathe meaning o r i g i n a ~ g  in the artist s d  has some currency 
(see my discussion of reception theory in the Introduction)- This cunericy is illusuated in the shape 
of rhis chapter. It reflects m negouations with a) culcura1 discoutses about where a work's 'real' 
meaning lies, and wirh b) disuplinary traditions of what a visual art-centred study is charged with 
doing - Le. unearrhiog this 'real', intentional rneaning. My working position, which 1 hope is also 
reflected in the chapter's &al shape, is that an artist's intentions and interpretations should have a 
privileged - but not totally authorkative - presence in a study of an art work's meanings- They 
should be understood as an essential pari. of an art work's hnctions and meaning in different 
people's minds and in the contests ~@istorical, political, social, theoretical, econornic.. .) ofits public 

2. Her historical quotations combined materials Gom: the mal noces and journal entries of Judge 
Matthew Ballie Begbie; the diaries of George Vancouver and a Spanish sailor, Valdez; the Victoria 
Times-Colonist, The Vancouver Sun, and other 19 th and 20th-cenniry newvspapen' coverage of 
smallpox epidemics, of the Tsilhqot'in War, and eaùy 1990s scuffles over a company's plan to 
export water in the ttaditional temtory of a First Nation; and concemporq interviews with First 
Nations people. 

3. Williams continued, dehaing femliist art as work appropriate eeslusively to fernale subject marrer: 

I did this huge show r3Xhïte raiser, Red reaper, Dark winnower of grain"] ... years and years 
ago ... which uivolved images of birrhing .... And it was a very volade affair - a lot of critiüsm 
. . .it was interpreted as a ferninisr exhibition, but in fact there were lots of images of dissecred 
male bodies and no-one ever tdsed about them. BUE my nature would never have been to 
make a work iust about these images of birdiing; it was both sides of it... And that's why 1 -- 

make the dis&ction(Foss l996:18). . . 
... 1 thiak it's i n t e r e s ~ g  to look at [a fornier exhibit] "Reflection-Extension" and there's a 
couple of works that Ly Magor did on the sarne woman. And in both cases... we're certainly 
interested in Dorothy because she's a woman, and we're interested in Dorochy's h$ë as the Life of 
a woman. But the projects are not ... purely femliist projects. Because we could have been 
taking a man's life, if you see what 1 mean. (Foss 1996: 18) 

Other comrnents Williams made in our conversation which clarified her relationship to feminism 
and her dehnition of the concept were: 

CF: ...y ou.. . told me that people bave] interpret[ed] what you're doing as feminist, 

especially the "Red teaper''... that show. 

pz Yes, and there were real elements of that there, but, you know, 1 didn'c s t a r t  - you 
know 1 didn't stan to make work about women or particularly femirrist at all. . - . So that's why - 
1 suspect a lot of people, well some people, of course, just will not join the club, and so they just 
refuse to be part of those movements. And 1 didn't feel hosde at d... 1 had too many 
co~ec t ions  with the women in those areas and 1 have lots of respect for what they've done 



4. As noted previously, Wïlhms began her work on HIGH SUCI< not through an interest in FLst 
Nations issues or colonial history or anthropology but through looking at the ocean's surface and 
depth. This looking at che "'land" led her to notice the aames on maps of the area, and to relate this 
to the history of colonial contacc and relationships, the history of smallpox and the massive death it 
caused in all ofB.C., and the scories in HIGH SLhCK involving a handm of explorers, surveyors, 
law men, and theix journals and notes. (She starced reading newspapers fiom c d  years in the 
1860s and kept hding references to epidemics and then to road-building into the northeni gold 
fields -) 

5. Williams' comment in the program for the 1994 symposium on the histoPcal documents used in 
HIGH SLACK and what they teIl us about colonial-indigenous relationships and both groups' 
relations to the land is relevant to my personal re-creation of the installation as a discourse calhg 
me KO an examination of my o ~ m  histoq and the ways it iotersects with past and present dynamics: 

The Victoria newspapen of 1862 a e  mesmerïzing arid moving to read. The local news [tells] 
the honifying d e  of the amval and passage through die province of a smailpox epidemic that 
killed over halfof the native population - and - news of Waddington's road building. One is 
stunned by the enthusiasm of the colonists for development and the despair of the native 
people. The white residents of Victoria h d  the presence of the rapidly dying tribes a[n] 
i m p e h e n t  to theix occupation of the land. The nauve villages that had accumulated around 
Victoria since the gold rush were bumt and the people packed their belongings and headed 
home up-coast thereby spreading the disease Erom one end of the Coast to the other. Leners to 
the editor veer benveen desire to nd the city of the dying native people and those who warn of 
the consequences of a land grab. John Ronson, editor of the New Wesuninster paper The 
British Columbiîn, and later a Govemor of the province, wrote: 

'We are quite awvaxe that diere are those amongst us who are disposed to ignore altogether 
the rights of the Indian and their claims on us - who hold the Amencan doctrine of 
''manifest d e s ~ y "  in die most fatal form, and say rhat the nauve mbes will die off to make 
way for the Anglo-Saxon race... Very different however, are the views and sentiments held in 
reference co the Indians by the British govemment. The representatives of the Government 
may not, in every insrance, faithfully delineate the Imperia1 mind in this respect. 
Depend on it, for every acre of hnd we obtain by irnproper means we will have to pag for 
dearly in the end, and every wrong committed upon those poor people will be visited on o u  
heads ..." 

The colonists were full of arnbiuon to open up the interior to get at the gold fields. Surveyoïs 
were sent up every inlet. One p q  penea-ated to Nancoolten, a Tsihqot'in village of 30 
houses. Two of chat party took sick. Chief hnnahiem offered to look aker them not knowing 
those 2 men had smallpox. The village, when visited 1 year later, was a charnel house with one 
occupant. It was at this t ime that Jirn Taylor, and a trader named Argus MacLeod, are 
reported, by surveyor Francis Poole, CO have gone to Nancoolten, remeved the blankets from 
the dead and resold them to orher Indians... 
T'hl[ period of &ne £rom 1861 to 1864 \vas, 1 believe, significant in hardening amtudes that have 
shaped the way we exploir both people and the resources in this province and has divided che 
occupants of the land. To the T'hqott'in people the events of the 1860s are today's news - the 
past conodes the present. They, Like 1, and rnany othen... wish and believe that this is a 
moment - a pause in conficting currents - in wvhich stories can be told and patterns of 
behaviour altered (Williams, 1994: 2, 4). 



6.  Nicholas Thomas notes this tendency in the case of understandings of the "colonker" and 
"colonked" in Colonialism's Culture: 

. . .why deny compielaty and agency to those accused of denying them to others?. . . . much 
wriàng on colonialism homogenizes 'the colonizers'. - . a histoncal or aechaeological 
differentiation of representational epis ternes establishes chat colonialism canno t be seen as a 
historical unity. . . . colonizing was an array of religious, commercial, admlùsaative and 
exploratory projects (1994: 618~97). 



Chapter 8: Viewing as Discourse: 
Museum of Anthropology's visitors' receptions (reception as event and act) 

The public response books 

books induded in its gaUery space- In these books, hundreds of visitors to the museum commented 

on HIGH SWCK or on the hosc institution. 

Public response books - or wds, or rooms - are now common in museums and galleries, and 

m a q  witors spend as much t ime perusing the comments of other viewea as they do contemplating 

the exbibits so carefdy engineered to communicate to them. Crzjs is one way among many that art 

works gain their meaning rhrough social interaction.) 

rUdiough oken takea for guests books or graffiti space, viewer response mechanisms have 

proven to add an intereseng dimension to museums and galleries: abundant discoune becween 

viewers themselves and direct engagements with artists and curators ofcen create an enaZeLy new 

facet to an exhibit. Responses that may not othenvise be dculated 6nd voice, upon invitation, and 

encourage M e r  commentary and discourse in spaces which have ohen, traditiondy, LUnited 

people to silent observûtion &thour interaction. OI course, many muse- visitors talk to each 

other about their reactions to exhibits, but public response venues inside gallery spaces seem to 

spark a broad sh&g of perspectives in direct relaMn to a display and its context, in addition to 

private discussions thac rnay take place outside the walls of an exhibition. 

In this chapter 1 make use of the two large volumes of written responses to HIGH SLACK 

during its display at MOh in 1994. These responses cover a wide range of reactions ro HIGH 

SWCK, as the& writers uied to make sense of the installation in relation to its concrete context (the 

museum) and its absnact backdrop (contemporary pop& concepts of art, anchropology, and 

history, to name a few features of diis mental landscape) 1 q to iden*, explain, and illustrate 

s trems of thought which are dominant in o u  collective culture, and certain ideological dichotomies 

a / i h  those sireams, in my analpis of enmes in the public response books. 

In the followiog pages 1 will discuss visitors' receptions of HIGH SLACK as re-creations of 

experience the installation as an event &ch stood out for them in some way - as an occasion to 



encounter somethuig new and an o p p o d t y  to respond, in the moment, by accepting, r e j e c ~ g '  

errolluig, or chastking it. In th& w-rïtten comments, these viewers recorded rheir conh.ontauons 

with die exhibition as rnomeors which dowed them to act - to le-create the works and their 

relaüonships to them 1. 

By rhis 1 am refening to the idea thar an art workys m e d g  is nor ked :  that an image's or 

represenation's signï£ïcance does nor permanend~- accord either with its creator's intenuoas or uith 

rhe detemiinatioos of diose u s d Y  undersrood to be expert or authoritative in 10caMg the Lnporr 

and message of a culturd product - a cyrator, cnac, or hisiorkm The point is that there is no single 

h p o r t  or message to locate: any represenuuonys m e k g  L multiple and in £lux (see Introduction). 

P r i d e p g  the purposes of the ntist or the interpreiatioo or analysis of an academic as an 

approximation of a wo;k's m i e  m e a d g  over the readings and evaluaüons of everyone else doesn't 

make a lot of sense '- The way an s r  wodt operates and means depends on who is doing the 

looking, touching, or hstening - and when and where. in the act of VieWing, the audience of a 

representation re-creates it in s way that makes sense to her/hun. This does not mem rhat the 

public reception of an art work is a marrer of purely kdividual,  erso on ai phenornena. Nsioncai, 

culturi, and ideolagical m e n t i  and s r n i c ~ e s  affect and set up a range of possible responses to an 

objecr or image. This &O does not mem diat any one reading of a work is as valid or defeasible as 

any other But it does mean rhat one is as reaI as the next; they a l l  are out there and they all reqvire 

attention 3- 

My que,,, is: If, in their readings and zndyses and evaluations, each viewer of HIGH 

S U C K  re-cieates the ins~at ion 's  meaning, how did"siton who chose to record rheL comments 

the public books receive HIGH SMCK ? My interest is in selecuveiy docmeneng a specmun 

of audience reactions, and in W g  abour whar ideas (what ccommon-sense' assiumptions) may 

relate to the copious pages of commenmy- In genera people were less interested in explabkg 

hemselves rhan in venring Giistrauon or bliss, and d e m g  their rems and theL perspechves and 

e x p l h g  the& pronouncemen& was n ~ t  a bigh pnonry. Therefore, h many cases, my rhinking 

about implïdt assumpti~ns and dehitions d have to amount to speculation. However, I bel 

there is enough materid - enough repeuüon, enough explmation, enough discoure - in these 



volumes to allow me to trace some broad outlines of some ways that viewers received HIGH 

SLrlCK 

1 have not attempted an e.&austive sutnmary or aoalpsis of the en&e contents of the public 

response books which were made available in HIGH SWCK's gallery. As Rosa Ho points out in 

her h c l e  on "Savage Graces", a MOA exhibit she CO-curated with Gerald McMaster, broad or 

speaPc categoritation and statistical analysis-type breakdoms of viewer reactions to a museurn 

exhibition do not necessdy tell us much about the discourses a piece may create, about the 

subtleties and assumptions of the comments which make them up, or  the ways viewen relate to 

each other's commenrs in buildiag the ~ ~ S C O ~ M U O U S  conversation recorded in a public response 

book. They may in fact reinforce simplistic dualistic concepts of audience responses as, for 

example, 'favourable and unfavourable', or 'serious and supe r f id .  A survey of thumbs-up or 

thumbs-down reactions to HIGH SLACK would represent the opinions of only those visitors who 

decided to commit their commenrs to public record, and would not lead us very far in nying to 

think about how viewer comments reflect or reflect on contextual issues or interact with the 

installation or each other's written responses 4. 

1 will note that there was a very wide specrmm of responses to HIGH SMCK which 

seemed widely diverse nor only in their evaluations of the exhibition but also in their kinds and 

Ievels of engagement with what was actually there. 1 have therefore adopted an approach which is 

similar to Ho's: 1 have chosen certain strearns of commentary ro explore, not only because they are 

prominently represented in the books, but also because they illusnate a range of assumptions and 

beliefs about contemporary m, andiropology museums, and the two coming togeher in HIGH 

SLACK. On this basis, there are several cunents in the public responses which 1 wilI not pursue. 

These include notes of simple congratulation from anonymous viewers and fiom visitors who 

obviously have some personal relauonship with Williams herself (some arriters ace apparently 

members of her ar t i s t i c  community or Ürcle). Other veins of thought which 1 have not induded are 

very specZc comments on particulariled aesthetic aspects of the show, very off-hand dismissals of 

HIGH SMCK's seriousness, and comments in languages (other than English and French) which 1 

cannot read, 



HIGH SLACK as what? (the role of dichotomy) 

As various writerç (many of them feminists) have explored (and as I've noted elsewhere in 

this thesis), dichotomies characterke a whole lot of thinloog which takes place in the ongoing 

western tradition. This binary-op position mental smcture d e s  the world understandable b y 

manufacwing pairs of tbings which are made to (and then seem nafural& to) be each oher's 

opposites, thereby defining chrough a detemination of what one i5 and the 'other' is not. Typically, 

in the dominant western-Eueopean world-view and its global O Eshoots, hierarchy is thrown into die 

miu, so that instead of just "A VS- not-A", we get "Good vs. Bad", or actudy Good- 
Bad 

Thus we are lei? with 'self over 'other', 'male' over 'fernale', 'white' over %lach', etc. 

As I read through the public response books from HIGH SMCK, it became pretty obvious 

that foms of such hierarchically-dichotomous habits were being applied in people's re-creations of 

the installation. O ken, hstead of just describing their reactions to aspects of the show (or for that 

matter evaluating or describing aspects of the show itself) writers summarized their responses by 

d e h g  HIGH SUCI<  as belonging on one side or another of some familiat and en~enched 

b i n q  oppositions. Not ail viewers used one of these appaeawes to smcture or validate the& 

feelings and ideas, but the 'A vs. not-A' concept, replete with hierarchical "Good vs. Bad' variations, 

was ever-present in the books. Its presence was not an under-current either, but a streaming sysrem 

that was consciously evoked on the surface - as the proper ordering of things which was being 

trespassed in HIGH SLACK, as legitimizing evidence for evaluauve opinions, and sometimes as a 

structure requinng examination and critique. 

These are some of the opposed pairs which surfaced in the two comment books. These 

pairs are concep tually linked, and in the commentaries operate in reference to each other, no t in 

isolation. The £irst ternis ideologicdy aligned against the second ternis as follows: 

individual/ collec tive 



aesthetics /culture 

arnbiguous, unintelligble/clear, explainable 

progress or innovation/nadition 

presedpast 

1 found many comments in which foms of these binaries seemed to operate. Ill explore the 

relevance of these oppositions to audience commentaries on HIGH S U C K  in the following 

sections by discussing ody a few specific responses and simply d o c u m e n ~ g  others which seem to 

enlist the dichotomy in similar - or different - ways. This is to allow for a reasonablp concise 

discussion, but also co reflect the facc chat wirhour fùrther i n f o ~ t i o n  about Wntexs' perspectives 

and motives, 1 am limited to an exploration of wntten comments only one step removed hom 

speculation. 1 therefore want to leave some space for the comments to speak for themselves, in 

juxtaposition (and in conversation, as in many cases they are), and to leave some room for other 

interpretations of the discouses created in the public response books. 

The presence of (hierarchicd) dichotomy as the basic smicnire for many people's evaluation 

of HIGH SLhCK becarne evident in a pattern in which many people characterized the installation 

as incompatible with the Museum of .\nthropology7s purpose, and its being "out of place" beside 

the rest of MOA's exhibitions. HIGH S U C #  was dehned agaimt the other contents of this 

museum, and, more spedically, in opposition to qualities and categories acclaimed as appropriate co 

MO31 and its collections. 

HIGH SLACK as : 
new-fmgIed versus august 
Modem versus ancient 
present versus past 



In oppositional relauon to evaluauons of MOA's contents as august, desemhg reverence, 

ancien5 and representative of the pas t O E certain cultures, amcks on modem art in generd were 

given as an implicit or explicit rationale for disapproval of HIGH SLACK. Age is an important 

factor in th is  conception of the collections and work proper to MOA. The extemally-imposed 

dehnitions of cultural 'authenücity' which have been pressed upon the 'other' people whose marerial 

cultures d e  up MOA's collections are evident in some vkwers' identification of 'mie' naaveness 

with a lost, pre-colonial pas5 chereb y removing colonial-period and curent works from what is 

recognized as 'authenticaiIf aboriginal, or even valid art. 

As noted, the assumption behind dYs relegation to the past of the cultural puritg of 'others' 

is directly comected to the mcis t classificaaon sys rems of eady evoluàonary and anthropological 

'sciences'. Cultures foreign to Europeans were posited as 'earlier' moments or stages of human 

evolution, with Europeao economy-, culcure, and society fked as a universal human peak of progress 

rather than a specSc cultural development among many. In a precursor of  and persistent variation 

on this theme, some Europeans Mth slmpathy for che Enlighrenment idea of the Woble Savage" 

have corne to see Europem civilizaüon as the ulEmare degenetation of a universal human state of 

natural being - brought on primarily by technological and indusmal "progress" and s o d  change. 

The natural state of humanity, form which "modern" soue y was imagined to have men,  was, for 

these disflusioned people, embodied by societies who Jived in different ways 5. Their ways of living 

were d e h e d  by whac they were understood to /a& compared to Europe, e.g. technology, industry, 

literacy, recognizable religion, rnoney, murder, and mayhem, iastead of by what they practiced, and 

so the placement of these peoples on a lower m g  of a progressive ladder of human beings 

remained in place. To people Lke the disillusioned Post-Impressionist painter Gauguio, people Use 

Tahitiaiaos were not a mode1 and a haven because they represented a realistic present and h ime 

alternative way of living, but because they s ~ b o l i t e d  a return to undeveloped and uodirtied naturd 

'man', the gaxden of Eden, and the &e before Üme. 

Non-European peoples in chis and similar fantasies are denied a recognition of their real, 

historical and contemporary culture, economy, and existence. A version of this colonial period 

Noble Savage concept is very much alive at the very end of the 20th century, and is played out over 



and over in contemporary North h e r i c a n  cultures, e s p e d y  on the capiralis t market 6. A certain 

sueam of cornmencary in the HIGH SLACK response books bevs wimess to the relevance of an 

idenfication of FLst Nations peoples with a lost, namal, primitive past to viewers' reactions to 

HIGH SLhCK and its displav at MOA. The following comments reveal that HIGH S U C K  

tended to be viewed as a "modem/istic", unproven kind of endeavour cotnhg Çrom and dealing 

with the present, in conuast with the ccaugust" and authentic aboriginal past expenence, represented 

at MOA chtough hisrory and (old) art and tools: 

Such august compmy - and out of place. Boring! - Larry L (1 1). 

Very beautihil and eojoyable to experïence. But 1 must wonder what all this is doing in a 
museum of anthropology. 1 and rny guests came to see and experience Native history through 
display of the& art and tools not some modemistic interpretation - anonymous (50) 
July 13 
Interested in reading J.W.'s info. re mps up B.C. Coast. The installation is veq- dark - were the 
Indians r e d y  Iike this? -Jean Robinson (54) 

We are Erom Japan. LVe are happy to be here but we feel kkd  of sad because we are losing the 
traditional works the natives had made. - anonymous (95). 

This seems more like modem art. It gives me a sad impression - signed (degible) (1 14) 

... Ir had a saong ernotional impact, and it struck me as the spiritual side of these peoples 
[ratherj than the m a t e d ,  "live to survive" side they must have had. - sigoed (illegible) (llG). 

Spray paint and petrochemical plastic ne&g - highly toxic, not namal; does not resemble th i s  
region's people, landscape, language, lifesvle... - Barbara Vandeten Sept. 34 (II: 17) 

Through emphasis on words like "history" and "traditional" and tbrough consistent use of the past 

tense - "works the natives had made", "the material, 'live to survive' side they must boue bad' - these 

commentators seem to keep the indigenous peoples whose histories and objecrs they observe (or 

wish to observe) at arm's length Lom the here and now which ther inhabit. There seems to be licde 

recognition tbroughout the msponse books that many First Nations objects in the museum's 

collections are mcent and contemporary works. Passing comments and evaluative stacements imply 

that many writers assumed that everythmg displayed at the museum is old, and on display because it 

was dug up or rescued from decay by andiropologists for a contemporary audience to appreciate. 



The last comment, which may refer to prisent foms of B.C. First Nations "people, landscape, 

language, Lifestyle", nevertheless requires that a representation of histories of aboriginal people 

conforni to a resemblance of the way s he perceives their language and lives, which is as ccnatural" 

and paired with the "landscape". Without k i n g  able to divine this wciter's intention, 1 can only say 

that an objection to the use of unnatural, tolcic, modern-era materials to represent First Nations 

people makes me wonder about a possible relegation of indigenous peoples to a past, "naturai" 

srate, to which the materials of concemporq people - yes, spray-palir and plastic - is denied. 

It's the dicbotomi~'ng itself of a cultural, marerial, traditional, collective "Narive" past (as 

represented ethnologically in the museum) widi HIGH SWCK as an expression of aesthetic, 

theoreucal, ccmodem"-ness which seems to determine the nature and meaning of both sides of the 

dichotomy for most of these witers. Williams' work is dehned in opposition to the expected, and is 

evaluated negatively or positively on this basis. Many respondents complained about the installation 

on the fooundaüon ofits perceived categorical difference from "the rest" of MOh's exhibitions, but 

sorne heralded HIGH SLACK using the same binary-creating reasoning. While several of che above 

commentators use their (mis)perception of dl First Nations objects as ancient adacrts (as the h d s  

of artifacts arszmed to be appropriace ro die puMew of eduiology) ta discredidic LVilliams' work as 

new-fangled nonsense, others use the same perception of indigenous material as ethnological record 

to envision HIGH SLACK as the "spiritual" as opposeci to the "material, live to survive' cc record 

which aboriginal objects are taken to represent. 

HIGH SLACK as: 
individual versus collective 6.e. ' N a  cive'? 

Generalized references to "Natives" and "hese peoples" in visitors' comrnents represent 

another facet of the dichotomy strucîxring aboriginal peoples as past-tense and pxoperly explained 

by anthropological means. Despite the fact that many objects in MO-A's coUection are works of 

contemporary art, bought and comrnissioned from individual practitionen, manj- visitors perceive 

(re-create) the objects on display at MOA solely as products ofvery broadly defined collective 

c u l ~ e s ,  or more often of one massive group imagked as '?Nativesn. hthropology, in fact, does 
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consciously deal with collectives as opposed to indivtduals. This fact is not what 1 am critiquing, 

e s p e d y  gïven that my thesis is based on the assumption that it is necessary to look ac and take 

responsibiliq for our collective histones and behaviours as a socieg made up of different groups of 

people. 

What interests me in the response books is a significanc number of visicors' rendency to 

automaticdy atttibute objects to a massive (and fictive) hornogenized group called "Natives" more 

often than to a parti& nation, comrnunity, or person. While ifs mie that many older First Nations 

works in MOAys collections are anonymous, there are manj- other objects, hom the tum of the 

c e n q  und the present, which are openly attributed to individuals. In the face of this, it's 

intereseng to note the persistence of visitors' identification of objects as "Haida" or "Native". Here 

are nvo examples: 

Verv beautifd and enjoyable co experience. But 1 must wonder what all this is doing in a 
museum of andiropology. 1 and my guests came to see and experience Native hisron through 
display of th& art and tools not some modemistic interpretation - anonymous (50) 
July 13 

We are fkorn Japan. 1Ve are happy to be here but we feel kLid of sad because we are losing the 
traditional works the natives had made. - anonymous (95). 

1 think this emphasis on the collecuve and cultural when it comes to aboriginal objecrs 

relates to the general acceptance of anthropology's approprkeness to the job of t e k g  the public 

about "Natives" as undifferentiated rnembers of a 'race'. This is in stark contxast to our normal 

insistence on the suprernacy of the individual when it comes to defuiing works as 'art' - which as we 

have seen are so suingendy separated out Gom the anthropological r e h .  

HIGH SLACK as: 
puposeless versus useful 

1 also link anthropology's logic and dominance in representations of indigenous peoples to 

the defjning contrast made in some comrnents between HIGH S W C K  as art (a purely 

aesthetic object) and 'kheir art and tools" (hctional objects) as representations of a material way of 



me. One w h d s  understanding of HIGH S WCIC as the "spiritual>' opposite of the materid, "Lve 

to survive" side" accorded to "Native" people makes use of the ideologicd line &awn between 'am' 

on one hand and 'anrhropology' on the 'other'. The objects in MOA were taken by some to reflect 

only the material, pracücai, and ceremonial natures (ueruis the aesthetic, d s t i c  or spiritual aspects) 

of the societies on display. The societies on display were ~Unultaneously taken to be the proper 

subject of a system of explanauon (anthropologj-) whîch focuses on the materid, practicd culmal, 

and ceremonial before it concems irselfwich aestheuc and spiritual concems 7. This is no surprise 

given the context the visiton were speaking in and to: the universig;based, self-designated Museum 

of hthropology. Yet the Links and assumpùons requLe notice and thought. 

HIGH SLACK as: 
aestbetics versus culture 
European versus bther' cultures 
non-abon'gulal versus Native' 
eLitist versus accessible 
am biguo us, unin tell&rWbIe versus cfear, e~pIainable 

HIGH S U C K  was often re-created in public responses as lacking ethnogrqhic explanatory 

chity or power. In her book Cannibal Culture, y+ histo& Deborah Root descnbes the job of an 

anthropology museum as explicating the "dead" - making 'other' (espeually coloaized) cultures 

seem Mly exposed and transparent to die western voyeur 8. Maoy HIGH SLhCK visitors' written 

comments make it clear that the display and explmation particularly of First Nations peoples' arts, 

&es, and pasts is what thep expecr at MOh. CCIt's so motivating to leam about Natives" - 

anonymous, II: 41) Some Çound the absence of evplanation in these temis in HIGH S U C K  

diswbing. Here are some responses to the installation which c- the range of vkitor's 

conceptions of the museum and their interpretations of Williams' work according to th& 

expectations of MOA: 

Seems not to relate to rest of museum. More a political s e n h e n t  than a record of living. 
Exaaneous. - KTC [sp?] 6/23/94 (1 1) 

This exhibit has not moved me (a citizen bom in this province) to study & M e r  understand 
the native history & culture. In fact it's quite a negative effect & should be removed. - MM (69) 



1 chink I have a bad amtude about diis museum. I like those books that people write their 
comments in better than I like any of the exhibits. 1 went on the tour. .. and I Mt chat the guide 
didn't tell me enough about the people who made the art foms. Why did these people have so 
much h e  to came? What was theü life tike? Was it war-like? 1 t k k  m... - Rob Taylor (1 65) 

In a few cases anger was directed at Williams and HIGH S U C K  as well as at MOA in 

general for the difficulty and ambiguiy of the works. There was resenrment at the effort, tïme and 

concenaation required to decipher what was being said and explored, and a CO-expectation of 

authontative explanauon of purpose and sigrdicance (such as can be found in che ethnographie 

catalogue enmes for objects in visible stonge). Many expressed hstration about an exhibition 

which requked some hought, and was not direcdy conimunicative of a single and clear message, 

about the lack of a unifviog and authoritativc explanauon, and about the necessity for personal 

interpretation and analysis. A few revolted agalist the en&e project by rejecting the requirement 

that they £igue out what was going on: 

The text being illegible makes it hard to derive any meaalig ftom this installation. What are 
you aying to say about european accourits of North Amencan exploration? Very confusing. - 
David Foster (14). 

Tell us what they are don't make us Look it uo!! - anonymous (22) 

m 4 T  THE FLTCK IS IT -LL hBOUT IS IT A DIhRY OR IS IT MADE UP WE C ~ T  
EVEN E A D  IT AN EXI?LANrlTION WOULD BE NICE FOR I\LL US UNGIFTED 
PEOPLE - anonymous (II: 1) 

h vaBanon on these objections included statemeats of curiosity and apprecktion which were 

thwarted but not destroyed by hsaat ion or confusion. Thesc respondents showed interest in 

Williams' methods, or in parts of the show's contenr - interest which was stopped short because of 

a lack of understanding of the real 'purpose' or 'message'. This kind of response bridges expression 

of outxight hsnat ion and dismissal of the works because of the& complicated n a w e  and M y  

appreciacive engagements with its complexities and ambiguities - of which there were also plenty. 

Here is a comment that was writren in response to David Foscer's question, above, and that 

completes the bridge 1 refer to: 



It was difficult to read. However, thïs gave me a larget o p p o m i n i ~  to expand. I had to Çocus 
into the exhibit and let it speak to me ... - b a n d a  (14) 

Other cornmentators took sKnilar positions: 

It's another kind of art - why not! Must people always understand it? 1 h k  they rnusr not! - 
Dagmar (80). 

Complaining without understanding - is not the right way to comment [on] this exhibit! ... - 
anonymous (141) 

I can see how persons noc knowing the history of BC and the first peoples might be confùsed 
by h i s  exhibit. The amival of the whites and the subsequent events - and knowledge thereof 
assists an understanding O f this moving exhibit - anonymous (143) 

Some visitors who wvrote in the response books were critical of fellow viewers' expectauons 

that 'other' (Yhkd-world" and non-"North Amencan") peoples' objects and cultures be displayed 

and explained to them - they questioned whether many objects belong at XIOA at all: 

It's a disgace to steal aiI these objects hom the third world and to leave hem to die in mise- - 
anonymous (translated from French) (94) 

Next to this was the following response: 

Yes, 1 know, the French are thieves but I'm SOT, 1 can't help but extend the list of the 
dissatisfied. There are thousands of fabulous objects which "decay" in drawers or in concrete 
corners for the pleasure of some when numerous mibes can o d y  drearn of their totems and 
sacred objects. Unfomately, the concrete [of the museum's construction] ru ins  the ambience. 
Only the objects are beautifid. - Mareva (sp?) (traoslated &om French) (94). 

... North hmericans should sornetknes realize that the work of the world is nor the& own pots 
of Czech & Slovak & East European Ceramics Li Vancouver) - signed (iegible) (84) 

And, in response to this comment, someone wrote: 'Yet another exmple of ethnocenaic 

HIGH SLACK as: 
Art versus anrhropology (arr versus culture) 
(gaUv versus museun) 
AIT work versus artifact 
progress or innovation versus  adi in on 



Some viewen, both young and old (children's comments and graffiti about their museum 

visits are an interesMg aspect of these response books which is not explored here) ignored HIGH 

S U C K  and responded to MOA as a whole or to the exhibits by which they seemed to be most 

affected or impressed - the displa~s which in Çact d e h e d  the museum for them: 

1 really liked your totem poles and the Raven and the hnt men, and I dso liked your hats that 
the Haida made!! - Stephen Sperting 

Native 
Beaurihl " works of art - Jackie Jaecket (92) 

Ir is creative. People shodd open t hek  minds & not be so negatk-e- It is difkrent & different 
can be good. - anonymous 
[in response:] 
1 diLik the Raven and 6rst men is best - anonymous (146) 

These h d s  of responses reinscribe MOA as an anthr~polo~icd space with an ethnographie 

assignment. Peeking at the cultures of 'othen3 - especidy the 'past' of 'others' - is reinforced as 

many people's understanding of what is done at MOA in these comments. 

This is not said to undermke the honest enrhusiasm and openness elcpressed by man. MOA 

visitors about the objects and representations of people and cultures in the museurn - but rather co 

make sense of this enthusiasm in its conrert, and to look at the assumpaons behind it and the 

structure and mechanics of how this enthusiastic iooking is made possible and de6ned as 

'anthropological'. The Erarning of legitimate looklig and legitimate objects of the gaze as 

athmpo/ogzèa/ closes down people's ability and willingness to give attention to endeavours (such as 

HIGH SLACIG SAVAGE GIMCES: ujter hagerr, and oher  works) which cross and confuse the 

lines between cross-culturd anthropology, contemporary art, and cultural commentaiy. 

Judith Williams understood that an evplanatory display of FLst Nations cultural axtifacts as 

the subject of an  authoritative anthropological voice is the p d q  eexpectauon of most MOh 

visitors. She told me that 

. .. the museum, you've go t to unden tand, in its press release, uied to deal with people's 
eqetfations. That was thek bz&e~t problem, from their point of view, is people that evpect totem 
~oles .  but then what's this over here? So they try, you know, if diey can, to give people some 
L 

help. (Interview, April 1996: pg.) 



Here are some examples of comments on HIGH SLACK which rely upon and reassert an 

opposition between the 'anthropological' and the 'artistic': 

This is an i n t e r e s ~ g  [exhibit?], but isn't its place rather in a museum of modem art? 3/08/94 - 
J.B. (eanslated fiom French) (97) 

1 thLik that this exhibit does not belong in an anthropological museum (or any other museum 
for that matter). f d  to see the beauty or meaning of empty disco~ected phrases... - 
anonymous (1 1 1). 

The whole museum requires a good curator to sort out what is important & what is a 
masterpiece (though culmal sigaificance of &e objects is the most s@cant aspect) ... - 
anonymous (128) 

Vefy out of place considering the rest of the exhibit. Would be better off somewhere else - 
signed (ïllegible) (1 59) 

THIS IS A MUSEUM RIGHT? - JESSICA MCKEE PS WHY DONT YOU PUT SOME 
TAGS ON EVERYTHING! (II: 7) 

What's next M T V  @ the MOA? - jb 10/1/94 (II: 18) 

Complete and utter crap. This is an anthropology museum no t an interpretive a r t  gdery! - 
signed (illegr'ble) (II: 20) 

This belongs in an art gallerg, no t a Museum of hthropology. - Reginald (las t name illegible) 
(II: 21) 

Interestkg exhibit in an anthropology museum. 1 didn't like it. 1 much prefer the carvings & 
artwork elsewhere... - 2. hhmed (II: 36) 

In ernphasizing chis an' vernrs anthmpoiu&r dichotomous theme in some visitors' responses, 1 do 

not intend to imply that art and anthropology are actually opposites. My whole purpose is to 

untangle and break down this strucnire by exhibikg and exploring it. In this sense, my approach to 

the axt/anthropology binary is similar to my analysis of every other binary 1 name and investigate in 

this chapter. OutIining the views of visitors and general perceptions of the two disciplines does not 

mean that 1 endorse them. On the contrary, 1 a m  questionhg them while recogniziag the 

prominence of the b i o q  assumption which seems to structure them. 

The role of colonial relationships in the establishment of institutions like MOA is pertinent 

to the above comments. 1 think it's safe to say that, like other anthropological institutions in setder 
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States, MOA was created as a safe haven for objects understood to be salvaged Erom d*g peoples 

and certain decay, and as an evotic house of wonden for those taking over the land and the &tue  

of B.C. - European immigrants. Looking at what visitors reflecc about whom and how MOA 

exhibits, ifs clear thar this assump tion about audience has stayed in place. The objects O Ç bo th Fksr 

Nations and ocher people cornrnonly cded  "indigenous", and of what are usual.  called 

cccivilizations", such as China and India and Japan - but rarely Europe - are explicated at  M O h  for a 

vïewer who seems to be posited as a universal-human-type looker. By paying attention to the 

history of anthropology museums, and the practice of MO A in particular, 1 noüce that che viewers 

here (induding the Japanese visitors) respond as they are actually treated and talked to, i-e. as a 

European-descended observer and consumer of the cultures of 'the wotld'. 

On the other hand, several commentators commended the relevance of HIGH S L I C K  to 

the museum's work and questioned the h e  in the sand drawn by some between legitbate and 

namal anthropological viewing of First Nations d a c t s '  c'culcural s i ~ c a n c e "  and the 

inapprop"te need to engage with "unimportant" works of ccinterpretaûonJ' - These cornments tend 

to break down what we have seen to be well-established dichotomies between artistic and 

anrhropological, aesthetic and cultural, art and artifact: 

The techniques and the subject matter suit the museum context - well done to the curator or 
whoever else orgarized it all - AS (130) 

Are no t d a c t s  art Ross?... K%y can't we leam from conternporary works? - anonymous (II: G), 
in response to: 
... This is a museum, not a bloody art gallery. If Miss Williams wants this displayed for people 
to see (though 1 don't koow why they would wanc to!) then let her try riding a spot for it in an 
art gdery. Good luck. What the hick is this supposed to be anyway. 1 know 1 must be smpid 
and ignorant because 1 can grasp the "deep" inner meaningJ but 1 don't care. 1 would much 
rather see some different selections fiom visible storage occupying thïs space. This is a waste of 
space. Why not use this to disptay sorne artifacts we might leam from? - Ross McElroy 

- 

Sept. 21 
Great reactions at the Ieast 
~/history/culture/antbropology 
Fine h e s  berneen them once we start interpreting. - L. Clarke PI: 16) 

The museum is not one dimensional - great. - anonyrnous (II: 53) 



HIGH SLACK as: 
bad &/ins&nitïcafit versus good art/masterpiece 
ugly versus beauW 
unin rdigible versus comprehensible 
histon'cal& s p e d c  versus tüneless & universal 
in tdecnral or &oretical versus self-explana tory or expressive 

I found a surprising amount of generalized hosality without explmation in cornmentatorsy 

responses to HIGH SLACK. hlthough some criücism was unstnicnired, some used the mechanism 

of binary opposiuon to rationalize thek negative evduations of the installaaon:. They re-creaced 

HIGH SWCK as Uegitimate and meaningless through an appeal to a standard category of "good 

art" or "the masterpiece", dehed as that which is timelessly and universdy recogJzed as beautifid 

and meaninghl. Here are some of the ways that certain viewers wro te off the exhibition: 

"Jd art" at its worst. Pretentious. - hl (1 1) 

WASTE OF PUBLIC MONEY - VERY BAD U T .  - anonpous (14). 

What a waste of Bug Screen! - anonymous 
Waste of ink! - anonymous 
1 agree!! - anonymous (26) 

PUT THIS BOOK UP AS ART!! - anonymous (33) 

The real test k: would we dig this up in 400 years & put it in a muse-? 1 don't so. It's 
nothing more than poorly unitten p o e q  stended on a bug screen. Corne on let's create 
masterpieces that survive the test of tkne. - Jack (List name illegible) 7-2-91 (35). 

A total waste of money. This display is lacking l a s ~ g ,  e n d h g  depth that art is a d y  timeless 
& brilliant has ... - RG (? illegible) (42) 

1 didn't understand anything... I'm s o q  but h i s  is milk for an elite of intellectuals and has no 
business being here - signed (illegible) (nanslated from French) (90). 

This is aot yet a masterpiece. - SD (123) 

1s this a masterpiece???? - anonymous 
What is missing? - anonymous (127) 

It's just plain & simple bad art! Boring, ugly & a waste of taxpayers $. 
real - don't intellecnialize garbage - we're sick of it! - anonymous (134) 



Trash! Get ic out of here! - signed (illegîble) (1 45) 

You can't ger the message across if the method you use automaacaily makes people switch off - 
anonymous (68) 

This last comment is an interesting observ2tion, and it is clear thac a certain nurnber of 

people did c'swïtch off" because of the format of HIGH SLACK and its visual ambiguity. The 

question is: why? 1 diink there are several intenelated factors at work here. Dichotomies structure 

all of them. As I've aheady noted, some people seemed affionted to find what they would define as 

contemporq art in a space decennlied to be prope* anthropologïcal. Others understood the 

ins d a t i o n  as an eliust Lrelevance, as opposed to the comprehensible and instructive disphys 

suitable to MOA. S d  others recited the anributes of a 'masterpiece' as a way to state withouc 

erplanation that HIGH SWCK doesn't rneasure up, and instead belongs in the opposite categoq- of 

"junk" or "trash" or "not masterpiece" or '%ad art". mat the iist of attributes of the masterpiece - 

tïmelessness, univers%-, expressiveness, 'depth', 'beauty' - is itself a product and ideology of a 

particular culture is uneecognized.) 

Some commentators received HIGW SLACK as a project lacklig depth and integration of 

aesthetic skill with wisdom about the world and her subject matter: 

I enjoyed looking at the bug screen. -4 similar effect can be seen at Lumberland. - anonymous 

(43) 

Graphic design surface design photography - all the elements of the course 1 teach on - but 
is it art? - Alan Dark (83) 

... No depth of learning or unders tanding, no imagination ... Her ignorance is apparent in the 
letter on the left [excerpts £rom leners wrîtten by Williams to museum staff were exhibited in 
the gallery] ... if 1 judge h a t  99% of modem a-tt is dross I'm probably right but mte: 99% of the 
art of dl ages is dross insofar as ifs not crak So if somethïng I can't understand, without the 
standard cultural reference points, is to engage my attention it must show craft, thought & 
knowledge. Deconsmct t h i s  & there's nodiiog left. - N i d  MacKay (1 6 1) 

On the other hand, there were those viewers who valued HIGH SLACK on the same terms 

used by some to dismiss it: 

h beautifd show - 1 thought 1 \vas at MoMh in NYC ... as it is conceptudy & artistically very 
beautifid, dyiamic and personal.. . - signed (illegible) (77)) 



In the other room I was asked to give rny opinion as to what a masterpiece was. 1 wanced to 
Say that a rnasterpiece was a piece which was made with the splnr and ac the same the;  
when viewed, could move another spint completely. This is a masterpiece. Thank you. - 
Signed (degible) (1 6 5) 

This has to be the best part of the whole thing - signed Cdlegible) (II: 71) 

The classification of "good art" used to categorically exclude WilIiams' work by several 

viewers was mobilized by these commentators to praise the insdation. While some invoked 

"masterpiece" to scom and differentïate HIGH SLACIG others named this category in order co 

include by association Williams' work on the valued side of a "good art/ junk art" polarïty. 

hn undercurent of people's use of "good art/ bad arc'' dichotomies focussed on the 

connection beween creating an exhibition and spending money, and respond to HIGH SLACK as a 

was te O Ç money: 

1 hope no tax money was used to create diis exhibit! - signed (Alegible) 7/1/94 (31) 

It is a waste of money and thne, you c m  hardly read ariiythmg- What a load of sh..!! A waste of 
bug net. - Jenny (44) 

... In 100 years this display d have long since paid for a new house in Vancouver widi the 
proceeds, laughlig ail the way to the bank. - RG (? illegible) (42). 

These comments are interesting in that the7 probably reflect social ideologies that monev is the real 

measure and reward of good things. Their writers create new meanings for HIGH S U C K  (as a 

waste of tax money), and also re-invent MOh (iaccurarely) as a lucrative, profit-making venue. In 

these last comments Williams herself is received as a parasiucal force sucking up govemment h d s  

and visitors' money or an entrepreneur making a profit £rom the installation- 

HIGH SLACK as: 
scholarshp orphilosophy versus cd 

Another cment  of re-creation of the installation was to align it with academic research and 

presentation. Sometimes dÿs interpretatbn of the exhibit was credited as authoritative or 

insightfuk "...the world is on fixe; diis... University has produced an inrellecnial statemenr worth 



publishing at long last. The b n k c e  of Krilliams' conception is astounding - anonynous" (1 -2). 

At other tirnes it was critiqued, in opposition to 'real' art, as overly inceeUeectuali2ing or unemouonal: 

"This is so detached that Lit] is NON-SENSE - not a VISION". - R. Slaught (sp.?) (10). In several 

cnaques, HIGH SLACK was d e b e d  as archives or scholarship in spedfic contrast to 'art'. 

Williams' works were posited by visiton to MOh as related co several kinds of scholarship: 

1) history-telling; 2) post-modern or  post-colonial deconsmictions of texts and 'othemess'; and 3) a 

combination of sociology and philusophy to do with 'race relauons' and 'the name of humanitf: 

his tory-telling 

... The layering of 19th and 20th C[entury] materials reallv shows how Lttle our actinides towards 
and expectations of this srnall piece of &te world have changed over dl the generations of white 

I 

contact ... -John and M e d y n  (41) 

July 9, 1994 
The t h e  slipped away as we r a d  p u r  words and others' words and viewed the pase through 
your gaue  of interpretaaon. Judith, the vermilion snail is mÿ preferred area & the power of the 
devastation that occuned in the histoncal p i o d  you r ecd  cornes chrough ... you've - - gone . . out of - -  

yourseKinto che othemess of that other the... Have we any of us gone beyond the moience 
and misunderstanding you've recorded? Ano ther jolt for us! - Maeve Wiegand (sp?) (43) 

1 very much appreciate the research you undertook, a fascùiahng re-consideration of historical 
events & issues that conmbute to fie constniction of what B.C. is today, afkcts our reading of 
the land and the environment ... expansive ... - Henry Tsang (55) 

InteresMg that 1 saw this eshibit just when 1 was sruàng co read E.H. Carr 'T7hat is History?" 
- anonyrnous (1 07) 

Very unusual evocation of cime - d y  becoming out STORY. V e q  quiet, yet h a u n ~ g  ... The 
l a v e ~ g ,  the drapery, die simple ambiguiq is quire special ... - a bistory snident, .iugusc '94 (1 1 8) 

... diis matter of discoverhg how we, as the human species, can best live - on the Eartl.. .. in a spint 
of respect and, indeed, love for one another, is the dominant quesaon or our m e  ... 1 am 
already aware, through UBC History Professor Diane Newell's recently-published Tangled 
VVebs of History, diar the record of non-native and First Nations contact in B.C. is a miserable 
one - Correction begios with awareness. Your installation, like Dr. Newell's book, provides an 
oppo~-ninity for such awareness to begin. It is surely now the responsibiliv of visitors to this 
installation to accept what you have offered and begin their owa personal joumeys of awareness 
- leading to, 1 hope, a more just sotiety in our common hture. - Paul B. Ohannesian (sp?) (II: 1) 

post-modern and post-colonial deconstruction of text and the <other> 

An in t e re s~g ,  post-modem comment on multirnedic texc ... - anonymous (31) 



The mesh screen bearing a vivid nmative text is highly effective in communicating the h a  
O E cultural ''O themess" - anonymous (43) 

... It reveals a deep understanding of the problems and contradictions involved in representing 
the "other" and appropriately presents these concems in a form which complicates and 
fragments ideas, and challenges the assumption that s o m e t h g  as complex as this issue codd 
be understood simply by reading an "eqert" account or relying on conventional curatonal 
techniques. This is the best attempt 1 have seen to chart the mur- and often misunderstood 
area of race relations ... the impression 1 take away hpm this exhibit is that our amtudes as 
western, "uvilized" people towards history & other races are ofien indicative of our ovm desire 
to own somediing rather than to try and understand it - Ausaalian exchange student @ U of 
Mass (158) 

philosophy/sociology of human reality and possibility 

of people's mis- and not- 
12 July 1994 - - 

The moiré of nets and layers of screen are a movtng symboi 
understanding and or cultural differences ... ifs an incredible fear of craftspersonship and 
thought ... V e r -  beaughil, in my opinion. The texts, in that they are difficdr to discem, give us 
the symbol of jusc that - Joan Ross Bloedel(51). 

28th J d y  - very powerful, I loved it. It brought me back to the p s t  and projecred what the 
funire is ... and could be. It takes Bme to hel dl of this... - Denise Stewart (85) 

I appredate the juxtaposition of First Peoples & Westemers' misunderstandings about the 
nature of humaniy... Each perhaps hels the other loving or cruel depending on the glunpse 
given - h n i t a  Albertson (121) 

Many MOh visitors posited Williams' work as an intellectual, theoretical piece, for example: 

Athough formdy, the exhibit is clever and involving, 1 don7t feel drawn into the context, I 6nd 
myself reading the text, analyzing the layers ... I do feel whispered to, but I don't feel that this 
exhibit has helped me make those connections to the layered past & present of B.C. Instead I 
have read & wandered my way through a srnattering of pages tom from archives - anonymous 

(138) 

Some even d e h e d  it as non-art purely on this basis. This disqualification of HIGH SLACK as 'art' 

on the foundation of a Lck of vision or emouonal power leads back to a more basic hierarchical 

dicho tomy in wes tem thought: that of m o n  vermJ emotion, whc h relies on a separa tion O f minci verm 

body. Not everyone detected a lack of emotion in HIGH SLACK, however. 



HIGH SLACK as thought-provoking, curious, and emoüond 

Some people who recorded th& teactions to the show in the public response books defined 

thek expenence of the works entirely through emotional terms: 

The "snail" piece: moving - a sotid perennial Eorm into which the simultaneous rnultiplicities 
surface and dissolve (Pat Adams, 6/21 /94) (7). 

Very moving. One needs co spend cime in the eshibit to aappreciate it. - Caroline Fafard (1 5) 

1 agree with all those who sa)- this piece is moving. 1 was pdcularly ïmpressed with the large 
p a i n ~ g  whch 1 codd have spent a long tirne contemplathg... - anonymous (19) 

THANK YOU FOR THE VOICES - anonymous (20) 

It seethes with power & mystery 1 imagked a wind blowing, the srnell of sea, corpses a&&, 
memories of screams ~ g i n g  in our deadened eus  the land and sea bear the weight of too 
many corpses & tears, the tears make the tides; when d it ebb? - S. Deplantier (27) 

This woman is mad w[irh] visions that have no boundaies. Even words can't hold the 
meanings & don't. - Marjorie Rebeino (28). 

My stomach was in a knot as 1 walked through this exhibit ... gbw 30 June/94 (31) 

Judith Williams' work is compktely engrossing. b h k g  Iayers weaving [in] & out, texniles, 
colours each movlig closer & further away, rnuch like our memones, our his t o ~ .  Fleeeng, yet 
permanent. A highly charged space... - anonymous (34) 

Reference to fading rnernory through light in use of mesh and o u  probable lack of familarïv 
with the text [interests?] me to leam more. .. - signed (illegible) (34) 

Impossible NOT to feel sad, moved and thoughtfùl about B.C.'s history and peoples. - 
anonymous (63) 

1 am so s o u  from what 1 pave] seen in the M O h .  1 feel so tittle now. It is a stroag piece as far 
as describing fear goes ... - anonyrnous (83) 

... Somehow 1 feel that showing in such a Literal way that 'history is a constmct, a junction of 
positions' is not quite enough. Of course voices got lost at those junctions. .. You examine the 
layers, add on radier than deconsnuct - But is there more that 1 a m  rnissing? ... - Sarah Jim (137) 

Very moving - a dreamlike clarity, and maEage of word-image-object - anonymous (11: 3) 

23 Sept. 94 Very innovative design - too much feeling cornes out of the words. BeautiM, 
horrible, txagic. - I(immie Wright (II: 1G) 



Many of these comments indicate an appreciaüon of and engagement with the f o m  and content of 

Williams' works. These responses indicated fnJtful involvement with both the material presented 

and the fotm. It is interesthg that the witers often irnplicated emotions and ernotional effect to 

describe their evaluatioas and analyses of the works' meaninp. Being "moved", for these on- 

Iookers, seems co have either sparked, resulted Erom, or accompanied an exploration of the 

installation. 1 think this way of describlig a constructive engagement with HIGH SLACK also 

depends to some degree on the same requlement of art used by othen to discredit the installation's 

sffect: the eliciting of emoaons. 

HIGH SLACK as politics/political inspiration/"politicd correcmess" 

The tendency to register the installation as political commentary came in two foms.  Some 

consmcted this contemporq art installation as a valid and valuable fomi of political thought - a 

contribution to current debates and to the condition of our collective society. Sorne cited it as 

inspiration for pracüce as weil as thought, and related it to very broad social justice issues and 

movements relevant to geographically disparate cultures. Others re-created HIGH SLACIC as 

politics in order to dehne it away Erom valid art - in yet another b i n q  tri& - or sirnply to argue with 

the poliucs which they perceived in it. These comments also came from people belonging and 

relaciog to a variety of global soueties. Here are some examples of MOA visitors' conception of 

HIGH SUCI< as poliücs: 

... More a political sentiment than a record o f  living. Extraneous. - KTC (?) 6 / 2 3 / 9 4  (11) 

h o s t  all the indian people [sic] 1 have worked with and known are calm, wami, kind, 
peacehi, and proud. But the h s t  results of our collision with them were Lievitable. 1 get a 
ceetail pleasure out of contemplating the next meeting... - Bob (last name illegible) (48) 

Today - 1 love my aeighbour as myself! Thank you so much - KT 1994 (II: 3) 

What ... are they prejudiced against white people here? - anonymous (il: 10) 

It has a drearnlike quality that causes you to think and opens an awareness of a totally differenc 
b d  of lifestyle. A wonderhl exhibit one that 1 hope d l  rravel where d o n s  of people can 
see it and be influenced. - anonymous (II: 11) 



..- this to me is about edges and borden as places of transition and @aradoluca&) ccon~uitç. at 
the heim of change ... - Lela Van Weeden (sp?) (II: 33) 

12/8/94 1 have sad & complicated thoughts upon seeing & experienckg the exbibit To 
myseif, it is strange having seen the old artwork (if such may be said), the new amvork (this) & 
know the spints behuid the old & new 1st peoples who speak/ feel to me/ work chrough me 
like meaning behind the words of poetry. The snange feeling is confusing & fnllt!kl& &as no 
ending but more wonder about the vePties of human existence & awe at the ancestral spirits of 
out nature becoming aware of its place in the Greater Spiet (the hnima Mundi) - Suzan (II: 84) 

... an introspective, culturally - envïronmentally - artistic perspective of time: place: 
undenranding - 1 applaud his work and the conaibution CO this area - my understanding and 
perspective has been gloriously expanded ... J. Depew Nov. 26 1994 (II: 89) 

The images brought about are very powerfd, 1 hope people take advanrage of the message - 
aaonymous (II: 94) 
Dec 24. An hour of reflecuon ... on the wunder of the hiscory of this part of our country - has 
raised the issue in our eyes of past events - viewed justly or unjusdy - and a rekindled imperus to 
see in this day that we can Live harmoniously together - Roz & Vaino Latuala (II: 94) 

There were a few comments which (cynically) consmcted the installation as the 

materializaaon of a speciac and local set of cultural poliucs. Some elplained the existence and 

display of HIGH S W C K  purely as the result of meaningless political =ends detennining who 

paid to make art about what: 

1s Judith Williams a Native Woman? If [she is] Native no problem w[id.i] hnding the 
insdauon. If White, she musc do an installauon on Native hmerican experience - 'other'wise 
no money. As an acàst, 1 too mus t iive by the fashionable. That's why I'm cleaning up w[ith] 
Lesbian Greeting cards. bfoney d e s  ... - Barbara Yuko (II: 33) 

This comment dovetails with a curent which focusses on money and hnding in the 

response books, and reinforces the sociecy's generally accepted (if not acknowledged or named) 

racialized separation of First Nations concems, 'experience', interests, cultures, and histories hom 

those of everyone else. The writer Lames a potentially i n t e r e s ~ g  question about the installation's 

content, authorship, and context of display in cynical terms which reduce the situation to simplistic 

dichotomous categories of self/'otherY. These are used to isolate racial CcNauve/Native hmerican") 

and sewal ("Lesbian") 'others' to whom money, in the viewer's imagination, flows exclusively and 

unintempted because of poiitical c'fashion". 

Written comments on HIGH SLACK found in the public response books created nn . 

important way to explore the issue of what this exhibition meont in physical, historical, and cultural 



context. The specorum of receptions recorded in the volumes revealed that art works have flexible 

meanings because of people's acts of reception wîthin their owa contests. The range of voices in 

the books also illuminate particular underlying cultural concepts which influenced the ways people 

thought about HIGH SWCK. The installation, which reflected on historical and contemporary 

human relationships and politics in a spe&c place, elicited certain tendencies of the way this society 

organizes knowledge about art, history, anduopology, museums, and different people. 

The prominence of dichotomous reasoning in the subtext of man? viewers' responses is 

interesMg in itseif. Commentators cntiqued as well as mobilized a varierg of dualistic pairs in their 

receptions of Williams' work. The dualism which informs many viewers' responses to HIGH 

SLACK (structured according to ideologies that have domliated and influenced western cultures in 

the past century at least) points out some characteristics of o u  society's vision of art's b c t i o n  and 

value, museums' roles, and anthropology's rneanings. The contentious presence of dualism also 

illusuates that HIGH SLhCK interacted with and challenged diese ideologies in viewers' 

experiences. 

Vandalism as an zct of reception 

The preceding receptions of HIGH SLACK are typical of contemporaq m installaüons in 

established museums: people looked and went away without comment, people looked and discussrd 

the show with others, and people looked and wrote down their thoughts in public response books. 

Other receptions of HIGH SUCI< are less cornmon occurrences: my acadernic cesearch, for 

example, or the public symposium on historical and contemporary political and legal topics related 

to the amvorks. One viewers' - or group of viewers' - response to the exhibition was registered in a 

mode that is ruer stiU. At some point in the a u m  of 1994, HIGH SLACI. was vandalized. 

There is not much to be knowii about this act of reception, as I found out in my A p d  1996 

i n t e ~ e w  with Judith Williams: 

CF: The vandalization of HIGH SLACIC.. has any information corne to lighr on that? 



No .... noùling has happened, and in fact, 1 just simply put it behind rnyself.. . 

CF: . . . 1 ... came back to the museum to &te... some more notes [in December 19941, 
and it was blocked off and so 1 had to get a security person to take me in. 

FI Yeah - the vandalism was extnmeb ioteresang. Ic was very rhoughtfully done. It was 
not random; it was done with a close reading of the words. \Vhoever did ir knew exactly what 
they were doing; it was very deiiberate; ir was v e q  c a r e u y  done .... in conjuncaon \Iith certain 
words.. .. So it was done with considerable intelligence and ... it was not just a vandal. It was 
somebody who knew they had no intention of hurting mpthing else in the museum; there were 
no signs of damage of any kiad except for these very s p e d c  things. The biggest damage was 
done [on the spiral work eotitled Hiph Slack] next to . . . the phrase about the Tkhqot 'in 
involved in the massacre cuttbg out the heart of the man who was the head, and ripping out 
the heaet And it had been cut and then Ppped like that to. .. illustrate the [the wo rds] . . . . So 
somebody knew what they were doing .... of course nobody likes their work to be hurt but ... it 
was kind of an intere~tiing aspect. But 1 was of a mind at that point, 1 had been 10 engaged in the 
negotrktiue aspect of things, that 1 really haddecïded that everything that was involved in the piece 
was part of the piece. So 1 was less disturbed and disnaught about the thing than the people nt  
the museum, even. 1 just took it as parf of the piece. 

... CF: ... somebody told me... that your office was also vandalized? Is chat m i e l  

JW: We tbought rhac somebody had uied to get in here.. . . - it looked Like somebody had 
anacked die glass. With somediing sh arp... 1 had a guy who was working with me... and he was 
very alamied. But there was... not mother s i p  of anyrhing happening (Foss 1996: 30-1). 

The vandalism done to the installation included several incisions cut into the mesh screens 

and silk panel mentioned by Williams. The slices were so precise and discreet diat when they were 

discovered no-one could be sute how long they had been there; they may have gone unnoticed for 

sorne tirne. For this reason, and because the damage was inflicred in such an organized, deliberate, 

and precise way, it seems more like an act of cornmentq than one of ourright destnicuon. There 

was no attemp t to ruin any of the individual works or the instdauon as a whole, and no gestures 

toward i n h i b i ~ g  or blocking its messages, meaning, or existence. This vandaiism seems to me 

better understood as a recepüon of HIGH SLACK which f d s  on (one extreme ot) the continuum 

of responses put into motion and recorded by other museum visitors. hlthough the vandalism 

indicated some kind of respoase to spedfic aspects of histoncal references to First Nations- 

European confict in the hetworks, the precise meaning of the gestue is not clear. What is clear is 



that someone felt sûongIp enough about the issues to violate the installation and to risk crLninal 

chaxges if caught. 

1. The historical, sodo-political, art, and anthropoloa contexts which 1 explain as relevant co 
HIGH SWCK's producuon in Chapters 1 , 2  and 3 were conhmied as factors affecang the range of 
the exhibition's receptions in this part of my smdy. Major themes developed in my description of 
the discourses relaced to HIGH SWCK's creation and display also surfaced in the written 
comments of M O h  visitors in the response books (as well as in my own receptions and the 
receptions of Rosa Ho and Judith Williams). 

2. Art historian Janet Wolff suggests a balance between the attist' role as producer \,th the reality of 
multiple receptions: 

. . .authoiial meaniag does indeed have some son of prioritg over other readings, and therefore 
biographical and O ther inforniauon about authors is relevant for the snidy of literature [and, 1 
think, art]. But this is not an argument for any kind of 'valid' interpretation.. .- What is far more 
important than the fact that, as a.. . critical eueruse, we may attempt to recover an author's 
meaning, is the fact that this rneaning is effectively dead. What an author uitended.. . is.. . of 
interest inso far as that original meanuiw a- has.. . informed the present reading of the text.. . . h 
sociologlr of literawe [or art]. . . would mcorporate original meaning (and its construction), 
mediauon of that meaning through, for esample, a series of critics, and meaning attached to the 
w-ork by any new reader [viewer], as well as the interrelations between chese(1981: 102-3). 

3. These ideas about how meanirigs of art works are determined, circulated, and altered have been 
extensively developed in art his toPcal scholarship b y people such as Janet Wolff, among many 
others; and similar reception theories have been kcula ted  in cultuai snidies as well, by Stuart Hall 
and O thers. 

4. Ho analyzes some comments made by viewers in response to diis 1993 exhibition. She has some 
interesting things to say about the conversations created by this means - now cornmon in many 
museums, which 1 will quote here because they pardel my own approach to analyzing some 
responses to HIGH SLACK. Ho writes: 

In the examples 1 have selected to accompany thïs article, 1 not only attempt to present a range 
of personal thoughts and political convictions, but also to juxtapose responses in order to show 
that many statements and counter statements either connadict or support the position of earlier 
or later ones ... It is tempting to t d y  the responses into positive or negative camps, and to 
tabulate some ... statisucal probability which is correct nineteen times out of nvenq-. But whar 
does such a statisucal andysis mean when the debate and dialogue between the wnten and 
McMaster, and among the wricers themselves, axe complex and the ideological position taken 
changes according to the subject concerned, or to whom the comment is intended? 
What is a positive response? Positive for whom? About what? S a y ,  what is negative? To 
think of the comments in binary ternis is r edy  to perpetuate power relationships of polarized 
views instead of resolutions ...( 1993-94: 22). 

5. The historical western Noble Savage concept is explained by Nicholas Thomas in his book, 
Colonialism's Culture. 1994: 22,99-104. 



6 .  See Chapter 2 for a discussion of ccprimiavism'~ and the contemporary consumptÏon ot 
indigenous cultures. 

7. m e  anthropologists studying 'Noahwesc Coast' Fkst Nations have developed a prevalent 
discourse about the aesthetic characteristics of ar t  fiom these cultures, p rodukg  a focus on the 
expertise shoum in fonnline-composition, this aspect is sa secondq  to anthropology's prïmary 
concem with matePa1 culture and its representation of practical and cultural ways of life. 

8. Root traces this tendencv io Cannibd Culture on pages 108-9 and 116-1 18, in her chaprer called 
"hrr and Taxidenny: The Warehouse of Treasures". 

9. Here ifs ioteresting to consider the inremauonal diversity of MOh's visiting audience, and the 
r r  - -.i_ - IL PVIiPctc y jn; 

of British Columbia Museum of ,~nthropologE." to represent. 1 here 1s ~ O L  u r  rv.LLAu 

the response books for me to attempt to dnw conclusions about difierences . -  

- 

or con~ui t ies  
X u n  -1 T ._. 

the expectanons ana responses ur LULU,  LU^, 4LLu LLLLLUI~CiV-rU . 
impression that the iden that 'Nauveness' is on display at MOA is strong among visitors who iive in 
B.C., 1 can't say whether that's actually mie (those who write in the response books are a fraction of 
the exhibit's viewers and many comment anonymously, let alone r e b g  me where they h), or what 
this might be due to if it is me.  Of course, MOA has a strong reputation for its First Nations 
collections, and in its publiuty this aspect of the institution's identity - its aboriginal collections and 
its work with First Nations artists and communiues - is foremost. While 1 was busy wondering if 
people from other C O W ~ ~ ~ S  held less of an image of the West Coast Native' as the rnuseum's 
subject (object?), 1 ran into one or two comments from international visitors which indicated that 
their understanding of the museum indeed paralleled this image. For example: 

We are from Japan. We are happy to be here but we Feel kind of sad because we are losing the 
traditional works the natives had made. - anonymous (9.5). 



Chapter 9: First Nations Visitors as Speaking Subjects 
(receptions in public diaIogue/receptions in research) 

Unlike many odier eihibitions, HIGH SWCK was also received in a fornial, smcnired, and 

collective way. This happened at a one-day symposium, entided "The Tsilhqot'in Wax of 1864 Pc 

the 1993 CaBboo-Chilcotin Justice Inquiq". The meeting was held on Novernber 19,1994 at the 

UBC Fint Nations House of Learning; it was CO-sponsored by the House of Leaming and organized 

by MOh. It is important to note that this lively symposium Çomied an essential part of HIGH 

SWCK'spmddon process. It was phmed early in the exhibiuon projecr as an extension and 

complication of the meanings of the art works themselves, and as a forum to include responses to 

the art works as an integral part of the exhibition. Williams told me chat: 

.-. &orn the very beginning, it was my notion that there would be occasion for the people who 
were related to the issues that were in the show to speak th& own rnind.. .. that was right there 
boom the beginning. (Foss 1996: 75) 

1 want to focus on understanding the symposium as a sire cmcial to nvo separate reception 

processes. The hrst reception moment \vas the discussion at the symposium of HIGH SMCI< as a 

group of art works that taps into curent and histor icd political issues. The second recepuon 

process involved responses to my attempt to build a feniinist research projecr on the base of the 

exhibition and the events and relationships it prompted. The issues that 1 have smggled with most 

- and rnost Enuthilly - throughout my research are part of chis discussion. They include cornplex 

and h z z y  concepts, such as: difference, silence (or refusal), 'failure' in research, identity, subject 

positions, and subjectiviy. I realue that these words cari be vague in their connotations and effect. 

They are used in so many ways at different times and to different ends. In the following pages 1 will 

try to cl&$ and elaborate on my understandings of these words. 1 d explain how ùiey relate to 

aspects of HIGH SLACISs reception and my study of that process. 

HIGH SILACK: historical materials and narratives 

At the symposium, 1 was engaged by the histories and analyses of the w u  and the inquj. 
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presented by TXhqot'in women and men, as well as members of other First Nations. These 

presentauons showed their varied links widi subjects in HIGH SLACK. Some were directlv relaced, 

some were more distantly Linked, and others became connected incidentdy. 

As I've described previously, the works in HIGH SLACIC, and the testual quotauons within 

them, have a range of subjects and sousces thar duster around the period and events of B-Ce's 

colonization. Two sources appear repeatedly. One is the diary of a British man called Robert 

H o d a y ,  who was hired by f i c d  Waddington, a member of the Victoria Legislame, to survey a 

road Lom a coastal inlet to the gold fields of the interior Cmiboo-Chilco M plateau in 186 1 (Figure 

32). The other is the record of an 1864 t r i a i  presided over by Judge Matthew Ballie Begbie, who was 

known as the "Hanging Judge", no t least because of the results of this trial. 

Passages from these w r ï ~ g s  m d  others were stencilled across the ephemeral n e t ~ g  used in 

che installation, and rep+ted in the leaves of four artisr's book works. The (obviously cue  fully 

selected) quotauons £rom the texts were hagmented and juxtaposed with each other, with the arüst's 

words, with painted panels, and with photographic images of the long-inhabited hnd referred to in 

the words. The effect of this deliberate visual cornparison is that the historical voices hover in 

relation to one another and offer up the gaps berneen their perspectives and the 'facts' - which 

brings me back to the deadly events of 1864. Here's what is generally agreed upon: hfter HomEray's 

disastrous 1861 wiater journev between Victoria and Bute Inlet, which was survived only with life- 

saving help Erom local First Nations, another road crew was sent b y  Waddington Lito the highlands 

above the Coast. They were attacked by members of the Trilbgot'in Nation in Tri(hgot'in temtory in 

A p d  1864. The event, with some others sunounding it, became known as the C h i l c o ~  War. The 

uprising was followed by Begbie's mal and the hanging Li 1864 and 1865 of six TkYhqot'in men 

(LIa~sm?in, Pidi, Tellot, Chedek,& C ~ S X U S ,  Tabii) a generation O f tha t nation's leadership (Williams, 

1996:55). Judge Begbie wrote to Govemor Seymour that "the biood of 21 whites c d s  for 

rettibution. And these fellows are cruel murdering pirates taking life and making slaves in the same 
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spirit in which you or 1 would go out after p d d g e s  or rabbit shooting" (Letter to Govemor 

Frederick Seymour hom Judge Matthew B. Begbie, 30 September 1864; P r o v i n d  Archives of 

British Columbia, reproduced in W h s ,  1994: 23). 

\'lrhile there is general agreemenr on his sparse narrative, ma- aspects of the story are 

matten of debate - and not only what could be called "the details". Conflïccr axosose ar the 

symposium over beliefs about the basic causes and long-term effects of the series of violent events 

that together made a colonial war. 1 will explore che meanings of this confikt momentarily, in a 

discussion of what I'm calling cchistorical difference" and "power clifference". Ebght now my 

purposes are to provide the essenaal histoncd background for this exploration, and espeudy to 

point out thac the schisms which appeared at the symposium reflected, almost mirror-like, the visual 

juxtapositions in voices and perspectives fabricated bv LVilliams in HIGH SLACK itself. Williams 

conceived of this weaving of differenc voices as an "opera", co rhe point ofenvisioning t h e  

... the boat is a duet And it was always thought of in ternis of almost an operatic thing, of tsvo 
people sitling, each reading something different ... if 1 had my druthers, they would be singing it 
- literally ... it was operatic in intent, and in fact we worked with a theaae peson to see if we 
could present a lot of this material ac the opening, but the person who was wPMg the script 
aras JO rannIf, unconsciously so, that I just rejected the whole thing. 1 just couldn't get him to 
understand some of the things he was doing m d  I couldn't get hirn to include the fernale voices 
the way 1 wanted, so I just pulled the plug. But, when I made the boat piece, which was one of 
the earliest pieces 1 did, 1 always saw it in ternis of two people sitting, both reading somediing 
differenr, and those voices internvuied (Foss 1996: 13). 

It strikes me that rhe symposium anained a mulu-vocal, if somewhat dissonant, pardel to W h s '  

description of the "uiterrwined" historical narratives (imagined as melodies) in HIGH SLACK. 

hlthough 1 I tnessed some connections between die stories and foms deployed by 

Williams and the different things First Nations people had to say at the symposium, direct reference 

to the artworks was minimal. Whde the installation cleady was a caralyst to the discussion, whether 

its actual content, style, or approach was an inspiration was not evident and not explored. Nobody 

to my knowledge saw this movement away h m  HIGH S U C I <  as a ptoblem. The utle of the 
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symposium alone C'The Tsilhqot'in War of 1664 & the 1993 Canboo-Chilcotin Justice Inquiiy"), 

makes no mention of the exhibition icielf, and confums that it was intended as a forum connected 

to but not cenaed on the art works or even the museum '- 

The gaps as much as the W s  berween the history traced by Williams in HIGH SLACK and 

the histones told by symposium speakers prompted mp interest in doing research on the amvorks 

and the simation developing before my eyes. Perspectives and 'facrs', taken hrom authorkative 

historical sources (written material from the provincial archives) and cded into question by 

LV'illiarns, were furrher destabilized in relation to the histories sustained by aboriginal people and re- 

told to the large symposium audience. For me, heaPng direct exchanges of histories and 

perspectives between different people was compelling. As the conversations began and ended, 1 

wanted to know more about two relationships involving contliuity and disjunction. These were: 

&sr, the relations hip between LViKams' installation and the discussion happening in the svmposium; 

and second, the distance between the differhg histories and perspectives (which obviously had 

romething CO do with Native/non-Native relations) that ran smack into each other at the symposium. 

Sitting in a room fkll of TszX5qotSir and other Fkst Nations people as weil as non-indigenous people, 

it became apparent that if 1 wanted to leam about these relationships 1 would need to ask questions 

of some of the people sitting around me. 

Another reason to t a k  to Trilhqot'in people who expressed interest in the symposium 

surfaced as 1 sac and listened. It came from the voices 1 heard at the meeting and from my own 

hrninist reading of what 1 saw as Williams' critical re-presentation of women's historical voices and 

presences in her m o r k s .  1 decided to q ro tak to a feev women who were at the gathering about 

the specific references to women in the installation and about the symposium irself. Whac were 

their thoughts about how the a r ~ o r k s  and symposium reflected women's participation in the Me of 

the First Nations involved in this phcular  colonial history - in the past and in the presenr? 



The symposium prompts and resonates in my research 

FoUowing up on these convictions and questions became bodi a mostly hstrated and an 

entirely kuidul expenence. The research 1 envisioned did not happen, but the gap left by its 

absence has taught me important things about 'failure' and feminist academic research; about silence 

and refusal. Here are the ways my plan did not work 1 wanted to view some videotapes that were 

taken of the (public) symposium, to ve* my own notes, and to attempt to aack down the narne of 

one young Tdbqot>in woman who spoke nvo important chings. Fkst, she publicly claïmed her own 

hentage through the war histones told by her nation's chiefs during the day's proceedings; and 

second, she talked about the contemporq legacy of colonial processes in B.C. and its persona1 

effects in her life (Foss 1994: 7). 1 would have liked ro do an i n t e ~ e w  with rhis woman. -ifter 

some seardiuig, however, 1 found out that following negoàations benveen the Tsilhqot'in Naüonal 

Goverrunent and the Museum of hnthropology, the Nation had withheld permission for the 

videotapes to be viewed, edited, and dismbuted, although 1 understood diis to be the intended 

purpose of hlming the event 3. Through my reseaech, nevertheless, 1 did manage to speak several 

times to a woman, hnnie -VG-, who is a former chie f of the T'dhqot 'in community in the Nemiah 

Valley which is c d e d  Xeni Gwet'in. She expressed interest in my questions and outlook, but 

eventudy let me know that she could not decide to talk to me about the history of the war and the 

issues it brings up without the consensus of her cornmunity. For her, a personal, individual decision 

about participating in my research was not an option; she would inevitably have to bring a collective 

responsibiliv to the task of publicly representkg histones relevant to her people. She told me that if 

we codd create a situation that would make her participation possible, we would need an agreement 

chat the TnYhqotYn Nation would get copyright privileges co the results of the (what would end up 

being cooperative) research. I also sent letters to l%f(hgt'in govemrnent offices (foollowing die advice 

of Rosa Ho and of staff of other museurns with whom 1 was working) describing my research and 

asking to be contacted by anyone wlio rnight be interested in talking to me about it. I received no 



replies. 

In the next pages I will describe what 1 have leamed both in spite of and because of the 

'failures' of my research plan. 1 will report and examine diEerences which I observed in action at 

the symposium, and which formed one way that HIGH SWCK was received as an mvork  - in 

acave debate if not as the centre of attention. 1 understand these differences to be about and 

produced by history-telhg and power smcnires. This d lead ro a consideration of how and why 

it was rhat the research 1 planned with T'bqot'in women did not materialize, i.e. what is there to 

leam fiom refusals and silence in response to ïny inquiries? Fiaally, 1 will explain what 'ditference', 

'identity', and 'subjecti~ty' have come to mean CO me, in relation to my expenences of the 

symposium and of my long research process with and without Tn'lbqotlin people. 

differences: history and power 

1 think that what 1 am calling "~storical" and "power" differences are Likely relevant to 

many ferninist research projects. These concepts and the realities they denote have been sites of 

struggle and leaming in my exploration of the implications of the symposium discourses, and 

deseme some attention and e-cplanauon. Here, 1 must reconnect the symposium debates and the 

differences they i u e a t e d  to th& catalyst, Williams' installaüon. Later, 1 will try to link them to 

theu sources. 

In one work in HIGH SLACK (the utle work), the testimony of European settlers about 

their relaüons with Tri(qoi7n people is contras ted s tarkly with TsiIhqof 'in s tatements. The words, 

painted on screens, are dl taken from historical w r i ~ g s ,  colour-coded grey for European words and 

yellow for indigenous ones (figures 33-35). The excerpts korn colonists' histories echo Judge 

Matthew Ballie Begbie's judgement on the killings which made the Tsilhqot'in \Var. h o n g  the 

woxds on the screen are: 

"YOU STOLE THE FLOUR!", and "I'M WRITTNG DOWN YOUR NAMES!" as well as: 
"THE BODY OF BREWSTER, THE FOREMAN, WAS FOUND...A LARGE INCISION 



IN HIS SIDE - THE HEART REMOVED - PEREiiiPS A m  - AS V E N G W C E " ,  a d :  
"THE WOiSEN, BRECQ[ster] WROTE, WERE B E T T E Z  FED - THE PRICE OF 
PROSTITUTION, WAS ENOUGK TO UT." 

These quo tauons reveal the colonlers' assertion of authority over indigenous people, and 

emphasize a then prominent view of the Tn(hqot>in as pamcularly c5minal and primitive people. 

They dso cornmunïcate the silence that the newcomen maincained about the complex causes of the 

war. Govemor Seymour wrote to the British Secretary of State for the Colonies thar "Ic suited o u  

purpose to treat officially these successive acrs of violence as isolated massacres, bur rhere is no 

objection to our now avowing [that] an Indian insurrection esisted" &etter frorn Governor 

Frederick Seymour CO the Secretaxy of State for the Colonies, the Duke of Newcasde, 9 September 

1864; reproducedin Williams, 1994: 17). The crisis was treated as a ceminal matter in all respects. 

The colonists' interest as a group was to imagine the incident as murder caused by savagery rather 

than a war r e s u l ~ g  hom their own presence and actions in the 'new world'. This strategic 

conception of the killings lived on to Erame an accepted history which obscures the context of the 

contlict. The T.7bqof 'in text in the painting reflects on esactly this context. The words in yellow 

"IN OUR COUNTRY - YOU OWE US BREAD!", and: 
"WHEN THE WHITES ATE, CHEDDEIG TESTIFIED, THEY GAVE FOOD TO THE 
CHILDREN - BREWSTER T 0 0 K  IT ALVAY FROM THEM AND THREW IT IhT THE 
FIRE" , 

and: 

i i L m s s ~ s m  SAD 'THEY s m  OUR LAND, HUNT OUR GAME, BRING 
~ ~ ~ ' E S S  WITH '1WISICEY - DEXTH WITH SMALLPOX - ISILL X L  THE WHITES!' 
(MARCH 1864)", 

(Cheddeki was later hanged, and Lhassas?in , the principal war chef of the Tni'bqot'in, was also 

hanged. The T ' o t ' » l  have lately lobbied for Mount Waddington, a major landmark in the 

Chilcotin region and in the province of BC, to be renamed Mount Lhassas?in.) These quotauons 

show that during and Lnmediately foUowing the conflict the TsiIhqot'in chdenged the history being 
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written about them in public and administrative discowses. Speakers at the 1994 s~mposiurn 

c o n h e d  that this challenge did noc end. Annie tVlilliam, for example, said that the "books on the 

war, and the archival and religious groups' documents are only a guess in the dark of what the war 

was about" (Foss 1994). Judith \Villiams' word montage highlighcs the fact that an indigenous 

version of events was always available and spoken, but was made subordinated knowledge through 

the mechanics of power relationships which deny equal rights for aii to represent themselves and 

write o u  collective history '. 

The November 1994 symposium, with its agenda to address che contested history of the 

Tsilhqot'in War and the 1993 proviacial CaPboo-Chilcotin Justice Inquiry, which examined the 

relationship between Sdbqof 'in and the Canadian legal system including the 1864 hangkgs, became a 

site for the re-hashuig of the history in question. T h e  issues discussed were precisely the ones 

spelled out on Williams' screens. Conversaeon cenaed on accounts of the w u  and the c o n ~ u i n g  

tensions and injustices between irnmigranr and indigenous people in the Williams Lake area which 

were so painWy exposed during the justice Liquity. But discussions also connected the 1864 war co 

the inquiry through tirne and circled widely nound these specific topics, thereby touching on a patch 

of current issues whose long roots are entangled in the process of colonization of the area. 

Talk at the symposium focussed on the differences benveen indigenous and immigrant war 

histories, on the dominance of white-authored versions over aboriginal stories, on the effects of this 

domination, and on parallel and rehted Liequaliaes in relaüonships benveen Tnhqofinx (and O cher 

First Nations people) and non-lidigenous British Colurnbians. There was significance in the 

urgency of this debate, and in the fact that it was taken up so earnestly in a rnuseurn-sponsored 

meeMg which people reached only by dnving hundreds of miles through a blizzard. I am 

convinced that this is a sign that our collective history of the Tsilhqoc'in War - and by extension 

many of o u  histories of the colonial period here - still subordinate 'other' knowledges, s till require 

chailenging, and still have real effects on people in a society which hasn't M y  addressed ics past. 
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Tsi(qot'in people's participation and words at the symposium indicated that the equal right to be heard 

speaking histories and to represent our soüety are still denied to aboriginal people. 

In fact, hnnie William spoke about this state of affairs - differences in history-reiling and 

th& rekaonship ro historical and m e n t  power imbalances - in her presentation- She said that 

most Tsihqot'in people are "uncornfortable speaking about the war, as they have been told not ro 

talk about it" because of a real feaf of a repention of sunilar violence over a cennuy later. She told 

the audience thar the war is a "nec talked about subject" which is raïsed only by  "elders in the 

evening, in the quiet, in private", and that the "elders s d  don't want to talk about it, so ir w d  take 

tirne for the story to corne out, because of fear of retaliation". Her comrnencs o n  the fear of reprisal 

for telhg a history differently included an indictment of the punitive function and impact on First 

Nations of oegative media coverage on aboriginal communities' high rates of dnig and alcohol use. 

In the context of such negauve and stereotyping public discoutse about First Nations, it becomes 

even more difficult for aboriginal people to feel confident that they will be respected radier than 

attacked for their speech. 

Some aboriginal people spoke about the sweyors' 1860s uespass without permission on 

what even Queen Victoria recognized as Native land. British law acknowledged aboriginal title and 

required treaties to extinguish i t  These speakers p o m a s  Billyboy, Tdbqot'in chief at Esdilagb 

(hlexaadria), Ray Hance, CO-administrator of the Tsilhqo t'in National Govemment and advisor on 

Naturd Resources, and Cassidy Sill, chief of the Southem Carrier community of Ulkatcho, which 

borders TXbqof>in temtory and has a f o u r - c e n q  alliance mith them] highlighted the importance of 

TXbqut'in national ownership of and relationship to the land itself, as well as the fact that "non- 

Native peoples have since the eighteenth century ignored their own law"(Cassidy Sill in Foss 1994 

5). The& understanding had been and remained that the surveyors were Li t ruhg by pushing 

through a road without eeaty or even permission, and by doing so committed an act of war. Chief 

Thomas BiUyboy said that the 'brar was trespassing" and that the Tn/hqot'in fighters "were p r o t e c ~ g  
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ch& h d ,  Qod, people, and home. They had six-foot bows to protect thek land." He emphasized 

the importance of the Tldhqoot'in language and said that the wamors' "names are connected to the 

land. .. their names backed up those who looked out for the land". Their names are "messengers", 

"ceUing us what these guys were made of '  and how they protected the homeland of younger 

generations. He also brought up another cause for the killings: "The daughter of a great man was 

taken; they had m protect their land through theù: medicine... they used th& medicine to keep 

people out, and after all these years we still have it"(Quotations Erom Foss 1994: 2-3). As Willianiillianis 

more in her symposium program introduction, "the rnistreamenc of women by the road crew is 

presently being suggested as a hither-to ignored major source of the confict- Oblique references to 

the presence of wornen ar the site of the massacre are to be Çound over and over in the archival 

materd but no narnes are mentioned and there was no atternpt [by historians w - r ï ~ g  on the war] to 

follow up on this clue"(YVilliams 19943). hnnie William emphasized that Tslhqot'in women's role in 

general in the \var has been neglected in available e n e n  histones. She said that women made 

important connibutioas and caaied the responsibilities of "raising children and teaching their 

language and ways oflife'' to younger generations. Women's work to presenre traditions was 

pomayed by her as an essential foundation for the survival of Tnlhqot'in communities and theie 

resistance to the interference of outsiders in the past and present. There is a direct Link here 

benveen p r e s e e g  traditions and defending land rights: LViliiam said that one of the traditions 

preserved by wornen is that of "protecting the land, which happened in 1864" and which continues. 

hccording to \Villiam, the Nemiah band (the Xeni Gwt'in) are lucb  because thek temtory is still in 

the wildemess and so they are able to protect h e  land £rom logging dirough injunctions and land- 

use declarations derived hom long-established T.i/bqoot'in ways of life(Foss 1994: 3). 

Other speakers tallced about the huge blow aod c o n ~ u e d  threat of epidernic which whites 

brought to their temtory. Cassidy Sill said that in 1862 and 1863, smallpox ravaged the community 

at Nimpo Lake, which is in his fishing lands. There, ccsmallpox infected blankets were uaded" to his 
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people, and a village of about 2,000 people was reduced to less than 20 sumivon. He said that "this 

was among the major causes of the war", and that a mix of N=alk, Southem Carrier, Xorthem 

Canier, and Tribqor>in people Lve io che area now because of smdpox7s devastation of aboriginal 

populations(Foss 19947). 

Some participants criticized the fact that the authoritative book on the war continued to be 

one they considered racisr and inaccurate j. Me1 Rothenburger, author of this book F e  Chitcotïn 

War) and a descendant of a man (Donald PvlcLean) Mled in the war, protested what he dismissed as 

new, poliucdy convenient, and fdse re-w8ting of duly established facts 6 .  Rothenburger defended 

his use of raüst termiaology in his history by sayiog that it was used in historical context and did not 

reflect his own amtudes. As for the immediate indications of historical difference between people at 

the symposium - 2nd the increasing signs h a t  the histories available in the provincial archives and 

his book are not in hct  exhausuve or even thorough - Rothenburger wrote off these cornplexities as 

a questionable ccrevision" project of his '%ctual and honesc scholarship". He said b a c  there was 

ample evidence for the "murders" and confessions to them, and that the cctheones" of provocation 

and motivation are secondary because "there is no evidence avadable"(Foss 19941 1). 

This raised the interestkg question of whose history became official and whose is labeled 

revisionist when boch stories have been maintained for over 130 years. Beyond about the 

'*ers' w r i ~ g  his tory 7, it is iatereseng to look at the many cornplex ways - hi~toni-ab as well as 

physicaUy , sexualy, c u l ~ a l l y ,  economicaNy, or legally - diac dominance of an indigenous group b y 

non-abonginal society is malitained. Rothenburger, who freely srated his personal bias ("I'm here 

to defend Donald McLean", Foss 1994:l l), neverdieless tapped into the ethnocenmc 'standards' of 

western acadernic histoncal 'evidence' in an attempt to defend a partial and politically charged 

history from questioning; and sought to redehe  it as neunal and complete . Who detemiines, 

today, what qualifies as historical evidence? Why can the author of a history book he l  cornfortable 

dismissing out of hand a group of oral histories that he has never heard? (As Thomas Billyboy said 
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in reply to Rothenburger's judgement, "my speaking was my history, £rom the heartm(Foss 1994: 13.) 

Through h e ,  history and power became one. Unequal relationships in power made the obscurring 

of the iodigenous history possible, and the prolonged suppression of that history and its widespread 

t e h g  reinforces and recreates inequalities between Tdbqot'in (and other First Nations) and non- 

indigenous people in B.C. 

Some Tahqot'inr at the symposium discussed a project to get Rothenburger's book out of 

rheir libraties as a concrete step toward c o n e c ~ g  the contemporq effects of histoncal injustices 

and unjust history-tehg '. Rohenburger held to the view that the killings were simple crimlid 

murden, saying that there was "no provocaüon whatsoever" for the deaths of some men in a survey 

pack a;Jn and calling the uprking a matter of Lhassas?ids group being "a mlioricy faction" - that 

"it was not colonists versus ChilcoMs"(Foss l994:ll). The pardel betareen his position and the 

stance of white adminiscrators and settlers over a hundred years earlier is suiking. 

In response to his dismissal of the Tribqotb histories presented and his dernand for an 

apology (Tou wanr a pardon - will you apologize to descendants of colonists?', Foss 19941 l), 

some Tnilhqot>N2 people O ffered critiques of the simplistic and p b a l  tendenues of setder-authored 

history. One woman said chat this history has "always been only one half - the white half' and char 

it "needs to be fïlled in" and T'.qot'in voices need to be heud, too, for i c  to be righted (Foss 

1994:14). Another - the young woman whom 1 wanted to locate through the videotapes - called 

our attention to the real, c o n ~ u i n g  effects of historical as well as other kinds of domination of Fkst 

Nations communities and families. She pointed to the importance of being able to claim her own 

history duough the histories told by the chiefs at the meeting. She made a clear connection benveen 

her need to claim her history in chis public forum and the personal damage wrought by a matrix o f  

oppressive (neo-colonial) mechanisms in her Life by saying to Rothenburger: "Can 1 ask vou for an 

apology for rny pain, for my inability to speak my language?... Think about it ... is diis fair?'(Foss 

1994: 13). In the end, the same chasm between colonial and indigenous accounts and authorig that 



m d e d  the aine teenth-century historicd sources cleaved the 1994 symposium. 

h o t h e r  conmbuuon to the symposium which made me see the intricacy of this paflculax 

interculmal encounter and ia relevance to wider and historically-created power relaüonships was 

the message of T./hqot'in Chief GeraldJohnny. He stood up to speak on behalf of one of his elders 

who could not be at the symposium- (Despite blizzards a huge number of Tdhqot 'in people, 

including almost every chief, made the drive £rom theit communities n e u  \Viliiams Lake to UBC's 

campus. But not everybody who wanted to was able to attend.) He was enthusiasüc about die 

o p p o d y  to talk collectively and constructively that the symposium presented and expressed 

appredation for the contributions of the speakers, but asked uitical questions about the nature of 

the event and its place in broader patterns. He was concemed about the site of the meeting being so 

far Erom Tdbqot>NI communities and the difficulties this raised for all members of diose 

communities to participate. He asked questions about who was able to take control over planning 

such events, about how it is that their agendas are set, sayhg that it was good that we were talking 

about important things, but a problem that such occasions were typically organized by non- 

abonginal people in big cities. Chief Johnny's questions pointed both inward at the s~pposiurn 

itself and ounvard at the context - the political, economic, and social conditions and their 

oegination in unequal neo-colonial relationships -which affected where and how the gathering came 

about, and of which the audience needed to be mindM. 



silence, refusals.. . failme? 

Silence can be a plan 
rigorously executed 

the blueprint to a Life 

It is a presence 
it has a history a form 

Do not confuse it 
with any kind of absence 

Power and historical differences that were cemented in the events and h i s t o r y - u ~ i ~ g  of 

1864 re-surfaced in my own research process as well as at the symposium. 1 begm my work in 

women's smdies expecting to have to deal wkh difference. The kind of difference 1 anticipated, 

however, was not the kind I encountered. Because I wanted to do research with TsYhqot'in people 

who attended the smposiurn and because 1 have no First Nations heritage, let alone T ' . t ' i n  

background, my wonies and plans centred on understanding and worklig through 'cultural 

been able to do substanrial research in pamiership with Tn7hqor-h people 1 would have had to face 

and l e m  about the cultural differences benveen us. However, 1 didn't get anpvhere near that 

process, because there were several hurdles in the way that 1 was unîble to jump. It nimed out thac 

these hurdles, bom of historical and power différences, presented a multitude of lessons as I med to 

figure our a sticky web of rehtionships created through time and across historical and power 

difference. 

It took me a whde to figure out what the refusals to facilitate rny research on my terms 

meaat. 1 believe now that the silences and conditions 1 encountered have valuable implications. 

They polited out that aboriginal seif-representauon and history-telling is ver). rïsky in an 

environment thnt continues to undemiine Fkst Nations perspectives and rights. Although the 



details of the ways the T.lbqot>in have chosen to -en some control over the t e h g  of their histories 

may seem odd, e.g. the videotapes and the copyright issue, the positions they take corne kom 

experience of the impact that historical narratives can make on their iives and di& relaüonships 

with the larger society. There hasn't been a respecthl and equitable space available for TsiIhqot'in 

people to tell and have value attached to their history outside their comrnunities. Jusr because thîs 

vacuum has been miügated somewhat by the agitation of First Nations people and outside interest 

in histotical and m e n t  relationships between them and the rest of the population doesn't mean 

that the MY places that are opening will be attractive venues for them to speak and to shve with a 

wider audience. Sometimes these opportunities rnight be useM (for example, on occasions such as 

the symposium), and sometknes they might no t be suitable (in situations such as my research 

project). 

The case of the videotapes is interestkg in this Light. \%%.Ir die symposium \vas 

exmaordinary in that so many Tnhqot'in people chose to attend and speak in public, and in chat this 

translîted into an intercultural conversation in which people actively Listened, leamed, and 

exchanged ideas, the results of the event didn't follow seamlessly fiom the rapport established there 

or Erom the way things were planned. Just as there were reasons for the openness at the symposium 

(d of which 1 am not pnvy to, but which included perceptive agenda organization, and a rîghmess 

of Mie and place given the state of extemal processes Like the Justice Inquiry), there are reasons that 

permission for editing and distributining the videotapes was withheld. This refusd - and resulting 

silence - can be partly explained by the same reasons 1 have given for the voicing of histories and 

analyses at the symposium. Perhaps the symposium was a safe and opportune place for speech to 

T'lhqot'in people in the moment, but, exported out of context after the facr into the rest of the 

world, the sarne history-telLing and idea-shanng may be seen to produce too much po t e n d  for 

misrepresentation of (or reprisais against) what was said and those who spoke. We need look no 

farther than the words of some symposium participants, uted above, to see that fear of stereotyping 



and hosolirg towards First Nations people is erer present. And a glance ar current mainstream 

medu reporthg and popular Canadian conceptions of abonginal people, land claLns, swggles, and 

rights conamis that such feaxs are reasonable. (See Chapter 1 for a s u m m q  of t h ï s  context) 

Unequal power relauonships which are demonsuated and reinforced in the bistory books and hinred 

at in Williams' artworks are reor a dJng of the past. As aathropoiogist Greg Sams writes, 

The possibili~ O t open c ross -cu l~a l  comrnunicauon productive for bo th c u l ~ e s  usudy d 
be suaiaed, even in safer, postcolonial, aad more comfartably pluralis~c contexts, by the history 
of domination and subjugation and the persistent patterns of interculrural codi~iuaicatioa 
associlted ojih chat history (1993: 68). 

The caution of the Tsilhqot'in National Goveaunent Yi the matter of the symposium 

videowpes is pardel ro Annie William's retusal to puricipate in my reseaich. Her decision was 

made drrough an andysis of hou  this research would be affected, in its production and reception, by 

the limitations, expectatioas, and inequitable power dynamics of the socie- we live in. Here are my 

notes on the conversation in &ch Annie William deched to do a research intenriew with me: 

I taLked ro Annie today, Fiday Oct 18,1996. I had offered her some wrinen idomintion abour 
my research and my interests h o u  prerious conversauon, so that she could make an informed 
decision about paxtiupating in my research. Today she told me that she had received and read 
my letter with rhis i n f o r m a ~ n  (see appenk) .  She said that considenng the kind of 
infonnî6on 1 was askuig for, she would need to go to the chief and councd to talk about 
makg public the ihings I'm inrerested in (the hisroq of the Tsilhqot'<Ii [Var7 her responsçs to 
the November 1994 symposivm and to HIGH SWCIC, her thoughts about the Museum of 
hnthropology, and about art, histor y-making, and women's role in history) . She iaid that if I 
published diis kuid of înfomiation in my thesis, the Tsilhqor'in Nationd Govemmenr wodd 
probably be interesred in having copyright over it, i.e. they wodd have ounership rights over 

knowledge they helped to produce for public consurnpuon. She said she is v e q  interested in 
the issues 1 brought up in my letter but the lack of free &ne in her Life, and these considerations 
rnake it difficult For her to participate. 1 told her that I wanted ta hear about whar rhe 
considered important or i n re re s~g ,  and ody  if she thought 6 was worth her w M e  1 explaincd 
that I diought 1 could leam somedung, arid could benefit, and so could mY cofleapes, teachers, 
the university, women's studies, etc., but diere was no point in me taking up ber time if there 
was no benefit lrom her point olview. I said that 1 didn't want to impose my own agenda or 
take up hcr time when it's useless or a problem for her, so thar she shodd c d  me osdy if and 
whehen she thought it was a good t h e .  She said thais what she had dedded, and that she'd get 
in touch with me if she had some t h e  to th& - as she had only been able to read my letter 
once quickly and then had to put it aside.. .. 1 told her that if we didn't do any research 
togethex, 1 would &te the thesis rnyself with h e n r y  research and interviews with the artisr and 
curator, and tell the story of my contact \ , t h  her but leave the whole area of questions iiom her 
point of view out. She said that would be okay 1 said, if it's not the t h e ,  or die Oghr situation 



to do this, so be it - let me know. She also said that it was important to avoid gemng inro a 
simation where she was the onb person giving out this information - when other people weredt 
invited or dowed ro conmbute to the research. 1 made it clear that 1 appreciated and respected 
the complicated nature of the situation. . . -1 also told her that I wasn'c sure whether anyone 
would be interes& in talking about this but that 1 wanted to be open to anyone who was and 
that I understood that there were some complicated and sensitive negomation processes 
happening right now, so 1 thought the best way to proceed was to fomoally contact the 
Tsilhqofin National Govemment and the community govemmenr offices and explain myself as 
ope* as possible. 

My conversauon with \ulilliam revealed tensions (not necessdy negative) beween her 

interest in my questions and her awareness of the ways her belonging to a particulu collective, 

simply an individual decision, involving a consideration of whac interest, benefit, and Gsk would be 

involved for her personally in taking to me. In a purposehl assessrnent of - and deliberate 

reference to - current political ckcumstances and processes, she d e t e d e d  that participation in my 

research would have to be collectively decided, predsely because it would be Likely to have a 

collective impact l0 . Greg Sanis, a man uith Porno (a group indigenous to California) roots, tells a 

story about his aunr Mabel McISay. a Porno eider, religious leader, and farnous basket maker, which 

helps me undentand William's reasonirig. He writes thac 

[t]o gather materials to make the baskets art histonans and basket specialists admire so, Mabel 
must search roadside ditches or ask pemiission to enter private property where her ancescors in 
Lvge numbers gathered Ereely to dig sedge root and cut willow and redbud. Clearly, for Mabel a 
discussion about the material aspects of her basketrj cannor be separated fiom a discussion of 
O ther things, history arnong them (1 993: 30). 

It is apparent that it is equally impossible for h a i e  William to separate talkmg to me about a piece 

of contemporary art or the histories it tells hom a discussion of the res~ctions of current poiitical 

pressures and rehtionships, including collective permission and conrrol (duough copyright) over 

public knowledge. 

It is clear that specificiues of t h e  and place create and lLnit the ways people with shared 

histories (io varying extenis) but different cultural, materiai, and political realities can corne together 

and speak. It is obvious that what has not been dooe with the video tapes, the existence of 
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copyright concems over my potential research Mdi honie William, and the tensions Annie 

expressed benveen individual and collective decisions to participate in my reseaech are expressions 

of real concems over how people and issues are represented and over how knowledge is produced 

in a concert charged with historical and contemporaq- inequalities and struggles benveen the 

dominating non-indigenous society and aboriginal peoples. 

1 think it's important to say one thing about academic projects. 1 see ways thac ( e s p e d y  

feminist) research can help us leam about the matrk of rehaonsbips that we live in by interceptklg 

cornplex situations (or not, dependhg on what people wïU welcorne in the circurnsrances). But at  

die same t h e ,  some parts of academic process and demands cm close up openings thnt may erdst - 

even in women's studies. In my case, there were several factors that prevented me fiom doing 

research in a way that would have worked with and bepnd, rather than agauist and in isolaaon fiom, 

the historkd and power differences I've outlined so Çar. For one, the estemal rehuonships and 

processes that 1 wanted to intercept are not on rny schedule. The- are long-rem negoaaüons. 

Judith Williams shares dJs ïealitation: 

... 1 dodt  have any negutive feelings about the negotiations w i h  the Tdhqoths, it's just diat I'm a 
bit exhausted Qaughing), because it's gone on and on and on .... It's a year and a hdf, and we s d  
haven't edited the tapes. But maybe - maybc that's the shty. 1 mean at one point 1 thought bat, 
as an &SC, 1 mean maybe the work 1s about rhe negouation. And that /harls the sro ry.... that 
d o c u m e n ~ g  the negotheon Like that is as important a story as any other story (Foss 199625)- 

As a graduate student, 1 do not have the t h e ,  employment security, resources, or money to f d o w  

and participate in these negotiations in a way that would d o w  for a building of tnist and a 

cooperaeve l e d g  and howledge-producing relationship with sorneone iike Annie William and 

the people whom she indicated should not be left out of a process of thinking about Tnliqot'in 

history in B.C. and where it leaves us today. However, 1 do have the opporninity to engage with the 

rehisals in my path ". The Tsilhq~r'in have learned the hard w y  that even academics who do have 

the money and time to create on-going and rnutually benefiual relationships do not aiways 

reciprocate the effort and m s t  invested by those who participate in academic inquiries. As the gaps 
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in my planned research attest, the Td.ot'in axe very c a r e u  as a result. Judith LVilliams told me that: 

me T X . . t w  donlt pdcularly like to deal with smangers; they Like to make hiends, and kiad 
of work that way. But they're very bu& if the people who becorne their fiiends then take the 
materid and then go away. They have a cornplaint about a particular person who did 
someduag like this. -And theylre not sayhg that 1 did that; they're sa* that this person did 
this research in this kind of way and &en they went away and they never came back. And that 
hurts their feelings, aad I think that it might hurt mine, too, you know? So, itls h2ky (Foss 
199623). 

Part of my attempt ro understaad the meaning of die rehsds and silences 17ve encountered 

involves a recognition and respect for what Williams calls the "importance of the long story of 

negouatiod' ". h o t h e r  part of it demands seeing this negouation story against the appropriate 

backdrop - the multiple contexts 1 refened to earlier. When these concexts are factored into the 

narrative I>ve oudined of refùsals to participate in publication ofvideotapes and of <failedY research, 

a space opens up to diink about what the consequent silences about nineteenth-cenniry history and 

intercultural events and processes in the 1990s tell us not only about the mechanics and conditions 

of (feminist) acadernic work, but also about what hmlust scholarship understands refusals to speak 

and choices to be silent to mean. 

1 have moved some distance Erom my original understandings of HIGH SWCK, in which 1 

translated die installation through a concept of 'giwig voice'. 1 Mt that the 'other' voices - those of 

aboriginal people and especdly of indigenous women - had been 'erased' from a wholly d o m h a ~ g  

white-authored history, and that the& voices were restored as an oppositiod discourse in the 

pain~gs/sculpnites and book works. 

(or using one's boice') with agency (the ability to acc) or subjectivity (the ability a person has to hel 

and diink). Kamala Visweswaran has noted that "[slpeech has ... been seen as the privileged catalvst 

of agency; lack of speech as the absence of agency"(1994:GS-9) Others have noticed this bltming of 

voice and agency/subjectivity 13. bell hooks has criticized white western feminism's obsession with 

silence ar women7s speech under p a k c h y .  She says that this mode1 (and its logical conclusion of 



posithg comlig-to-voice as ernancipation) does not account for cvpical characterizations and 

regdations of Afiican-hmerican women's qeech rather than ùieir silence '". L a m  Suski's critique of 

the common feminist aim to move to "a better, more inclusive voice" points out the shortcomings 

of a singular focus on eradicating silence as a means to creating feminist change ". Kamala 

Viveswaran observes chat feminist scholars have "corne to doubr the university rescue mission in 

search of the voiceless"(l994:G9). However, Suski's argument that feminist theory's focus on 

eradicating silence leads to the assumption that if a person doesn't speak, she's an object and not a 

subject is stdl accurate. She points out a continuing reliance on false dichotomies which posit 

silence as void, absence, and passiveness; and voice as presence, power, and action. jane Papart 

similarly points out that a common presumption that the silencing of women (or ofocher people 

rmder~tood to be disempowered) is the problern leads CO a belief thar the solution is for the 

Liberated/expert knower to aid speech by 'giving' voice. The underlyïng assurnption is, of course, 

that people who are nor heard by certain people do not speak (1997). In aligning myself with this 

critique, I am recognizing that "[a]cts of omission are as important as the acts of comission 

consmcting the analysis" (Visweswaran, 1994:48). 

It is certain, as Papm pointed out, that speech and silence are not &en the same weight in 

our context. Silence is assurned to signal absence of meaning and thought, and so is &tten off, 

dong with the people who keep it. I wodd tike to esplore a Litde furcher Annie \Villiam's response 

to my approaches, using the abovc ideas as well as some of I b a l a  Viveswmn's Lisights to explain 

the meanings 1 now see in William's silence - and her explmations of it. 

, . . e  William went out of her way to enunerate and explain to me the constr;iints on hcr 

speech. She named at different times her various responsibdities to her community lG and the 

communiy's concems over how knowledge is produced about i t  Nowhere in &cse e.xplanaàons 

for her refusal ro participate Li rny research at the moment can 1 h d  a lack of agency or subjectivïty. 

There is no voiceless, and thus powerless, 'other' victim here ('woman' or 'native'). William's choice 
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to be silent is no sign of absence, but an iodication of the realiües of a c h a t e  of cultural and 

histoncal (and politkd, economic, and legal) action where F k t  Nations are concemed. What she 

told me in our brief conversations was not what 1 asked. She refused to speak in response to rny 

questions. Visweswaran had a similar experience with a woman who rehsed to be 

"sub ject(ed)"(48): 

This is the story of a woman who would not talk to me - who rehsed, in short, to be my 
subject... She is no longer a puzzle for me to solve, but a woman w i h  her reasons, not so unlike 
me ... In i n t e m i p ~ g  a LVestem (sometirne feminist) project of subject renieval, recognition of 
the partiaUy understood is aot simply saategy but accountability to my subjects; partial 
knowledge is not so much choice as necessicy (1994: 50, GO). 

Viveswaran also writes tbat 

who said what to whom is ... important, for knowledge is ... relational. Here the "truth" is 
refracted through a series of unequal relationships in power .... we should be attenuve to silence 
as a marker of women's agency... Perhaps then, a ferninisr ethnography- c m  take the silences 
among women as the central site for the analysis of power berneen diem. We can begin to 
shape a notion of agency that, while it pnvileges speaking, is aot reducible to it. M y  aM is to 
theorize a kind of agency in which resistance can be framed by silence, a rehsal to speak ... 
ORen our theorization is Limited in its formulation of resistance as speech (1994:50-1) '7. 

As a member of a marginalized group which is actively and variously fighting for historical 

recognition, land, resources, and self-determination in a clunate of ambivalence (if not hosdity) and 

lack of collectively-defined rights and responsibilities, &nie William made a careful choice about 

how best to deal with hegemonic institutions (MOA, universities) and their representatives (me, 

among others) by considering the possible results of sharing infornation. Her h a 1  silence gauges 

(among other things which 1 don't know about) the state of power relationships which enrnesh us 

both - but in different ways - and which corne between us. 
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between me and others and to accept that these differences would be absolute. 1 did understand 

difference as something dividing and as d e h g  the person 1 attached it to, whether chat was me or 

sorneone else. 1 realized that my saategies to deal widi  and analyze differences were to eicher be 

mystified by them or to somehow try to ~econcile them into sameness. 1 had absorbed the idea that 

difference separates completely, and to cornrnunicate across it, itls necessary to shout across a great 

distance or, better yet, make it go away. 

1 have soughc to chrow out the concept that diverse experiences and points of view need to 

be reconded in order for things to be leamed well. Instead, I'm aying to use the concept, to quote 

Trinh again, chat difference is something to be "grasped bob beftveen and mihiin entities, each of diese 

being understood as multiple presence Fier italics]". My experiences have told me that 1 needed a 

new way to descnbe ciifferences surfacing in my research that were not binary, rot absolute, and not 

individual. I had found out myself that, as Ttinh purs it, "the line dividlig 1 and no t-1, us and them, 

or him and her is not (cannot) always @e) as clear as we would like it to be. Despite our desperate, 

etemal attemp t to separate, contain, and mend, categories always leakl'(l 989: 94). 1 discovered that 1 

a m  living in a hard to see but strong web of differences which are related and comected to each 

other by rnany threads. This web of difference and relationships is spun from a history made 

through broad relationships in power, and fiom unequal relationships created by history. \men 

Annie William spoke to me about the reasons she was relucrant to help me with my research, it had 

the effect of pointing out how and where we are differentiy stuck in this web. She elucidated, as 

Greg Samis purs it, that although we b o h  participate in a certain context, "she and her interlocutor ... 

axe not operating Erom the d e s  and premises of the same primarp kamework"(l993: 34). 

1 have anempted to build a realistic and flexible response to the Çact of difference which the 

rehsals in my research path have duminated. 1 want to replace a project of r o h g  difference with 

one of analyzing difference. One way to do this seerns co be by consciously working with complex 

relationships iovolving difference between. 
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At the symposium, 1 listened carefully to a history told by chiefThomas Billyboy and found 

that his way- of speakïng to the audience resisted my habitual note-taking. 1 was unable to organize 

his s t o q  so that I codd wrîte it down in my own language. Our ternis were no t the same; I could 

not make his history fit my requirements to make sense out of it, i.e. chronology, names and places, 

a linear nanative with beginning and end. 1 kept bouncing around with his stories to different cimes, 

places, and themes ("Where is he going with diis?", 1 wondered). Finally, I put my p e n d  down and 

just listened. m e n  I did that, I realized diat my smdent way of Lisrening wasn't capable of heaEng 

what he was trying to sap. His story did not fit my smicnire. It was a new feeling for me, and one 

which brought to me a new respect for 'cultural difference'. I would have said before this moment 

that cultural differences exist However, i7m aot sure if 1 had ever before experienced such a 

dislocation, such a proof, which made me aware of my own cultural and histoncal kameworks; they 

became visible, palpable. Greg Saais' meditation on his Aunt Mabel's stories could have been 

written about my listening to Billyboy: 

A story rnay be beautiM in and of itself, but it is nor Mieless. The interlocutor7s esperience is 
not displaced... it is held up, and therefore a f b e d ,  juxtaposed not to show how one 
expeuence or world view is berter chan the other but to expose the tension benveen them ... 
Mabel's talk provides her interlocutors [an] o p p o d t y  to see the constmctedness of their own 
culture and history as they are confionted by what in her world does not make sense to them ... 
Dialogue is essential hete, dialogue that interrupts and disrupts pre-conceived nouons, that can 
open the interiningling of the multiple voices and histories within and between people" 
(1993~32-33). 

While it was important for me to witness the b i t s  of my own way of heaeng and thinking 

and to understand the realit'jr of other ways of being, 1 stopped there. Reading TPnh Minh-ha (and 

ochers) has made me realize that 1 ignored anodier aspect of that e-yenence - the part when 1 just 

sac and listened and had the sense that 1 was heaïng in a new uray, the part when 1 felt 1 understood. 

To quoote T M ~ ,  it was a "critical difference Gom myself' thst I felt, rneaning that I a m  not i, a m  

within and without i. I/i can be 1 or i, you and me both involved" (1989:90). It was my shifting, 

mulnple presence - and the fdseness of my assumpuon that rny self is stauc, single, and completely 

circumscribed by how the world sees me - that 1 experienced- 



Gayami Spivak has narned a pattern which 1 diink I fell into: "The person who knows has a l l  

the problems of selihood. The person who is known seerns not to have a problematic self' (1990: 

Gu). While I experienced my own mdtiplicity and mobility acutely, 1 failed to estend the same 

cornplexiq to Billybo. 1 was distracted b y the 'evidence' o f 'culwal difference', managing to 

squeeze a complex moment that hdamentally challenged my thinking about merence and self 

back into a aanow box of categorical 'cultural difference' and always-same, unitary 'self dehed  

who. by "difference reduced to identiy-audientici~'(1989: 89). 1 slipped away kom the 

implications of the moment by re-assigniog to Billyboy a stable cultural essence. LVonderlig now 

what he might have to say to me if 1 told hLn about the conclusions 1 left the House of Leaming 

with that day, I imagine that his response rnighr not be so different from Trinh's srarement that 

'other' women (and men) are ofien seen as embodiments of pure difference itself, as authentic 

emblems of un-likeness: 

Now, i am not only given the pemiission to open up and t&, i am dso encouraged to express 
my difference. My audience expects and demands it; othenvise people would feel as if rhe y 
have been cheated: We did not come to hear a Third Wodd member speak about the First (?) 
World, We came to listen to thar voice of difference Wtely to b ~ g  us what Ive con 'r bave [her 
idcs](1989: 88). 

There is more han  a lide irony in my maeuver, since it was through Chief Billyboy's 

~villingness to challenge Eurocentric histories in a public symposium and his abili- to communicare 

his history to a cross-cultural audience which prompted the opening of my static idenav inro a more 

cornplex, shifting way of understanding myself and my interactions with other people in the world. 

Greg S e s  e t e s  that, 

in understanding another person and culture you must simultaneously understand yourself. The 
process is ongoing, an endeavor airned not at a h d  transparent undes tanhg of the Other or 
of the self, bot at c o n ~ u e d  communication(l993: 6) 

It's mie that for me, a better understanding of my 'self came through being stretched to hear what 

Billyboy said. 

And thus we come to [the] question: "What is the moral content of p u r  identiry?" It  is anorher 
way of raising the question of how radically democratic you are when you talk about d e m g  



your identity, especidy in relation to [a radicdy kegahtarian disaibution of resowces]. If this 
is important, it is because one of the most dis tubkg chings about identity talk - especially in 
Amerka, but my hunch is, it is m e  around the wodd - is thnt when people speak about identity, 
they always beg& by t a h g  about the victïms. Having a con ference on race? B M ~  on the 
Black folk. We do not want to invite some CYrhite racists so they can lay bare the interna1 
dynamics of whac it is to be a White racist. No. Having a conference on  gender? Bring on 
women. As if Whiteness is not as fundarnentally constructed wichin the discourse of nce as 
Blackness is. As ifmaleness is not as hndarnenolly scnicnired in the discourse of gender as is 
femaleness, or woman. As if straightness were inscribed into the nature of things, and those 
who are not sm.ight have to provide some account of their identity. No, let us talk about 
identi-kom-above as well as identity-Erom-below. That is something rare. stressed, rarely 
e x k e d ,  rarely spedied. LVe need to get a handle on how this ~ ~ t e n e s s ,  maleness, and 
straighmess funcuons over tune and space in relation to Blackness or Brolvnness or Yellowness 
or womamess or gayness or lesbianness and so on (Corne1 West, 1995: 17). 

Cornel West's statement is helpful to me. His point that "White', ' d e ' ,  and 'straight' are 

equally consmicted and active categories as 'Black', ' female', and 'gay' c d s  into question the way that 

identity acd difference surfaced in nly research as I confronted che possibility of communicating with 

the cultural 'other': Native people. Difference and culture surfaced only with tbeir presence in ny 

proposed smdy, and to be cnithfül, 1 noticed and wrote about cultural difference only when thinking 

about how to listen to/understand them. They were different from me (dehed  as a member of 

dominant Canadian socie y) and so they were dlpnce to me. My training in the dominakg 

ethnocenmic culture Ied me to inscribe monolithically different identities to some of the people 1 

was exposed to. As 1 began to envision my project as a link Li an already egsting and expanding 

web of relationships, and myself as a participant in a situation versus an extemal obsemer, I've corne 

to see and articulate the differences benveen dl the people in HIGH SLhCK's tempor.; orbit, on 

both sides of the non-Native/Native and White/non-White divides. hl? esperiences as a researcher 

have forced me to really understand (as opposed co r e c i ~ g  the claim) that difference and visible 

identicy are no t the special p r o p e q  of the 'other' - the Tdbqot'NI in this case. Being forced to gather 

up my own identities has allowed me to see myself as different and as multiple/shifting in relations 

of power. It has also helped me to extend that self-analysis to those I previously imaged as: culture, 

identity, specScity, and difference. In the foUowing paragraphs 1 wiU examine these understandings 

more closely in an attempt to hod a balance between rigid 'subject positions' which make the self 
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into a fiozen specimen and postmodernist concepts which imagine selves as kee-floating astronauts 

in a zero-gravity environment. 

the specimen self is chlorofomied, pimed and labelied 

Z o c a ~ g  oneself', or naming one's positions, pedeges, and background has corne to be a 

common part of hmiaist writing and discussion. ICvnala Visweswaran says that "[il t has become 

aimost comrnonplace to rehearse inventories that begin with rniddle-class and end with Western or 

Westem-educated" (1 991: 48-9). 

Born of critiques of white western feminism whkh pointed to ignorance of racism, classism, 

heterosexism, and ableism Mthin it, the intention behiad naming diffeeences benveen women and 

naming one's own position in the world was presumably to a) respect real differences among women 

and recognize their effects and b) eradicate the 'isms' Iisted above by C O ~ & O ~ M ~  inequalities 

between women and investigating how the 'isms' operate in their relationships. My 6rst encounter 

with this practice came in m. h s t  graduate wvomen's studies course. Discussions about namîng and 

locaMg idennties and privileges were challenging and GuitM for me as 1 began to wake to die 

complicauons of HIGH SLACK and the symposium. But by the end of the course 1 began to feel 

that my classmates and some of the authors whose work we were reading were trapping thernselves 

and me in a maze which never redy  led anywhere - or at least didn't seem to lead all that often to 

dealing with difference or taking steps toward equality. The ever-growiag lis ts of identity marken 

according to gender, class, race, echnic, religious, sexual, and (disjability categorks rapidly began to 

sound like incantations which were performed and then disregarded in discussion. They began co 

sound like detached insurance policies or  disclaimers of responsibility because of the way they often 

failed to enter a writer's or speaker's mah argument My reaction to all this rernained just a wanilig 

feeling at the cime, as 1 could h d  no way to make sense of this practice in any satisfjing way. In the 

mean-, experiences of my research process combined with the theoies of certain feminist 

academics have helped me hnd and describe my problem with the reductive effects of ushg lists of 
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categories to de fine our 'selvesy. One day it dawned on me that it's difficult, or even impossible, to 

effectively critique and break down a hierarchical o r d e ~ g  of human beings by recychg the falsely 

separating categories of that hierarchy. Ln Audre Lorde's well-known words, "the master's tools will 

never &mande the master's house"(1983: 99)). R e p e a ~ g  the ways the wodd's eyes see me ("I'm a 

white, middlish-class, heterosernial wornan without disabilities. I'm a...") may heIp me to keep an 

eye on my p d e g e ,  but it leads nowhere beyond that. hnd, it allow~ me to believe that 1 am cut off 

fi-om everybody else by granting me no potenaal for awareness or mobiliv beyond those boxes, 

which are defined by a doctrine of absolute separacion. The complexity of my own subjectivity and 

my responsibility to the complexig of others is denied by this formula. 

1 agree with Trinh that, 

Essential difference allows those who rely on it to rest reasswingly on its gamut of h e d  
notions. Any mutauon io identity, in essence, in regularity, and even in physical place poses a 
problem, if not a Ehreat, in ternis of classification and control. If you can't locate the other, 
how are you to locate yourself?(l995: 217). 

How does a system of identification which denies any meeting-place between the differendy- 

positioned iïnprove or complicate or even edxplore o u  understanding of identicy and difference? 1 

am dready well-trained by a racist and sexist conceptual separation and hierarchization of hurnan 

beings to th& that 1 am kke other 'straight, white ...' women and unkke everione else on the planet. 

Do 1 need or want a white-western ferninisr formulation to teach me the same thing? 17ve alead. 

described some ways that relying on this kind of categoncal diliking in my research has closed 

doors that were just beginning to creak open for me. I'm not interested in being limited and 

deceived by a dehition of difference as identity which "remains within the boundary of that which 

distinguishes one identity from another ... X must be X, Y must be Y, and X camot be Y' (Trinh, 

the astronaut selfsplits up and hits the road 
(boldy going where no one has gone before?) 

Post-modemist theorists have created an alternative to static subject position understandings 



ofidentity and difference. It is a universe where there is no 'self', but 'selves', and where these 

selves rove freely, inhabitkg a ple thora of differences and identities. 1 tys a relauvis t kind of place, 

where 'things' (people, for example) move and have meaning in loose, undeterrnined relationships 

with each other. Cultural cntic Susan Bordo surnmarizes its tendencies in this \va?: 

ALI the elements of... "postmodem conversation" - intoidcaaon with individuai choice ... delight 
with the piquancy of parcicula8ty and mistnisr of pattern and seeming coherence, celebraaon of 
"difference" dong ~ l t h  an absence of criticai perspective d i f fe renua~g and w e i g h ~ g  
"differences" ... all have become recogiitable and familiar elements of much ofcontemporary 
intellectual discourse .... these elements are not merely ernbodied ... but are explicitly thematized 
and celebraieri - as i n a u p ~ g  new constructions of the self, no longer caught in the xiythology 
of the unified sub ject, embracing of rnultiplicity, chailenging the dreary and moralizing 
generalizations about gender, race, and so forth that have so preoccupied Liberal and lefi 
humanism (1993: 276). 

The astronaut self can be an effective an tidore to the rigid category-thinking 1 described 

above, in that it may cancel out the specimen self, but it has problems making sense of the world 

and relacionships thnt humans actudy Live in. It has been seen as o d y  partidly usehi bbu many 

femliis ts, who poiat out its difficulties in explainlig with accuracy or Lisight the social, poiitical, 

economic, cultural, sexual, intellectual, etc. phenomena and relationships which create inequalitv for 

many here on e a d .  I have interest in certain aspecrs of posmodernist theory which say that one 

person thuiks and feels about the world and irs inhabitants in n t  least sornewhat different ways at 

different times and places, that as humans we live through shifting, mobile, overlapping, and even 

contradictory ccsubjectivities". TPnh describes it this way: "1" [this is her name for the 'self] is, 

therefore, not a unified subject, a &ed identity, or thac solid mass covered with layers of 

superficdities one has gradually to peel off before one can see its mie face. "1" is, itself injnite hyerx 

(1989: 94). 

This means that we do not each nurture and protect one ever-present, never-changing 

essence of ourselves throughout life and every situation and relationship we corne to, but rather a 

range of modes of perceiving, thinking about, and acting in o u  lives, which are created and affected 

by the circumstances we hnd ourselves Li and leam from. When I think about my perception of the 

world and being in it - and especidly when 1 am shaken awake in moments such as listening to 
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Chief Billyboy's history or Amie William's decision - diis conception of 'identity' suits my 

mernories and awareness. However, I share the hesitations of many writers to adopt a Eull-blown 

version of selves without limit, restraint, or  context- There are dangers in simply accepting - or 

set5ng loose -a kee-ranging, limitiess idea of (a lack of) self. Kamala Visweswaran wams that: 

a generalized hybridiq [of identiq], coupled with theories of multiple positioning, nins the rïsk 
of inaugura~g,  once again, the freely choosing modal subject that is at once everywhere and 
nowhere. LCWe al l  identities may ultimateiy be multiple and s h i f ~ g ,  surely there are dso 
hierarchies of hybridity. Not aU identities are equally hybrid, for some have Little choice about 
the politicai processes detemiining theh hybridization. ... identities are detemiined by the 
political exigenues of history(1994: 132). 

In fact, both Visweswaran and scholar Dorînne Kondo have decided that che sohrion is to 

combine a recognition that people's subjectivities cannot be M y  described by subject position 

categorizations with the caution that extemal conditions prevent us from being space-travellers who 

c m  brave$ go willy-dy to whatever galaxy we please. Visweswaran &tes that "a feminist [study] 

can coasider how identities are multiple, contradictory, partial, and strategic. ...m he subject herself 

represenrs a constellation of conficting social, linguistic, and political forces" (SO), and Kondo 

believes that accounts that rely completely on concepts of the self or notions of personhood, 

with no reference to the contradictions and multiplicities within 'a' self, the practices creatïng 
selves in concrete situations, or the larger historical, political, and institutional processes shaping 
those selves, decontextualize ... an abstract notion of essential seifhood (1990:302) 

SLnilarly, Jane Papm concluded in her 1997 paper that there is a need to examine structures of 

power more deeply and to bang such an examinauon together with some posmiodernist notions 

about fluidity and mulriplic;q of the 'self. In my struggIe to figure out 'difference' and its 

relationship to identiy and subjectivity, 1 have come in a roundabout way to a comparable 

understanding. Flexibility and complication in how we understand out 'selves' needs to mesh with 

an accep tance that ideological, historical and material conditions of o u  lives make die 

postmodernist 'asûonaut wihin'  as much a decepuon as the &ed and single essence of self. 



the flexible self h d s  room to wiggle @ut no ejection seat) 

With the recognition chat neither the hieraxchy of subject-boxes nor the contes-less sea of 

selves are very good options cornes a place to (under)stand. It is what Viveswaran describes here 

that 1 want to avoid by ferreMg out a rniddk ground: 

a generaiized "explorationyy of pluralist, postindusmd, late-twentiedi-cenv socie- ... leads to a 
notion of ccnying on identities" which obscures the fact that identities, no matter how 
snateeically deploved, are not always chosen, but are in fact consututed bu relations ofpower 

She suggests, and 1 agree, that a usehl replacement would be: 

an understanding of the relationship benveen subjects and tbeir histories as complex and 
s h i b g ,  yet not "free" ... thïs concept must be carehily speci6ed, used to describe moments, 
social formations, subject positions and practices which a i s e  out of an unfolding asis of 
colonizauoion/decoloniZation, Litenvoven with the unfolding of other aues, in uneven, unequal 
power relations with one another (1994:ll). 

In my e t k g  about the November 1994 symposium and my research process which flowed out of 

it, 1 have med to describe the ways that my understanding of rny subjectivity (and the subjectivities 

of others) has been Üed to my bistory and rny culture's hisrory. h ly  imeractions with Talhqot 'in 

people have been inscribed in a continudy unfolding axis of colonization/decolonization, with its 

anay of unequal relations in power. These interactions lead me to argue that it is possible and 

deskable to combine a recognition of rnulciple, shifiing selves that are re-created in process and 

action with an analysis of and constant attention to the structure and dynamics of historically-made 

and entrenched @ut not static) webs of power in which people feel, think, smggle, and Live. 

Susan Bordo cakes an i n t e r e s ~ g  position on the issue of how to properly understand 

identiy, clifference, and power. She writes that 

... [a] conception of "power" [as] a terrain without hiUs and valleys, where d "forcest1 have 
become "resources" - reflects a very cornmon posmiodem misappropriation of Foucault. 
[Cultural critic Johnj Fiske conceives of power as the possession of individuals or  groups, 
something they "have" - a conception Foucault rake great pains to criticize - rather than (as in 
Foucault's reconsmiction) a dynamic of non-cenualized forces, its dominant historical forms 
attaLiLig th& hegemony, not from magisterial design or decree, but through multiple 
"processes, of different origin and scattered location," regulahng and nomializing the most 
intimate and minute elernents of the construction of time, space, desire, embodiment. This 
conception of power does not entail that there are no dominant positions, social smctuees or 



ideologies emerging fiom the play of forces; the fact that power is not held by any one does not 
entail that it is equdy held by all. It is "held" bp no one; radier, people and groups are 
posiuoned differentially widiin it ... 

For some postmodem theorists ... resistance is ùnagined as the refusal to embody any positioned 
subjectivity at all, what is celebrated is coatinual creative escape from location, containment and 
de finition. . . .we must move beyond (1 993: 276-281). 

Bordo's point is that no matter how much fun it might be to imagine "continua1 creative 

escape fcom locaûon, containment and dehnition", since it is impossible to suspend the power 

relations of race, gender, and other facets of estemally-assigned identity, it is misleading and 

dangerous to ignore them or pretend that hep  can be slipped away frorn bu anybody. The stones I 

have told about the symposium and my research c o n h  che absence of an ejection sent to ca~îpult 

a person out of the historical relations that shape the urays she 5s' and the ways she can relate to 

others. 

ha lyz ing  and being guided by the historical ernbededness and messy compleldty of 

'sub jectivity' or the 'self, and paylig attention to how the long life-expecwncy of socio-political 

relationships relate to how we understand difference and irs relationship to identity, may even be 

usehl in inagining Çeminist academic projects which can incorporate rather than work against the 

cerms of die broad relauonships and structures which concern us, while allowing for rnovement 

within difference. 

Endno tes 

1. The Tsilhqofin War/Justice InquLy symposium was in fact one of two events origindy 
envisioned as concurrent facets of the installation's display at the museum. While the November 
symposium focussed on  past and present aspects of Ts~lhqot %/non-Fkst Nations relauonships 
which are explored in the exhibition, the other meethg was supposed to pick up on another event 
and debate alluded to by Williams in an arüst's book. This was a controversy over a non-Native 
owned business deciding to sell (for export to the United States) water falling in the territory of a 
coastal First Nation. Williams explained to me that: 

... we wanted to have another symposium on the issue of water export, and that redy  lvar based 
on a &endship, and that didn't work at all. So, there, p u  know, this was with the Klahoose 
people, who are my closest neighbours up the Coast, and ... I wanted ro do something with 
Cathy Francis who is the chief there, and 1 knew Cathy. We weren't ciose friends, but 1 knew 
her ... and ... was sure that something could happen there. But ... she was so busy with other 



negotiations that she said "1 just can'r do it dl", o u  know? And that was the end of that. And 
1 thought that was - that was vty d i sappo in~g  to me, because Rosa and I had gone to see her 
and 1 was impressed with the wav Cathy behaved, and 1 thought she could hmdle a public 
situation, and 1 thoughc she wouid be good. And I thought we had a hold of motber issue that 
was contemporary, right? .... We wanted co have these two events which would have increased 
the Native involvement (Foss 199625). 

2. Witliams' wish to e-xpand the potential effects of her exhibition by creaàng a forum with the 
speçifc purpose ofsoliciting First Nations responses to the issues she touched on in HIGH SLACK 
overlaps with some of her other perceptions about art-making and its comection CO relationships 
between people. She told me that: 

I'm entering into a relationship with a... woman, and 1 want to work with her. But my 
relationship with her ... is different. Shers rny &end .... 1 think she may also be a Little more 
sophisticated about these matters. She taught school for twenty-five years, and she's a literate 
sort of person, even though she's spent her entire Efe in a s m d  village. But 1 just chink chat she 
understands ... a linle bit berter about what an artkt is. 1 rnay be wrong, maybe she doesn't , but 
1 think she does. And ... she has a curiosity about art, and 1 didn't h d  with the people at the 
symposium for instance, h a t  they were interested Li what 1 had done. They were interested in 
presenkg the& story. And chat wasfine with me, by the \va. 1 mean 1 didn't feel that that was 
incorrect. 1 just no ticed that (Foss 1996: 23).  . . 
1 discovered a series of stories. These 1 have gathered into ... a book in the installation. But 1 
wanted to know more - 1 wanted to hear the other side - to hear the voices that were rnïssuig - 
not just those of participants, but also hose  of the innocent victims. 1 wanted to hear what the 
Tri/hgt'Nt and Homalco (Homathpx) people had to say. 1 was amazed, on one occasion, when 
Pete Harry a Homalco man told me the complete and accurate story of the "Massacre" as ir had 
corne down in his uibe fiom the man who, he said, 'had escaped from the killings' ... Hiscory 
was as close to me as was Pete t e b g  me the sroq (Williams, 1994: 4). 

3. Judith Williams told me this story about the videotapes in ouf i n r e ~ e w  of April, 1996: 

1 had no bad dealings with those people [the T~ikpr 'i>] during the exhibition and no bad 
dealligs up to and including the svmposium. Where d e y  put their foot down was in 
permission to edit the tapes. Now they weren't nasty there, the? just said they wanted t hek  
rights. And Rosa [Ho, the eshibition's curator] wanted vew much m do chat whole thmg 
straight. So we jusc slowed right down, we didn't touch the tapes, we didn't do a n y h g . .  . . We 
said, "No, we'll wait, we will nego tiate with you, and we will wait for your opinions". Well, 
we'm been waiting and waiting, and h d y  ... 1 had to acknowledge that 1 - thche \vas a k t  to 
my resouces, and so 1 said to them, "hlrighr, you can have the tapes". Which is quite a 
concession for an arcist, by the way ... and the guy who made the tapes hïmself, Ray Hall, he 
said, "Okay, well, we'll give them". As soon as we said ùiat, it seemed like the answer was ... 
"Now, we want the tapes arid we want absolute control" - well who does the work here?. 
. . .And so I diink it's a big maner of trust, and ... in a hinny kind of way they wanted us to do ail 
these things but they only wanted us to do it when they absolucely mis t us. And it's taking a 
long &e to develop that.. And... 1 suppose itrs been a bit hstrabng, but it's not &e 1 don't 
understand. 1 see what's going on, and 1 can't even argue agauist it. It seems reasonable (Foss 
1996: 23). 

4. AU First Nations are forced to struggk with the issue of self-representation in a hosde 
environment. Differeot cornmunicies and Uidividuals have sought to create representations of 



themselves - for their own people and for the wider society - in different ways. It is won31 noting 
that the Tkdbqot'in have gone about this in several ways. One way is the Tdhqofin Nation journal, 
Wolf Howls, which presents news, stories, evenrs, and images of thirigs important to Tdbqot'in 
communiües. Another way came about in paxtnerjhip with an outsider. The Nemiah Valley- 
community - Xeni Gwet'in - cooperated with joumaiïst and &ter Terry Glavin to produce a book 
about the community and its his tory in 1992, entitled Nerniah: the unconquered countrv. 

5. hccording to Brain Mayne, Advisor on Education and Culture for the Tsilhqot'in National 
Govemment, Rothenburger's book relies who. on nvo sources: material from the BC ;\rrhives and 
an account of the war published in London by an Anglican priest named Reverend Robert 
Chnstopher Lundin Brown. He was asked by Judge Matthew Ballie Begbie to rninister to the 
Tdbqor'Nt men whom Begbie had condemned to death, and subsequently published 14atsassan in 
1872 and IClatsassan. and other reminiscences of rnissionarv life in British Columbia in 1873. Other 
wriMgs on the war are few, but include: a 1972 UBC bLr1 Thesis by Edward SIeigh Hewlett, entided 
Chilcotin Uprisinp: A Studv of Indian-White Relations in Nineteenth Cennw British Columbia, and 
a fictional account, called River of Tears, by Maud Emery, 1992. 

6. Here things got nafh interestkg: historical crosscurrents whipped up a stomi. Me1 
Rothenburger's great grandfather, Donald McLean, was a very prominent British Columbian und 
his death during the TsiUiqotyin War. PopuLdy storied to have killed many aboriginal people 
himself, McLean had six children hcluding a daughter, Annie, with a Fkst Nations woman named 
Sophia McLean. Their sons Men, Charlie, and Archie became an 'outlaw' gang. The 'Wild 
McLeans" - these three and their &end, Alex Hare - killed a provincial policeman nmed Johnnie 
Ussher and a shepherd named James Kelly. The brothers had apparendy determined to go after a 
success 6-d Kamloops entrepreneur, magistrate and Member O l Provincial Parliamenr named J.;\. 
Mara for i rnpregna~g and then h g  their sister Annie Erom her job as his chambermaid. (Annie's 
baby's father was recorded as "unknown".) The McLeans went on to uncontrolled violence, but 
after the rnurders, Men  tied to convince the indigenous people of Douglas Lake to join in a new 
uprising against che whites. Their council tumed him down but gave the Eugiüves shelrer nearby. 
They were soon held under siege by a police posse in a cabin for a few days, captured, and hanged 
afier not one but two mals in New Westminster on January 31,1881 @owePng, 1996: 173-6,190-2). 
At the UBC symposium, Me1 Rothenburger stated ro the audience thnt Donald McLean never killed 
anyone. His assertion came in response to Judith Williams' discussion of the mistwordiiness of 
Judge Begbie's Tfi7bqot>in trial notes. She felt that Rothenburger seemed to rely on these notes and 
to claim that parts of them were false at the same Üme; and said that if one accepts them as factual, 
one mus t accep t the statements within them about death-threats made by whites. Williams also said 
that a religious person -living in the area of McLeanys ranch clearly noted his killings. As she pointed 
out, it became a question of historical proof or disproof (Foss 1994: 12). It was also a h s c i n a ~ g  
and meaningful intersection of historical relationships and their contemporq effecis. 

7. It is my argument that a facet of settler British Columbian society's general dominneon over 
aboriginal people is accomplished through historical domination; gatekeepers of officia1 history have 
ensured the mar&alizaaon of indigenous histoges and thereby contribute to - - the oppression -. . of . V 

aboriginal groups. While many speakers at the symposium concuned wish dus readmg, pouitmg out 
the effects of racism in accepted histories, they also differentiated their understandings from a 
simplisuc oppositioa between 'winners' and losers' in the Tsilhqot'in War and dl that followed it. 
In h a  em~hasis on her community's successhil maintenance of traditional ways of life and . their -- - - -  

L 

resistance to white encroachment on th& land whether through settlement or logging, hnnie 
William asserted that it is a misunderstanding to see the Tsz7bqot'in as losers (Foss 1994: 4-5). Lawyer 
Louise Mandell noted that cunent legal cases will only serve to confm and protect the fact chat the 



Chilcoh Valley belongs to these people (Foss 1994 5). The day's discussion also confmned t 

fact that the TR/hgt'in have rnaintained their own histories, irrespective of outside recogniüon 
ignorance. In rny mind this example O f an his toricdy dorninating relations hip shows the 
importance of focussing on the s p e d c s  of any inequality in power. Attention to such de& 
reminds me that powe~/power less  dichotomies are no more valid than male/femaie or 
white/black polarkies, and that d o m k a ~ g  relationships are always cornpiex and marked b y 
resistance as well as victimization. Categorical thinking which pits the oppressor againsr the 
oppressed hides the fact that neither are monolithic in status, amtude, or actions. 

8. 1 chink that an analysis of cunent cultural and historical aïsis made by Cornel \Vest sheds some 
light on what was going on in chis exchange about what makes histories radst or parüal, legitimate 
or revisionist He wrote that "the decolonization of the Third World associated with the historicd 
agency of hose. .. exploited, devalued and degraded by European civilization" makes a radical 
reordeiing of canons necessary. (1987: 194.) 

9. A Tribqoti> chief asked Rothenburger if he had consulted anv Tailqotfn chefs during the wr ikg  
of his 'autholitative' book, and said ùiac "it hurts, because it's my ances tors you're talking about". 
Chief Thomas Billyboy said that '"the book should be taken off ;he library shelPy because "it has 
hua too many" and was "no t done with OU permission~~(Foss 1994: 13). h man named Iver bleyers 
[note: this spelling is by ear and may no t be correct], of the Xeni Gwet'in (Nemiah band), also too k up 
this issue, saying that Rothenburger's perspective is radst and underestimates the genoude by 
disease undergone by FLst Nations. He said chat here's a "need to tell the whole auth, that 
thousands of TnYhqot'in people died from nvo whites trading". He recognized that nineteen white 
people died, but said that "the Tr'Ihqot'Nt were fnendly to the whites und they were mistreated ... 
wives and young girls were raped ... That story is no t told in that book" (Foss 1994: 12). 

10. Here it may be interesüug to note the pamcukr relevance of collective identities and actions - 
chrough usage of the term nations - to aboriginal smiggles for land, resources, and self- 
determination in conternporary British Columbia and Canada. From the cornrnon @ut not 
universal) adoption of the term "First Nations" to the building of indigenous land-claims arguments 
on the basis of the crown's obligation to nation-to-nation treaq- negouaüons, collective history and 
action plays an important role in a b o n p a l  clahs. This is meaningfd s r  a tirne of general "lape 
into a kind of individual pluralisrn rather than a necessary restitution of the cotlective" and 
"multiplication O f private memo ries demandhg individual histories" (Nora, 1 9 89). 

II. 1 am also presented with the opporniaiq to think about how academic discourse smcnires 
'successMul' and 'failed' research, and how feminist scholarship has dealt with (adopted, 
compromked, or rejected?) these defînitions. 1 think this is important because behind these 
dehnitions are assumptions which dictate what we set as our goals as women's studies researchers 
and what we envision the purpose and measute of our projects to be. Whether or not 1 am able to 
commit to a t t e m p ~ g  to develop a long-temi, cooperative project with certain people or groups that 
would have benefits for me and for f e d s t  scholarship as well as for other paxticipants is one 
question. Barriers to m): capadty for this kind of work include a lack of the kind of status within 
academic structures that is required by the groups who still have money to give. 

So another question is: how do feminist academics and students project and plan our work? 
To what end? Are we gener* aLning for results similar to what traditional academic 'standards' 
d e h e  as successfd ('producf-oriented, answer-giving, new knowledge-producing, finite, and 
discrete chunks of resewch)? Do we believe that this approach to knowledge is O f any use to us? 
What uses of knowledge do we have in &d? To what extent are we working toward established 
and standardized academic aims, and what effects does this have on the possibility of doing research 



Like what would be required to work with a situation like the one I've been studying? I will bonow a 
question from anthropologist Greg Sams, who thinks that studies of 'other' peoples and culmes are 
in need of more "interruption and risk": "How do scholars see beyond the noms they use to Ecame 
the expeeences of others unless those noms  are interrupted and esposed so that scholars are 
vulnerable, seeing what they thiak as possibly- wrong, or n t  least limited?" (1993: 29). Do our models 
allow For attempts to intercept and participate in long-terni, cornpleu, Lnmediately unsolvable 
negotiations? 1s a focus on process and on moments and methods of resistance dreamable in our 

- 

context? 
Kamala Visweswaran asks a question of anheopobgy which 1 would iike to direct ro 

fernias t researchers, myselE iocluded: "If we have leamed any-thg from an thr opology 's encoun ter 
with colonialisrn, the question is not really whether anthropologists can represent people better, but 
whether we can be accountable to people's own struggles for self-representation and self- 
detemiinauon" (1994: 32). 

Further, to what degree is academic feminism invested in tradiaonal understandings of 
expertise and academic professionalism, and how does this dictate what kind of research is possible 
or elLninated when only a veq- s m d  group of women ends up having the credentials necessq to 
ment the research jobs, money, resources, and m s t  to produce stuclies that would be considered 
legitimate? 

In Woman. Native. Other (1989), Trinh T. ZvW-ha writes about the story without end: 

Tmth does not make sense; it exceeds meanlig and exceeds measure. It exceeds all regimes of 
nudi. So, when we insist on t e h g  over and over again, we insist on repetition in re-creauon 
(and vice-versa)... on disniburing the story into smder  proportions that will correspond to the 
capauty of absorption ofour mouths, the capauty of vision of o u  eyes, and the capauty of 
bea.ting of o u  bodies. Each story is at once a fragment and a whole; a whole within a whole 
(123). 
A story is not just a story. Once the forces have been aroused and set into motion, they cantt 
simply be stopped at someone's request Once told, the story is bound to circulace; humanized, 
it may have a t e m p o r q  end, but its effects linger on and its end is never truiy an end (133). 
The story is beauahil, because or therefore it unwinds like a thread. A long thread, for there is 
no end in sight Or the end she reaches actudy leads to another end, anorher opening (149). 

1 want to point out the devance ofTonhJs concept to LVilliamsY understanding of the 
MOA-Tsilhqotin National Governrnent negotiation story as a stoy "as important as any other" and 
as an integral, essential part of what HIGH SLACK is h d v  about. 

1 also thLik that TPnh's LnaginLig of a story without end, as outluied Li the above 
quotations, may be a usehl way to Lnagine Çeminist research projects which work with radier than 
in suspension of or against long-terni negotiations and social, political, and culnird processes. I 
have O fien womed that 1 a m  responsible for pulling off the impossible feat of grasping the totality 
of the issues suaounding HIGH SUCI< and pronouncing the mth of the matter in my research. 1 
see my research as one piece of a large, unstable puzzle: once my knobby piece is in place, the whole 
thing may cnimble around the edges or get warped, but my piece will still esist and be comected to 
other pieces. Even if my piece gets dislodged, it will sali have shapes on its borders that will fit with 
other bits. Nothhg could persuade me more than the endless complications and implications of the 
web of relationships and issues sunounding this exhibition that "[t]nith, does not make sease; it 
exceeds m e d g  and exceeds rneasure". My project becomes a way of w r i ~ g  a part of the story 
without end in s m d  proportions that wvdL correspond to the capacity of absorption of rny rnouth, 
the capacity of vision of my eyes, and the capacity of bearing of my body. 1 know already that "once 
told, the story is bound to circulate ... its effects linger on and its end is never uuly  an end", because 



my research itself ir a lingering e ffect of the stones of othen. 

13. This does not mean that 'voice' is a useless concept to femuiism and to women's paths to self- 
assertion and empowered consciousness. Mmy women writers, including bel1 hooks and several 
women of abonginal descent in Canada as well as white wornen, have used the idea and practice of 
coming to voice to emancipatory ends, whether dirough verbal speech or w r i ~ g .  hooks says that 
she leamed resistance to gender stereotpes, enforced roles, and punishments for aansgression 
through "tallcing back" and writing. She notes that 

w r i ~ g  was a way to capture speech, to hold onto ir, to keep it close. i h d  so I wrote d o m  bits 
and pieces of conversations, confesslig in cheap diaries.. . expressing the intensity of my 
sorrow, the anguish of speech.. . The fear of exposure, the fear that one's deepest emotions 
and innennos t thoughts would be dismissed.. . felt by so many young giels keeping dianes, 
keeping and hiding speech, seems to me now one of the barriers that women have needed and 
need to destroy so that we are no longer pushed into secrecy or silence (1990:338). 

As other theorists pc 5nt out, however, secrecy and silence are not always rightly interpreted as 
passive - as being silenced - as silence and secrecy c m  also be chosen as paths of resistance, as c m  
speech. Maria Campbell . - shares the p T importance ,-. of corning to voice through wEÜng for her in her 

_,- J-- r-, C ..,,,, l>? .  1992 axticle about reslsung racism, "btraregcs LUL Ù U V ~ V U  . 
1 didn't start w r i ~ g ,  making films or working in theatre because of the need 
that because In needed to - survive.. . 1 wrote my Eust book in 1969.. . 1 \vas a 
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to create. 1 did 
single rno ther with 

P tn tnlk r o  and four children to support. 1 was very poor vaui nu s u a . .  . L L K ~ U ~ Y  -Y -L I - - - - -  -- --- -- ---- 

there was nobody around. 1 decided to &te. I made the paper rny Çriend, and ralked to it. 
' - 1 -  3 r - l  ----a :,,- -, 1;C- T t  

me through a heahg process, to muersulu w r i r l c  L waa L " L L L L - - b  - -  - -  

- - * * * 7 ., Yrr,,l;-a +Ln* ;+ xrrnr"lt - 
fault, that racism was red, that you c o u a  reacn our mu LV ULU IL, .. -- - - - --  ---- 
happened in my life was a result of racism. Through writing Halfbreed, 1 was able to a n e z e  

1 - - -1-- ,*A (1997. n_ my Me ana my corn muni^, auu LU Y- Y-- ---------- J -- - 

Lee Maracle, another Metis woman, outlines a similar process of empowerment through 
:ech/wriMg: 

1 began ~ r l ~ g  stories.. . to Save my sanity. Poetry and the comfort of my diaries - my books 
of madness 1 called h e m  - where truth rolled out of my inner self, began to re-shape me. 1 
could not rnake Ray ber husband] understand that I did not really wmt to -te, I needed to. 
In my d i q ,  1 faced my womanhood, indigenous wornanhood. 1 faced rny inner hate, my anger 
and the desertion of myself from our way of being (1990: 230). 

11. in her d e  ''Talking Back", hooks described the systematic punishrnents she received 
being a girl child who rehsed to be silent. She described the r\Erican-Amencan comrnunity 
youth as viewing the voices of women as '%ackground music audible but not acknowledged 
significant speech", in connast to nouons of women's speech ax dence (1990: 337-340). 

fo r 
of her 
as 

15. Suski, unl ike some others, does not see posmiodemist formulations of the 'self as an antido 
to staàc subject/object, speech/silence structures. She described posmiodemist theones as 
retaïning the voice/silence dichotomy, despite their much-talked-about impulse to fragment and 
mu1 tiply sub j ecuvities and voices . Drawing from exarnples horn 'development' anthtopologg 
discourse, she showed that postrnodernism can arnrmp and assign marginalitg to people such as 
fernale workers in the 'infonnal' sector of capitalkt economies, reinforcing powerM/powerless 
polarities and re-relegating certain women to silence and absence (1997). 



16. William subtly subverted aay expectation 1 rnay have had about get&g 'the Tn(hqotïn woman's 
perspective' by refening consistendy to her chiefs and council and to other people's right to 

participate. By the tïme 1 spoke to her about this 1 had realized that there was no such ching to 
'ret8eveY. My ongoing education in anti-racist feminism had taught me about a parlicular 
mechanism of ra&m which bars any person deemed a 'minority' from speaklig as an individual or 
in any other way than a representative of their extemally-assigned category, whether that be 'non- 
whites' or 'aboriginal peopley or Wuslims' or whatever else. In a talk at Simon Fraser University on 
November 6, 1996, Ruth \ V y  Woodward Ch& Sunera Thobani recalled being asked, when she 
was presidenc of the National Action Cornmittee on the Status of YVomen if "an immigrant woman 
can represent Canadian women", but noted that no one ever doubted chat she could represenr a l  
immigrant women or women of colour. It is very i n t e r e s ~ g  co me CO note d u t  hnnie William's 
communication seemed carefully geared to break down any assurnptions about one 'other' person 
speaking on behalfof all 'other' people who rnay be categorized by the world as We' her. Greg 
Sarris notes a sirnilar tendenq- in his Aunt Mabel McKay's "talk". Samis says that Mcl(ayys "talk" 
"makes the interlocutor immediately awaee of the present context and the other ways the 
interiocutor may be frataing her world, which does not close the discourse but exposes the chasms 
benveen two interpretive wodds over which the discourse must continue" (1993: 23). 

17. In reflection on the long-term story of negouation that 1 encountered in this research, and die 
limitations of the ways femliist academic projects are (can be?) envisioned and implemented, 1 
would add one thing to Viveswaran's description of knowledge as ''relational" and "temporal". 1 
would like to emphasize another kind of temporality - not so much in the sense of historical 
specïfïüty and shiftingy multiple identities, which is Visweswaran's meaning (199450-1) - but in b a t  

what rnay not be spoken or 'produced' as knowledge at one time rnay occur at another, depending 
on current Urcumstances but n1.o on relationship-building processes themselves and how these mav 
make space for knowledge to grow over longer periods of rime. Tnist weighs in here heavily, md I 
have heard repeatedly diat it is a prime consideration in the possibility of any cooperauve research 
with TXbqo t 'r'n~. 



Conclusion 

Taking our bearings: Who are we? Bearing/baBng owselves in histoncd, 
cultural, and socio-political context 

HIGH SLACK itself, and the events and processes it involved, provided an opporninitv for 

the creation of new meanings and kinds of connection chrough communication benveen people. h 

mamw of questions, themes, histories, debates, theones, academic discipllies, points of view, 

practices, and goals were brought into interaction dirough rhis exhibition. In this ver); qeczj5c contest, 

what do our representations and actions tell us about ourselves? While some connections between 

people and ideas were established across great difference through HIGH SMCK at certain 

rnoments in the public response books, at the public symposium, and in my conversauons with Rosa 

Ho and Judith LVGams, for example, at other &es the oppominity for connection and 

collaboration never went beyond its potenual, as in the planned but never accomplished public 

symposium on current con£licts ooer namal resources between FYs t Nations and non-aboriginal 

society and business, and in my research with Annie William and other members of the Tsilhqoi'in 

Nation. 

My contention has been not just that HIGH SWCK created a context-wib-a-contest 

where communication across difference became possible though unevenlv pursued and 

accomplished, but that the ci..ffenene.s themselves - and the real po tential for bridging these gaps in the 

world that we inhabit - are always created and limited by our collective acts and our stories about 

ouselves in history and in the present. As I've attempted to demonstrate, ideologies infonn our 

cunent understandings of a whole scheme of subjects include hings like the h c t i o n  O E art, the 

business of anthropology, museums' purposes, and First Nations histories and rights. These 

ideologies resuicted as well as facilitated the exhibition's production and display, people's responses 

to it, and people's interactions with each other that were occasioned by it. These ideological beliefs 

and structures have a history themselves in our collective past actions and understandings, md flow 

from the past into the present to affect o u  behaviours now - and, in o u  actions, the ways we define 

ourselves today. 
In this thesis 1 have used HIGH SLACK as a compass as well as a m e e ~ g  place. The 

exhibition traced some of our collective history in the ways we have related to each other and to the 
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land we inhabit; and pointed to voices, silences, and issues which are sites of pain and confict, on 

the one hand, and offer the possibility of change, o n  the other. By reporting and studying the ways 

that history was addressed in HIGH SLACK, the ways that HIGH SLXCISs history was interpreted 

and used by others, and the ways that HIGH SWCK's history integrates with a broader histoq of 

c o l o ~ s m ,  post- or neo-colonial relations, western academic disciplines (especially art and 

anchropology), ferninist and post-colonial theories, and our conremporq social, economic, political, 

cd&, and ideologicai contexts, 1 have actempted co show how one group of xrtworks in a 

p d c u l a r  venue of dispiay can reveal the intercomectedness of hum= activities ia d i i s  place, across 

time and cdtutes, and help us to situate ourselves in a more complex and accurate vision of o u  time 

and place. 

Production and receptions in historical context 

HIGH SLr\CI< hct ioned in pxrt as an occasion for the production of new meanings and 

processes of cornmunicaaon by means of social Literac non, allowing a moment of unders tanding 

about how we operate, individuaily and collective$, in a comples grouping of contexts and 

ideologies. The installation traced locd ilstories in a way that pointed to important issues and 

processes in our contemporary reality, producing a visible connecuon between our actions today and 

their relationship to the past. 

My goal ofincreasing the complexity and specifiuty of o w  howleclge of our historicdy- 

sited context, and locaMg and descnbing the ways that contextual factors shape and direct our 

projects and practices, has allowed me to develop an understandhg of historical, cultural, poliacal, 

social, and academic conditions and change. HIGH SLACK has bct ioned as a triple case smdy in 

thesc terms. 
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To reiterate, &t, 1 have corne to see the exhibition as a project which in its own way 

worked to inu-ease the complexity of o u  collective knowledge of our histoncal and m e n t  

coatexts. 

Second, as a cornplex contemporary visual art work publicly dealing with colonial histories in 

an anthmpology museum, Williams' installation crossed boundaries benveen re&s usudy kept 

relatively sepaxate. It functioioned in thjs sense as a challenge to the limits of present academic and 

professional, cultui:al, political, and cornmunitg practice and interaceon. 

ThLdiy, studying HIGH S W C K  with a context-based approach has enabled me to mesure 

and describe the state of social and political debates, of cultural ideologies, and of academic 

discourses. By investigacing a network ofcontexts and factors which influenced the eldiibition's 

production and by aacing a spec- of recepuons of HIGH SUCI< and their comecuons to 

contexnial discourses and histories, 1 have med to draw conclusions from Williams' project and its 

arcustances.  Beyond that, I have &ed to explore what the exhibition cornmunikates about the 

time, place, and relationships in which it was created and viewed. My thesis is, in rhis way, an effort 

at contemporary histoq. 

A large part of the thesis is dedicated to £ïnding and anaiyzing the links benveen aspects of 

HIGH SLACK's production and receptions and wider conteamal issues, in order to reveai things 

about the patterns in those issues in a new moment and way. At other points, I hope the text points 

in a slightly different direction - away Gom present circumstances to future possibility. There are a 

few areas where 1 see this research as hawlg  the potentiai to help push open doors which are s d  

haIf-closed: 

1. The organic in terdisciplinarini of this (feminis t) academic research pro jec t was 

instrumental to my ability to consider a range ofissues, texts, and theones which were relevant and 

very inportant to my case snidy. CombLiing art history, sociotogy, anùiropology, museum studies, 

and history was what dowed my case smdy to broaden into contemporary history. Perhaps an 
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increased emphasis on interdisuplinarity - irs scope and shape dictated by die details and contexr oE 

the subject in question - as afforded by women's studies could help other researchers to discover 

new and usehi combinations of theory and method beyond what is prescribed by one field. 

2. The process of my research as 1 have described its lessons, openings, and closures, points 

(not for the k s t  time) to the importance of avoiding generalizations of cheory, method or pracuce in 

situations involving intercultural cooperatioo or work across orher kinds of difference beweeo 

people who occupy v q h g  positions in hisrorical relationships and cunenr power smictures. I have 

leamed that generalizations and attempts to apply- overarching theories co a study such as mine on  

HIGH SLACK can mask the complexity and Bchness of a case where different contesn, issues, 

points of view, and receptions are woven Lnmcately together. Ir's crucial to give prirnary artenrion 

to the spenjsc icstory in question, die precise relaüonships at hand, and the contests and debares 

a f f e c ~ g  them. The need to rake cues from h e s e  realities and how they are dealt with by others is 

one of the major conclusions I draw Erom this research. 

3. 1 see nuo p d c u l v  groups of literature as espedally relevant and helphi to this task. 

Post-colonial studies is an area in which a great deal of scmpulously historically-sited theory tends to 

combine various disciplinary approaches with a focus on systems of power and inequality. This 

licerature has provided me with important ways to relate a contemporsry arc work ro ongouig 

societal relationships and discourses. Cultural smdies, with irs capacity for factoring popdar cultural 

phenornena into social and political histories, may provide further ideas for understanding art 

exhibitions as s o d ,  political, and/or cultural acts in specific conrexts. 1 think there is more to learn 

from visual arts projects about their social, culnual, and political bct ions .  They seem to operate 

differently Gom other modes of production or intervention more typicdy studied as politicdy- and 

socially-active (like fiction, life-writing, poetry, certain genres of fïlrn and video, magazine or zine 

publishing), but they requLe an approach which goes beyond those oudined by art criticism. A n  

historian Coco Fusco's book En~lish is Broken Here is a mode1 of wriMg that integrates art, 



culture, politics, histoq, and social theory, as are Greg Sa&' ccanchropoiogical" test Keepin 

Woman Nive and Deborah Roofs study, Cannibal Culture. 

4. Feminist theory's ongoing grappling with voice, silence, and women's subjectivities, 

which 1 write about in Chapcer 5, may offer new ways ro facilitate (feminist) culnird research and 

equality-seeking cultural collaboration wïth individuals and groups posiuoned differently in power 

relationships. Greg Saais writes that: 

. . . an understanding of the dynamics of any resistance movement.. . depends on who is doing 
the study, what the context and cLcumstances are, and which methods are being employed. 
h y  perspective has its LMitations. Representatives h-om h e  dominant culture exploring the 
resistance of a subjugated people are Wtely to see little more than what those people choose or 
c m  afford to show them (1993: 68). 

Combining interdisciplinary flexibility with respect for and new (feminist) wap  of t h inhg  about 

and dealing with silence, resistance, and other challenges of cornrnunication across the differences 

amoag people may be an avenue of possibility. Again in Sarris' words, 

m f diere are black holes of uncerrainry, borders and obstacles that seem impossible to cross, we 
must not only continue to question and to talk co one aaother - art historian, linguis t, and 
anthropologist alike - but remember our own lLnitations and accept difference for what it is, an 
indication of the distance we have yec to rravel by means of. . . sensitivity to the O ther and to 
the history. . . that accouncs for the world[s] kom which [people] speak(1993: 59). 

5. The development of feminist theories on the subjects of c'diiference" and "subjectivity" 

is also an interesthg Stream of analysis in relation to cultural production. Manv art-histoncal studies 

utilize production and reception Erameworks to observe and anticipate that meanuigs for art are re- 

created by different audiences and audience memben in interaction widi each other and with socio- 

cultural ideologies - and not in isolation. I have attempted to trace the connections between political 

and culnual contexts and the ways people produced and received HIGH SUCI<; and 1 have uied 

to do reseatch with people who are positioned differendy in o u  collective society's structure (and 

leam fiom its results). Two thuigs have become obvious. First, dominant social ideologies and 

strucues do condition people's receptions of art works. Second, people's positions in social 

relauonships - many shaped by historical inequalities - affect their receptions of arnvorks, but also 



affect th& deusions about how or whether to engage wirh other audience members in negooamg 

melrungs for artworks and drawing conclusions hom them. Ferninist theones on difference and 

subjectivity, as they work to balance recenr ideas about the rnobility and multiplicity of 

self/sub jectivi y with constant attention to the realities of historkally and sus rernically-es rablis hed 

categories of difference and rehtionships of inequality, might offer a new dimension - or at leasr a 

new complexïty - to snidies of how arr hct ions  and what it can mean in people's mïnds and hves. 

6. Relating theory to eveqday pracuce is a challenge - and one that feminist writers are fond 

of confkon~g. This thesis stops short of making s p e d c  "new" recornmendations for pracuce in 

one of the contexts it investigates - the museum - because I have leamed my lesson about the 

irnporrance of looking ac each situation in its specific context and history and rektionships. ..At the 

same Üme, t h i s  lesson could hnction as a recommendation of sorts; ic echoes Rosa HO'S emphasis 

on working ia a Çocussed way with p&culv comrnunîties and learning through processes of 

consultation and mutual respect. My insistence on continudy linking HIGH SI;\CI< (Li its 

moments of production and recepüon) back to social, cultural, and political contexts is an attempr to 

stnke a balance between acknowledging and respecting the ambiguity, complerity, and specialiess of 

rheparfictdarwh.de remembering that it is also related to and shaped by broader, more generdy 

present patterns and relationships. 

My overall goal in the thesis has been summarized helphlly by Greg Sanis. His 

multidisuplinaty and multi-focal smdy looks at relationships benveen his indigenous culture and 

extemal discourses (academic and popdar) which imagine his culture - O ften ~r:diout atrenuon to 

die history shared beoueen them. He e ~ ~ l o r e s ,  and I have aspired to trace: 

a specific kind of dialogue, or conversation, that can open the intermingling of the multiple 
voices widun and between people and the texts they encounter, enabling people to see and hear 
the ways various voices intersect and overlap, the ways they have been repressed or held down 
because of certain social or political circumstances, and the ways they can be talked about and 
explored (1 993: 5). 

























- C H A P T E R  I X  

Valdk g w  in the 1aun;h and explores Tabla and Arco channels and the entrantes 
neara-The En Iïsh are not preparcd CO leave unexplorcd the channels f which wc had a ready Witcd, on  the mund that to do so would no< bc in 
accordancc with th& instructions-Aaliano cxplorer the contincn~ fmm 
Point Aamiento to Tabla channc1.-Vcrnaci and Salamanca continue the 
examination CO bcyond Angostura de los-&mandantes. 

HE dawn was fine, and mc!hods were taken to combine Our 
activitio with thosc of the English. Captain Vancouver pmposed 
to send out three expcditions, each consisting of two boats, in 

different directions, and Galiano suggated to him that we should have 
charge of one of thcse. Valdés therefore set out at nisic in the morning in 
the launch of the Mexicana with provisions for eight days. and made his 
way dong the channel which- afterwards received the name of Tabla, 
his duty bein CO ex lore that part ofit  which lay towards the cast. e 1 At nightfa 1 Val & returned in the launch, having explorcd a con- 
siderable arrn of the sea, which hc called Tabla, because on the coast to 
the east h i  had seen on the shore a kind a f  wooden plank, on which were 
drzwn various gcographical figurq as was clear from the sketch which he 
made of-it. This channcl a t  first seemcd to be of considcrablc importance 

- and' to excend for several Icagues, but Valdés soon found that its end 
came when he Icast ex cctcd it, in just the same way as we had found 
in the Case of the arm O P the Floridablanca channcl, to which this channcl . was sirniiar both in the dtaracter of its shores and in its depth. He also 
6sited the neighbouring channels, which arc filled for the most part 
with srnaII islands of little hcight, and he saw some abandoned settle- . - ments without having met a single native beyond them. 

On his return from the Garnination of the a m  of the sea called Tabla, 
ValdCE met Mr. Pujet, second lieutenant of the Discovery, who was also 
on his way to cxplore the same chaiinel, and although he told him that 
it was blockcd, the English oficer continucd to go to explore it for himself. 

In vicw of thk, we-cxplained to Captain Vancouver that the way in 
which exploration could bc accelerated would be for us to repose com- 

lete confidence in one another and that so far as WC wcre concerned, 
Re could count on absolute frankness. Mr. Vancouver, however, re lied 
that while he had always the most cornpletc confidence in our worE, lx 
did not feel himself to be frce from the res nsibility if he did no; sr,e 

* .  everything for himself, since it was upressly Y=! aid down in his instnictions 
that hc was -to explore al1 the channels along the coast from 45' to Cmk 
River. 
From the twenty-eighth of June to the first of July we replenished our  

water and wood, and undertook astronomical observations for the 
rectification of the chronometers. The wind vaned greatly in its direction 
a.nd strength; at  timc;, when it was south-east, it caused us to yaw until 
we were in forty hthoms' depth. The tide was very irregular, the wind 
having much effect both upon its strength and u p n  its duration. Whcn 
i t  blcw from the south-cast the currcrat flowed rapidly from this direction, 
and when the wind rcmained steady from that quarter the water rose 
and felI without changing its course. This phenomenon was a h  noticed. 
i n  the channds of the Straït of Magellan, where there has been noticed a 
difference of five fathoms in two hours, without any change in the dircc- 
tion of the tide. 

. - On the second of July, the weathcr wûs lovely, and in the aftemoon 
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Appendix A 



Statement of Research Verification 

As an interview participant in Chantell Foss' Masrer of h s  thesis for Simon Fraser 
Universiy, 1 wodd like to conhrm that the quotations Chantell Foss âted fiom my 
interview with her have been corrected, m o a e d  and approved by me. The quoted 
excerpa and additional infomiation provided by me contained in the thesis reflect the most 
accurate and curent infomiatiori conceming the topics and contexts discussed in Chantell 
Foss' thesis. 

Since Chantell Foss' thesis is the best and most complete context for the information 1 
provided, we both agree to abide by our original agreement hat the yped transcripts and 
tape-recorded interview be destroyed upon Chanreell Foss' successful completion of the 
requirements for her thesis- 

Date: 
Rosa Ho 
Curacor of Art and Public Programmes 
UBC Museum of hnthropology 
6393 W Marine Drive, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
VGT 122 

Phone: (604) 822-4604 
Fax: (604) 822-2974 
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